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Abstract
The Royal Academy*s promotion of the ’Arts of Design’, the edu
cation of its students and its annual exhibitions have been subject
to many forms of criticism.

Despite the absorption of many older

avant-garde figures into its membership the Academy maintained a
conservative reputation*

During and after the Great War the Academy

and its members were involved in many forms of activities which gave
indirect support to the war effort and commemorated the nation’s
achievements.

The Academy introduced a policy of inter-national ex

hibitions and was regarded abroad as an important representative of
British art.

The Royal Fine Arts Commission was largely the result

of the Royal Academy’s initiative: and. the Academy contributed to the
general post-war interest in mural painting,and the decorative'arts.
The Royal Academy Schools, having recovered from the war, adop
ted a more liberal policy of education during the keepership of
Charles Sims between: 1920 and 1926.

The scheme for a Royal Academy

State School of Art was never adopted, ,but Sims made a number of
changes within the Academy Schools which gave-more freedom to the
individual student.

During Sir Frank Dicksee’s presidency, however,

the Schools were criticised from within the institution and after
1926 returned to a more traditional art-training, in competition
with the Royal College of Art and the Slade School.

The extent of

the Royal Academy’s artistic conservatism is assessed by an analysis
of the Diploma Works deposited by Academicians and the Chantrey
Bequest purchases made during the period.

The Burlington House

Summer Exhibitions were also deemed conservative despite attempts at
introducing a more liberal exhibition policy between 1920 and 1927.
The dominating realism of Royal Academy work during the 1920s may be
seen as a twentieth century development of academic practice.
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The Character, History and functions of the Royal Academy 1918-1930
In 1937 Mary Chamot stated categorically"*" that the Boyal Acad
emy exhibitions were not representative of contemporary painting,
and that the institution’s primary functions were those of providing
a free art school, carrying on the social business of organizing ex
hibitions and dinners, and finding artists to execute presentation
portraits.

The author’s own ’understanding of the real state of the

arts' led her to sanction the Royal Academy's existence by virtue of
the fact that
'. . . there is a traditional technique of painting; it is as
well that- this tradition should be kept alive, and it is appropiate.that it,should be kept alive in the Academy.’■
Yet she was convinced that ’Academic success does no good artisti
cally’ and wished to see the ’pure’ artist 'free' to do his work,

A

more detailed analysis of this and other forms of criticism will be
found below (p 213) but Mary Chamot's stress upon the official, nat4

ure of the institution deserves comment,

-

,

As originally defined in the Royal Academy’s Instrument of
2
Foundation the institution was intended to 'promote the Arts, of
Resign’, to provide Instruction for students ’under the direction of
the ablest artists’ and to hold annual.exhibitions of
'Paintings, Sculpture and designs, which shall be open to all
Artists- of distinguished merit.’ .
Under the provision made in Clause xxii for the introduction of alt
erations and additions the laws of the Royal Academy have been ,modi
fied on many occasions since 1768, but their main principles have
been retained.

,

By the early twentieth century, notwithstanding a

constant flow of criticism, the Royal Academy continued to provide a
focus on contemporary British art.

Sir Walter Lamb described the

annual exhibition as a
’challenge to public opinion and criticism . . . a healthy ex
ercise that distinguishes the Academy from other educational
institutions whose authority and activities are generally taken
on trust by the laymen' •
Commencing in I87 O with an exhibition of Old Masteigand works by

1

Mary Chamot M o d e m Painting in England London, 1937* Chapter
VII, The Royal Academy and Some Traditional Painters’, pp 80-93*

2

Signed by George IIT'at St James's, December 10, 1 7 6 8 .'

3

Sir Walter R.M.Lamb (Secretary to the Royal Academy 1913-195-)
The Royal Academy, London 1951 PP IO 5 -IO6 .

5

C.R.Leslie R.A. and Clarkson Stanfield R.A.

x

the Royal Academy had

also introduced the public to a range of work from British collec
tions which foreshadowed the foreign art Winter Exhibitions which
were to start in 1920,

Both types of exhibition were seen as educ

ative exercises intended to encourage public awareness of the arts.
The Royal Academy Dinner at which the principal guest was a member
of the Royal Family

was still attended by diplomats, cabinet minis

ters and important patrons of the arts.
If the Royal Academy’s promotion of the arts was (and is) seen
in the form of its exhibitions, the pedagogic role of the Royal
Academy Schools, if less publicly evident, remained a most import
ant part of the institution.

The Schools, moreover, gave free tui

tion to all students, being funded by the proceeds from exhibitions
2
and from various bequests. The Keeper of the Royal Academy is res
ponsible for the direction of the Schools, and was originally assis
ted by the holders of Professorships in Painting, Sculpture, Archi
tecture, Perspective and Anatomy.

The competetions for various pri

ses and scholarships were judged by the Royal Academy Council each
year and awards were made on Foundation Day, December 10th.

The

painting and drawing schools attracted by far the larger numbers of
"3
students , while the schools of Sculpture and Architecture were us
ually attended by some ten students each.
There are two principal reasons why the Royal Academy should
have been seen (perhaps Inevitably) as conservative in character.
1.

The restriction of the number of Academicians to forty, and

the number of Associates (from whom the Academicians are recruited)
to a similar figure, also limits the number of younger artists att
aining membership.

In 1918, as a result ox proposals; for reorgan

isation put forward by Reginald Blomfield (1856-1942), H

was dec

ided that Academicians would become Senior- Academicians on reaching
the age of seventy-five , and thereby cease to serve on the Council
or Committees.

This provision increased the number of vacancies in

1

Charles Robert Leslie R.A. (1794-1859) aad William Clarkson
Stanfield R.A. (1793-1867)*

2

Until 1927 (after the resignation of Charles Sims) the Keeper
lived in the east end of the ground floor of Burlington House,
now occupied by the library.

3

Sir Walter R.M.Lamb, op.cit. gives the avei'age number for Paint
ing and Drawing students as 80.

4

Royal Academy Annual Report , 1918 p.23. Dot more than five Ac 
ademicians were to become Senior Academicians in any one year.

both ranks, and. was intended to ensure that younger blood was in
fused into the institution.

The limited success of this move may

be gauged from the fact that the Associates elected in 1919 were
all aged between forty-one and fifty-two1 .

Even with this amend

ment to the constitution it is difficult to see how any other res
ults could have been achieved.
2.

The fact that Annual Exhibitions are selected by a Committee

drawn from Royal Academy members

2

of itself may be interpreted as

confirming the Royal Academy in its conservatism .

While admitting

the importance of ’new streams of life’ the Academy was loath to
sanction any but
’. , . definite performances which show the benefit of such in^
vigoration without the crudities of mere novelty or exercise.’
This ’tried and tested* formula also explains the historical
relationship between the Royal Academy-and the Hew English Art Club
5
at this time. In 1940 Frank Rutter noted that the ’rebels’ of the
1880s and their successors had gradually been absorbed into the Roy
al Academy.

The origin of the

Hew English Art Club in 1886 had

been stimulated by the influence of French art upon English artists
who had studied abroad and by discontent with the selection process
/
of the ’closed academic system’ at Burlington House. An appeal for
reform of the Royal Academy (launched shortly after the founding, of
the Hew English Art Club) by George Clausen, Walter Crane and Holman
Hunt through the correspondence columns of The Times had failed, but
Alfred Thornton (Secretary to the Hew English Art Club 1928-1935)
noted the way in which the Royal Academy started to absorb ’the more
congenial malcontents.’

Paradoxically this move may itself have

1

George Harcourt was fifty-one, Alfred Munnings forty-one, and
Claude Shepperson fifty-two.

2

From 1919 at least three Associates were included in the
selection committees.

3

Each Roya.1 Academy member might send in up to six works annu
ally; these were not exhibited as a right, and were subject to
approval by the Council, as well as the Selection and Hanging
Committees.

4

Sir Walter R.M.Lamb What the Royal Academy Stands For , in Art
in England, edited by R.S.Lambert, Harrnondsworth 1938 p 53-

5

Frank Rutter M o d e m Masterpieces, London 1940? esxiecially
Chapter XVIII.

6

Alfred Thornton Fifty Years of the
London 1935 ?p 3*

7

Hew English Art Club,

been stimulated by the Academy's critics.

D .S.MacColl1s lS$0 app

ointment to The Spectator as art critic had commenced with some
frank criticism of the Royal Academy.

After his instigation of the

House of Lords Select Committee Inquiry into the Administration of
the Chantrey Bequest (1904) MacColl wrote The Mission of Timothy D .
Hoot to Henry James.

This 1906 'Scenario1 (it was later published

in MacColl's Confessions of a Keeper, London 193l) welcomed the
mythical results of a 1907 and 1908 national depression in which an
Act of Parliament provided for the sale of all national art treas
ures and collections to America.

The results upon Britain's own-

national patronage were found to be most beneficial to modern art,
and 'The Academy was freely opened to all the original artists of
the country.1

MacColl imagined the King commissioning a portrait

group from Augustus John, and buying a landscape by Steer.

Even

if MacColl's fantasies were not idealized in 1908 it is interesting
to find that of the 114 Academicians and Associates active between
1918 and 1930, 31 of them had been Hew English Art Club members be
fore 1918, and 46 had been exhibitors (see Appendix C).
Putter

Frank

commented upon similarities to be found between Royal Acad

emy exhibits of the 1920s and the paintings seen at the liew English
Art Club in earlier days-

The French influence during the 1880s and

l890s had been marked by
'The observation and rendering'in paint of the effect of light
out of doors . . - the chief^preoccupation of the young and
most advanced artists. . . ’
Such a form of realism was in keeping with post—Great Par taste as
noted by both Frank Putter and Sir William Orpen.

3

Indeed Putter

attributed the general decline in historical and subject pictures in
the Royal Academy Summer exhibitions directly to this Hew English
Art Club influence and 'the acceptance of Impressionist practice as
4
regards the colour of light* . Sir Joseph Duve.en expressed a simi—

1

Frank Putter oo.cit. pp 237-8.

2

A.S.Hartrick P.P.S. A Painter's Pilgrimage through Fifty
Years, Cambridge 1939? P 147*

3

’The chief effect of the War on painting . . . was to bring
about a return to realism.’ Sir William Orpen The Outline of
Art, London 1934* P*608

4

Frank Rutter op.cit. p 238.

8

lar view in 1930

1
when he noted the many New English Art Club mem

bers who had since become ’ornaments’ of the Royal

Academy, and in

terpreted William Orpen’s election to Associate in 1910 as a consol
idation of the process of Academy penetration by the llevr English Art
Club begun by Ceorge Clausen’s own election of 1895* In a similar
?
fashion some of those artists who in 1908 had exhibited in the -All
ied Artists’ Association at the Royal Albert Hall latex* became mem
bers of the Academy.

In consequence the Royal Academy Summer Exhib

ition during the 1920s were characterized by ample evidence of modes
of work first seen in more 'avant-garde * exhibitions some twenty
years earlier.
In 1893 George Clausen had been criticized by George Moore

for

painting truth rather than beauty, a fault Moore also found evident
at the Mew English Art Club.

Yet whereas Moore castigated the Royal

A.cademy for ’adopting French methods’ h 9 could admire the Hew Eng
lish Art Club for the same reasons:
’Art has fallen in France, and the Hew English seems to me
like a seed blown over-sea from a ruined garden. It has caught
English root, .and already English colour and fragrance are in
the f lower I ’ "r
By 1911 The Mew English Art Club was itself considered somewhat con5

servative and academic by many younger artists , and the process?, of
absorption into the Royal Academy referred to above consolidated
this tendency*
The Great War may have played some part in the 1920s Academy
vogue for realism.

In 1924 Martin Conway, the Director of the Imp

erial Mar Museum, noted that
’never before have artists- of'such varied outlook combined to
work with the one object of depicting phases of their country 1s
history. The Government, with a happy impartiality, selected
1

Sir Joseph D’uvean Thirty Years of British Art, London 1930
pp 69—70.

2

These included Philip Connard, Richard Jack, Ambrose McEvoy
and GlynPhilpot.

3

George Moore Modern Painting, London, 1st edition l893*p,117ff#

4

George^ Moore op.cit. p 211 (2nd edition).

5

A point made in H.M.Cundall1s A History of British 77ater Colour
Painting, London and Hew York 1929 P 117•

9

prominent names from the various "schools”' of artistic effort
. . . one need only glance at the^names in the catalogue to
realize their number and variety. *
In consequence of this liberal selection policy remarkably few. mem
bers of the Royal Academy were 'specially employed* by the Ministry
There are 169 contributors noted in the Imperial
I
War Museum’s First World War Collection, of which 77 were, at var
of Information.

ious stages of the war and immediately after it, ’specially emp
loyed* ,

Of the latter only 7 were Royal Academy members (3 Acad-.

2

emicians and 4 Associates)'-, although 17 other war artists were ev
entually elected to the Academy.

The Great War certainly provided

an important stimulus for a. large number of younger artists.

The

nature of first-hand war experience, however, did not immediately
consolidate the position of'abstract art in this country^, but
rather emphasized a modern-form of realism.

Even if Clutton Brock

could recognize in. cubism certain modes of expression apposite to
A
the depiction of modern warfare the intense emotion generated by
experience of the war was more frequently expressed with the ’sheer
realism’ appropriate to the fierce wartime taste of life.

Sir Will

iam Orpen’s painting is representative of. the realism which domin
ated the Royal Academy during the following decade.
Upon the outbreak of the Great.War the Royal Academy had offer
ed its facilities to the War Office, as approved by the General Ass
embly held on August 21st 1914*

In> fact the Council granted the

loan of Galleries '711 to XI, the Architectural Room, Lecture Room
and Refreshment Room to the United Arts Force who oroceeded to drill

Introduction to the 1924 ^-s*^ edition of the Imperial War Mus
eum’s Concise: catalogue of Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture
of the First World War 1914-1913* The War-Publications Depart
ment started commissioning work in 191o and was succeeded by •
the Ministry of Information in 1918.
R.A.s;™ Sir William Orpen, J.S.Sargent and C.Siras. A.R.As:D.Y.Cameron, H.Hughes-Stanton, Sir John Lavery and Glyn Philpot.
Philip Connard was elected A.R.A. in 1918.
Chapter VI in Mary Chamot*s book, 00.cit., The Influence of War
is subtitled Abstract and Imaginative Painting.
A.Clutton Brock, quoted by Sir William Orpen, The Outline of
Art, London 1934 p 613.

10

in tug courtyard and stack their rifles in the fiefreshrrient ax'ea •
Sir Edvard Poynter anticipated

2

the General Assembly’s desire to

’rather promote an exhibition for the benefit of distressed
artists than for the War Fund .1
This resulted in the 1915 (January to February) Wap Relief Exhibi
tion in aid of the British Red Cross Society and the Artists’ Gen
era] Benevolent Institution, and established a precedent for further exhibitions in 1917 and 1918 .
The potential destruction of works of art and historic monu
ments resulted in appeals to both the United States Ambassador (as
agent of a neutral power) and to Kitchener.

The letter from Sir

Edward Poynter to the American Embassy, dated September 13th 1914?
asked the Americans to exert their influence, for
A word from’the Kaiser would doubtless check the zeal for
destruction, even If it did not entirely put an end^to the
brutal methods of the German military caste . . . 1
and the Royal

Academy Secretary’s letter to Kitchener enquired

whether British and Allied troops had been ordered to respect works
and monuments In Germany through which they were expected to pass.
In October 1915 H e East Side Galleries were loaned to the
British Red Cross Society and to the Order of St John of Jerusalem
for Ladies Workrooms.

In June 1917 part of the Schools* accomoda

tion was lent to the Admiralty for Naval Camouflage work.

For a

time Burlington House was also used for the temporary exhibitions of
other societies, especially when other premises were being used for

5

’urgent war purposes .1

1

Royal Academy Annual Report 1914 P 11, and

2

A letter from Sir Edward J.Poynter to Frank L.Emanuel (dated
August 20th, but with the date ammended to August 17th by Eman
uel) in the collection of the Imperial Far Museum.

3

In 1917 the January to February exhibition of Graphic Art was
in aid of the British Red Cross. Details of exhibitions 19-18—
1930 are given in. Appendix F (below).
.

4

Royal Academy Annual Report 1914? Appendix

5

see also Appendix 16

17 P 79 f f »

i 'e.g. The Royal Society of British Artists exhibited in Galler
ies I and IX, and in the South Rooms at the request of the War
Cabinet Committee. The Society’s Suffolk Street premises were
being used for war purposes and the Government paid for the
necessary heating and lighting, etc. at Burlington House. A
similar arrangement was made for the Royal British Colonial
Society of Artists in December 1918.

11

In March 1918 an Advisory Committee on Far Memorials issued a
circular of suggestions for the treatment of Memorials.

The sub

ject of Far Memorials had already become a much discussed issue.

1

The Architectural Review of 1917? in its monthly notes , touched
upon the matter several times.

According to Pittendrigh Macgilli-

vray, in a letter to The Times quoted by the journal,
*. . » The Far-Memorial business is likely to become rather a
terror throughout Europe unless the financial condition of the
nations proves such as to hold it in check for a time - for
such a length of time as will allow us some measure of ths in
evitable blatancy and vulgarity to evaporate.’
The Architectural Review agreed that the execution of Far Memorials
should be delayed, as long as possible, to allow 'mere realism* of
incident to be ’transmuted into poetic symbols.’

The original
2
scheme for a National Far Museum was also being discussed . The

Royal Academy Committee.on Far Memorials consisted of Sir Edward
Poynter, Sir Aston Webb, Hamo Thornycroft, Sir Thomas Brock, Frank
Dicksee, Reginald Blomfield and Charles Sims.

The Committee’s

suggestions contained several recommendations:
1.

Designs should be obtained from ’competent3 artists, or
from competition entries judged by a professional artist.

2 . Consideration should be given to the appropriate and con
spicuous siting of memorials,^
3«

Materials should be chosen according to available finance
and local availability of suitable materials.
In small towns .and via.3ages the cost of laying out che site
should be included in the scheme.

5.

Interior memorials should be considered carefully in rela
tion to their architectural context.

6.

d
All lettering should be legible and 'carefully studied* ’.

7.

’Simplicity scale and proportion should be aimed at rather

■

than profusion of detail . . . *
The circular asked any body that might wrish to seek the Committee’s
advice on specific problems to contact the Royal Academy Secretary.

i

Ibe A r chitectu ral Review 1917 vol.42.

^

The Daily Telegraph commented that Sir Alfred Mend’s organizing
Committee were considering a site next to County Hall, on the
South bank of the Thames near Westminster Bridge.

3

’A position sufficiently conspicuous to be -worth of its
object.’

4

A bold Roman or 16th century Roman based type was preferred,

12

It is interesting to note that the Royal Academy was host to a. con
ference- on Far Memorials on June 26th 1918^ when Rudyard Kipling
recommended that a national committee he formed, and the Dean of St
Paul’s Cathedral, London, spoke In favour of a single national mem
orial.

In the event local memorials proliferated all over the coun

try, and even if they were
’not, on the whole, very beautiful or very expressive . - . the
majority are mediocre1
the Royal Academy Committee and conference: had succeeded in publici
sing the issues involved.

The Royal Academy had also given direct,

financial support to, the country’s war- effort when, in 19159
£132,131-6s-10d of 2>^ Consols was converted to £88,087-lls-3d of
the newr

Par Loan stock.

The Academy’s most important responses

to the war were to be found in. the nature and role of its Winter'
Exhibitions and the way in which it acted as a focus upon public
issues.

The depletion of the number of male students in its own.

schools was an unavoidable consequence of the war.
Mention has- already been made of the relatively small number
of Royal Academy members employed as official war artists (see above

1

The Conference- was attended by representatives of the Church,
the Government and of leading art societies. One of its main
objectives was to ’secure combined Instead of isolated effort
in erecting memorials and to protect churches and public build
ings from unsuitable treatment In setting up monuments of war. ’
At the same time Lord Crawford, for the government, urged that
the arixst should have as iroe a hand as possible. The S tudio
commented favourably on the conference, LX.XIV no.305? August
1918 p 92. The Executive Committee which was appointed consis
ted of Sir Edward J.Poynter, ten Royal Academicians and one
Associate, Lords Plymouth, Crawford and. Ferrers, C.J.Holmes
(National Gallery), C.Aitken (Tate Gallery), Sir Cecil Smith
(Victoria and Albert Museum), Mr Henry Wilson (Arts and Crafts
Society), Sir Theodore Cook, Mr Christopher Fall, Mr Campbell
Swinton, Professor Lethaby and the Dean of York. As might be
expected the Committee conducted Its business through the off
ices of Burlington House. In 1919? under its new Chairman, Sir
Aston Webb, the Committee proposed the October-November 1919
Exhibition of Far Memorial Designs which it thought would help
authorities decide upon matters of design and the choice of
artists. See The Studio LXXVT no.314? May 1919 PP 138-141-

2

Arnold Whittick War Memorials, London, 1946 p k i 

ll

p 10) .

The subject of the artist as a war historian was taken up

by the author of The Stud.io’s series The Lay Pi a n r e in March 1918"’.
When asked if photographs would not be sufficient to provide a
faithful representation of the war the critic replied
*Fo, it would not , * . a photograph will give you the facts
of course, but crudely and in a matter of fact way. The artist
brings into the record the touch of sentiment that makes the
facts convincing.*
Of those Royal Academy Members employed by the Ministry of Inform—
ation Sir William Orpen cams closest to realizing the sense of The
Studio *s comment in his 1918 Summer Exhibition in the Agnew Galler
ies in Old Bond Street.

Arnold Bennett attributed the success of

Orpen* s war pictures to *the reality of the inspiration, to an ex—
2

treme competence in the choice and employment of means .1

_i_

ft was

undoubtedly Orpen*s impressive realism which lead to his commission
for works commemorating the Versailles Peace conference in 1918.
All the Royal Academy war artists are characterized by their realist
technique.

Sir John Lavery*s naval subjects, shown at the Grosven—

or Gallery in December 1918, were, like many of Orpen* s war works,
to find a home in the Imperial Bar Museum.
One last example can be used to illustrate the extent to which
many activities of Royal Academy members were intended to support
humanitarian and charitable causes relative to the war.

Early in

3

1918 Sir George Frampton put forward a scheme

for employing- disa

bled ex-service men in the production of commemorative tapestries
intended for churches, universities, schools and other buildings.
These tapestries could be lent to public galleries throughout the
4
Empire ana in the future were intended as valuable historical rec
ords.

George Clausen, Charles Sims and Frank Brangwyn had already

agreed to be associated with the scheme and to provide designs.

The

outcome of Frampton*s scheme was the Bar Memorials Tapestry Guild.

1

The Studio LXXIII no.300 March 1918 p 76.

2

Arnold Bennett’s catalogue introduction to the Agnew Galleries
Exhibition of Sir William Orpen’s Bar Pictures of the Western
Front, 1918.

3

He appealed for support in a printed leaflet. Some years later
Charles Sims was using the backs of unused leaflets upon which
to write notes for his projected book on painting.
The leaflet
was quoted in The Studio LXXIII no.300, March 1918 pp 67-68.

4

To inspire patriotism.

14

Agnews of Bond Street showed an exhibition of designs made for the
Guild oy some 20 artists in 1919 •

Charles Sims was particularly

active in the project and the London County Council were prepared
to provide facilities for training the disabled weavers at the Cen
tral School of Arts and Crafts.

Lord Sackville even offered part of his

mansion Knole House, Sevenoaks, for workshop conversion, and a num
ber of commissions were placed by the time that a selection of des
igns were exhibited in August 1919 at the Victoria end Albert Mus
eum (where the exhibition was jointly organized by the Museum and
the Eoyal Academy ¥ar Memorials Committee).

The Studio reproduced

two designs for tapestry panels in its August issued
In January 1919 Sir Aston Hebb was elected to succeed Sir Ed
ward J.Poynter as. President of. the Boyal Academy.

Sir Aston Webb
2
had achieved a reputation as an architect during the 1890s and had

been an Academician since 1903 *

Despite the fact that he was 70

in 1919 The Studio welcomed his election to the Presidency.
Although the Academy had appointed its first architect President
since James Hyatt^ ¥ ebb was regarded.as a good choice:
’To become a central authority . . . is possible to the Acad
emy if it can be itself united and made to act with unanimity
of conviction, and to achieve this union the influence of a
President who can think largely and dictate with discretion is
required. That such a one^has been found in Sir Aston Webb
augurs well for the future .
He was admired both as an architect and as a planner.

The Studio

made references to Tlebb’s vast schemes for London which might yet
make that city an ‘artistic wonder of the world.’

-*•

The Studio LXXYII no.316, August 1919 PP 112-113. An unfinished
The Communion at the Front by S.Reginald Frampton and A Moorl
and 'Shrine by Sydney Lee.

2

Reminiscences of Sir Aston ¥ebb and his office by H.Bhlkley
Cresswell, a former pupil, appear in Alastair Service (ed.j
Edwardian Architecture and its Origins, London 1975 PP 328-337 •

3

Sir

4

James Hyatt was President I805--I8O6 .

5

The Studio LXXVI no.314 May 1919 p 133.

Aston Hebb had been Treasurer of the EoyalAcademy
1912 to 1919.
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from

m e xs.vciu.en;y was nor wixnout international significance itself.
It possessed a class of Honorary Foreign Academicians.

An 1863

Eoyal Academy Commission , chaired by Earl Stanhope, had expressed
concern that there was no
’honorary class consisting of artists of other countries, by
which such artists may receive tokens of honour from other
nations beside their own '
who would also be entitled to send works to the annual exhibitions.
On March 15th 1864 the Royal Academy had presented its own Obser
vations of the Members of the Roval Academy of Arts upon the Re3 T~~
~
~ ~ '
'
port . . . , in which the Academy agreed with many of the Commiss
ion’s recommendations (although it chose to dissent from some).

On

the question of Honorary Foreign Members the Royal Academy stated
that it had wished to introduce such members for a long time* but
had delayed in doing so because of ’the present restricted-space for
the exhibition.*

The Royal Academy Council had expressed concern

over the fact that many.deserving English artists, as well as dis
tinguished foreign ones, could not.be found hanging space to exhibit
4
their works in annual exhibitions .
In March I867 the Royal Academy obtained the lease of Burling
ton House, and the Summer exhibition of I869 "was the first held in
the new premises.

The new accommodation prompted the Academy to in

stitute a Class of Honorary Foreign Academicians (the adjective
’Foreign’ was removed in 1933 to ’allow the Inclusion of eminent
artists practising in the Dominions’ ).

Among the first such Acad:
-

emicians to be elected in 1869 were Eugene E.Vxollet—le-Duc, Jean
Louis Meissonier and Jean Leon Gerorae.

1

Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire- into the Pres
ent Position of the Royal Academy in relation to the Fine A r t s ,
London 1863® Report dated 10th July 1863. The report also
suggested (p xiii) that the Royal Academy might ’form a valuable
permanent Council of advice and reference In all matters relat
ing to the Fine Arts, public monuments, and buildings ,3 ful
filling a similar function to the 1924 Royal Fine Art Commiss
ion.

2

Report, ibid. pp xii-xiii. See also S.C.Hutchison History of
the Royal Academy 1768-1968, 1968 p 120.

3

Published for both Houses of Parliament and used as an Appendix
to the Minutes of Evidence- of the 1863 Report, pp 757-769 in
the Irish University Press British Parliamentary Papers vol.5»

4

A Royal Academy Council report to the General Assembly in
February i860,

5

See Sir Halter R.M.Lamb The Royal Academy, London 195i-> P 52*
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There were five Honorary Foreign Members between 1.918 and 1930
Leon Bonnat had been elected in 1904, and was

(see Appendix G).

known as a painter of portraits, landscape and history.

His succ

esses in the Paris Salon started in the 1860s (he was sending pic
tures to Paris from Italy I858-I862), and he was awarded the Legion
d*Honneur in I867*

Ris 1874 Christ on the Cross for the Paris

Palais de Justice was criticised for being too realistic, although
his landscapes were much admired and his portrait sitters included
Victor Hugo, Thiers, Carnot and Felix Faure.

He was made a member

of the Instltut in l88l, as was Pascal Dagnan-Bouveret in 1900.
Although Dagnan-Bouveret had been a pupil of Gerome at the Ecole des
Beaux Arts (and like Bonnat had achieved second place in a Prix de
Pome competition) he was influenced by Bastien-Lepage and turned'to
genre subjects.

He had been given the Grand Prix at the Paris Uni

versal Exhibition of I889, and in 1921 was commissioned for a panel,
La Justice, for one of the Paris Palais de Justice chambers.

Jean-

Paul Laurens was a history painter, and succeeded Meissonier at the
Institute

He taught at the Academie Julien, Paris, and became Dir

ector of the Toulouse Academy.

He contributed to the decorative

work in the Hotel de Ville, Paris, as did Paul Albert Besnard .
✓
Besnard had trained in Cabanel’s studio and at the Eco1e des Bsaux—
Arts. He was awarded the Prix de Pome in 187.4» later spent twoyears in London, and even travelled to India.

His. interest in

light-effects caused him to be accused of Impressionist sympathies.
s

He was at various ^imes Director of. the Ecole Fatxone 1e d c o Beaux—
Arts and Director of the Villa Medici, Rome.

Albert Botholome had

studied under Ger6me, and had been influenced by Bastien-Lepage.
2
worked both as a painter and as a sculptor , obtaining the first
prise for sculpture in the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1900.

He

He

was elected President of the Societajre de la Rationale des BeauxArts (of which he had been a member since I892) in 1921.
By virtue of their official recognition

and success these

1

Besnard also painted a decorative scheme for the Petit Palais.

2

Bartholome made the 1899 Monument aux Forts in the Pere Lachaise Cemetery, Paris.
~

3

All five artists were given Legion d fHonneur rank.
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French Honorary

Members had reputations abroad analagous to those

of Royal Academicians in this country.

Although. Laurens had been

criticized tor the tragic and rlugubrious themes*

of his history

painting it is interesting to find that the other artists (all the
products of a French academic art—training) were prey to some con
temporary influences of French nineteenth century realism.
The increasing post-war interest in the art of other countries
was helped by the 1915 Ear Relief Exhibition which included a Belg
ian section of modern works sold to provide funds for Belgian Art—
3
4
5
ists . The Studio published three articles by Dr.P.Buschmann , the
third of which concentrated upon the Royal Academy exhibition.

Al

though Buschmann emphasized the importance of Belgian sculpture
(which he ranked ’next to France in the evolution of modern sculp
ture*) those painters whose work he illustrated demonstrated impres
sionist and neo-impressionist influence .

Buschmann stressed the

international character of modern art when he stated that
’now that art seems to hesitate and to seek new ways, the div
ergent and opposite tendencies e-re quite as numerous and the

1

Honorary Members of the Royal Academy did not receive diplomas
until King George V granted permission in 1926= See Roya'l
Academy Annual, Report 1926 p 82,

2

London Daily Hews-, May 15th 1878, quoted by C.E.Clement and L.
Hulton in Artists of the nineteenth Century and their Works,
Boston, U.S.A. 1884 (entry: Laurens).

3

Loyal Academy Annual Report 1914 P 28, Resolution 6 This res
ponse to contemporary sympathy with the Belgians at the begin
ning of the war succeeded in raising £232-13s for Belgian art
ists. Of 1,008 works exhibited between January 8 th and Febru
ary 27th 1915? 171 were by Belgian Artists.
The other profits
from the exhibition were divided between the rest of the exhib
itors, the British Red Cross (including the St John Ambulance
Association) and the Artists’ General Benevolent Institution.
The latter was fund-raising in other ways, ana its Portrait
Painters (who included many Royal Academy members) had adver
tised in The Studio LXIII no 260, November 1914? offering to
sell 50 guinea vouchers to those who would commission portraits
of serving soldiers, sailors, doctors or nurses. The artists
would paint (maximum size 207* x 24") portraits, and the proc
eeds would swell the Institution’s funds. Each of the 94 art
ists named had agreed to paint two such portraits.

4

The Studio LXIIIno.26l, December 1914 PP 183-210, LXIV
no.263,
February 1915 PP 43-47, LXIV no.266, May 1915 pp 260-269.

5

Dr Buschmann was editor of L ’Art Flamand et Hollandais.

6

e.g. Emile Claus, Alice Ronner and Victor Gilsoul.
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confusion quite as great in this little spot on earth as
throughout the vide world . . . a long time has already
elapsed since epic battles against academism and convention-,
were won by the adepts of a more independent art » . . . - *
The 1915 ^ar Relief exhibition certainly changed the tradition
al form 01 the Royal Academy’s Autumn and Winter exhibitions,

These

exhibitions had been started in I87O when the British Institution
had ceased holding its two annual exhibitions, one of which had con
tained Old Master works.

From 1870 to 1913 the Royal Academy Winter.

Exhibitions contained either ’Old Masters, and deceased Masters of
2
the British School,’ or the work of specific deceased artists . The
new exhibition policy, prompted by the war, was- to include a new
variety of exhibition themes (sea- below p 173 ff

and Appendix F)

dominated by the series of national art, exhibitions which commenced
with the 1920-21 Spanish Art Exhibition.

In many ways these exhib

itions .were regarded as extending.the educational role of the Royal
Academy^, and .as such have continued to this day.

Such internation

al co-operation as these exhibitions necessarily involved even elic-

4

ited a pleasant letter from Mussolini in 1930 .
In the. same year that the Spanish Art Exhibition: took place the
Royal Academy considered a scheme for an International Academic
Union of the Fine Arts -

Sir Reginald Blomfield and Sir G'eorge Fra

mpton attended a Conference- in Brussels on December 12th and 13th,
1920.

The scheme proposed on that occasion allowed for a body con

stituted by-academies of fine art (or-kindred institutions) in Amer
ica, Belgium, France, Great Britain, Italy and Serbia.

These insti

tutions would be represented by plenipotentiary delegates with a
view to ’co-ordinating international activities.’

Under its object

ives were listed %

1

The Studio LXIII no.26l, December 1914 P 184-

2

e.g.. The 1899 Rembrandt exhibition, or the 1913 exhibition of"
works by the late Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema.

3

Sir Falter R.M.Lamb op.cit. p 107.

4

See Royal Academy Annual Renort 1930 p 13*
deliberately flattering to Britain.

5

Royal Academy Annual Report 1920 p 98. The original role of
the proposed body Is now filled by organizations such as U.E.E,
S.C.O, and international museums associations, etc.
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The letter was

1

The promotion of the ‘life, growth and creative work 1 in the
Fine Arts of all countries.

2

The communication with relevant governments to carry out this
intention.

3

The study of questions which were ’beyond the scope of any
single country. 5

Although the AcademicU nion scheme never developed into a major in
ternational body the Royal Academy did continue to interest itself
in matters abroad.

In 1930 the President (Sir Filliam Llewellyn)

attended the opening of the new New York premises of the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.

The Academy was still regarded as rep-

1

resentative of British Art .
The Royal Academy’s concern over the wartime danger to works of
art and historical monuments has been described above (p ll).

Its

concern with issues of conservation developed over the years after
the Great Far, ana may be said to have culminated in the Royal Fine
Art Commission which was set up in 1924*
In 1919 the Royal Academy Council appointed a committee to re
port on the restoration of the Mantegna paintings at Hampton Court.
In August that year the committee’s report criticised the work which
had been done and ’strongly deprecated’ any further restoration.

A

copy of the report was sent to the Royal Chamberlain, and, as a res
ult, the Council were given to understand that no ’further work of
the kind’ would be undertaken.

The following year the Royal Academy

expressed public concern over the cleaning of certain works in the

2

National Gallery , and registered a formal protest against the prop-

1

The British Committee for the British Art section of the 1923
International Exhibition of Contemporary Paintings at the Car
negie Institute, Pittsburgh, consisted of five Royal Academy
members (George Clausen, Sir William Orpen, Richard Jack, Aug
ustus John and Algernon Talmage) and only three others (Laura
Knight, William Nicholson and William Rothenstein). This
Committee’s task was to produce a list of artists to be Invited
to exhibit, and select an additional number of works from
those submitted ’by British Artists generally .5 See The Studio
LXXXIV no.357, December 1922 p 342.

2

The cleaning of pictures in the National Gallery has tradition
ally caused an outcry. Cleaning was one of the most important
areas of inquiry for the House of Commons Select Committee
which looked into the affairs of the National Gallery In l8p3,
and continued to be a public bone of contention. In 1923 the
Royal Academy formed a committee (including three Royal Society
Fellows) which recommended caution in picture restoration, and
enquired into the properties of painters’ materials,

20

osed demolition of nineteen City churches.

Certainly the latter

protest (arguments over these demolitions continued for some years)
may have been largely responsible for a conference held at the Roy
al Academy in Karen 1922, when Sir Aston Webb introduced the poss
ibility of forming a Commission of Fine Arts.
apparently influenced

In doing so he was

by a similar American Commission which was

considered
’so beneficial in advising on architectural and monumental
schemes•*
A number of subsequent meetings were attended by the Earl of Craw
ford and Balcarres (then 1st Commissioner of Forks), the Earl of

2
Plymouth , the mayors of.Westminster and Kensington, and members of
various art institutions,

In April 1922 the Earl of Crawford and

Balcarres undertook to put a scheme for the Commission of Fine Arts
in England to the Cabinet.

1

In the proposals

The Commission was- to have advisory status as an officially
recognized independent body whose expenses were to be re-imbursed by a Government department.

2

The Commission would have 12 members with professional reputa
tion and authority 'in matters of art.’ After an Initial per
iod three members should stand down every year unless re-appoi
nted.

3

The Commission would advise the Government, public authorities
and corporate bodies on 'such artistic questions as may be re
ferred to them.’

4

The Commission was to produce an annual report.

Government sanction proved slow in coming, but was finally given in
December 1923.
1924^.

The Royal Warrant of Appointment is dated May 30th

The members of the Commission were the Earl of Crawford and

Balcarres, Lord Curzon, Sir Aston Febb, Sir Reginald Blomfield, Sir
4
George Frampton, Sir Edwin Lutyens, B.Y.Cameron, J.A.Gotch and T.K,
Kawson 5 . Although the Royal Academy’s own summary- of the Commiss—

1

Royal Academy Annual Pisport 1922, p 6 .

2

The Rt.Hon Lord Windsor. Both he ana the Earl of Crawford and
Balcarres were at the time Trustees of the National Gallery.

3

Report of the Royal, Fine Art Commission on the Proposed St
PauI's Brid g e , London T$24", PP *2—3.

4

Gotch was President of the Royal Institute of British Archi
tects.

5

Mawson was President of the Town Planning Institute.
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ion’s functions’*- included advice on the internal decorations of
public buildings it is evident that the Commission was expected to
2
concern itself mainly with architectural and planning issues , The
constitution of the Commission emphasized this point since four of
its members were also members of the Eoyal Institute of British
Architects, another represented the Town Planning Institute, and
there was only one painting ana one sculpture representative-.

It

must have been satisfying to the Eoyal Academy to find its own mem
bers in a majority, however, even if the Commission enjoyed no pow
er of veto3 in the
‘questions of public amenity or of artistic- importance as may
be referred to them.from time to time
Despite the original recommendations the Commission did not report
annually, and.two years elapsed between the first Report of July 8 th
1924 and the second of July

1926.

The first Report (which also

contained the text of the Warrant of Appointment) was the result o f
an inquiry into the ’aesthetic, problems’ connected with the. proposed
St Paul’s Bridge.

While noting that its: terms of reference preclu

ded the Commission from considering engineering, costing and traf
fic in the context of the proposed bridge, the Commission devoted
most of the report to a consideration of the, damaging results incre
ased traffic flow, would have upon the fabric of St Paul’s Cathedral,
Concluding that ’further shaking’ might lead to a ’catastrophe* the
Commission clearly indicated that it gave certain priority to con-

1

Royal Academy Annual Report '1923, p 9 *

2

*. » . the location of statues, fountains and monuments in pub
lic squares, streets and parks, both in London and in the prov
inces, and upon the selection of designs for statues, fountains
and monuments or any artistic matters in the open air, such as
alterations to buildings, town planning and landscape gardeningand public parks . .* Royal Academy Annual Report 1923. ibid*

3

See J.Minihan The Rationalization of Culture, London 1977 PP
174-5* The Commission’s powers were extended in 1933 when it
was allowed to bring specific projects to the attention of the
appropiate public body.

4

Report of the Royal Fine A r t Commission on the Proposed St
Paul’s Bridge, London 1924, P 3.
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servation issues.

Indeed protests against the proposed demolition

of City churches continued in 1924 when'*' the Royal Academy was in
formed that the demolition proposals had been modified, a decision
which was still obviously unsatisfactory.

The culmination of a

O

series of conferences on the City churches was Sir Frank Dicksee's
appeal to the Houses of Parliament Ecclesiastical Committee in March
1925.

About the same time Dicksee protested (in The Times"'), on the

Council’s behalf, at the suggested replacement of Waterloo Bridge.
The latter issue-was taken up in the Second Report of the Royal Fine
Arts Commission^* which noted that although the.London County Coun
cil had not formally sought the Commission's advice the Council had
heard the Commission's representations in favour of restoring the
existing bridge

5

and had actually invited the Commission's advice on

organising a competition for the bridge’s replacement.

In advising

the Council on this matter the Commission stressed the importance of
taking into account the relationship between the new bridge and the
existing architectural environment *

Under the Uni on of Benefices
7
and Disposal of Churches (ketrorolis) Measure, 1924 ? the Commission
also noted that it would be allowed to make recommendations about
'archaeological and artistic aspects of proposals.'

The second

Report publicly objected to the
'destruction of some twentygnational monuments of great histor
ic and architectural value. ’
Since the first Report the Commission had dealt with a number

1

The Royal Academy had lodged a protest with the Church Assembly,
It is an interesting co-incidence that the Royal Commission’s
concern over Wren's St Paul’s Cathedral should have been ex
pressed at a time when so many contemporary churches were
threatened.

2

Elected President of the Royal Academy on December 10th 1924*

3

See Sir Walter P.M.Lamb The Royal Academy, 1951 P 79>

4

Royal Fine Art Commission Second Report 1926 p 5 para.V.

5

In February 1925* This was an instance of the Commission act
ively seeking to give advice, rather than awaiting requests for
it. Waterloo Bridge was not actually replaced until 1939-45*

6

Especially Somerset

7

Promoted by the Church Assembly - before Parliament in June

House and St Paul's Cathedral.

1926.
8

There appears to have been some confusion over whether 19 or 20
City churches were at risk.
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of enquiries, and as a result the second Report is a more adequate
summary of the nature of the Commission's activities than the first
had been.

In view of the reservations expressed in the Architect

ural Review of 1917 (sea above p 12) in respect of war memorials it
is interesting to find that the Commission stated'*' iu 1926 that
'it seems to be-generally thought that the beauty of a town is
necessarily enhanced by the erection of a monument, whereas our
experience convinces us that monuments should be accepted only
if, in addition to their- purpose as memorials, they have def
inite artistic value.!
The Commissioners noted that they had 'frequently' been consulted
on the siting of statues, and commented on the
'growing difficulty of harmonizing the new with the old, and
preserving the old while doing justice to the new.'
It is difficult to judge the.effectiveness- of the Royal Fine Arts
Commission in view of its advisory role, but it Is interesting to
find that the measure which had been passed by the Church Assembly
approving the demolition of the 19 City churches
the-House of Lords- in 1926.

2

was defeated in

The Commission's advice was sought by

3

a wide number of institutions .

Even after changes in its member

ship whereby Viscount Lee of Fareham, D.S.MacColl and P.S.Horthington replaced Sir Aston Webb, Lord Curzon and Thomas Mawson', four
of the nine commissioners were Royal Academy Members.

The 1926

Report commented upon the Commission’s activities in respect of ra
municipal building,’ extensions to the Rational Portrait Gallery
5
and the liarural History Museum , and addition^ to University College,
London:.
Sir Frank Dicksee was elected President of the Royal Academy on
December 10th 1924.
and was aged 72.

He had been a member of the Academy since 1881,

He was described as

Royal Fine Art Commission Second Report 1926 p 3 para.I
2

See Basil F.L.Clarke Parish Churches of London, London 1966 ,
pp 25-26.

3

Advice was sometimes sought in confidence, and upon such
matters the Commission declined to report.

4

Derwent Hood had been a commissioner for a short time. Sir
Aston Uebb and T.H.Mawson remained as Honorary Corresponding
Members in 1926.

5

The Commission did not think that the extensions necessarily
demanded work in the same style as the original buildings —
'provided that the new wings are sufficiently disengaged, the
architect should be free to make the additions according to his
own Ideas . . . * Royal Fine Art Commission Second Report 1926,

P 4.
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•A zealous supporter of the traditions of,the Royal Academy,
with which he was so long connected * . . *
and his work had been popular for so long
accused of being frankly reactionary.

2

that the Academy was

One of his first presidential

tasks was to mediate in the affair of Charles Sims Royal Portrait.
H.M.Bateman had suggested, in 1917, that the primary function
3
of portraiture was to flatter . The importance of that idea, and
the extent to which decorum was considered essential in matters of
portraiture, was illustrated by the problems which beset Charles
Sims’ portrait of His Majesty George 7, 1922-1924.

Traditionally
4

the President of the Royal Academy had painted a command portrait
of the reigning monarch, but in 1922 the President, Sir Aston Kebb,
was an architect and so the commission was given to the Keeper,

The

smaller study for this portrait was exhibited at the 1924"Keiabley
5
Exhibition , when it was well received, and the finished work appeared in the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition of 1924 .
highly successful reputation as a portrait artist.

Sims had a

His Countess of

Rocksayage and her son, exhibited at the Academy in 1922, had been
generally acclaimed as the ’picture of the year’ and had struck a
fresh note in Society portraiture.

The apparently informal nature

of the poses was rendered strangely ambiguous by the very formality
of the architectural feature against which they were set.

The hand

ling of direct and.reflected light produced a tour-de-force which
made a favourable comparison with J.S.Sargent *s portrait of the same
7
lady . Sims’ portrait of George 7 was regarded ?s less successful.

1

The Studio XC7I Ho,429 Pecember 1928 p 441.

2

See Sydney Hodges Mr Frank Picksee A.R.A. in the Magazine of
Art 1887 PP 217-222 and E.Rimbault Dibdin Frank Picksee, London
190p.

3

A cartoon depicting a senior army officer deriving inspiration
from watching an artist painting a very flattering portrait of
a middle-aged lady was
entitled How the Camouflage Idea first
Pawned on the M ilitar?/ Mind. Reprinted in Mr Punch and the
Arts, London, 1934
P 36.

4

To hang in the Council Room at Burlington House.

5

The British Empire Exhibition.

6

It was reproduced as the frontispiece of The Royal Academy
Illustrated 1924.

7

Later the Marchioness of

Cholmondeley.
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monarch which emphasized the elegance of royal lege encased in the
stockings and breeches of the robes of the Order of the. Garter, leg^

1

which many held to lack ’royal substance* « Whereas the critic of
2
The Stea1o merely commented upon the painting’s high interest valu>
and ’great technical qualities,’ C.R.Grundy, in The Connoisseur^
could admire its colour and arrangement, but thought that the pic
ture just failed to be a ’magnificent success.*

Grundy thought the

flesh-tones inaccurate and implied that Sims’ work was better when
confined to his 'fancy’^ themes.

Frank Rutter was inclined to rate

it the ’picture of the year’ in 1924'^, even if he too suggested that
Sims might have
’hesitated concerning the amount of realism he might safely in
troduce into what he primarily intended to be an arresting dec
orative design . . . he falls between the two stools of realism
and decoration,*
and commented upon
’» . . his disposition to dwell in fairyland- betrayed by his
endeavour to turn a monarch beloved for his humanity into a
fairy king . . .’.
Assuredly there would have been less adverse criticism had not the
subject been a royal one.

Nevertheless in an interview of May 13th

1925 the King informed Sir Frank Rickses that he was dissatisfied
with Sims* portrait, and that he was concerned ’at the prospect of
its becoming a permanent property of the Academy*0 .

Dicksee in

formed Sims immediately, and Sims wrote to the Academy Council

7

agreeing to withdraw the picture »
work and wrote to

Sims accepted the foe for his

Ricksee stating that he intended to destroy the

1

S.C.Hutchison (op.cit. p 165) described the composition as
’splendidly flamboyant’ although ’somewhat whimsical .1

2

The Studio LXXXVII June 1924, pp 303-311.

3

The Connoisseur LXIX No.274 June 1924 PP 109—110.

4

On the surface a rather eighteenth century use of the word, but
apposite when considering the lyrical nature of much of Sims’
earlier imaginative work, his ’idylls.*

5

Frank Rutter The Little Book of the Royal Academy, London, 1924
PP 55-57.

6

Royal Academy Annual Report 1925, P 5 ’

7

Sims had accepted a ’nominal’ fee of 2y0 guineas for the
commission.
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picture, which enabled the President to inform the King that the
Royal Academy would not acquire it.

Although Sims' biographer^

later stated that Sims himself burned the portrait on a bonfire it
is certain that, after Sims had exhibited it in America and had in
tended to show it in Canada, the Academy paid, a further 750 guineas
2
for its 'unreserved' ownership . The present Secretary then be
lieves that it was 'burned to ashes' in the Academy boiler-house*
A much more prosaic portrait of the monarch was then commis
sioned from Sir Arthur S.Cope^.

Like Richard Jack's royal portrait,

exhibited in the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition in 1926, Cope’s was
a more conventional painting than Sims’, and it must be concluded,
that the conventions of ’official' portraiture were less susceptible
4
to change than most other genres- .
The Royal Academy Schools had been seeking to revive the impor
tance of mural painting for some time. The Schools Committee of
s
1925 had formulated a scheme for providing architectural instruc
tion for fine art students, arguing that a knowledge of architecture
was indespensible for the professional painter or sculptor.

In

doing so the Schools Committee was merely stressing a philosophy
which had been given some impetus in its development by the decision
taken in 1915

that the Academy Winter Exhibition

'shall from time to time consist of or include Decorative fork
in the various arts.’

1

Alan Sims in A Critical Survey of his Wurk and Life which forms
part of Charles Sims* posthumously published Pic tore Kak ing,
Technique and Inspiration, London, 1934, P 126.

2

Royal Academy Annual Report 1926 p 5*
op.cit. pp 164-5•

3

One which Queen Mary liked, and which now belongs to the Royal
Academy«

4

Sir William Orpen painted a portrait of theEarl ox
D erby as a
Knight of the Order of the Garter, exhibitedat the Royal Acad
emy Annual Exhibition of 1926. Orpen’s portrayal of his stolid
sitter avoided all liveliness injected by Sims into the 1924
portrait of the King, and may be cited as further evidence of
Sims' originality.

5

Royal Academy Annual Report 1925 pp 43-44-

6

Royal Academy Annual Report 1915 p 28.
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See also S.C.Hutchison

Exhibition being held at the Royal Academy from October to November
1916, an event which had created widespread public interest •
Burlington House had been the subsequent venue for exhibitions of
war memorials and camouflage work in 1919, and the Academy was res
ponsible for organising the Exhibition of Decorative Art, 1923,
which incorporated the 12th Exhibition of the Arts and Crafts Exhib
ition Society.

In 1922 Francis E.Jackson (1873-1945)> w^° ^ad pre

viously taught lithography at the Central School of Arts and Crafts,
was invited to the Royal Academy Schools to assist Sims in develop
ing mural painting as part of the curriculum.

Such an invitation

was a response to the Royal Academy memorandum on mural decorative
art (see below p p 2 ) a n d anticipated the developments of 1925, when
even more emphasis was placed upon mural and monumental work.

The

1925 Schools Committee reported that
’. . . students are turned out with a competent knowledge of
the figure, but with little or no idea of its setting in arch
itecture, or of those details of architecture which ape essen
tial in monumental sculpture • . . ’
ana implied that training for decorative commissions should form a
part of a fine art student’s curriculum.

Enthusiasm for projects

of this order appears to have been widespread at the time.

"William

Rothenstein, who was then Principal of the Royal College of Art,
wrote of an
'. . . urge to prod public authorities to make more use of
artistic talent’-5.
Even before the 1923 Exhibition of Dec-native Art the four main Eon—
4
^ A
don art schools had been consulted by Ralph Knott, the arc.ni.tect to

1

The largest gallery was used to create the effect of a church
interior, underlining the ecclesiastical nature of many of the
exhibits.

2

The Royal Academy .Annual Report 1925 p 44*

3

William Rothenstein Since Fifty. Ken and Memories, 1922-1938,
London 1939 PP 80-81.

4

The Royal Academy Schools, The Royal College of Art,
and the Westminster Schools.
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the Slade

the new County Hall at Westminster, about a possible scheme for
mural decorations^.

Rothenstein, Sims-, Tonks and Bayes collabor

ated in finding students to produce eight lunette panels illustrat
ing the London Parks.

The cartoons were completed and even modified

in situ before six of them were exhibited at Burlington House in
2
January 1923* The Studio commented favourably upon the project and
illustrated two of the decorations .

The first of these was Batter

sea Park by H.J.Lee, a student of the Royal Academy Schools, and may
be described as representative of the others in its use of a low
vanishing point and groups of figures.
It was hoped that this scheme of decoration would give some in
dication of what might be achieved by more experienced artists on
more important wall-spaces, but although Knott was satisfied with
the cartoons the London County

Council eventually rejected the des

igns.

Respite protests by Muirhead Bone, and in The Times, the
A
scheme was: never carried out .
The historic (as well as the decorative) value of murals was

frequently stressed at this time, and at the end of 1923 the Speaker
of the House of Commons 5 was considering a series of wall-paintings
for St Stephen’s Hall, Westminster.

The subjects represented

1

See below p 51» Knott originally considered decorating the
Council Chamber, but according to William Rothenstein, op.cit..
pp 25-26, it was finally agreed to allow students to paint a
set of eight lunettes for one of the corridors. A Mrs E.A.
Bbber gave the Academy £100 toward the expenses of the work,
and the L.C.C. agreed to pay up to £50 for each mural completed
and accepted.

2

The Studio LXXXIT Ho.354 September-1922 p 157.

3

The Studio ibid. and LXXXV Ho.360 March 1923 p 131. The latter
reproduced The Tale of Health, Hampstead by students of the
Westminster School of Art.

4

William Rothenstein (op.cit. p 26) was particularly scathing
about the way in which this project was passed over in favour
of flattering portraits of L.C .C.Chairmen and -Aldermen. Orig
inally the L.C.C. Establishment Committee (at which Siros had
been present) had accepted the designs after they had been in
spected in situ at County Hall. A few weeks later the Comm
ittee rescinded its decision and refused to accept any further
representations on the issue. See also Robert Sneaight oo.cit.
p 316.

5

Mr.Whitley.
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Charaot had described
’the successive endeavours and failures to decorate the Houses
of Parliament*
as
a particularly sorry chapter in the annals of official art
patronage’' .
Whatever the relative merits and. weaknesses of earlier decorative
schemes at Westminster the 1923-1928 scheme was considered the most
important to date.

A committee had been formed to consider the
2
3
themes of the paintings. Lord Peel , Lord Crawford , Sir Henry New-

bolt and the

Speaker had concluded that it would be impossible to

represent the whole of British History in only eight pictures, and
had at the same time deemed it inadvisable to represent any event
which would revive party or personal conflicts.

Above all the Com

mittee decided that the paintings should be as historically accurate
as possible, necessitating some detailed historical research.

The

subjects, the actual titles used for the final paintings, and the
artists are as follows
1

The beginning of the British Navy: King Alfred’s long-shlps,
newly built for defence of the realm, attack vessels of the
Danish invaders storm-beaten in Swanage Bay. 877*

2

Colin Gill.

Expansion of Power: King Bichard the Firsts afterwards called
C oeur de Lion, leaves England with an expeditionary force, to
.join the Crusade in Palestine for the recovery of Jerusalem
from the Saracens, Pec.11,1189*

3

Glyn Pbilpot R.A.

The foundation of the British constitution based on individual
liberty: K ing John confronted by his Barons assembled in force
at Punn.ymede, gives vmwilling consent to Magna Carta, the foun
dation of justice and individual freedom in England, 1219.
Charles Sims R.A.

4

The freedom of religious faith: The English people, in spite of
prosecution, for heresy, persist in gathering secretly to read
aloud Wycliffe’s English Bible.

Ceorge C 1ansen P.A.

1

Nary Chamot Modern Painting in England, London, 1937 PP 82-83.

2

As First Commissioner of Works.

3

As Chairman of the Fine Arts Commission.
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J

ixiu uum-rui uy tus puup.Lt; ux xne purse ox m e nation: m r
Thomas More, as Speaker of the Commons, in spite of Cardinal
Wolsey’s imperious demand, refuses to grant King Henry the
Eighth a subsidy without due debate by the House, lp23.
Vivian Forbes.

D

The beginning of colonial enterprise: Queen Elizabeth, the
Faerie Queen of her Knights and Merchant Venturers, cominissions Sir Walter Raleigh to sail for America ana discover new
countries.

7

A .K .Lawrence.

•The spirit In which England deals with an ancient civilization:
The Audience glven to Sir Thomas Roe, the first English Ambass
ador to the.Mughal Court, by the Emperor Jehangir.

William

Rothenstein.

8

The union of our two nations at home: The English and Scottish
Commissioners present to Queen Anne at St James* Palace the
Articles of

Agreement for the Parliamentary Union, of the two

countries, 1707. *

W •T .Monn ingt on

Although only three of the artists were at that time

members.of the
2
Royal Academy the scheme was supervised by I).Y.Cameron, R.A.
His
cannot have been an enviable task, considering the differences be
tween the artists.

Clausen, Sims, Philpot and Rothenstein belonged,

moreover, to an older generation than the others.

It was, perhaps,

a measure of Cameron’s diplomacy and ’captaincy’ that the pictures
achieved what decorative unity they did.
The quest for ’accuracy’ in these murals was taken very seri
ously.

George Trevelyan, the historian, rated them highly for that

reason.

William Rothenstein, who had himself visited India, used .

his own Mughal and Rajput drawings, but also approached Stanley

1

Alfred Kingsley Lawrence became an Associate in 1930, Walter
Thomas Monnington in 1931» Lawrence, Monnington and Gill had
previously held scholarships at the British School in Rome*

2

Cameron already possessed some experience of co-ordinating
mural schemes as a result of the Rational War Memorial projects.

31

Clark at the India Museum and Sir Aurel Stein for advice on de
tails*.

Rot content with accuracy of setting and costume the com

mittee required actual portraits to be used wherever possible, which
necessitated the use (for example) of Holbein portraits by Forbes in
his Sir Thomas More .

painting.

The Murals were visited by the King and Queen

2

before being un

veiled by the Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin, at the end of summer
1927«

Each mural had been donated by a member of the House of Lords,,

albeit at least one such patron

3

never bothered to view the work!

Sir George Clausen’s Knighthood was a direct result of the scheme.
Herbert Furst devoted an article to the St Stephen’s Hall paintings

4
in Apollo, September 1927 ? in which the author was able to draw
upon an unexpected conversation with Mr.Whitley himself.

The Speak

er had commented upon the fact that many found the ’bright positive
colours’ rather startling, but he believed the colours to.be syinpa—
thetic with buildings in the Mediaeval and Gothic styles .
himself was

-

Furst

-

’surprised, not only by the superficial similarity, but by a
sort of academic conservatism which almost holds the ric-tures
togetner.1
The ’almost* refers to the obviously distinct nature of Charles
Sims’ King John .

picture when compared to the others.

Chamot found Sims’ work the ’only discordant note’

Mary

in the scheme,

and Furst accused Sims of being too individualistic in a team enter
prise.

Before analysing why this should be so it is important to

1

William Rothenstein op.cit. pp 35 anfl 40-41» Rothenstein would
have had period costumes copied and made up for his models to
wear had he not been informed that none prior to the eight
eenth century still existed.

2

Rothenstein recalled that it was the first occasion that a
reigning monarch had visited the Commons since the time of
Charles I. The Monnington painting was not actually completed
until the following year.

3

The Duke of Bedford.

4

Herbert Furst. The Building of Britain.__With theSpeaker in
St Stephen’s HallT Apollo VI Ho.33, September 1927 PP 113-119*

5

Arming Bell designed the mosaic decorations in the same hall.

6

Herbert Furst op.cit. p lip*

7

Mary Chamot op.cit. p 83*

William Rothenstein op.cit. p 40*

uunsjLuer wny nirsx snouia ciasau'y the other works as ’academic’
and ’conservative.*

In that history painting had traditionally be

come the preserve of the ’academic’ painter the subjects lent them
selves naturally to more traditional forms of treatment.

The real

measure of academicism here, however, must be found in the use of
poses and groupings of figures within the works.

The stipulation

of historical accuracy itself resulted in certain poses and treat
ments

being derived from those in earlier artists’ work.

In those

paintings for which no historical precedents existed other sources
were invoked.

The nordic battlepiece, Gill’s King Alfred’s long—

shins . » . was likened by Furst to German ITazarene fresco paintings.
with which it bears comparison.

A certain theatrical quality is ev

ident in Philpot’s King Richard the First » » . which appears stiff
ly staged.

Even the painting which most contemporary critics re

garded as the most successful, Sir George Clausen’s The English
People . » ., may owe a debt to the later work of Lord Leighton.
Its simple arrangement, clarity of figure grouping, and careful use
of landscape detail

makes it a less, obtrusive wall decoration (even

a less pretentious one) than those which illustrate dramatic action
or theatrically staged episodes.

All the artists used similarly low

vanishing points, thus enhancing the monumental quality of the fore
ground figures, and the scale of the figures is common to all the
paintings.

It must be admitted, however, that Sims’ King John . ♦ ._

is of different order.

The composition is restless-, and Furst lik

ened Sims’ monarch to a- kind of Hanrlet acting the part of King Lear
in trying to ’out—scorn1 the violence of the elements.

Indeed there

is ample evidence of wind and rain in the blown garments and slant
ing rushes of water.

Small wonder that it was criticised as inapp

ropriate to a mural scheme.
Whatever the failures and successes of mural enterprises to
which Royal Academy member contributed, the Academy possessed one

1

e.g. Vivian Forbes’ Sir Thomas,Kore » .
vations appear quite obvious.

2

Furst pointed out that as a picture of a secret gathering the
placing of the participants in a landscape with extensive
views across the country was hardly apposite.
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The Holbein deri

artist 'who had successfully established an Internation reputation
as a decorative painter.

In 1922

George Sheringham? thought that

it hardly an exaggeration to say that Brangwyn was regarded as the

2

^

representative of contemporary English painting all over the world .
The Who’s Who in Art 1927 listed a formidable number of foreign
honours bestowed upon Brangwyn^.

Sheringham thought it was due to

Brangwyn’s constant flow of commissions from abroad that most of his
large-scale work was never exhibited in this country, including
/
Brangwyn1s mural decorations for the Capitol, Missouri , which occu
pied him from 1921 to 1926.

The panels representing the history and

the industries of the State were produced in two series, and never
shown in England.

Of the twTelve panels and one ceiling piece four

panels are some forty feet across ley twenty-four feet deep, and the
remaining panels measure twenty-eight feet by sixteen.
piece figures are eighteen feet high.

The ceiling-

Alfred Crossley Davies pub

lished an article on the Missouri decorations in Apollo, April

5

1926 , and described the panels, seen against the grey classical
architecture of the building, as a
5symphony of blue and gold and orange . „ . like a gorgeous
Oriental carpet . . . *
Crossley considered the secret of mural decoration to be the ability
of the paintings to become an integral part of the building.

1

Sheringham was himself a decorative painter,
strator, trained at the Slade School.

2

George Sheringham Drawings in Pen and Pencil from DOrer’s day
to ours edited by Geoffrey Holme. London, 1922.

3

Under which the entry cryptically continues: ’Educ worked under
William Morris at fifteen but tiring of this went to sea*’

4

Jefferson City.

5

Apollo III Ho.16, April 1926 pp 199-205. Crossley Davies had
been the secretary of the Artists’ Street Decoration Committee
for the Coronation in 1911? bad taken a particular interest in
mural painting, and wrote the preface to the catalogue of the
1924 Brangwyn exhibition, at 184 Queen’s Gate, South Kensington
(Kay-July). This was the largest (457 major works) and most
important Brangwyn exhibition and was opened by the Prime Mini
ster, Ramsey Macdonald. Interestingly, Vincent Galloway’s
catalogue of The Oils and Murals of Sir Frank Brangwyn R.A.,
1867— 1 9 5 6 » Leigh-on-Sea, 1962, gives the date for the Missouri
State Capitol decorations as 1915? ar!h lists only four pendentives and the domed ceiling (pp 73-74)-
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designer and illu

Pattern was thus ’all-important,1 a fact which Brangwyn himself app
reciated in avoiding the danger of allowing his decorations to
appear in any way as after-thoughts of the architect.

The unique

quality of Brangwyn's own style was, however, far from ’academic.’
In I9O0 P .G .iConody had compared Brangwyn’s work with that of Besnarb
(see above p 1?),
'The deep thinker who has opened up a new field of decorative
art by creating a new pictorial symbolism from the elements
furnished by the enormous modern advance in all branches of
sc ienc e and hurnan knowledge *’~
By contrast, Konody found Brangwyn ’a painter of moderns' who rejec
ted the traditional concepts
figures ...

—

of

beauty and . allowed his

......

'to defy the generally accepted canons of female beauty - of
academic beauty.’
2
Walter Shaw-Sparrow, in 1911. # was able to describe the difficulties
encountered by decorative painting since the 1890s.

Basel-painters

in this country had not welcomed the growing popularity of this
branch of the arts, despite support for it from such critics as C.
Lewis Hind"^.

Konody* s article of 1903 was strangely prophetic when
4
he stated that figures of ‘academic; pose and proportion’ ' were un
suitable for the mural decoration of modern buildings, and that he

considered historical narrative and archaeological detail inappro
priate to such schemes.

Certainly the fame of Brangwyn’s decorative

schemes far exceeded that of the paintings in St Stephen's Ball,
Westminster.

By 1928 Brangwyn had been commissioned for thirteen

decorative schemes for major institutions and international exhib-

5

it ions , which included a fifty foot long King John signing Magna
Carta for the Hew Court House, Cleveland, Ohio, 1912—1'4«
Sparrow defined mural art

Shaw—

as one which applied decoration to a

1

P.O.Konody in The Magazine of Art, February 1903? quoted by
Walter Shaw-Sparrow in Frank Brangwyn and his Cork, Boston,
1911' pp 126.

2

Walter Shaw-Sparrow on.cit. pp 144-163•

3

First editor of The Studio in l893» He supported Brangwyn’s
’inspiration from life, not from books’ in an article in The
Evening ITews, March 23rd 1904. Hind later became more crit
ical of Brangwyn’s work.

4

P.G.Konody op.cit.

5

See Vincent. Galloway, op.cit. Part Two, Mural Decorations
PP 71-75.

6

Walter Shaw-Sparrow, op.cit. p lOp.
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surface without detracting from the value of that surface as a str
uctural feature.

The St Stephen’s Hall murals, it may he argued,

are far too committed to the illusion of depth and historical detail
to satisfy the criteria of either Konody or Shaw-Sparrow.
Despite the successful reputation Brangwyn had achieved by 1926^
and the deliberate- support given to decorative art by the Boyal
Academy during the 1920s, it is surprising to find that Brangwyn’s

1
name was omitted from some subsequent histories of British, painting _
Perhaps the 1926 commission for decorations for the House of Lords,
the results of which were rejected in 1930, contributed to an appar
ent decline in popularity.
Sir William Llewellyn became President of the
after Sir

Royal Academy

Prank Dicksee’s death in the autumn of 1928.

Llewellyn

was 65 , and established as a successful portrait painter before the

2

Great War . Although his presidency was distinguished by the
highly popular winter exhibitions of the art of foreign countries ?
he also addressed himself to the problems of art and industry*
In 1929 the President, the Keeper, the Treasurer and other
Royal Academy members attended a conference with the President and
the Permanent Secretary of the Board of Trade and the Principal of
the Royal College of Art.

This conference

4

discussed the training

of artiste in ’Design for Manufactures,’ and in doing so sought to
re-examine the questions originally raised by the House of Commons

1

See a o o r m p o n d e n t ’s Was T rank Brangwyn a. Great Artist? in
The Times, March 6th 1962. The author cites the omission, of
Brangwyn’s name from Collins Baker’s 1933 British Painting and
from the index of Anthony Bertram’s A Century of British
Painting 1851--1951 (1956).

2

He had painted the State portrait of Queen Mary in 1910, and
had been Knighted in 1918,

3

e.g. Dutch Art 1450-1900 in 1929, Italian Art 1200-1900 in 1930.
Persian Art in 1931 and French Art 1200—1900 in 1932.

4

Royal Academy Annual Report 1929 P 79»
on.cit, p 171.
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See S.C•Hutchison-
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Report of the Department of Practical Art, 1853 . Subsequent re
ports

had also investigated the problems of designing for industry*

The outcome of' the 1929 Conference was the formation of the Board

01 Trade Committee, chaired by Lord Gorell and containing some
Royal Academy representatives, which produced its Report . . . on
the Production and Exhibition of Articles of Good Design and .Every
day Use: 5Art and Industz‘,y’ in 1932* The Committee considered the
desirability of establishing a 1standing exhibition’ of everyday art
icles, organizing design exhibitions, (both at home and abroad), and
creating a ’central body’ to co-ordinate such activities.

The Duke

of Kent (then Prince-. George) spoke on design issues at the 1932
Royal Academy Dinner, in terms which echoed the Gorell Report’s con
tention that.

5. . . co-operation between Industry and Art Schools is not al
ways as: close as it should be, and we feel that much remains to
be done in order that the teachers and students » * . may^have
a clear conception of the requirements of industry . . .’ A
William Rothenstein had also been concerned by the *separation be—
tween craftsmen and artists’

(in the context of ’Industrial crafts

men 5) when he had written to Herbert Fisher just prior to his appoi
ntment as Principal of the Royal College of Art.

The results of the

Gorell Report were found in Frank Pick’s 1934 Council for Art and
Industry which evolved into the Council of Industrial Design (1944)?
and then into the Design Council (1972).

The British Art in Indus

try 1935 Winter Exhibition at the Royal Academy acted as a catalyst
in those developments.

1

Extracts from these documents were published in Clive Ashwin
(ed5) Art Education, documents and policies 1768-1973 1 S.R.H.E.
1975* The I836 Report of the Select Committee on Arts and Man
ufactures inquired into the ’best means of extending a* know
ledge of the Arts and Principles of Design among . » . especi
ally the Manufacduring Population . .
The 1849 Select
Committee on the Government School of Design reported on the
deficiencies of that institution.

2

The only report of the Department (under Sir Henry Cole)
it was absorbed by the Department of Science and Art.

3

e.g. The Report of the Royal Commission on Technical Instruetion (The Samuelson Report) l864»

4

Clive Ashwin (ed.) op.cit. p 73*

9

Robert Speaight William Rothenstein, London 1962 p 308.
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before

In 1918 the Keeper, Andrew C.Gow (1848-1920, Keeper 1911-1920),
was lamenting the inconvenience from overcrowding occasioned by the
presence of the Admiralty and the Red Cross in Burlington House,
Some students were still away on the land or on war work^.

The maj

ority of male students had enlisted in the Armed Services by 1915?
and at the end of that year the Architectural School had beenclosed.

In April 1918 all Schools for male students had closed and

remained so until April 1919»
The organization of the Schools in 1918 appears to differ but
little from the description given by M.H.Spielmann in The Magazine
2
~~
of Art thirty years previously . From the foundation of the RoyadL
Academy training had been given free.

The successful applicant

whose work was approved by the Council started as a probationary
student in the preliminary and antique

schools.

Upon satisfying

the Council the probationer might then be enrolled as a student and
later enter the Upper Painting School and the Life School.

This

progression of studies was traditional pedagogic practice, and the
hierarchy of the various forms of instruction differed little from
nineteenth century precedent.

The insistence upon drawing as the

fundamental discipline, and upon the necessity of commencing a
course of study with drawing after the antique (usually plaster
casts- of classical and Renaissance sculptures) before proceeding to
drawing from the live model was accepted art school practice.

H.M.

Bateman, the cartoonist, recorded the fact that when he started att
ending the Westminster School of Art in 1903 (when Bateman was 16
years old)
s0n account of my youth I was not allowed in the life classes
but put to drawing casts . , . (which) . . . though they some
times seemed rather^dul’
l at the time . . . I must say it was a
good way to start .1

1

Dated February 8th 1919> Gow’s report is to be found as Appen
dix No.4 in the Annual Report for 1918. Gow also complained
that models were scarce and neglecting their engagements.

2

M.H.Spielmann The Royal Academy Schools, The Magazine of &rt
1888 pp 55~62 .

3

Originally referred to as the Plaister Academy. A description
of The Royal Academy Schools 1768-1830 by S.C.Hutchison was
published*in~The Walpole Society Vol.XXXVIII 1962 pp 123-191*

4

H.M.Bateman H.M.Bateman, London (Collins) 1937 P 30.
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modes of art education in the early twentieth century and the Royal
Academy resolution of the 25th March 1769 in which it was stated
that no student under the age of twenty (married men excepted) would
be admitted to draw after the female model.

Spielmann^ noted in

1888 that female students at the Royal Academy had been denied the
opportunity of studying from the male nude.

Any suggestion that

they should be allowed to do so had evoked howls of protest, not least
from the Reverend Frederick G.Lee, Vicar of All Saints, Lambeth,
when

in the preceeding year he had published an open letter to Sir

Frederick Leighton P.R.A.

2

attacking such *moral gangrene1 which was

1helping poison the body politic, and effectually degrading
some of the women of England.1
Privileges for female students remained a real issue for some time' ,
4
although on the evidence of one student of the post Great Far years
by the 1920s there was less real friction between male and female
5
students than had been reported by Spielmann thirty years earlier .
A.1though the Keeper retained overall responsibility for the
conduct of the Schools (assisted by the Curators), and took direct
charge of probationer students, the teaching in the Schools relied
heavily upon the Visitors, defined by the Instrument of Foundation
as ‘persons properly qualified1 who were to
‘attend the Schools by rotation, each a month, to set the fig-"
ures, to examine the performance of the students, to advise
and instruct them, to endeavour to form their taste, and turn
their attention towards that branch of the Arts for which they
shall seem to have the aptest disposition.1

1

M.H.Spielmann ibid.

2

Frederick George Lee Immodesty in Ar t , London l8S7» Lee
quoted a lecture by J.Callco.it Horsley R.A. , delivered in
Portsmouth in 1885? to support his contention.

3

A memorandum dated December 1st 1900, Ptoyal Academy collection
of correspondence I87O-I96O no.RAC/5/45 concerns women stud
ents 1 privileges.

4

Mrs Margaret Noble of Maida Vale, London.

5

Female students had first appeared in l86l when it was found
that there was no constitutional objection to their admission
to the Academy Schools. Despite large numbers of female stud
ents there after, however, Dame Laura Knight was, in 1936, the
first woman to be elected Royal Academician since the days of
the founder members.
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Opponents, have always pointed out that such a system allows for
little real sense of continuity, and lamented the frequently con
flicting advice given "by successive visitors.

This objection has

been countered by those who believe that the system has effectively
prevented a style of work evolving around individual masters.

What

ever the problems inherent in such an arrangement visitors contin
ued to provide the mainstay of advanced teaching in the Schools,
although some changes were attempted following the recommendations
of the Special Schools Committee of 1920.

These included the app

ointment of Masters in the Schools of Painting, Sculpture and
Architecture
’to b e .appointed for a. term of years and to have full author
ity under the-jCouncil to direct the studies of their respec
tive schools. *
This went some way towards providing more continuity of teaching.
The Professorships in Painting, Sculpture and Architecture had been
held in abeyance since 1911*

In the event the recommendation

that

the Visitorships be abolished was defeated and the Keeper confirmed
as the ‘headmaster* of the Schools responsible for the principle
direction, of studies.
It is a historical feature of

Academies of

Art that most have

attempted to retain something of their original insistence unon the

2

intellectual content of art .

Despite the absence of such powerful

Presidential Addresses as those given by Lord Leighton the academic
premise of teaching by reference to precedent was retained^-

A

student’s day that started at 10 o ’clock in the morning included
4
one hour’s lecture time *
The students’ progress through the Schools was monitored close
ly.

Tests included the production of life drawings (sometimes 'stum

ped’), anatomical drawings, painted portraits and nude studies,

1

Royal Academy Annual Report

1920, Appendix No.2 p 40®

2

A point made by Thomas B.Hess in Some Academic Questions, Art
News Annual XXXIII, New York 1967 pf 5-10.

3

Carl Goldstein in Towards a Definition of Academic Art, Art
Bulletin Vol.LVII No.l March 1975j stressed the dependan.ee of
academic originality upon the ability to interpret (rather than
copy) precedent.

4

According to Mrs Noble, one of Sims’ ex-pupils, a working day
might consist of drawing or painting from 10 a.rn. to 1 p.m.
(with a short break at 11 a.m.) and from. 2 p.m. to 4
followed by an hour of lectures and two hours evening life
drawing.
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n g u r e compositions and perspective studies.
were required to copy an ’old master1^.

First year students

Students competed annually

for prises, and in the Annual Report of 1921 the sections were
n.
,
listed
as follows 2

1

Historical Painting

2

Landscape Painting (2)

3

Design in monochrome for a figurepicture

4

Design for the decoration of a portion of a public
building

5

Composition in colour

6

Cartoon of a draped figure

7

2 paintings of a figure from thelife

8

Portrait study of a lady in evening

dress showing her

arms and hands
9

Painting of a head from the life, life size

10

Perspective drawing in outline (painters and sculptors
only)

11

Set of 4 drawings of a figure from the life

12

Drawing from the Antique

13

Composition in Sculpture

14

Model of a design

15

2 models of a bust from the life

16

Model from the antique

17

Design

in relief containing a figure and ornaments

18

Set of

3 models of a figure from the life

19

Design in architecture

20

Set of architectural drawings

21

An architectural design

22

Perspective drawing in outline (architects only).

These give an indication of the curricula followed within the
Schools at the time, and of the extent to which objectives that
would not have been out of place in the early nineteenth century

3

were retained .

Every two years Gold medals and travelling student-

1

This in itself was a traditional practice. In 1815 the Royal
Academy had been given the privilege of borrowing pictures for
copying from Dulwich College.

2

Royal A cademy Annual Report 1921. Appendix Ho. 4 PP 32— 34-

3

With the exception of Landscape Painting this list of object
ives accords with similar subjects expected of students since
the Academy’s foundation.
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ships were awarded.

A number of bequests'
1 ensured that serious com

petition developed for trie various scholarships and prizes.

Atten

dances in the Schools were (in 1918) recorded under the headings of;
the school of drawing from the life; the school of painting: the
lower school; the school of sculpture; the school of architecture;
the library and lectures.

As has already been rioted the Royal Academy Schools were much
affected by the Great bar.

Some women students who studied at the

Academy during the war years even joined the department of Naval
2
Caraoui lage under Norman ¥ilkinson in some of the studios given over
to ’dazzle painting’ camouflage design for the Admiralty.

In fact

the Schools retained only two studios, for their own use, since the
British Red Cross Society also used Academy premises.

The bomb

which fell on the Academy on September 24th 1917? having fallen
through to the floor of Gallery I5C. damaged some windows and casts
■3
in the Schools beneath .
When the Schools properly reopened in April 1919 their charac
ter was somewhat changed from the period before August 1914•

Many

male students who were beginning to return from service were older
and more experienced young men than their pre-war counterparts.
Moreover there were certain moves afoot to continue the review of
the Schools and their organization which had been begun In 1915•

As

a result of Derwent hood’s proposals for improving the Sculpture
4
Schcol a Schools Committee war appointed - The July 1918 proposals
for a Royal Academy State School of Art were related to the prelim
inary discussions with the Board of Education which had taken place
in 1913, 1914 and 1915*
The Schools Committee, which reported on July 4th 1918, consis
ted of Sir Aston ¥ ebb, Sir George Frampton, George Clausen, Sir

1

Bequests included those from J.M.W.Turner, C.Landseer and
E.Stott.

2

Norman Wilkinson O.S.E. was a marine painter and poster artist
who was credited with the invention of naval camouflage during
the war. Five rooms of the Royal Academy'Schools vere used
for camouflage work.

3

The Government paid £ 4 ,928 for repairs
before the Summer Exhibition, 1918,

4

Derwent Wood’s suggestions were put to the Council in April
1918. The Committee was appointed the same day, April 2nd
1918.
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which were completed,

Short, Reginald Blomfield and Francis Derwent Rood.

The Committee

reviewed the developments since the President of the Board of Educ
ation had, in 1913 ,
’shared the desire- • • . for a more systematic; reorganisation
of the instruction in art’
although in respect of a new
’central school of fine arts it is impossible for bim> to con
sider it except in relation to the functions and responsibility
of the Royal Academy of whose views on the subject he has not
been informed.’
The Council of the Royal Academy had followed up this obvious opportunity.by sending a memorandum to the President of the Board of-Edu
cation, Mr Pease, offering to cooperate with the Board in establish
ing a ’final school of fine art.3 A meeting between the two bodies-,
took place on' May 5th 1914, a-nd agreed to appoint representatives to
discuss- more detailed proposals*

The Royal Academy representatives,

did draw up a scheme for such a ’final school’ in a report to the
Council of February 1915? but although the recommendations were a di
opted and sent to the Board of Education the memorandum was then
2
,
,
withdrawn' » The President of the Royal Academy (Sir Edward J.Poynter) did, however, write to the Board of Education in June 1915
pledging the Academy’s continued support for the scheme after the
war.
The 1918 Schools Committee took up the matter and modified the
1915 proposals.

It also submitted a ’detailed syllabus of the

''curse of instruction’ intending that its proposals might be sub
mitted to the Board of Education.

Assuming that art education would

be an 'issue of first-rate importance’ when peace was established
the Committee sought to ensure that the Royal Academy Schools would
be in a position to exert a major influence in any national re-org
anization of art training.

In consequence the Committee sought to

re-constitute the Royal Academy Schools as a State Final Schcol of

The Report of the Schools Committee, dated July 4th 1918, is to
be found as Appendix Bo.12 in the Royal Academy Annual Report
1918 p 73 ff. It quoted at length from the 1913 reply from the
President of the Board of Education to a report of the Advis
ory Committee of the Board of Education*
Bo reason was given for the withdrawal, other than it was made
‘at the desire of one of the members of the committee.’
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Art*

The proposals intended that the Royal Academy Schools should

become the nucleus ox the new institution under Royal Academy con
trol,

The State would provide accomodation for the School although

the Academy would contribute to maintenance costs and continue to
provide scholarships and prizes.

There would be no tuition fees,

but students (over the age of sixteen) would be admitted upon pass
ing an entrance examination for which provincial art schools might
care to enter their ’advanced’ students.

The School would be run

by a General Council and an Executive Committee.

Courses would

last for 5 years in Painting, Sculpture and Engraving, and 3 or 4
years in Architecture.

A panel of visitors: would provide instruc

tion for fifth year students.
It is certain that the proposals were closely modelled upon the
existing Royal Academy Schools.

Respite the fact that the State

School of Art scheme proceeded no further^, the detailed syllabuses
formulated for the School may be used as a revelation of the Acad
emy’s teaching aspirations (and to some extent of its current prac
tice) in 1918,
1

In the proposals;-

Each academic year was to run from January to December and
was to be composed of 3 terms — January to April, May to
July and October to December.

2

The School was to open from 9»30 a.m. to 8.00 p.m. every
weekday and from 9*30 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. on Saturdays.

The

whole days were to be divided Into 3 sessions; 9*30 a.m, to
I.00 p.m., 2.00 p.m.

to 4*00 p.m. and 6.00 p.m to C.00 p.m.

The weekly hours would thus have totalled 413

Painting First Year Studies (in hours per week);- Drawing
from the Antique and from Drapery 2 hours; Anatomical model2
ling and drawing 4 hours ; Studying methods of painting and
vehicles using still-life painting 4 hours; Drawing from the
nude 10 hours; Painting from the nude lOy hours; Painting
from the head IOA hours.

A fact which S.C.Hutchison ascribed to the unsettled state of
the country and its low financial ebb, The proposals were ac
tually passed by the Royal Academy Council and on July 31st
1918 were sent to the Board of Education. Subsequent discuss
ions, the Royal Academy recorded, were ’delayed1 by the war.
Final discussions with the Board of Education took place on
February 14th 1920,
'applicable to work in the Life Schools.’
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4

Painting Second Year Studies (in hours per week):- Anatomy
or Perspective 2 hours; Modelling 2 hours; Architecture 2
hours; Composition 4 hours: Drawing Prom the nude 10 hours;
Painting from the nude IGu hours; Painting from the head
1On hours.

5

Painting Third Year Studies (in hours per week):- Study of
drapery 2 hours; Study of the history of costume 2 hours:
Compositions designed to fill a given space 6 hours; Draw
ing or modelling from the life 10 hours; Heads and costumes
with arranged backgrounds 10-J- hours; Painted and Drawn stud
ies of portions of the human figure (life size) lOg- hours.

6

Painting Fourth Year Studies (in hours per week):- Study of
the Antique, Drapery or Architecture 2 or 4 hours; Studies
in Galleries of compositions in line, light, tone and colour
2 or 4 hours; Compositions to fill a given space with archtectural surroundings 4 hours; Drawing or modelling from the
Life 10 hours; Painted and drawn studies of portions of the
figure (life size) lOp hours; Heads and Costumes with arran
ged backgrounds 10o hours.

7

Painting Fifth Year Studies (in hours per week):— Practical
demonstrations on Landscape painting, aerial perspective,
the treatment of subjects for given spaces or the design and
execution of subjects chosen by the students 4 hours; re
searching material for compositions 4 hours; Heads and cos
tumes with arranged backgrounds (taugh'c by Visitors) IGg
hours; Studies of the human figure (taught by Visitors) 10-1hours; Drawing or modelling from the life 10 hours.

8

Proposals for the School of Sculpture were similar, albeit
modelling replaced painting and more attention was to be
given to lettering, ornament and architecture.

9

The proposals identified lectures to be given to sculpture
students during the winter term, and ’if thought desirable1
throughout the academic year.

These lectures were to be

delivered ’with lantern slides and speciments* by recognized
authorities who might also give informal talks to students.
Interestingly the proposed lecture syllabus included a his
torical survey of portraiture (including Chines©»Persian and
Indien Art) up to the work of Carri&re and Alfred Stevens.
Other courses would treat ’the anatomy of composition* and
the ’anatomy of ornament* in similar fashion.
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Painting; students at the Royal- Academy State School of Art would
therefore have spent approximately Qofi of their time in the studios
working from the model.

Indeed some yjc
/o of their time would have

been allocated to working from the nude.

One quarter of the classes

seeir. to have been directed at training the student in portraiture^
while approximately 11/fa of classes would have dealt with aspects of
composition and their application to certain projects.

Although it

is not possible to quantify the extent to which historical examples

2

would have been cited by individual tutors in their teaching , on
paper less than 5^

the student’s time would have been given to

studies which might explicitly use some historical frame of refer
ence.

In this respect the School of Sculpture’s proposals for ser

ies of lectures referred to above seem to conform to the academic
tradition more obviously than the practical courses’ syllabus dev
ised for the School of Painting*

However, in the Second Year Paint

ing Syllabus (as part of the 4 hours a week composition)
'practical demonstrations in composition, illustrated by works
of great masters shall also be part of this course*
and at the end of the proposed 4th Year Syllabus an examination in
the 'history and schools of painting 1 is listed. Unfortunately no
further information as to the character envisaged for such an exam
ination is available.
The State School seems unlikely to have been intended to have k&cl
quite such an inflexible and predetermined course content as the
Syllabus description might indicate.

It was noted that certain stu

dents in their final year might be allowed to work ’in separate stu
dios’ under the tuition of a Visitor

of the student’s choice.

Moreover the student could work from
’other subjects, such as animals . • • , to be exchanged for
some of the above studies, according to the wish or capability
of the student.'
GT.D.Leslie, in The Inner Life of the Royal Academy, London,
1914? had lamented the fact that portraiture seemed the surest
way to make a living for any modern British artist.
Using written texts by artists who were associated with the
Schools during the 1920s (e.g. Sir George Clausen and Charles
Sims) it is evident that much practical advice to art students
was given using references to the works of past artists.
or Visitors.
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In fact only attendance for the first 2 years was to he ccxpulsory,
after which students were to be allowed to study in fuseur~y Galler
ies and elsewhere at the discretion of the directors of study.
After completing 4 years of study the students would have received
their final year of instruction from Visitors in a separate school.
Insofar as the proposed courses may have

been

intended

toequip

the student to meet vocational demands it is surely significant that
so much attention was given to ’Painting from the Read* and to as
pects of ’Composition.’

It would seem.that, in 1918, it was assumed

that professional painters would receive most of their commissions
for portraits or for figure compositions.

Despite the fact that al

most one hundred years had elapsed since the election of John Con
stable

to the Royal Academy no explicit instruction was yet to be

provided in landscape study, with the exception of a small part of
the final year course (under the heading of fpractical demonstra
tions’)*

The human figure still seemed to have been regarded as the

principal vehicle of expression in painting, and hence the primary
object of study for students.
Just over half the 1918 Schools Committee actually served upon
2
the Royal Academy Council that year* All members of the committee
had been first elected to the Academy

between 1894 and 1910.

It is

hardly surprising, therefore, to find a conservative attitude to
wards art education prevalent among their numbers, despite the fact
that Derwent Rood, whose concern for the School of Sculpture had in
stigated the Committee’s work, was yet to he elected full Academ
ician.

Had the 1918 proposals ever been put into effect after the

Great War the character of what is now post graduate Pine Art educ
ation is this country might well have had a very different history.

1

John Constable was elected Associate of the Royal Academy in
1819 and Royal Academician in 1829- The omission of any major
landscape painting component in the proposed syllabus is all
the more surprising since by 1918 landscape was a genre fam
iliar in Royal Academy exhibitions, and, as already noted,
formed its own section in the list of prizes of 1921.

2

Sir George Frampton, Arthur S.Cope, Arthur Hacker, Sir Frank
Short and Reginald Blomfield.

3

Sir George Frampton and Arthur Hacker had both been elected
Associates of the Royal Academy in 1894? George Clausen in 1895*
Sir Aston W ebb, Arthur S.Cope and Sir William Go sconce John in
1899? Reginald Blomfield in 1905* Sir Frank Short in 1906 and
Francis Derwent Wood in 1910. With the exception of Derwent
Wood all were elected Royal Academicians between 1932 £nd 1914*
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changes within the existing Royal Academy Schools.
lution to trie General Assembly

In 1919 a reso

was adopted which made provision for

a Schools Standing Committee to be elected by each year's Visitors
from among their own number.

Chaired by the Keeper- this committee

was to be responsible for the running of the Schools ’subject to
reference* of the Royal Academy Council. For the first three months
of 1919 fbe life schools, the men’s painting school and the schools
of sculpture and architecture had remained closed due to the contin
ued presence of the Admiralty and the British Red Cross.

The Keep

er, Andrew Gow, noted that women students remaining in the schools
had still been doing war-work in their free time, painting instru
mentation dials for aeroplanes.

When the situation at last returned

to near normality in April 1919 it also seems to have stimulated
discussion on the shortcomings of the Schools.

The General Assembly

resolution of December ^i,h was, the product of a discussion between
2

the President ? Treasurer and 30 other members.

Three main issues

seem to have been raised
a) The lower School did not appear to be preparing students
adequately for the instruction of the Visitors: it was important
that students should be sufficiently advanced in their studies to
take advantage of the Visitors* tuition.

George Clausen suggested

that either the function of the Keepership be revised or that a
system of separate studios under the Visitors should be started.
b) Some members expressed the opinion that certain rules, es
pecially the admission tests, were too rigid and should be abolished
in favour of a more open system in which permanent masters, instead
of temporary Visitors, would be employed to teach.

William Strang

considered that a good master was preferable to ’a system* such as
the one in use at the time.
c) The desire (especially among the sculptors ) to encourage
students to work on a larger scale and with architectural elements

1

Royal Academy Annual Report 1919 Appendix No. 1 p 35 December
5th 1919.

2

1919 was Sir Aston Webb’s first full year of office as Presi
dent of the Royal Academy after the resignation of Sir S.J.
Poynter.

3

e.g. William Robert Colton.
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be forthcoming without financial aid from the Government.

Upon the

advantages of the latter members were divided.
The discussion resulted in Sir Aston Webb’s proposal of a new
committee which was adopted and became effective in 1920.
ial Schools Committee

The Spec

met several times during January ana made

a number of recommendations to the Council.

As has been noted

above (p 48) the proposed abolitition of Visitors (in favour of mas
ters) was deferred.

It wasp: finally agreed by the Council that the

Schools should remain at Burlington House, and that a Common Boom
should be provided for students.
attend the General

The Keeper had been too ill to

Assembly of December 1919 and the Council now

agreed to the proposal
’that the next Keeper of the Academy be also the Master of the
Painting School and reside at Burlington House.’
Mr Gow died on February 1st 1920.

After the Finance Committee had

2

produced a special report on the Keepership Charles Sims was elec
ted as Keeper under new terms of reference. These included a five
year term of office (after which he would be eligible for re-elec
tion), a separation of the roles of Keeper and Librarian, and
responsibility of directing the students’ work.

the

The new Keeper had
3

actually been expelled from the

Royal Academy Schools in 1895

hut

his reputation had been growing steadily since his one-man exhibi
tion at the Leicester Galleries in 1906.

Sims took up the appoint

ment on Kay 31st 1920 and was soon responsible for a number of cha
nges.

Since the President was an architect it is possible that

Sims had more of a free hand than might otherwise have been the
case.
The saga of the State School proposals had come to an end by
this time.

On. February 14th 1920 H.A.L.Fisher K.P., then president
A
of the Boara of Education, received a Royal Academy deputation .

1

Consisting of the President, the Treasurer, Sir Arthur Cope,
Sir Reginald Blomfield, Messrs. F.D.Hood and•D.Y.Cameron.

2

The Special Schools Committee had made recommendations as to
the salaries for the Keeper, Masters and Visitors. The Finance
Committee, augumented by S.J.Solomon, considered these and ■
reported on March 9th.

3

A petition drawn up by the Academy Schools students against
Sims’ expulsion exists in the Royal Academy Collection of Corr
espondence 1870~ 19oO, no.RA.C/5/ 4I*

4

The President and Treasurer were accompanied by S.J.Solomon,
F.¥.Pomeroy, A.S.Cope, and Sir Reginald Blomfield.
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Fisher then made it clear that no State School was contemplated by
the government but the Royal Academy was free to develop its own
School .

In response to a question by Sir Aston ¥ ebb the Board of

Education agreed to consider arrangements
’for sending the best students from the existing government
schools to the Academy Schools.’
The Royal Academy Council considered this development very satisfac
tory.
Sims- first Keeper’s report was dated January 2pth 1921.

He

noted that .106 students were officially enrolled (of whom 35 were
women, and 33 of those were painting students) although 31 architec
tural students, 1 sculpture student and 3 painting students did not
attend.

There were in addition 8 probationer students.

Sims him

self approved of probationary students since he was of the opinion
that three months spent working within the Academy Schools gave
students a better chance of producing work acceptable to the Council
than if they had been concentrating on work specifically intended to
meet the admissions criteria elsewhere.
Sims made (with Council approval) a number of changes within
the Schools during 1920 which gave considerably more freedom to the
2
individual student . The Lower School of Painting was discontinued
and Sims was sure that new students made better progress in the Life
School than they would have done in drawing from the Antique and
painting still life and drapery.

Such studies were' still used, but
3
in the context of specific projects or whenever they seemed likely
to profit by them.

In making changes Sims expressed the desire to

make the Academy into
fa school of research and experiment for which it has advan
tages not to be found elsewhere1
He wished in future to accept only students with proven ability and
experience.

Moreover he rejected.any such definite course plan as

had been projected in the State School proposal and relied upon in
dividual tuition.

He noted with pleasure that William Nicholson had

1

Fisher advised that the Royal Academy should give careful con
sideration to the distinction of its Schools from the Royal
College of Art.

2

William Strang, at the General Assembly of December 5Kn 1919?
had been convinced that this was the right course to take.

3

See Royal Academy Annual Report 1920 p 36.

4

Royal Academy Annual Report 1920.
no.5 pp 35-36.
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Keeper’s report, Appendix

agreed to instruct and advise Academy students.

Since William Kich-

olson never tecame an Academy figure this gives credence to Sims’
son’s comment

that his father chose teachers for their importance

as artists rather than for their official standing.
In 1921 the Sculpture School abandoned the system of Visitors
and appointed a Master as the Special Schools Committee had recomm
ended the preceeding year.

Henry Poole was given this appointment

and was assisted "by a number of senior students called prefects who
replaced some of the Curators and were given resnonsibility of keen2
ing order . Sims reported that he found this system entirely satis
factory.

He was also convinced that the standard of work was imp

roving, even if many sculpture students frequently did 'occasional*
work in sculptors’ studios and attended the Academy Schools irreg
ularly.

. .....__

.

The extent to which Sims was personally responsible for app
arent changes in selection and hanging.policies at the Summer Bxhib3
ition is most debateable, but it is obvious that many considered
that the changes were for the worst and associated them with men
'of the new school' of which Sims was seen as representative.

The

list of artists whom Sims invited as Visitors to the Schools during
1921 and 1922 is interesting in this context.

It includes George

Clausen, Sir "William Orpen and Sir John Lavery, all of whom painted
with a degree of realism.

This fact may be interpreted as a con

firmation of Sims’ belief that

.

-

5The ideal picture of an ideal world should be complete real
ism, an^impression of downright reality. It is more paradox
ical so *.
It was. inevitable that Sims’ own personality and preferences as
Keeper and Master of the Painting School should have some influence
upon the character of the institution at that time.

Sims' interest

in mural painting was to find expression in the 1924--1927 fresco of’
King John sealing Magna Carta (see above p 30) but in 1921 The

1

Alan Sims in Picture Making, Technique and Inspiration by
Charles Sims (published posthumously; London, 1934? P 124*

2

One for the men and one for the women. The evening school in
painting had not had a Curator since Sims took office.

3

Including Frank 0.Salisbury in The Times and E.Wake Cook in his
Retrorression in Art ana- the Sotcide of the Royal Academy,
London 1924*

4

Charles Sims quoted by Alan Sims, on.cit. p 110.
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Royal Academy, the Royal College of Art, the Slade and the Foot min
ster Schools had been approached vis a yjs the production of ’decor
ative work' for spaces in county Hall? Westminster*

Unfortunately

the London County Council rejected the cartoons submitted for this
scheme.

The opportunity was, however, welcomed by the Academy in

sofar as it would have provided some students with practice in ’com
positions to fill a given space with architectural surroundings. *
There was at this time an interest in decorative commissions for
public buildings which found expression in the Royal Academy memor
andum on mural decorative art of February 19221 .

This memorandum

set out the reasons for the proposed exhibition of decorative art
which was to be held in January and

2

February 1923 .

The exhib

ition was specifically intended to promote
'the arts of design connected with the decoration of buildings’
by directing ’the attention of the public, and especially of
those who are concerned with the erection and adornment of
public buildings to the important part which the arts of paint
ing and sculpture should take in architectural schemes * . . ’
........... .......... .

and to

’suggest to younger artists and students the great possibili
ties of these decorative arts for the expression of thoughts
and feelings of the community at each turning point in its
history*'
The memorandum continued by giving a historical justification for
the use of mural painting, citing the work of Byzantine, mediaeval,
and

Renaissance artists.

Puvis- de Chayannes was referred to as the

reviver of the ’spirit of decoration' in France and the President
and Council expressed the hope that the decorative arts might once
again come into their own as parts of the ordinary person’s normal
’aesthetic and social education.*
The relative freedom Sims, gave to students (which was lamented
by many after his resignation in 1926) was only hinted at in his
Keeper’s Reports.

In 1924 Sims referred to the students’ conduct

as 'exemplary,* and the only note of censure concerns many men stu
dents who, having to take employment to support themselves, had not
submitted the required amount of.annual work.

Sims was satisfied

with the general quality of work, especially in the School of Sculp
ture.

The number of students actually increased.

There were 131

-

Royal Academy Annual Report 1922 Appendix ITo.lQ p 95-

2

The exhibition incorporated the 12th. Exhibition of the Arts
and Crafts Exhibition Society.
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students registered in 1923> and by 1924 the Schools would have
been unable to accomodate them all were not many older students only
attending occasionally, ’their time being given to earning their
living.’
Sims’ own reputation suffered a blow as a result of his por
trait of His Majesty King George V, with which the monarch himself
was dissatisfied (see above p 26).
due to end on May 31st 1925.

Sims’ 5 year terra of office was

A special committee, consisting of Sir

William Llewellyn ana KessrsvM.Fisher, K.G.John and S.J.Solomon, was
asked to consider and report on the office of Keener.
of that report

1

As a result

a General Assembly resolution reduced the Keeper’s

salary to £500 per annum (with an.upper limit of £ 750) if the office
2
was to pass to another candidate . Since there were no other candi
dates, ana Sims was deemed eligible for re-election, he was re-elec
ted Keeper for a further 5 years at the General Assembly of the
Royal Academy on May 27th 1925*

Sims’ Keeper’s report for the year

was typically brief but again stressed the
’inability of students to support themselves by daily work and
continue their studies in the Schools at the same time. Most
of the clever students stay but a short while before leaving
to earn their own living.’
Sims attributed the lack of very high standards in the Painting
School to this fact, although cynicism might suggest that there were
other reasons.
The Schools Committee in 1925" addressed itself to the problem
providing instruction more relevant to mural painting and decorative
sculpture than ’the competent knowledge of the figure’ that the
training in the Schools then provided.

Some- training in architec

ture was considered appropriate to these ends although it was recog
nized that a proper architectural student’s curriculum would be un
suitable for painting and sculpture students.

The Schools Committee

3

Roya1

Academy. Annua1 Report 1923, Appendix K o .5»

2

The salary was, interestingly, to be reduced to £75*2 P«a * if
the office ’continued to be held by Mr Sims.’ This would ind
icate that Sims’ salary 'was already in excess of that recomm
ended by the 1920 Special Schools Committee.

3

C.Sims, G.Clausen, Sir William Llewellyn, J.J.Shannon, P.Connard, Sir George Frampton, H.Poole, Sir Reginald Blomfield and
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott.
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made a number of suggestions as to ways in which architectural stud
ies could be introduced to Fine Art students:
a)

Informal lectures using the blackboard and ’magic
slides*

lantern’

Students would be encouraged to askquestions

and

discuss issues at these lectures.
b) Some ’rudimentary’ architectural training given by architect
member(s) under supervision by the

Master of the Architect

ural School.
c) An architect member might act as a Visitor to the Painting
and Sculpture Schools.
d) Two hours per week could be given over to an architectural
component of the course.
It Is evident, however, that Sims never put any of these recommend
ations into effect before his resignation in 1926.
Sims was invited to America to serve on the ’jury of award* at
the Carnegie Institute in 1925«

It was said'*" that he had lost inter*

est in the Royal Academy Schools after the election of Frank Dicksee
as President at the end of 1924? but It is certain that his American
success with portraiture was also responsible for his return to
America in 192o and his exhibition at the Knoedler Galleries in Hew
York.

In October 1925 Sims was not yet returned from the United

States and the Royal Academy Council learned that he intended to re
main there for another month.

There was considerable confusion in

the Schools due to the Keeper's absence, which also affected the
conduct of students' examinations on iTovemoer 2nd.

A number of stu

dents failed the annual examinations and Sir Frank Dicksee and Sir
2
Reginald Blomfield had, on November 4th, to
’recall--,the students to a proper sense of their privileges and
duties' »
The Academy's telegram to Sims, expressing anxiety, of November 2nd
elicited a letter from the Keeper on November 8th asking if his re
signation would be acceptable.

The Council decided to accept it

and, in consultation with the Schools Committee,appointed George
Clausen as Temporary Director of the Schools and Master of the

1

Alan

Sims, op.cit. p 127.

2

Royal -leademy Annual Report

1926 p 16 .

3

Royal Academy Annual Report

1926 p 16.
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the General Assembly on Kovember 25'fch.
As a result of these events George Clausen was responsible for
two Director’s Reports on the Schools, one for the 1926 Annual Rep
ort written on January 11th 192?, and one dated April 13th 1927.
Despite the fact that Clausen officially acted as Director only for
2.
the Lent term 192?, and was succeeded for the Summer Term by George
Harcourt, much of the reorganization of the Schools (which put into
effect many of the recommendations of the Schools Committee’s Report
of January 1926) seems to have been carried out by Clausen’s own
energies.

It is clear that

Clausen considered the conduct of the

Schools far from satisfactory at the time of.Sims’ resignation.

He

began his first Director’s Report by stating, with satisfaction,
that
’The Schools are in good order. There is a fair attendance of
students and they are working well on the whole.’
In practical terms Clausen had by then effectively re-constituted
the old Lower School of painting by creating one class from proba
tionary and first year students which he taught himself.

While not

ing that the rooms needed repainting Clausen also found that the
casts were so dirty that it x-ras impossible to draw from them — he
had already had a few cleaned ’for immediate use with good effect.’
He had also made some inquiries about the possibility of obtaining
some new ones.

These moves indicate that Clausen wished firmly to

reinstate ’drawing from the Antique’" as an important component of"
Cue painting course.

Clausen a xsc announced that he had bought six
4
books for the Library . Of greater significance, however, was
Clausen’s perception of the post-war position of the Schools when
he expressed his belief that the length of studentships should be
reduced to three years instead of five, except in particular circum-

1

Sims was allowed continued use of the Keeper’s house until ■
Midsummer 1927*

2

April 2pth to June 30th 1927-

3

The Royal Academy Schools had originally only taught drawing
to students. The Painting School was formed in l8 l6 to copy
Old Masters (especially from the Dulwich Gallery) and the Life
Painting School only commenced in 1852, although drawing from
the life had always been part of the curriculum.

4

Monographs on Botticelli, Giotto and Piero della Francesca,
a book on Siennese painters and Sgr.Leoni Venturi’s History of
Italian Painting are listed.
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graduate* level of many students in the Schools,
The extent to which Clausen was; endeavouring to re—establish
a definite curriculum and a new sense of order within the Schools-.
would seem to confirm the intentions of the

2

Committee’s recommendations *

January 1926 Schools:

Under the chairmanship of Sir Reg

inald Blomfield the Committee had made extensive enquiries among
the Members of the Academy and, while approving the current func
tion of the Keeper, considered that certain modifications in org-^
animation and administration were, necessary.

In particular the

Committee noted that
'The standard of admission is too low, the direction is too
casual, the students- are allowed too much freedom in their
methods of study, and there appears, to he a lack of definite
policy in regard to the purpose of the Royal Academy Schools.*
Sims: would certainly have been sensitive to such criticisms of. the
Schools and would have been aware of them for some nine months
prior to his resignation.

In the event it only seems surprising

that he should have- delayed re signing for so long, as he appears to
have taken little action.to counter the Committee’s criticisms before
he left for America in 1926.
The 1925-6 Schools Committee- had expressed appreciation of the
Keeper’s success in filling the Schools after the depletions caused
by the war.

By January 1926, however, the Committee considered

that
’The time has now come to aim at quality rather than quantity.
An Academy of Art is on a rather different footing from other
schools, in regard to the fact that an Academy School cannot
leave so much to individual initiative, and must concentrate
on a complete and thorough training in technique.1
Such a view was quite contrary to Sims’ own belief that painting
should be an enjoyable activity since he considered that laborious

1

A 3 year studentship would allow students only one opportunity
to compete for the gold medal. Clausen thought that the Coun
cil might take the power to grant one year’s extension in
certain cases.

2

Royal Academy Annual Report 1926, pp 42—44*

3

ibid.
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study tended to be stupetying .

In consequence certain of* the Com

mittee’s recommendations (especially those that sought to establish
the principles of expulsion after a period of absence, student att
endance records and staff supervision of all posing of models) might
be interpreted as direct criticisms of Sims’ running of the Schools,
Sims appears to have been in full agreement with the Committee on
one important criticism only: he himself had stated in January 1926
that he did not consider the level of accomplishment sufficiently
high.
Clausen’s final comments upon the 1918-1926 period in the
Schools were reserved for his second Director’s Renort in April

2

1927 .

In It he contrasted the success of the Schools before the

war, when the Academy’s teaching had not as yet been ’seriously
challenged or questioned,’ with the casually attended freely-run
life class- of the present,

ifhile recognizing that

'the younger generation no longer accepts the old Ideals’
and that many more mature.students had already developed more indep
endent ideas of their own, Clausen was convinced that his reforms
were of educational value to the students and refused to countenance
their use of the Schools as urivate studios.

Under Clausen’s direc3
tion the Painting School taught life painting in the mornings and
life drawing in the evenings,

The afternoons were used for a range

of activities including composition, still-life painting, copying in
galleries and lectures.

Clausen commented upon the ’great laxity in

monthly compositions,’ and was of the opinion that students ’should
not give up class work altogether.’
After George Harcourt’s directorship of the Schools in the Sum
mer Term of 1927 Walter Uestley Russell was elected Keeper in June
1927 and commenced his duties from October that year.

At the same

time Charles Genge was appointed Curator- of the Schools

4

with

1

Alan Sims op.cit . pp 9 aad 5° • In the former passage (which is
identified as the text of an Address to students of the Royal
Academy Schools) Charles Sims expressed dislike of ’the tyranny
of labour for labour’s sake’ concluding that ’the more effic
ient machine you make yourself, the.worse artist you will b e . ’

^

Royal Acaneny Annual Report 1927, Appendix 5> PP 39-41* See
S.C.Hutchison The History of the Royal Academy 1768-1968,
1968, p 166.

3

Painting from the figure and painting from the head on alter
nate days.

4

At a salary of £300 per annum. He was to attend between the
hours of 10a.m. and 6 p.m.daily.
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responsibility for discipline and attendance registers.

Kith the

approval of the General Assembly the post of Master of the Sculp
ture School was held in abeyance from April 21st 1927*

Further

evidence of a desire to return to a style of organization within the
Schools which had existed before Sims' Keepership is to be found in
the first complete list of Visitors for all three Schools since
1
1920'. Walter Bayes was appointed as Teacher of Perspective and is
recorded as having given a course of 12 lessons on which the stud
ents were examined.

The casts in the Architecture School were
2
cleaned, and age limits fixed for Probationer Students . At the
same time, however, smoking was officially permitted, in the Schools
and on December 12th 1927 the President (Sir Frank Dicksee) gave a
dance in Gallery III for students from the Royal Academy, the Royal
College of Art, the Slade and the Westminster Schools.

The follow

ing year the Schools were re—decorated.
Russell was given a studio in the Academy but he was not to
live in Burlington House.

Hew electrical wiring was installed and

the Library removed from the Old Ball Room (which became the Rey
nolds Room) to the ground floor of the Keeper's House.

Russell rec

eived a salary of £1000 per annum, and was to hold his office for
three years, at the end-of which he would be eligible for re—elec
tion.

He had no vote in the Schools Committee, however, and his

duties were defined in a Resolution of the General Assembly whereby
the Keeper was to attend 3 whole days jjer week, to train students
and and collaborate with Visitors., to choose and pose models, to
'see to the observation of Regulations', to chair lectures and to
4
see to the daily administration of the Schools . In Russell's
first Keeper’s Report of January 1928 he demonstrated his sympath
ies with both Clausen and the 1925 an& 1926 Schools Committees.

He

In 1918'and 1919 Visitors had been appointed to the School of
Drawing, as well as to the Schools of Painting, Sculpture and
Architecture. During"the period when Henry Poole was Master
of the Sculpture School no Visitors were appointed for that
School. Henry Poole died the year following the 1927 reforms,
In Painting this was fixed at 21 (exceptionally at 22), in
Sculpture at 25 (exceptionally at 26) and in Architecture at
30.
Except in the Common Room and Corridor. Paradoxically Sims
(who did not smoke) had been expelled from the Royal Academy
Schools
in 1895 Por demonstrating his protest at a 'no smok—
if
ing orcier.
Royal Academy Annual Report 1927 pp 27-28.
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was am n r s t aissatis3rx6cL with both attendance and quality of work,
commenting upon a ’general slackness.’

However, since the Schools

were beginning to admit younger students again, Russell continued
Clausen’s revived Lower School of Painting (in everything but name)
and
’insisted on particular students painting from the cast as a
preliminary step to the life - . . ’
Russell submitted three brief Keeper’s Reports for 1928

2

in which he

appeared progressively more satisfied with students’ work and atten
dance.

When he had been in the post for over* a year the Royal Acad

emy Council produced a Memorandum on the control of the Schools in
November 1928 , recommending that the Schools Committee, which had
been approved in 1919 for the ’general control of the Schools,’
should be discontinued *

In doing so the Council were conscious of

the fact that Clausen had found his temporary Directorship of the
Schools embarrassed by his dual responsibility to both the Schools
Committee and the Royal Academy Council, and by the fact that the
’functions of the (Schools) Committee had never been precisely de-*
fined.* Under the new arrangements the Keeper

came once more to

be directly responsible only to the Royal Academy Council, although
a Special Schools Committee could be constituted when a vacancy
occurred in the Keepership.
In his Report for 1929 Russell noted' a sense of ’real enthus
iasm’ in the Schools which promised well for the future.

The Royal

Academy Council congratulated him after the ’marked improvements’
shown in the Annual Examinations of June 25th. The General Assem4
bly approved Nilliam McMillan’s appointment as Master of the Sculp
ture School, replacing the Visitorships in the School, and this co
incided with an increase in the number of sculpture students*
Russell was re-elected Keeper in 1930.

The long delayed lectures in

1

R oyal Academy Annual Report 1927 p 43*

2

On May 7th and July 9th 1928, and on January 7th 1929*

3

The Council this year included Oliver Hall, J.Arnesby Brown,
Sir Prank Short, Alfred Drury, Sir Edwin L.Lutyens, Charles
Ricketts, Adrian Stokes, David Y.Cameron, Henry Pegrara and Sir
Reginald Blomfield* The Memorandum forms part of Appendix 5 °f
the Royal Academy Annual Renort 1928, pp 42—45*

4

On April 25th 1929* The salary was £300 per annum. The proc
ess of replacing Visitors with permanent staff was to be taken
a step further when W.T.Monnington was appointed Assistant
Teacher of Painting in 1931*
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with the first (l929~*30) course run tiy H.Chalton Bradshaw.

This

was intended to introduce the Pine Art student to construction,
proportions and general architectural features* and over the next
few. years the course was to develop successfully.

Bussell himself

noted in his Report of 1930 that the students were on the whole
’industrious,* ana the general atmosphere within the Schools seemed
to have improved.
Russell’s Keepership certainly stabilized a situation which
had been far from satisfactory since the Great Far.

It would appear

that two interpretations of the role of the Schools had dominated
the period* and were frequently seen as incompatible:
1) The fact that many students returning to the Schools after
1918 were ’mature’ may have Inclined Sims to the belief that the
Royal Academy should act as an equivalent to modern post-graduate
Pine Art education.

Sims’ tuition seems to have been of highly In

dividual nature, and he encouraged students to work on their own
projects.
2) The desire to retain a traditional training in technique, as
part of the academic legacy of the institution, involved a return to
more conventional and highly structured courses.
In the event Russell seems to have inclined towards the latter
viewpoint.

In 1928, he wrote:

’the lowering of the age for admission to the Schools has so
far not affected the number of applicants, and has not in my
opinion lowered the standard of promise: it wi|l eventually, I
believe, be a great advanrage to the Schools.’"
Certainly many premises of the academic tradition of teaching had
survived.

On the other hand it may be for that very reason that the
2
authors of the 194o Arts Enquiry into The Visual Arts noted that
’. . » The Academy Schools have now lost much of their pres-^
tige’
and attributed the institution’s decline, at least in part, to the
Academy’s interpretation of its own functions.

1

Royal Academy Annual Report 1928 p 42.

2

The Arts Enquiry

The Visual Arts

A Report sponsored by the

Dartington Hall Trustees, Oxford University Press 1948.
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Only in the field of art education was the Royal Academy in
serious competition with other organizations.

By 1918 there were

three major institutions in London which could provide the eauivalent of present-day post-graduate level courses: the Royal Academy
Schools, the Slade School of Fine Art in University College London,
and the Royal College of Art.
The Slade had been opened in 1871

and its first professor of

Fine Art (187I—I874) was E.J.Poynter, the future President of the
2
Royal Academy (1896-I918). In his inaugural lecture Poynter had
made it clear that although, In his opinion, the Slade could never
compete with the Academy Schools, there was room fcr another School
of Fine Art which would reform current teaching methods^.

Chief

among such reforms was a shortening of the period of studying from
the antique before entry to the life class.

Insofar as such studies

from the antique were then considered most characteristic of acad
emic training Hubert L.Wellington, in 1907? stated categorically
that
’The standpoint of the Slade School is non-academic and indiv
idual, but its training is no less thorough and searching than
the traditional and academic. Its teaching . . . aims primar
ily at a highly trained direct vision of nature, supported by
a study of the methods of rendering nature employed by former
painters. Its attitude toward the Old Masters Is not one of
ceremonious and conventional admiration, it suggestsno attera-

1

Felix Slade bequeathed £45?OCO +0 four 1 the Slade Professor
ships of Fine Art at Oxford, Cambridge and University College.
The Isitter also benefitted from six scholarships as part of the
same gift. See H.Hale Bellot University College London 1.8261926, London 1929 pp 345 ff• and Charles Aitken The Slade
School of Fine A r t in The Studio CXXXII Uo.643, October 1946
pp 114-121, which give brief histories of the Slade.

2

Published in Edward J.Poynter, R.A. Lectures on A r t , London 3rd
edition I885, Lecture III Systems of Art Education pp 94-114*

3

An analysis of these reforms was made by W.E.Arnold-Foster
F elix Slade and the Slade School in John Fothergill (ed.) The
Slade. A Collection of D rawings and Some Pictures done by Past
and Present Students of the London Sjade School, of Art
UDCCCXCIII - KPCCCVII . The Slade School” University College
London, 1907> PP 3-6.
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x-—
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^
wj. luejouuueno ana Dlmd. him to what is
not to be found in their 'works -*
The Slade attached considerable importance to study from the living
model.

To do so was the reverse of English Art School practice

2

at
3
the turn of the century, and despite the fact that Alphonse Legros

thought it more important to draw from casts than his predecessor
4
had done the Slade continued to support the idea that breadth and
freedom must be taught before detail, principles before finish.
Poynter himself had attributed such a pedagogic practice to French
5
art education . Poynter, however, remained an ’academic * painter of

6

idealized subjects ? an artist who believed that
’. , . the study of nature is not the end ofyart, but merely a
means of enabling you to express your ideas. 1
g
As- Andrew Forge has pointed out Academicism and Realism are incom
patible and by the time of Frederick Brown*s direction of the
Slade (1893-1918) the conflict between them was beginning to expose
certain weaknesses in the Slade’s teaching!

1

John Fothergill
(ed.) op.cit., essay on The Slade School Summer
Compositions since 1893 by Hubert L.Wellington pp 21—22. Hub
ert Wellington was to become an honorary Associate of the Royal
College of Art in 1926, and wrote art criticism in both the
Spectator and the Saturday Review. He was Registrar at the
Royal College of Art during William Rothenstein’s period of
office as Principal.

2

X am indebted to Ms G.M.Furlong, of the Manuscripts and Rare
Books Room. D.M.S.Watson Library, University College London,
who drew my attention to MS.ADD 25O: Typescript History of the
Slade School by Michael Reynolds. 1974- Michael Reynolds was
himself a student at the Slade School 1926-1928, and gives a
comprehensive account of the development of the Slade School
teaching system.

3

Legros succeededPoynter in 1876, and was Professor until his
resignation in 1892.

4

Michael Reynolds op.cit, p 64.

5

Edward J.Poynter R.A., op.cit, Lecture III Systems of Art
Education >

6

In a lecture given at the Royal Institution in May 1872 Poynter
(op.cit. pp 62-93? Old and Hew Art) took issue with Huskin’s
uncritical admiration of Nature.

7

Edward J,Poynter-R,A. op.cit. p 121.
Formation of a Style,

8

Andrew Forge The

Lecture IY Hints

on the

Slade 1871-1960: three articles from M otif,

1960- 1961.
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' . . . there would appear to be a certain contradiction in an
academic programme of teaching carried out by^painters who were
practising a sort of Impressionism themselves .1
Such criticism is most aptly levelled against the Slade during
Tonics5 professorship (1918-1930).

Moreover Tonks maintained his

scorn for the Academy at the same time that he firmly resisted the
influence of Post-Impressionism ana contemporary avant-garde art
from abroad.

After the war the Slade recruited students quite suc

cessfully, but its doctrine was regarded by some as frankly conser2
vative , despite the reputations established by such ex-students as
Augustus John, William Orpen, and Ambrose McEvoy^.

Bruce Laughton

has described the academic life-drawing at the Slade as of an 'al
most anachronistically high standard' 1 at this time.
Prom the University College London Abridged Calendars

5

it is

possible to amplify Michael Reynold.'s account of the Slade School
by using the descriptions of courses.

The 1918 entry includes the

passage
'All Students (except those exempted by the Professor) will,
on entering the Schools, be required to draw from the Antique
until judged sufficiently advanced to draTf from the life . 1
a condition which still purveys an 'academic' impression.

The Slade

Diploma was awarded on the successful completion of a set number o f

1

Andrew Forge oo.cit. 1st article p 21.

2

Michael Reynolds op.cit. pp 237-238.

3

Reynolds quooes the Hon. Godfrey Money-Coutts, who air j^ed as a
student at the Slade in 1923? noticing that the influence of
the French Fauves 'had hardly penetrated"' the tough wall of res
istance which Professor Tonks deliberately set up against the
newer continental school.' Reynolds on.cit. p 262.

4

Bruce Laughton. Introduction to the catalogue of the centen
ary exhibition The Slade in the Diploma Galleries of the Royal
Academy of Arts, November to December 1971? P»9» la The Studio
CXXXII Bo.643 October. 194& PP 114-121 George Charlton stated
categorically that '. . . the basis of the Slade tradition is
the intense study of constructive drawing.- that drawing which
is good drawing throughout all ages.'

5

University College London, D.M.S.Batson Library.

6

U.C .L»Abridged Calendar Session MCliXVIII-iX. London 1918 p 84 .

tiuujeu-xs etna courses.

Among xnese it is interesting to note a

strong History of Art component.

In 1918 the Diploma required ’cer~
T

tificates in 3 History of Art courses, including Classical, Mediae--

1

val, Renaissance and Modern Art , and a -written three hour examin
ation followed by a further three hours of identifying ’typical examples of various periods of art.’

2

The inclusion of this element ,
3
which was organized by Tancred Borenius and strongly supported by
Tonks, gave a formally academic aspect to the Slade course which
4
was absent from the Academy Schools „
During the 1918-1930 period the Slade must be accounted succ
essful

despite the fact that students became increasingly a w a r e of
5
Tonics* limitations . In the 1920 Prix de Rome competition all the
finalists were Slade students, as were many in subsequent years.

As

in the Academy Schools some emphasis was placed upon relating art to
architecture, which included lectures for Slade students: in the ad
joining Bartlett School of Architecture (from 192l), and found prac
tical expression in the contributions to the House of Commons scheme

1

ibid.

2

The History of Art component was, with at least 6 figure draw
ings approved by a drawing teacher, a compulsory part of the
examination. In addition the student would choose two from the
remaining headings;
i Painting - 2 paintings from the head, 2 of the figure and
2 compositions*
ii Architecture - 6 drawings.
iii Modelling - 3 studies In the round (including I from- the
antique and 1 from the living model).
iv Ornamental Design - 6 original designs

3

Borenius was Lecturer in History of Art until he was appointed
Professor in 1921, and Durning-Lawrence Professor in 1926.

4

Although it was assumed at the Academy that staff would lecture
to students and teach by reference to historical works (e.g.
George Clausen Royal Academy Lectures on Painting, London 1913)

’There were others, including some of the most promising men,
who, after a year or two of it began to find his (Bonks’) tea
ching less acceptable . . . there was a widening gap between
the studies they made at the Slade and the pictures they paint
ed at home.’ Michael Pieynolds, op.cit. p 266.
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Refreshment Room decorations commissioned from Rex Whistler the same
year .

Stephen Rone decorated part of the entrance hall of Picca

dilly Underground Station in 1928, and A.H.Gerrard designed some of
the exterior figures for St James Park Station in 1929 with Eric
Gill.
The Special Retrospective Exhibition, 1886-1924, of the New

2

English Art Club, January to February 1925’
* was dominated by exSlade students and may be used to illustrate the extent of the
Slade’s influence on painting^.

It is far less easy to define the

influence of the Royal College of Art.

Although the National Art

Training School had been renamed in 1897? it had, in 191T? been the
subject of a Board of Education Committee Report^ upon its functions.
constitution, and ’relations to the schools of art in London and
throughout the country.’

The report drew a swift reply from Frank

P.Brown in his South Kensington and its Art Training, published in
5

1912 .

Brown was angered by the Committee’s recommendation that the

training of designers for industry should be undertaken by the prov
incial art colleges, leaving the Royal College of Art to concentrateupon short post-graduate' level courses .

1

In appealing for funds to facilitate the expansion of the
Slade’s accomodation, Auollo III No.13? January 1926 p 13?
Tonks himself asked ‘Again ought we not to aim much more at
practical work in painting, decorating and sculpture? Ought,
not the student to be put early to work on the production of
something that may actually be used to decorate a building ?1

2

The 71st exhibition of the New English Art Club, held at the
Spring Gardens Gallery, Trafalgar Square.

3

The copy of the catalogue in the I).M.S.Watson Library, U.C.L.
is: annotated ’Really a summary of Slade influence.’ It should
be noted that the Slade had a long tradition of association
with the New English Art Club.

4

England and Wales: Board of Education. Rerort of the depart
mental committee on The Royal College of A r t , London 1911*

5

Frank P .Brown, A .R .C .A . South Kensington and its A rt Train ing
London 1912 with a foreword by Walter Crane. Brown himself
was a member of the Royal College of Art Staff at the time.

6

On the face of it a suggestion that provincial art colleges
should return to the original philosophy of the Schools of
Design.
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ting- down of the period of training there, and no comparison
must he made with the training given by the proposed subord
inate co1leges of the provinces. It should stand far ahead of
these, much as the Universities do in relation to the public
schools of the country .
Brown also objected strongly to certain statistics which had been
2
produced in the departmental committee’s report and used to condemn
the Royal College of Art- in C.R.Ashbee’s Should We
Art, also published in 1911^*

Stop Teaching

The committee had stated that in. a

ten year period, during which 459 students had been trained at the
Royal College of Art', only 32 students had 'made the practice of Art
in any form- their livelihood* while 126 students had found employA
ment as teachers'. The Royal College of Art CStaff had already re
futed these figures in a letter to The Times 5 which stated that at
least 400 of these students are
'actively engaged upon work/-towards which their training at the
Royal College was directed. ’
The fact that Professor Frederick Brown, from the Slade, had been a
member -of the departmental committee also prompted Prank

Brown to

analyse the shortcomings of the committee’s constitution.
The committee had, however, confronted the problem that the
Royal College of Art appeared to be producing teachers of art rather

7

than artists,, designers and craftsmen •

Whereas the Royal Academy’s

1

Prank P.Brown A.R.C.A. op.cit. p 54*

2

England and Waless Board of Education op.cit. Appendix IV
the Committee's Summary pp 22—23.

3

C.R.Ashbee Should We Stop Teaching A r t , London 1911« Chapter II
The Province of the Royal College of Art and ‘the Problem of the
Art School. In his introduction Ashbee justified his book by
referring to the
. . chance which seems not improbable, that
the whole system of English Art Education may shortly come into
the melting pot . . .'

4

Quoted C.R.Ashbee op.cit. p 16 .

5

Quoted Frank P.Brown A.R.C.A. op.cit. p 27.
The letter was
signed by Brown, W.S.George, Malcolm Osborne, A.R.Smith and J.A
Stevenson.

6

ibid.

7

Professor Frederick Brown, Recollections in Artwork VI no.23,
Autumn 1930 pp 149-60, stated that ’In reviewing the South
Kensington training, so far as it concerned would—be teachers,
I have almost got to believe that it was invented with the del—
iberate intention of preventing them from practising art’ (p

160).
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and

•were consigned to oblivion, in 1919. LLoyd George’s Minister of Educ
ation, H.A.L.Fisher, decided to take action to raise the prestige- of
the Royal College of Art as the chief Government school of art^.
Although the Royal College of Art possessed four schools

in 1919

the responsibilities of staff were allocated mainly to areas of de
sign and applied art^.

The prospectus itself'explained that the

College had a dual role in providing both instruction for advanced
students in art and design (including ’Handicraft and Manufactures’)
and for the training of teachers in Schools of Art.

The appointment,-

in 1920, of a professional painter, William Rothenstein, as princi
pal

was controversial.

Rothenstein disagreed with the Royal Coll

ege of Art system whereby would-be teachers sacrificed most of their
final year studies to study the theory of teaching 5 , and although
he was unable to effect complete reform of the institution

6

his 1924

visit to Paris, Prague and Berlin^ confirmed him in his belief that
teaching should be done by ’distinguished young artists, designers
and craftsmen’ rather than by 'professional art masters-’
’At least I was gradually changing the College from being in
large part a training school for teachers to an active school

1

William Rothenstein Men and Memories 1900-1922, London 1932
pp- 365-6 .

2

Design, Architecture, Sculpture and Painting.

3

Information about the staff, courses and course content, entra
nce requirements and examinations is given in the Royal College
of Art Prosrectuses 1919-1930* In 1919 Staff were listed under
the following subject responsibilities: Modelling, Architecture4
Design, Painting, Etching and Engraving, Antique aiid Life Draw
ing and Anatomy, History of Art, Writing and Illuminating, Mou
lding, and Stone and Marble Cutting.

4

Succeeding A.Spencer A.R.C.A.

5

William Rothenstein Since Fifty 1922-1938, London 1939 P 23*

6

Rothenstein was, of course, directly responsible to the Minis
ter and Board of Education.

7

At the instigation of Sir Charles Trevelyan, Minister of Educ
ation in 1924? Rothenstein toured many continental art schools
and reported to the President of the Board of Education. Will
iam Rothenstein op.cit. pp 20-25*
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artists."’
Tonks, at the Slade, held opinions very similar to those of Rothen
stein, and if Rothenstein was successful in raising the standard of
work at the Royal College (students from the Royal College started
competing successfully for the Rome Prize, once monopolized hy Slade
School students) Tonics was successful in breaking the Royal Coll-

2

ege’s monopoly of Art School headmasterships .
Under Rothenstein the Royal College developed its School of

3

Drawing and Painting . Although it still emphasized its links with
the Department of Rural and Decorative Painting:
’The aim of this School is to develop in the student, through
the study of the human figure, a sense of design, and form;
to this end all students of the School are expected to devote
a considerable part of their time to Drawing from the Life,
and any student, if the Professor thinks fit, may be required
to postpone or interrupt his study of Painting in order to
concentrate upon attaining the necessary standard of draughts
manship '. ’
Rothenstein also ensured that those who were studying to become
teachers spent one third of their time continuing their practical

5

work .

Rothenstein did not, however, lose sight of the Royal Coll

ege’s function as a centre for the study of decorative and applied
art,

Gerald Moira had been in charge of teaching decorative paint

ing in Walter Crane’s day

and produced a rationale for decorative

William Rothenstein or.cit. p 24* A detailed account is given
in Robert Speaight William Rothenstein, London 1962 p 307 f f *
Joseph Hone The Life of Henry Tonks, London 1939 P 169 ff*
Even at the time of Rothenstein’s appointment The Studio- LXXX
Ho.329? August 1920 pp 23-24, noted ’the impression that the
College has become too much an institution for the training of
art teachers.’ Walter Crane had made much the same comment
about the College as it had been twenty-three years earlier:
'the school . . . had been chiefly run as (a) sort of mill in
which to prepare art teachers and masters . . .' Walter Crane
An Artist’s Reminiscences, London 190? P 457*
In 1919 the painting school was described in the Royal College
of Art prospectus as the School of Decorative Painting, where
as by 192p it was firmly established as the School of Drawing
and Painting.
Royal

College of Art Prospectus 192p-6, p 18.

The rest of the one year teacher training course was devoted to
teaching theory and practice.
Walter Crane, op.cit. p 460. Moira was Professor of Decorative
and Mural Painting from 1900 to 1922.
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the Royal Academy Schools showed an interest in developing decor
ative art (see above p 52) r>o did the Slade School, which noted in
1926 that an experimental scheme in decorative painting for students
was so successful that it was to be continued and had attracted a
2
£200 development gift from Sir Joseph Duveen .
Much of the attention paid to design education was the result
of the revival of interest in the crafts, and the desire to serve
industry.

The Central School of Arts and Crafts

3

had been opened in

1896 with J.R.Lethuby and George Frampton as its original directors.
For many years the national Competition of Schools of Art gave an
opportunity for the public to assess the products of the country’s
art schools by holding an annual exhibition at South Kensington 4 .
These exhibitions were held in abeyance in 1914kut theBoard of Trade
and the Board of Education promoted a joint scheme for encouraging
design in 1918 .

Although the health of the provincial art schools

was still considered essential to the development of ’industrial
art^

the London schools retained their eminence.

The Great War

added a stimulus to the development of decorative art by the large
demand for commemorative designs which it created, and in 1922

1

Harold Watkins The Art of Gerald Moira with Some M o tes end
Thoughts on Decorative Art by Gerald Moira, London 1922 p 43 ff

2

U.C.L. Abridged Calendar, Session ICTiXXV-VT, London 1926 p 58.

3

The Central School was the most advanced level school of those
belonging to London County Council.

4

Although the exhibition was held in the Victoria and Albert
Museum in 1908 (The year of the International Art Congress in
London) its usual venue was in temporary buildings to the west
of Exhibition Road. It took place again in the Victoria and
Albert Museum in 1913? and was intended to remain a feature
of the Museum's calendar. See The Studio LIX. N o .246 September

1913 pp 289- 299.
5

The Royal Society of Arts inaugurated a similar scheme at the
same time, as reported in The Studio LXXV No.309? December 1918
P 89.

6

There appears to have been little understanding of 'industrial
design 1 in the modern sense. The term ’industrial art' was
still used largely in the sense of ’applied art’ and 'decora
tive art.' Schemes for mural decoration were, at the time,
usually exhibited with a wide range of other types of design.
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scope, its direct interest t' the community and its great and
comprehensive possibilities to the resourceful and imaginative
artist.
1
It is also likely that English artists still looked to the example
set by France in the later nineteenth cent ury, when such projects
as the decoration of the Pantheon, Paris had been encouraged by the
State.

2

Philippe ae Chennevieres, in 1874 , had employed Puvis de

Chevannes to produce a number of the paintings representing the
legend of Sainte Genevieve.

This, indeed, may have been the origin^

at the Slade School, of
'a particular type of composition which seemed to dominate, at
least numerically, all the student exhibitions of that time.
It consisted of a number of equal-sized figures posed against
a very plain landscape background, and gesticulating aimlessly
in all directions .’
A few members of staff ensured that there was some direct con
tact between the Royal Academy and the Royal College, although thisrarely found any practical form of expression'.

In 1919 Reginald

Blomfield and Bertram Mackennal were both listed as Visitors by the
Royal College, although Visitors at the College were never so
numerous

as those appointed to the Royal Academy Schools.

Sir

Frank Short, who was for many years Professor in the Etching and
Engraving department of the Royal College, was succeeded by Malcolm

1

Harold Watkins op.cit. p 48. Walter Shaw—S p a m o w had already
written on this subject in his book on Frank Brangwyn, London

1910.
2

Andre Michel and J.Laran Puvis de Chavannes, London 1912 pp 4048 . Amongst the artists originally- intended for the Pantheon
scheme were Meissonier, Bonnat and J.P.Laurens (Honorary For
eign Academicians of the Royal Academy - see Appendix G). J.P.
Laurens painted The Death of Ste Genevieve, Bonnat The Martyr
dom of St Denis. Chennevieres was Director of Fine Arts in
1874.

3

The Hon.Godfrey Money-Coutts (ex-Slade School) quoted Michael
Reynolds op.cit. p 262. Money-Coutts speculated on the poss
ible influence of Piera della Francesca (via Monnington and
Winifred Knights) on such compositions.

4

With the excei^tion of the London County Hall scheme (see above
p

5

2 8

).

Royal College of Art Prospectus 1919-1920.
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in 1919*

Similarly Robert Anning Bell was Professor of Resign at

the Royal College (unti 1 E .W .Triotram1 f ol lowed in hi s stead ) and. p .
Hood was the College’s Professor of Sculpture when Rothenstein arr
ived.

Such evidence lends weight to William Rothenstein*s own con

tention that the relations between the Royal College of Art and the
Academy Schools, then under Sims, were friendly.

But

’the Slade School stood aloof, contemptuous both of the Academy
and the Royal^College; in spite of friendly approaches, Tonks
remained coy. *’
The only member of the Slade staff who was an Academy member (from
1920) vras Walter West ley Russell, who succeeded Sims as Keeper at
the Royal Academy in 19-27^*

The London County Hall scheme remains

the only occasion when any direct collaboration between the. three
schools took place.

The reasons for this relative isolation on the

part of

the Slade School may be attributed

to Tonks1 personaldis

like of

the Royal Academy, and to the fact

that the Slade mayhave

seemed to be in more direct competition with the Academy due to the
nature of the institutions and the traditions which they represent
ed.

By 1927? however, the inclusion of younger artists upon the

Royal College of Arts’ list of staff^ was beginning to emphasize the
taint of orthodoxy which had attached itself to the Slade School,
and had
fine art

confirmed the importance of the Royal College in field of
as well

as in design and teacher

training .

1

Ernest William Tristram was an authority on English Mediaeval
painting, and collaborated with Tancred Borenius fthe Slade’s
art historian) on the subject.

2

William Rothenstein Since Fifty, Men and Memories 1922-1938,
London 1939 P 25.

3

Such was Russell’s long association with Tonks and Steer that
even after his resignation from the Slade he was appointed
Visitor (with Frederick Brown) there.

4

Including W.T.Monnington and Henry Moore.

5

Tn Motes on the International Congress for A r t Education,
Prague, 1926, issued by the England and Wales Board of Educ
ation, London 1929, it is recorded that ’Although the Royal
College of Art was represented in the exhibition, it made no
special demonstration in this section of its provision to sat
isfy the conditions attached to the award of its Teaching
Diploma.' (p 20).

ry '1
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After the relatively literal period of Charles Sims' keepership Russell seems to have favoured more

traditional andacademic

teaching practices in the Royal Academy Schools.

He

’. . . insisted on particular student s-,painting from the cast
as a preliminary step to the life . . ’
and was congratulated By the Council for

his efforts.

By 1930 the

Academy Schools had re-asserted their conservative image.

Royal Academy Annual Report 1927 p 43 (Russell’s report is
dated 6th January 1928).
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cagejric 1 Ar t and Theory
In an essay published m

1967

Thomas B.Hess attempted to de

fine some essential characteristics of academies of art.

In doing

so he was seeking a definition which would avoid the merely perjor2
ative connotations of the word 'academy.* Hess expressed the opin
ion that, where the academic tradition still survives, the academy
is dedicated to the belief that art is an intellectual discipline^,
organized into a hierarchic, systematic and rational structure.
This involves a concept of ’high art,’ striving towards an ideal
beauty, produced by members of a specialized and independant prof4
ession . Inevitably any academy becomes doctrinaire in its pursuit
of perfection and in its use of historical precedent.

Criticism of

the approach became a focal point of most anti-academic reactions.
The pursuit of the ideal fostered a particular perspective upon- the
history of art, confining its field of vision to those works which
subscribed most successfully to a progression in a specified direc
tion.

This aspect of academic art has, through a confusion between

historical awareness and mere worship of the past, led to a misunder
standing of academic art as
'a kind of art which is stereotyped, unoriginal in conception,
deriving from available recipes, from,-someone
fronts
else’s conclusions rather than fresh formulations.' 5

1

Thomas B.Hess Some Academic Questions in Thomas B.Hess and John
Ashbery (ed.) Art Hews Annual XXXIII, Hew York, 1967 PP 8-10*

2

*When words become so heavily weighted their per;jonative charge
can blur the qualities of the arts they denote. And when this
happens, it becomes necessary to neutralize the slogan in order
to examine what Is beneath dispassionately*5 ibid *

3

Charles Ricketts, in 1918? "was: amused to hear an older Royal
Academician tell D.Y.Cameron that the Royal Academy 1. . * is
not an intellectual institution.1 Letter to Laurence Binyon
dated 8th May 1918, from Cecil Lewis (ed.) Self Portrait
..
Charles Ricketts, London 1939 P 294»

4

Hess saw the Academy’s opposition to, and emancipation from,
the feudal guild system as an obvious source of the artist’s
alienation from society.

5

Elisabeth C.Baker Is There a Hew Academy? in Thomas B.Hess and
John Ashbery (ed.) op.cit. p 142.
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Even Sir Nikolaus Pevsner has equated a dislike of academic doctrine
with the activities of ’the pioneer minds '*’*1 More recently Carl
2
Goldstein has sought to modify the view whereby academic, art is

5

held responsible for the young having

fto fo^ce themselves into masturbatory imitation of classical
models ’
in which originality is carefully suppressedacademic

4

Goldstein argued that

•

students entering competitions were aware that they would'

not be successful by mere ’replication,’ or adumbrations of works
by acknowledged Masters.

Instead the student was expected to demon

strate a certain ’academic originality’ by the way in which a
’shared method of pictorialization’ was used in an inventive wayv .
Hence Lord Leighton1s advice to students in l879:~
’Do not . . . vex yourselves with the question whom you shall
follgw, for if following means imitation you shall follow
none .’ .
Leighton did, however, urge his students to study the work of the
great masterswith ’reverence.’
Most criticism directed against the Royal Academy between 1918
and 1930 ignored such subtleties.

The Academy was proscribed for

1

Sir Nikolaus Pevsner Academies of Art Past and Present, New
York, 1973 P 273*
’And what could . . . the young painter
care for the cumbersome and pedantic teaching methods of the
academies? He hated them heartily . . .’

2

Carl Goldstein Towards a Definition of Academic A r t , Art Bull
etin LVII N C .1 March 1975 PP 102-109.

3

S t . Elia L*Architettura Futurista 11.7.1914 see Pevsner op.cit.

P 239.
4

Although Goldstein discussed mainly works from Prance and Eng
land in the seventeenth to the early nineteenth century he was
convinced ’that the pictorial consciousness of the Academy
remained constant, that the method first defined in the seven
teenth cent ury was used to meet the demands of later styles.
C.Goldstein on.cit. p 107.

5

Goldstein uses the phrase 'controlled responses’ to describe
the way in which the academic student was encouraged to use a
certain approach towards composition.
C.Goldstein op.cit.
p 106.

6

Lord Leighton Address, December 10th 1879? in Addresses Deliv
ered to the Students of The Royal Academy, London I 896 p 32.
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its dependence upon tradition'1' and

increasingly denounced for

2

its insistence upon 1nature1 as its term of reference .

The prop

riety of this assessment of Academy art may he gauged from an an
alysis of the advice to students given by Sir George Clausen and
'
3
Charles Sims. Clausen published his complete lectures on painting
in 1913*

After the war he served as a Visitor in the Schools from

1918 to 1924. and was appointed Director of the Schools for the Lent
Term 1927-

Charles Sims was a member of the Council in 1918 and was

Keeper from 1920 to 1926.

Sims1 writings were published posthumous

ly in 1934 and most of them appear to- have been drafted after

4

1909 -

.

^

On the evidence of an ex—student

5

Clausen’s lectures were

’obsessive reading’ and both Clausen and Sims appear to have been
highly regarded teachers.

The ideas expressed in their lectures

provide some insight into contemporary attitudes within the Academy.
Both Clausen and Sims responded to ’modern art’ with a certain
scepticism.

Despite the fact that both artists had studied for a
6
time in France , and that Clausen professed admiration for the work
7
of Bastien-Lepage , they appear to have shared Lord Leighton’s res—

1

In the Minutes- of Evidence taken before the Select Committee on
the Chantrey Trust, London 1904-* P 96 Roger Fry stated *1
should say academic works were those produced more or less al
ong the lines of older traditions - that were scientifically
constructed according to certain principles which have been re
cognized by artists in the past.1

2

See Herbert Furst On the Opening of the Summer Exhibition of
the Royal Academy Apollo XI D o .65 May 1930 v 345*

3

George Clausen Royal Academy Lectures on Painting, London 1913.

4

The Charles Sims MSS deposited at the Royal Academy in 1977
consist mainly of material later incorporated into Picture Mak
ing, Technique and Inspiration, London 1934* Sims frequently
used the backs of printed articles and circulars to write on,
the earliest of which is an Artists-' Benevolent Fund dinner in
vitation of 1909 (Sims had been elected an Associate.of the
Royal Academy in 1908).

5

Mrs Margaret IToble, of Kaida Vale, London.

6

Clausen under Bougereau and Fleury, Sims under Lefebvre and
Constant.

7

George Clausen Bastien-Lenage, London I892.
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ervations about
. a very definite current . . . perceptible in a more or
less degree all over Europe. It tends in the direction of a ^
more intimate fidelity to nature in its outward aspects . . . *
Leighton thought this development dangerous in that it encouraged
imitative skills at the expense of the artist’s ’aesthetic facul^v’
and imagination, and hoped for a return to a dominant idealism.
Leighton’s, opinions inspired Mrs.Russell Barrington to describe her
Essays on the Purpose of A r t , published in 1911 9 as
*. ... a plea for the value of the permanent in art, for the
sake of the artist’s ovm life and contentment, no less thang
for the sake of the higher interests of the world’s culture -1
Worried by-the temporary nature of the interests which absorbed mod
ern society, Mrs .Barrington sought to re-assert the importance of
the ideal and the emancipation of English art from French art.
Neither Clausen nor Sims were sympathetic to the ’fidelity-to-nat
ure* represented by Impressionism.

Clausen felt that

’the unconscious and naive representation of nature by older
men was better - in that it was truer to the spirit of^nature than the self-conscious imitative work of later times. *
and Sims, while admitting that the Impressionists had ’style’,
thought
'their method is intelligent more than industrious. One is
too apt to^fill spaces without thinking "are they really
necessary" ’
Both artists took their students to task for exhibiting too great an
enthusiasm for the 'moderns.'

Sims found that young artists were

keen to experiment, but were wary of tradition because they desired

5

above all to be original and personal .

Clausen actually pleaded

f o r ’some fixed principles' or criteria for evaluating work, and

1

Lord Leighton op.cit. pp 27-28.

2

Mrs.Russell Barrington Essays on the Purpose of Art, London,
1914 edtn. p xvii. Mrs Barrington was the author of the Li f e ,
Letters and Work of Frederick Leighton, London 1906 2 vols.

3

George Clausen op.cit. p 19*

4

Charles Sims op.cit. p 15* •

5

Charles Sims op.cit.p 18.
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appreciated the usefulness of conventions’1'*

Clausen ;;as prepared to

recommend a. study of the art of antiquity because it enabled the
student, after some experience in the life class, to understand the
2
reasons for the ’generalizations’ of classical artists . He warned
his students against following the vagaries of fashion and against
the cultivation of virtuosity for its own'sake.

This is not to say

that either Clausen or Sims was merely reactionary.

Indeed Sims

regretted the ’rechauffe’ ideas he found in the work of Watts, Leigh
ton and Burne-Jones^.

Yet both Sims and Clausen supported the acad

emic point of view which

-

’aims at maintaining a fine standard of .work, through the know
ledge of what has been done in the past .’
As might be expected, there was some sympathy with those modern art—

5

lists who tried to escape from the ’trivialities’ of realism , but
although Clausen could appreciate Cezanne’s intentions he deplored
the lack of

technical ability^.

Clausen believed that the theories

of many contemporary movements clogged the inspiration and marred
the efforts of the modern artist.

He saw, for example, a logical

extension of Futurism in the discovery that the alphabet was, after*
all the best means of expression, thereby rendering painting obsoT
8
lete . With a reference- to Max Mordau’s theory of degeneration
1

George Clausen op.cit. p 38
. for the purpose of concentrat
ing attention on the principal things.1

2

George Clausen op.cit. p 145*
Clausen argued that greater
knowledge of the past must lead to a more critical appraisal
of the present (p 9)* Apparently G.F.Watts once advised Clau
sen that knowledge was better than memory.

3

’Burne-Jones, as the imitator
Charles Sims op.cit. p 19*.

4

George Clausen op.cit. p 333-

5

Charles Sims op.cit. p 19...

6

George Clausen op.cit. p 335s 1• •
•anattempt
to state the
importance of things in themselves, an effort towards the
simple attitudes of the early painters . . . good sense of
colour, and a striving'for generalisa.tion of forms, but no
technical ability . . . The unmeasured praise that is given
to these works is absurd..’

7

George Clausen op.cit. p 324-

8

Max Ilordau Degeneration, London 1895 an& On art and Artists,
London 1907*
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of Botticelli, is a bore.’

Clausen found it possible to imagine the eventual disappearance of
Art before the advance of Science.

Against the ’chaotic stuff1 of

various forms of modern art Clausen and Sims therefore opposed a
criticism based upon a knowledge of past art and a belief in the im
portance of the idea, as opposed to appearance.

Clausen believed

that
’Modern painting has become more and more preoccupied with the
aim for illusion, and the search for its possibilities . . .
has to a great extent overcome, or replaced, the aim for ex
pression, until we have illusion pursued almost as an end in
itself.11
The remedy was to be found in a return to tradition and to an aware
ness of the work of earlier artists*

It is.necessary,- therefore, to

reconcile this rejection of a purely mimetic and literal approach to
nature with the implementation of teaching methods which laid part
icular stress upon life-drawing and dexterity in draughtsmanship.
Such a training does not seem to have been intended to produce an
ability in recording the transient immediacy of perceptions, but was
2
conceived as a logical training in the principles of representation.
The role of tradition again helps the artist who
'studies, not facts, but appearances, being helped in the dir
ection of his vision by the works of those who have gone before
him. *
and Clausen quoted Sir Joshua Reynolds’ notes on Du Fresnoy’s Art of
Painting:
’The rules of art are formed on the various works.of those who
4
have studied nature the most successfully . . . . '
Du Fresnoy, whose work was later described as a credo of academic
-----5
artists , believed that it was the business of art to please by

1

George Clausen op.cit. pp 331-332.

2

B.J.Poynter Lectures on Art, London, I885*
The Training of Art Students pp 135-1&4*

3

George Clausen op.cit. p 26 ►

4

George Clausen on.cit. p 137• Lu Fresnoy’s De Arte Graphica
Liber was translated into English by William Mason and pub
lished in 1783 with annotations by Sir Joshua Reynolds.

5

Frank P.Chambers The History of Taste, Columbia University
Press 1932; Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut edition 1971
P 94*
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See Lecture V:

imitating the beautiful things in nature, selected and represented
according to the rules established by precedent.

In much the same

spirit Charles Sims wrote that art was still, in part, subject- to
’. . . The rules of conduct. A sluttish landscape, however
good an excuse for fine colour, is a sluttish landscape still.
Why? Because it is not fine form. A landscape of base mater. ial . . . must always lack what one-^may call nobility, a
value that depends upon form alone. 1
Both Clausen and Sims distrusted photography because of its ’power—
2
lessness to choose *. For them this choosing from nature was the
starting point of art.

Clausen assured his students that there was

not just one form of truth to nature^ and that truth to nature was
not dependent upon complete illusion.

He made a Platonic distinc

tion between representing ’the thing’ and ’the appearance of the
thing,*

averring that modern painting had become too obsessed with

illusion and appearances, thereby tending to displace the ’aim for
expression* which he clearly.saw as the proper intention of the.
4
art . Clausen made:a distinction between the older tradition of
representing nature, as exemplified by the idealistic principles of
G.F.Hatts, and the modern tradition of imitating it5 . Sims also
wished to retain the :concept.of the ideal, defining the process of
idealization as ridding the material (nature)of accident, concluding
that

1

Charles Sims op.cit. p 42.

2

Clausen thought photography a disturbing influence on art and
was interested that ’Photography itself now.seems to admit the
pictorial falseness of its own its own ideal, and we find phot
ographers today . . . using clumsily all the conventions dis
covered by the masters’ (Clausen on.cit. p 44)* Sims under
stood that photography had made a close imitation of nature
’not unnecessary, but insufficient.’ (Sims op.cit. p 6-1), and
he too regarded the photograph as inferior to the painting.

3

George Clausen op.cit. p 328.

4

George Clausen op.cit. pp 331-332, in
tion. This lecture was delivered in
last two published in the edition of
fourteen lectures had been delivered

5

George Clausen oo.cit. pp 178-186 and 210.
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Theories of Representa
1913 and was one of the
that year — the preceding
1904 - 1906.

‘The idea of beauty is a perception of the design of a super
ior intelligence, and apprehension of a reason and plan in our
surroundings. One cannot speak of pleasures of sight. There
is always an intellectual or moral^appreciation, of which .the
material sense is the mere basis.1
There is a certain similarity between the academic rejection of
the 1appearance of the thing1 and one of the main tenets of early
twentieth century modernism.

In 1917 Charles Harriott asserted that

fThe great' discovery of the twentieth century was that things
are not what they seem. An inevitable consequence was-- a reac- .
tion from Impressionism^in painting, because Impressionism
swore by appearances.1
Appearances, Clausen and Sims, agreed, were to be modified by expres
sion.

Expression was derived from the individual emotions and imp

ulses of the artist, who must above all be- 1true to himself.1^
Clausen was convinced that a picture should result from the desire
to express an idea.

Although the artist must be master of his tech

nique the means of execution were not as important as 1the mind of
A
the artist1 and his response to the •impulse of his feeling.1 ‘
A comparison between the texts of Clausen and Sims reveals that
the latter certainly possessed a more liberal attitude towards expe
riment and novelty.

While Clausen maintained that style should

1

Charles Sims op.cit. pp ^6 and 66-67- The chapter concerned
mainly with technical advice contains exhortations to •attenu
ate1 and to •refine1 forms in order to idealize the subject.
Sims later described the Impressionists1 treatment as a •mater
ialistic. viewpoint1 expressing •vulgar modern accidental sub
jects1 (p 72).

2.

Charles Marriott and •Tis1 Modern A r t , London 1917? P 14*
Marriott went further and argued that the modern painter, •no
longer haunted by the bugbear of truth to nature in the optical
sense . . . tries by simplification, and even distortion, to
rid form and gesture of the accidental and transitory, and lay
stress upon the essential and permanent1 (p 3l)*

3

George Clausen op.cit. p 86. Lecoq de Boisbauaran1s' The Train
ing of the Memory in Art, translated by L.B.Luard and published
in London in 1911? also contained a recommendation (p 134) that
the teacher must make the student understand •that, before
everything, he must be himself, or he will lose some of his
power as an artist.1

4

George

Clausen on.cit. p 367*
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result rrom attempting to express truth, rather than from a selfconscious search for style per se , Sims could recognize that
’The new, even when^it is inferior, has value in so far as it
represents energy.1
Whereas style was, for Clausen, dependant upon ’expressive action’
and ’structural rightness’ related to the creative impulse of the
artist in the desire for expression^, Sims went so far. as to suggest
that this desire for expression should he a conscious attempt at
4
seeing things in an original manner . Despite the fact that Clausen
believed that we cannot re-use styles which originally and organic—
ally derived from ages other than our own

5

he thought that too great

an emphasis upon originality was largely responsible for the ’chaoticand confused* impression created, by many large contemporary exhib
itions .

Sims, however, could reconcile innovation with a study of

tradition:
’Much modern work is an attempt to see things as if for the
first time, and to paint them by a method different from any
that has ever been used to represent them before. This is
wilful; but it is by so much the more intelligent. Our first
beginnings have to be imitations of paintings seen. Until we
have settled for ourselves by a good deal of experiment, how
Turner, Claude, Constable, and our contemporaries, painted a
tree, we shall; not have sufficient knowledge to set about
doing it differently'.- We^cannot rid ourselves of this imm
ense stock of traditions. *

1

George Clausen on.cit. p 367.

2

Charles Sims op.cit. p 71*

3

George Clausen op.cit. p 143.

4

Charles Sims op.cit. p 9«

5

George Clausen op.cit. p 220. The idea that art should be seen
as a product of its time, place, cultural and social conditions
may be referred here to Leighton’s Address of December 10th
1883 - Lord Leighton op.cit. p 69.

6

George Clausen op.cit. p 6.

7

Charles Sims op.cit. pp 48-49*
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and
’. . . only a man with a thorough-^knowledge of the rule can
make the most of the exceptions.1
*
Clausen himself described the academic 'point of. view*

2

as that

which aimed at maintaining high standards through a knowledge of
past work (even if it thereby- tended to produce 'formality and con
vention').

This attachment to the referential use of principles

inherited from the past is a reasonable characterisation of acad
emic art and its practice.

If any modifications.to this stance are

to be found they must be sought, in any progressive changes in the
academic repetoire of historical paradigms.. This repetoire had been
expanding since the late nineteenth century, although Sir Edward
Poynter resisted certain trends.

In a lecture of 1872 Poynter had

stated that
'Art has lost more than it has gained by our modern modes of
thought and feeling*
and had seen the increasing prevalence of 'copying nature’ as the
result of too literal an interpretation of Ruskin and a growing sub
servience to public taste. In Poynter’s opinion landscape painting
4
r
was second-x'ate , appealed to shallow sympathies.(i.e. lacked ’highmindedness*), and therefore was to be condemned^.

Poynter had not

wished to discuss contemporary artists in public^.

1

Charles Sims op.cit. p 63. This sentiment may be compared with
Sir Joshua Reynolds warning that ’. . . young students should
not presume to think themselves qualified to invent, till they
were acquainted with those stores of invention the world al
ready possesses, and had by that means accumulated sufficient
materials for the mind to work with. ’ Sir Joshua. Reynolds Dis
courses, London^ 1907' p 190.

2

George Clausen op.cit. pp 333 and 338.

3

Lecture to the Royal Institution, May 1872; E.J.Poynter Lectu
res on A r t , London I885 p 66. Poynter also believed that the
’modern spirit’ was rapidly becoming antithetical to the 'art
istic; spirit.'
’

4

E.J.Poynter op.cit. pp 7.1? 75 an<l 76*

5

Clausen thought that landscape appealed to the primitive inst
incts of a largely urban civilisation which looked at a more
'simple estate-' with sentimental longing. George Clausen op.cit,
p 96. Sims, however, lamented a later fashion which became a
’boycott against the traditional loveliness of out-of-doors.’
Charles Sims op.cit.p.18.

6

E.J.Poynter op.cit. p 188. In an address delivered at the end
of the first session of the Slade School in 1872 Poynter advo
cated the adoption of the old Royal Academy rule ’which forbids
the lecturer to make any comments or criticisms on the produc
tions or ouinions of living artists in this country. *
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It vas- thus left to a younger generation of Academicians to .
effect any major changes to the list of historical references.
Clausen and Sims discussed work By J.F.Millet, Corot,
Courbet and Bastien-Lepage.

Both

T.Housseau,

Clausen himself had once claimed that

r. . . the endeavour to realise truly the natural relation1of:
people to their surroundings is Better^than to follow unquest
ioning on the old
conventional lines *.
It is true that the extended repetoire was, in effect, only suffic
ient to include the work of artists who died in the last quarter of
the nineteenth century, yet it does indicate a slight loosening of
those ties which had maintained a dependence upon ‘Old Masters.*'
*Tfe have lost all tradition - almost the tradition of fine
workmanship . . . But we are Better off' in that we have Before
us, Brought into the open light of discussion and criticism,
the whole practice of painting, for our admiration and guid
ance - and confusion; for our wider knowledge hasgBrought un
certainty, and every man is a law unto himself.1

1

George Clausen Jules Bastien-Lepage as Artist, in Andre Theuriet Jules Bastien-Lepage and his Art, A Memoir, London 1892
p 112. Although Clausen later modified his stance he himself
had originally approved- of ’. . . a close and sincere study of
nature, founded on the acceptance of things as they are . . .*
(iBid).

2

George Clausen Boyal Academy Lectures on Painting, London 1913
PP 5-6•
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The Chantrey request
The will of Sir Francis Chantrey is dated December 31st, I84O.
In it he specifically wished to encourage ‘British Fine Art in
painting and sculpture only. ’

Moreover he intended the Royal Acad

emy'to administer the Bequest in perpetuity, and in the .event of its
dissolution or change he wished its last members to continue thisfunction in whatever new institution they might form. '--In fact the
Chantrey Bequests not only provided a purchasing fund but allocated
£300 per annum for the President’s personal use, and £50 similarly
to the Secretary on condition that the latter attended and recorded
all meetings of the Bequest’s Trustees.

Chantrey directed that

prices paid for his Bequest purchases should be ’liberal,* although
he refused to allow any personal or charitable interests to influ
ence the selection of work, which was to be made on merit alone.
Chantrey -underlined the last directive by allowing the President and
Council the right not to buy any works for a period of up to five,
years should works of an appropriate ’intrinsic merit’ not be avail
able.

At the same time Chantrey forbade the Academy to commission

any works.with the intention of purchasing them through the Bequest.
Having defined the criteria for selecting works to be purchased,
and directed that the names of those Academy officers responsible
for the purchases should be recorded, Chantrey then turned his att
ention to their manner of exhibition.

Firstly he willed that the

purchases should be exhibited for at least one calendar month in the
Royal Academy annual exhibition or in another appropriate, public ex
hibition.

Secondly he specified his intention that the purchases

should be brought together in order to establish a national collect
ion of British Art with the hope that eventually its importance
would be recognised by the State in the creation of a suitable perm
anent exhibition venue funded by the State rather than by any part

1
of Chantrey’s legacy.

It was not until 1897 that the Chantrey pur

chases were transferred to the new Tate Gallery, to be exhibited as
a separate collection.

1

Chantrey in his will objected to any financial liability incur
red by the depositing of works bought by his bequest other than
’temporary deposit and security,’ including preservation. The
letter from the Treasury stating that the Government was prep
ared to ‘make provision for the preservation of works of art
purchased . . .’ is dated June 30th 1897*
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It was largely because of the public accessibility enjoyed by

the Chantrey Bequest purchases after the opening of the Tate Gallery
that the Bequest soon became a focal point for criticism directed
against the Royal Academy and its influence.

A typical view of- the

controversy that resulted is to be found in Sir Josenh Duveen’s
1
memoirs , when he characterised it as a ’family quarrel,, between two
generations . . . Age and Youth.’

It was D.S.HacColl,. in The Satur-

2

day Review , who started agitating for a formal inquiry into the
administration of the Chantrey Bequest in 1903*
The 1904 Report, Proceedings, Minutes and Evidence of the Sel
ect Committee of the House of Lords appointed to inquire into the
administration of the Chantrey Trust is a painstakingly detailed
document .

The inquiries of the Select Committee concentrated upon

five main questions:—
1

Had Chantrey intended the Collection formed through his bequest

to be ’representative’ of the history of British Art?

Considerable

discussion took place as to the interpretation of ’deceased* art
ists, since they are mentioned in the will shortly before the Pres
ident and Council of the Royal Academy are forbidden to permit any
feeling of sympathy with the artist or his family modify their jud
gement.

In fact since the start of Chantrey purchases in 1877 the

Royal Academy had preferred to buy the work of living artists, and
had been reluctant.to buy from art dealers.
2

By restricting purchases to works executed entirely within the

shores of Gicjat Britain had Chantrey intended to encourage British
Artists or British Art?

Although foreign artists were not excluded

under the terms of the Will foreigners were conspicuously absent
from the list of artists whose work had been bought by the Bequest.
A number of those who gave evidence were of the opinion that, in the
words of Roger Fry, Chantrey had intended ’to increase the potency

1

Sir Joseph Duveen Thirty Years of British A r t . London.
Studio Special Autumn Hurnber 1930)

(The

2

Saturday Review, 25th April 1903. KacColl accused the R.A. of
ignoring the terms of Chantrey’s Will and maladministering the.
funds.

3

Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 12 August 1904.
It contains some 219 pages plus an index.
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or hngiand as a centre of Art Production1x ? and that he had van ted
to strengthen the national school of art rather than assist indiv
idual artists.
3

To what extent was the Royal Academy /biassed in favour of 'its

own members?

Extensive question? were asked about the' acquisition

o *P

., works from venues other than the Royal Academy’s own exhibit

ions.

The Academy’s dislike of buying from dealers (or even at

auctions) has already been mentioned.

Moreover Harry Quilter quoted

in his evidence some statistics based on the 1877—1901 purchases
which certainly indicated preference for the work of the Royal Acad
emy’s ovm members, Associates and (perhaps even more significantly)
future Associates, in that order of hierachy.
4

What was the position of the Tate Gallery as the exhibiting

body?

It was clearly established that the Tate Gallery had no pow

ers to reject any proposed purchase made by the Trust.

Despite sug-'

gestions that the Chantrey purchases might now (i.e. after 1897) be
made with a view toward complementing and improving 'the represent
ative nature of the British School exhibits shown at the Tate it was
obvious that the terms of the Will made the Royal Academy the sole
purchasing agent.
5

Was the Chantrey fund intended for. the purchase of popular con

temporary works or of masterpieces that have withstood the test of
2
time? Marcus Stone R.A. had been of the opinion that the fund wras
for. the encouragement of the art of the times, a sentiment that
might have been expected from a painter whose work had become a nor
mal feature of Academy exhibitions and was extremely popular.

Never

theless, there appears to have been no consistent policy on this

Minutes of Evidence ou.cit. p 96. Quilter (1831—1907) had al
ready published his figures in the Contemporary Review during
1903, when he had joined the MacColl camp. For fifteen works
by R . A’s over. £21,000 had been spent, for twelve works by A s s 
ociates £10,000-*-, for 28 works by future Associates £10,000-iand for 42 works by ’outsiders’ £11,0004-. Thus the average
prices he arrived at wrere: R . A ’s £1,423 per work, A . R . A ’s
£850 per work, future A.R.A’s £574? aud for outsiders £275Some witnesses were of the opinion that for works of the ’high
est merit many hundreds of pounds’ would be necessary, thus
inferring that many Chantrey purchases were de facto inferior.
Marcus Stone (l840-192l), A.R.A.1877, R.A.I 887 . His II y en a
toujours un Autre had been bought by the Chantrey Bequest for
£800 in 1882.
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question ever adopted "by the Royal Academy Council.

Indeed it vras

the. Council’s lack, of clearcut policy with regard to the interpre
tation of the Rill and the administration of the Bequest which app
eared as the main "bone of contention throughout the Committee's
inquiry.
The Report of the Select Committee was dated 8th August"1904*
and its recommendations had important effects on the subsequent
history of the Chantrey Trust.

The report summarized the conditions

and working of the Trust, including the original practice of indiv
idual members of the Academy proposing and seconding works they
thought worthy of purchase.

Members of the Council would then ex—

1

amine and vote upon-the works in question .

These special Council

meetings took place, it w a s noted, 'at about the time when the Royal
Academy Exhibition is opened.'

Moreover the report also noted that,

although it was not customary to visit individual artists' studios
for the purposes of the Trust, other exhibitions were usually

att

ended by members of the Council despite the fact that the majority
of Chantrey purchases to date had been made from Royal Academy Sum
mer Exhibitions’.,
The. Committee found

£

that the Collection was; 'in-a large degree

unrepresentative, and agreed- that it contained many works of minor
importance, including 'popular' pictures- (although the sculpture was
generally considered rather better).

This, the Committee felt, was

due to the interpretation given to the Rill by the

Royal Academy-

Council whereby no purchases had been made except fron the artists
themselves' or the families of artists recently deceased.
ult auctions and' dealers had been ignored.

As a res

The Committee noted

those criticisms: which had been levelled against the Academy's fail
ure to purchase wTorks of well-known foreigners and-works outside
London (especially Scotland) and at the practice of purchasing works
at. the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition.

However, the Committee re

jected any 'imputation of corrupt or interested motives' on the part
of the Academy, although it thought that more attention could be

1

The Council then consisting of ten members and the President, a
majority decision of six members was necessary to effect a
purchase.

2

A summary of the Committee’s findings was published by Sir John
Rothenstein in The Tate Gallery. London, 1958? PP 17— 18.
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paid to exhibitions other than those of the Royal Academy,

moreover

the Committee could see no legal reason why the Will should place
undue constraints upon the methods of purchase,.and recommended a
more flexible approach to ’increase the field of choice,*' although
any works’by deceased artists should be purchased with extreme care,
and it was suggested that no artist who had died before 1877 should
be represented.
The Committee made one recommendation which represents the
first tentative acknowledgement of the importance of the Tate’s role
as- exhibiting body.

In suggesting that consideration whould be

given: to the works of artists already represented in the Tate’s col
lection in order to avoid expensive duplication the Committee tac
itly recognised the peculiar problems of the Tate in respect of the
Chantrey collection.
The Royal Academy’s response to the Committee’s recommendations
produced the essential formula which was to become the: source of
contention between the Academy and the Tate Gallery after the Great
War and in the 1920s.

Respite the fact that Charles Ricketts

wrote to C.J.Holmes that he had been ’shouting with joy over the
2
Chantrey Reoort’ .and Holmes himself regarded the affair as a tri3
umph for MacColl , the outcome of the Inquiry was a compromise. In
deed when Holmes in 1916, then director of the Rational Gallery,
was advised to stand for election to the Academy he demurred because
the Chantrey Bequest ’problem’ was still not settled.

In 19^5 ^ke

Royal Academy had responded to the Report’s criticisms by sending
a memorandum to the Prime Minister proposing the use of two sub
committees^ who would be responsible for recommending works of paint
ing and sculpture for purchase to the Royal Academy Council.

In g en

eral, however, both the memorandum and Sir Edward J.Poynter’s

1

Charles Ricketts (l866-193l), was made A.R.A. in 1922 and R.A.
in-1928.

2

C.J.Holmes Self & Partners (Mostly Self). London, 1936 quoted
p 220.

3

’It was to him, and to him alone, that we owed the House of
Lords’ inquiry, and the removal, or at least the ventilation,
of the main cause of difference between the Royal Academy and
the Outsiders.’ ibid.

4

Each sub-committee, one for sculpture and one for painting,
would consist of three members.
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accompanying letter were defensive of the original terms of the
Will.

In consequence, after the separate hody of Trustees was app

ointed for the Tate Gallery in 1917 the Chantrey Bequest remained
an issue.

\

Once the main criticisms of the Chantrey collection had "been

aired, new recommending committees instituted and the Academy’s
formal objections made to any inference that the conditions of Chan—
trey's Will might in any way be changed, there still remained one
significant problem.

As the Tate Gallery moved towards its indep-

endance from the Rational Gallery the exclusion of the Tate from
any representation on either the recommending committees or on the
Royal Academy Council began to seem more and more unjust to the

Rational Gallery Trustees.

In 1913 Lord Curzon

when chairing a committee of the Trustees.

1

took the matter up

The memorandum which he

submitted urged changes to be made (by legislation) to Chantrey’s
Will in the interests of ’practical expediency.*

In order to force

the Academy’s hand he suggested that the Rational Gallery might
refuse to accept any more purchases in which.case the resultant
Ittipasse

would require some urgent settlement.

In the event the on

set of.the Great War seems to have intervened before matters came to
a head, the problem was thereby postponed and was the focal point
of prolonged and sometimes heated negotiations between the Royal
Academy and the Tate after the war.
It was not until June 25th 1917 that the five Chantrey Trustees
rr

vc to consj ler the proposals v? Lord

Curzon’s committee which had

suggested removing the Chantrey Fund from Royal Academy control and
giving it to the Tate Gallery.

disappointment

2

There was at the same time some

that the newly constituted Board of Trustees for the

1

George Rathaniel Curzon, Marquess Curzon of Kedleston (18591925)* He possessed a personal interest in the history of art
and himself started collecting in the mid-l890s. As a Ration
al Gallery Trustee he submitted a report which was used for the
main charter of the Rational Gallery and the Tate Gallery. His
fine Indian Collection made during his years as Viceroy of
India is exhibited at Kedleston Hall.

2

A memorandum, dated July 16th 1917 a*id signed by the President
of the Royal Academy and others, expressed dissatisfaction with
the new Board and the lack of representation on it of ’artists
of this country.’ Stanley Baldwin, Financial Secretary to the
Treasury, accepted a deputation from the Royal Academy on
August 1st 1917»
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Tate Gallery included no artist members.

In Kay 1917 the Royal

Academy Council had appointed a committee^ to consider the appoint
ment of a separate Board of Trustees for the
tinct from the

Tate Gallery, as,.dis

Rational Gallery, which had been made in March.

The

composition of this Board ¥as of particular concern to the Royal
Academy, firstly on account of the nature and history of the Board
of Trustees of the Rational Gallery and secondly because the Rat
ional Gallery of British Art (the Tata) included work by contemp
orary British artists in its collection.
2
After the Roseberv Minute of 1894 the Trustees of the Rational
Gallery had resumed the powers they had enjoyed before Sir Charles
Eastlake had become Director in l8p5*

Prior to that date there had .

been no competent expert' in charge of the administration and. pur
chase of pictures since the Keeper had been directly responsible to
an amateur Board of Trustees who made all the important decisions.
Sir Edward Poynter was the first Director under the restored amateur
body, between 1894 and 1904? and he and his successors, Sir Charles
Holroyd (1906-1916) and Sir Charles Holmes (who was appointed in
1916) suffered from
’The deficient machinery of the administration caused by the
unwise Rosebery minute . . . That the folly of the minute is
(1924) made more manifest may be ascribed to the present Board
of Trustees being unusually well-informed on artistic matters,
which enables them to work in sympathetic co-operation with the
Director.*
From its foundation in 1903? m o r e o v e r t h e Rational A.rt-Collections
4

Fund

was generous enough to ’minimise the importance’ of the paltry

1

The-President, Keeper, Treasurer, Sir-Luke Fildes, Sir Ernest
Haterlow, H.G.John, A.S.Cope, Briton Riviere, Frank Dicksee and
Reginald Blomfield.

2

A Treasury Minute of A.pril 2oth, 1894 issued by the Prime Min
ister upon the retirement of Sir Frederick "William Burton as
Director of the Rational Gallery (1866-1874).

3

Reginald Grundy The Eeic of the Rational Gallery, in The Conn
oisseur, LXIX Ro.273, May 1924 pp 47-48.

4

Owing much to Sir Robert Witt, D.S.HacColl and Roger Fry.
F u n d ’s first General Meeting in Rovember 1903 was held at
Burlington House.
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The

£5000 annual grant from the Government made for National Gallery
purchases. Even by the 1927-8 financial year the grant vas only
1
2
£7000 . In 1924 Reginald Grundy , the editor of The Connoisseur,
thought the national Gallery Directors’ lack of autonomy a farcical
handicap.

If the Director of the national Gallery was in an unen

viable position, so too was the Keeper of the Tate, who, after the
Gallery was opened in 1897? was also directly responsible to the
national Gallery Board. D.S.KacColl, who was Keeper of the Tate
3
1905-1911? recalled the surprise with which he found that his dut
ies entailed but a small number ’that touched art directly,’ and
that he had.no official role in the acquisition of works of art for
the gallery.

Indeed KacColl alleged that

.

'It was harder to get a picture in than it would have been to
steal one of those already there. Acquisition had to be eff
ected almost entirely by roundabout and stealthy means . .
'4
C.J.Holmes was appointed Director of the Rational Gallery in 1916 5
the same year that Mr-Asquith decided that new Trustees of the
Gallery should be appointed for a term of seven years.

Holmes him

self was somewhat critical of the results of the Rosebery Minute in
5
his history of the Rational Gallery published in 1924 ? when the
only Rational Gallery Trustee who might be called a ’professional
art expert’ was Sir Robert Hitt.

One of the recommendations of the

Rational Gallery Trustees' Committee Report of'1915 (an inquiry into
The Retention of Important Pictures in this Country . . .) had been
the formation of a Gallery of Modern Foreign Art and the conversion
of the Tate Gallery into a Gallery of British Art, administered by a

1

Interim Report of The Rovaj Commission on Rational Museums and
Galleries, September 1928, H.M.S.O. 1928, Appendix III. The
1915 Report of the Rational Gallery Trustees on the Retention
of Important Pictures in this Country under Lord Curzon’s
chairmanship had unsuccessfully recommended that the Annual
Purchase Grant should be increased to £25?000.

2

Reginald Grundy ibid.

3

D.S.KacColl Confessions of a Keener, the Foundation Oration
read before the Union Society of University College London,.
21st March 1918. Published under the same title in 1931*

4

C.J.Holmes had been Slade Professor at Oxford (1904-10) and
Director of the Rational Portrait Gallery 1909-1916. He had .
been listed as a member of the Rew English Art Club in 1905*
Because he was already a Civil Servant Holmes did not face reelection every five years.

5

Sir Charles Holmes ana C.H.Collins Baker The Making of the
Rational Gallery 1824-1924? London 1924 p 66.
'In the Good old
days if anything went wrong the Director was solely responsible.
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separate Board -which would be constituted partly by National Gall
ery members, and partly by Trustees from outside.

Thus it vas that

the proposed Board of Trustees for the Tate consisted of'Lord Ply
mouth, Lord d'Abernon, Lord Cavendish-Bentinck, R.R.Nitt and C.J.
Holmes from the National Gallery, with D.S.KacColl, J.R.Holliday,
R.B.Ross, J.S'.Sargent and the Tate’s Director (upgraded from
Beeper), Charles Aitken.

In the event J.S.Sargent declined the in

vitation to sit on this proposed Board, which was, like the Nation
al Gallery’s own, dominated by ’amateurs.*

On July 3rd 1917 the

Royal Academy Committee decided to approach the Treasury with a
memorial asking for artists’ representation on the Board of the
Tate.

Stanley Baldwin received a deputation at the Treasury Offices

on August 1st, ifhen the Royal Academy representatives expressed
their misgivings over the lack of Royal Academy representation on
the National Gallery Board . .When,.in response, to a question in the
House of Commons by Mr Barlow, M.P.,.the Chancellor refused to add
any practicing a-rtist to the

Tate Board much indignation was arous

ed, not only within the walls of the Royal Academy . As it happened
the Tat'e Gallery remained closed to the public from Kay 1914^ until
1920 (and from 1916 to 1920 was occupied by the Ministry of Pensions)
which may in part explain why the issue of the Tate Gallery Trust- .
ees was not finally resolved until the letter from Treasury Chambers
was- received by the Royal Academy on July 9th 1920, in which the
Academy was informed that
’on full consideration of all the present circumstances their
Lordships arc prepared to assent to the view, that provision
should be made for such increased representation of profession
al artists upon the Tate Board, and they have decided to

1

The Royal Academy was also concerned about suggestions made by
the National Gallery Trustees in respect of the Chantrey Be
quest. Discussions at the National Gallery on November 22nd
1917 led to a joint committee being formed to consider the
Chantrey Collection. See Royal Academy Annual Report 1917,
Appendix 13, pp 71-74*

2

In a letter from the Imperial Arts League to the Lords Commiss
ioners of His Majesty’s Treasury, dated July l6th 1917, repre
sentatives of ’leading Royal and other important art institut
ions throughout the country’ expressed general dissatisfaction
with the composition of the new Tate Gallery Board

3

Suffragette Movement damage to paintings by Velasques and Bell
ini on March 10th and May 22nd 1914 had .led to the indefinite
closure of the galleries even before the outbreak of war.
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i>il& ziuiiiuei'^ox Trustees on the National Gallery of*
British Art . . * 1
The Treasury approved the appointment of Sir Aston Nebb, Charles
Sims, D.Y.Cameron ana Euirhead Bone to the Board, thus.increasing
the number of Trustees to 12.

However advantageous these changes

may have been the Tate Gallery still received no direct grants in
aid of purchases and acquisitions from the government.

It was only

due to the generosity of the National Gallery Trustees that the
2
£577-12s-Od annual income from the Clarke Bequest of l88l was given
'as an act of grace* to the Tate from 1917•

On the other hand the

transformation of the Tate Gallery into a National Gallery of Brit
ish Art was welcomed by many’-, not least by Theodore Galerien, writ3
ing in The Studio in 1921 . He commented that the Tate had then be
come a National Gallery of British Art ’in fact as in name*’

Gal

erien commented favourably upon the representation of modern art
ists, among whom he noted six members of the Royal Academy^, rem
arking on
’the whole forming a ’conspectus of British Art, both interest
ing and enlightening,’
and singling out a number of Chantrey Bequest purchases for discuss
ion.
Despite the fact that Sir Charles Holmes himself paid tribute
to the importance of the Chantrey Bequest, it was due to disagree
ments over the methods of selection for purchase by the Bequest that
relations between the Royal Academy, the National Gallery, and the
Tate Gallery deteriorated rapidly after 1927-

Until Sir William

Llewellyn ■successfully resolved the issue in 1929 the Chantrey B e 
quest issue proved a serious impediment to closer co-operation.

The

1928 flood damage to 21 pictures in the Tate (the Chantrey Collec
tion Hilton picture was damaged beyond.repair) occurred at an un
fortunate time.

1

Royal Academy Annual Report 1920 pp 78-79* Extensive use of
the Annual Reports has been made in the following pages.

2

Royal Commission on National Nuseums and Galleries. 20th Sept
ember 1929, Part I, Appendix III p 83 and Sir Charles Holmes
and C.H.Collins Baker on.cit. p 80.

3

Theodore Galerien The Renaissance of the Tate Gallery in The
Studio LXXXII, No.344? November 1921 pp 187-197*

4

D.Y.Cameron, H.Strong, G.Philpot, C.Ricketts, C.Sirns and Sir
Nilliam Orpen.
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x;io it was thought that the Tate Trustees would -welcome
’f r i e n d l y

discussion* on the subject of the Chantrey Bequest.

On

July 28th the Tate invited the Academy Chantrey Trustees to a
meeting which took place on November 22nd.

The Academy was, it

appears, ready to discuss the exhibition and loan of pictures but
not the terms of the Will.

The Chairman, Lord Plymouth suggested

the formation of a small committee for further discussions.

By 1918

this committee consisted of the Earl of Plymouth and the Earl of
Crawford and B'alcarres (Chantrey Trustees), Sir Aston Webb and Mr.
Frank Dicksee (members of the Royal Academy Council), D.S.MacColl
and R.C.Witt (Tate Gallery Trustees).

Meetings of January 31st,

February 20th, March 6th and April 11th 1918 succeeded in agreeing
the following proposals;.
1.

The Royal Academy Council would inform the Tate of any pro

posed purchases and invite the Tate’s opinions on them.

There was,

however, to be no question of any veto by the Tate Gallery Board.
2.

The Tate Gallery Board could recommend works by living or

dead artists which it thought desirable for purchase to the Royal
Academy Council.
3.

The three bodies represented on the committee would con

tinue to meet regularly to review the Chantrey Collection.
4*

The Tate Gallery Trustees would place no obstacle to the

inclusion of three *distinguished professional* artists among their
own number.

A letter, dated May 30th, was sent to the Treasury as

a result outlining the intention to include artist members on the
Tate Boaia.

The Treasury’s assent to this proposal was contained

in. a letter of July 9th 1920, in which ’their lordships*-were decid
ed upon increasing the number of Rational Gallery of British Art
Trustees from ten to twelve.

The four existing vacancies -were then

filled by appointing Sir Aston Webb, Charles Sims, David Young

1

Cameron and Muirhead Bone .
In March 1922 a revised scheme for recommending works for pur
chase by the Chantrey fund was approved by The Royal Academy Council,
the Tate Gallery Trustees, the Chantrey Trustees and the Treasury.

1

Muirhead Bone alone was not an Academician.
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Some Royal Academy'bastions at last began to crumble a little as the .
new committees of five
tments .

1

each included two Tate Gallery Board appoin

Interestingly enough this led to the inclusion of D.S.

KacColl on the sculpture committee for 1922, and C.J.Holmes-was
noted as ’reserve* in the event of Muirhead Bone’s absence from the
Painting Committee.

The Director of the Tate, Charles Aitken , was

ex officio on both committees.

It was, however, categorically aff

irmed that responsibility for purchase still rested with the Royal
Academy.

Under this expanded system of recommendation the Chantrey

Fund continued its operations with assistance from the Tate’s rep
resentatives until January 1927? when the Tate protested at the preceeding year1s decision not to recommend certain works -which had.
been rated lightly by its own representatives.

In March the Tate

Trustees admitted the Academy Council’s right to reject-works but
asked for future discussions with the Council - a.request which was
declined.

From that moment onwards relations between the Academy

and the Tate deteriorated rapidly.

On March 15th the Council did

not adopt recommendations for the purchase of two pictures, and on
this occasion it was the Tate who declined an invitation to discuss
the matter.

For did the Tate representatives attend the Recommend

ing Committees’ meetings on April 26th, 1927.
On May 3rd the Academy received a letter from the Tate Gallery
Trustees stating that the Council’s rejection of two reports ’app
eared fatal to.co-operation between the two bodies.'

The Council

responded by denying that any refusal should or could embarrass the
Tate, and by inviting the

Tate to consider the recommendations now

made by the Academy representatives on the Committees.

On Kay 9 th

the Council took the case to the Treasury, appealing to the 1.897-8
formal agreement with the Government whereby Chantrey works which
were given into the charge of the Rational Gallery Trustees ’would
hang as a separate collection, with no power of selection or elim
ination. ’

The President of the Royal Academy, now Sir Frank Dicksee,..

1

Again one committee served to recommend paintings, the other
to recommend sculptures.

2

One of these two was always to be the Tate’s Director.

3

Charles Aitken had been Director of Whitechapel Art Gallery
1900-1911 and a member of the Executive Committee of the
rational Art Collections Fund.
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and Viscount D ’Abernon'1' discussed the matter.
endeavoured to be conciliatory.

The Academy Council

The Tate insisted that any rejec

tion of a committee’s report by the Council be deferred until dis
cussions had taken-place between the Council and the Tate Gallery
Board.

The Council regarded this as an ’invasion of their absolute

judgement on the merits of works submitted’ and their invitation to
the Tate Gallery Board for a proposed December 5th conference was
declined.

The relevant correspondence between Charles Aitken, H.R.

M.Lamb (Royal Academy Secretary 1913-1951) a«d the Treasury makes
interesting reading.

An important letter from Charles Aitken, dated

October 20th, would appear to set the tone for the hostilities.

Sir

Frank Dicksee had already suggested to Viscount D ’Abernon that the
Academy Council should continue the 1922 agreement and that joint
meetings of the Trustees should be resumed when Aitken wrote Lamb
criticising the Academy’s history of recommendations as inconsistent
and ending —
’While such apparently arbitrary rejections of suggestions are
liable to occur, my Trustees feel that it is a waste of time
to attempt to co-operate, unless there is some opportunity for
further debate.’
By December D ’Abernon was writing to Dicksee castigating the Royal
2
Academy for brooking no compromise or argument . If D ’Abernon app
eared to side with the Tate by March 1928 the Prime Minister seemed
to side with the Academy^.

The ill feeling did not begin to fade

until February 1929 when the new President, Sir William Llewellyn
was correspondrx:g with Aitken.

4

Llewellyn obtained the Tate's ad

mission that it 'was. not challenging the Academy’s legal position
over the administration of the Bequest, and the Academy Council ag
reed to discuss the criteria which it used to approve purchases.
There the matter effectively rested by 1930.
The internal problems between the Academy and the Tate were but

1

Sir Edgar Vincent, 16th baronet and Viscount D ’Abernon (l857—
1941) was a financier, a diplomatist, and an administrative
expert. He was a Trustee of the Rational and Tate Galleries,
and Chairman of the Royal Commission on Rational Museums and
Public Galleries. Interestingly enough, in 1931 the Chantrey
Fund tried unsuccessfully to buy Augustus.John’s portrait of
D ’Abernoni

2

Letter of

3

The Council had decided to approach Stanley Baldwin, who.
the President of the Royal Academy on March l6th.

4

Presidentof the Royal Academy 1928-1938.

December 13th 1927.
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met

the results of an unsatisfactory relationship "between the purchacing and exhibiting bodies.

External criticism of the Chantrey Col

lection and the purchasing policy still served to keep alive many
of those criticisms, first publicised in 1904.

A review of the re

cent additions to the collection in the November 1923 issue of The
Connoisseur

was entitled Poor Chantrey! (with a few remarks on the

policy of the Tate Gallery).

In this particular case the author

thought works which were then being bought more suited 'to the ref
erence folio than to the walls of a national exhibition*.

The art

icle assumed (1there can be no doubt*) that Chantrey had intended to
encourage the work of living artists, and was indignant at the num2
ber of works by deceased artists bought by the Bequest . It seemed
most unfair that money intended for living artists should be used to
make good the government's failure to provide adequate funds for the
purchase of 'retrospective art,*
of the present’

especially in the difficult times,

The problems which had been formally identified in

1904 remained evident^.
The Chantrey Bequest Purchases

4

and their Selection 1918-30.

1: 1918 - 1921.
The only purchase in 1918 was Robert Anning Bell's Kary in the
House of Elisabeth, a recent work for which £350 was paid.

Bell had

himself been a student of the Royal Academy Schools (l88l) and had
been elected Associate of the Royal Academy in 1914*

In. 1918 he was

appointed Professor of Design at the Royal College of Art.

This

1

The Connoisseur vol.LXYII Bo.267* Bov.1923 P 173* The Connois
seur was edited by Cecil Reginald Grundy, who was also its
managing director and a contributing critic.

2

Since the Great Bar* the Bequest had purchased works by Holman—
Hunt (1919)? Burne-Jones (l919)j Charles Keene (1922), John
Jackson (1922) and Alfred Stevens (1922).

3

Harry Quilter*s article The Last Chanty of Chantrey which had
first appeared in The Contemporary Review, 1903? was reprinted
as- Chapter II of his Opinions, London, 1909? with a preface by
his widow. As a footnote Kary Quilter mentioned the 'frugal
satisfaction* her husband had had of giving evidence before the
Select Committee (see above). As will be seen from the dis
cussion of Chantrey Purchases (1918-1930) following, many of
Quilter’s criticisms still had a validity after the Great Bar.

4

A detailed list of these purchases is given in Appendix A.
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together unexpected in the work of an artist who was also respons
ible for some decorative schemes at Westminster Cathedral (mosaics).
Its religious content was by then rare in Royal Academy exhibitions
and at least one critic

1

perceived genuine devotional sentiment, in

Bell's picture, particularly in its simplicity and (conventionally
symbolic) use of colour.

The recommending committee for painting

in 1918 consisted of Frank Dicksee, Arthur Hacker and Sir John Lav—
ery, and although Bell1s work was bought from the Royal Academy
2
annual exhibition the committee did visit the Goupil Gallery where
it noted Henry Tonks* The Birdcage (at £650 - TOO) which it also re
commended, albeit unsuccessfully.

As at December 31st 1917 The
I
Chantrey Fund, current credit stood at £3,712-lls-3d so available
cash was hardly-an obstacle.
The purchases for 1919 (by which time interest had increased
credit to £4y753-6s-7d) were numerous but dominated by the purchase
of four Burne-Jones* paintings and ten designs at-a price of £1050
and one Holman Hunt, the I85O Claudio and Isabella, for £1000.
These latter certainly appear to have been made out of deference to
the idea of creating a representative form of collection , if not
out of specific regard to the current deficiencies within the Tate’s
collection.

Although it is on record that the recommending committ

ee for painting considered work by the late Edward Stott^ and Sir
5
William Orpen the remaining purchases finally made consisted of

1

Royal Academy review in The Connoisseur vol.51 June 1918, see
illustration and commentary pp 111-112.

2

Royal Academy Annual Report 1918 p 58

3

In the 1904 inquiry a number of questions had been put on this
subject, including some on the failure (at that time) of the
Bequest to buy any works by Burne-Jones. In the course of ev
idence it was suggested by the Earl of Lytton that a BurneJones picture might never have been bought because members of
the Royal Academy Council might have been unaware of suitable
pictures exhibited outside the Academy. By 1918, however, Sir
Edward J.Poynter, President of the Royal Academy was writing
to the Treasury, 'the Council of the Royal Academy believe that
the Tate Gallery Board have with themselves only one desire viz. to make the collection as representative as possible . . *

4

Foaling Time and Eilking Time.

5

The Land scare Painter.
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paintings by John Arnesby Brovm and Frederick W.Elwell, and bronzes
by Francis Derwent Hood and Hilliam Reid Dick.

In the event all

four of these works were exhibited in the Royal Academy annual ex
hibition that year, the artists being'established Academy exhibi
tors. .

Arnesby Brown’s The Line of the Plough (Plate Ho.2) relied

largely upon its foreground colour and contrasts between curves and
horizontals for its effect,

The artist had been a pupil of Herk—

omer, and been influenced by both the Barbizon School ana the Iiim2
ressionists. The critic of The Connoisseur certainly appreciated
the painting, as did the critic of The Studio^.

Less attention was

paid in the press to Frederick Elwell’s The Beverley Arms Kitchen
(Plate 3), which represents a large scale interior scene.

It is

tempting to find

in it some influence of Elwell’s -experiences of the

Academy Schools,

Antwerp (1887-I891), particularly in the

use ofa

further interior

seen through an open doorway, albeit the

handling

may owe a debt to the Academie Julien

in Paris,

Although

Elwellwas

not to become an Associate of the Royal Academy until 1931? and Dick
until 1921, Arnesby Brown had been Royal Academician since 1915 ana
Derwent Hood Associate of the Royal Academy since 1910.

The lat

ter’s Psyche (Plate 4) uas generally well thought of, as belonging
to the sculpture that, according to The Studio, showed substantial
signs of progress.

Hood had studied in the Royal Academy Schools in

1894? had once worked for Sir Thomas Brock, and had been in Paris
1896-7.
Only three paintings were bought in 1920, when t h e .recommend- •
ing committee consisted of the new Keeper, Charles Sims, with Kenry
Tuke and Charles Shannon.

It is of interest to note that Halter

Greaves* Hammersmith Bridge and Chelsea Regatta were considered, but
not purchased - it was not until 1922 .that .Hammersmith Bridge on
Boat Race Day was acquired by the

Bequest.

In 1920 the works of A.

J.Runnings, Hark Fisher and Oliver Hall were preferred. All three
4 f
were established Royal Academy exhibitors * vall three paintings were

1

Arnesby Brown from I89O, Frederick Elwell andDerwent Hood
1895? Hilliam Reid Dick from 1912.

2

The Conno isseur June 1919 P 113.

3

The Studio LXXIX Ho.315 June 1919 P 6 .

4

A .J .Runnings exhibited at the Royal Academy from
Fisher from 1872 and Oliver Hall from I89O.
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1899? Kark

from

purchased from the annual exhibition), and were either Associates

1

or Academicians .

Runnings * Eosorn Downs; City and Suburban Day

(Plate 5) «a s particularly well received, even if the critic of The
Cormoisseur was still a little worried about the ’sketchiness* of
the technique.

This gentleman might have expressed similar reser

vations about Hark Fisher’s Feeding the Fowls (Plate 6). Both
2
Fisher and Munnings had worked in Paris . Their-work certainly has
a vitality and freshness which appears to be lacking from Oliver
Hall's Shap Moors (Plate 7)? which by virtue of its 'faded* look was
criticized.as barely justifying the artist's recent Associateship^•
Moreover C.R.Grundy, in a Connoisseur editorial entitled The Royal
Academy.

A -plea to the Government

4

protested at the apparent par— '

tiality shown to Academicians and Associates in the annual exhib
ition, and made a plea for more extensive exhibition facilities.
Grundy implied that, owing to the large amount of hanging-space re
served for Academicians and Associates, ’outsiders’ stood little
chance of laving works accepted.

This.resulted in the acceptance of

a large number of miniatures, watercolours and small works by
’outsiders’
’The Outsiders, with the exception of those in immediate run
ning for Academic honours generally confine their contributions
to small examples, knowing that their size will be among their
greatest recommendations to the Hanging Committee.*
..
The 40 x 50 size of Hall's painting would seem to substantiate the
point.
Three pictures were bought in 1921.

Bertram Micholls’ D rying

the Sails (Plate 8), dated 1920, is a small picture of a fishing
yawl beached at low tide.

Since Hicholls lived at Steyning, Sussex,

from 1912 it is possible that.the picture was painted at or near
Shoreham.

1

Hicholls’ treatment of the light sky beyond the boat, and.

Mark Fisher R.A. in 1919?.Alfred Munnings A.R.A. in 1919* and
Oliver Hall A.R.A. in 1920.

2

Fisher had worked in Gleyre’s Studio in l86l, while Munnings
had attended the Academie Julien 1903-4. Fisher’s interest in
impressionist subject matter was, it was sometimes noted, re
lated to his enthusiasm for Constable.

3

The Connoisseur vol.57? June 1920 pp 114-5*

4

The Connoisseur vol.57? June 1920 pp 65-66.
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is very successful even if

it appears to substantiate the contention of The Connoisseur’s
1
.
critic "who noted that that Summer’s Royal Academy exhibition exem
plified the triumph of realism over imagination.

Hicholls’ picture,

with its well-observed and accurate tonal values, is good enough of
its genre, whereas the success of William Strang’s Portrait of the
Artist (Plate 9) is less assured.

Bertram Hicholls may safely be

considered an ’outsider’ since he had been trained at the Slade
(1901-4), had exhibited at the Hew English Art Club in 1910, and
was never elected.to the Academy.

William Strang, however, had ex

hibited, at the Royal Academy from 1883, at the Hew English Art Club
only occasionally between 1883 and I9O4 , and had been made Associate,
of the Royal Academy in 1906.
the year of his death.

He was- made Royal Academician in 1921?

At the Slade he had studied under Legros,

and had achieved some success in the Paris International Exhibition
of I889 and in the Dresden Exhibition of 1897*

It is known that

the recommending committee also considered three other paintings,
John Masefield, The Buffet and The Listener by the same artist, but
the self-portrait was preferred.

This picture has the air of a

rather self-conscious Rembrandt pastiche, in which the costume of
its inspiration had been replaced by a wide cap (then fashionable
in some circles) and a woollen muffler.

The loose and unresolved

treatment of the figure’s right-hand-side coat is moderated a little
by the use and colour of the light source, but in general the pic
ture appears to be one which merits the description ’academic* in
its more invidious sense.

This opinion appears even more apt if

William Strang’s picture be compared with the other purchase of 1921,
Sir William Orpen’s portrait of Sir William McCormick (Plate 10).
It had originally been the intention of the recommending committee
to put forward Orpen* s Chef de 1*Hotel Chatham, Paris, but it had
been found that this picture’s place of origin presented problems
under the terms of Chantrey’s Will.

Conveniently, Ornen decided to
2
- .
deposit the latter picture as his Diploma Work . Sir William

HcCormick is an assured and confident painting by an artist who

1

The Connoisseur vol.60, June 1921 pp 111-116.

2.

Orpen had been elected Royal Academician in 1919• This serves
as an instance of how a Dij>loma work was not deposited with
the Royal Academy until some time after the artist’s election.
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•had dlso Goudied at one oiacie AI09/—9 J, haa exhibited at the hew
English Art Club from 1899 (be was a member in 1900) and had- been
elected Associate of the Royal Academy in 1910, Royal Academician
in 1919*

Both pictures were exhibited in the Summer exhibition o f

1921? and were reviewed very favourably even if Orpen was- sometimes
accused of being- over-attentive- to details of costume.

Certainly

Orpen’s work has. a verve and virtuosity, even, if it lacks- any real
sense- of psychological insight into the character of the sitter.
By comparison with the five other portraits Orpen exhibited in the
same exhibition, however, Sir Killjam McCormick lays claim to be the
best in that respect.
A number of pictures by the late Edward; Stott were again consid-

1

ered this year , but not bought.
a Ifoman was not purchased.

Similarly P.W.Steer’s Portrait of

The Council was approached at this time

to ascertain whether the Chantrey Fund could be used to assist the
nation in purchasing Millais’1 The Carpenter’s Shop\ but on taking
legal advice- the Council found that it was- not possible to make con
tributions- from one fund to another.

By 31st December 1921 the
2
Chantrey Fund cash, credit stood at £6,141-ls-7d; •
The revised scheme for recommending works for purchase, which
included Tate- Gallery representatives; (see above- p' 95-) came into op-*
eration in March 1922.

It is therefore appropriate to review the

character of purchases made solely on recommendations from within
the Academy 1918-1921.

Of twenty-six purchases fifteen were ’hist

orical* works by important but deceased artists.

Between the Sel

ect Committee- Inquiry of 1904 and 1919 the Tate had been presented
with four Holman Hunts, three of which were given after 1916^*

It

may, however, be- surmised; that the Academy Council of 1919 were
loath to pass- over the opportunity of buying so important a work as
Claudio and Isabella from Cord Ashton of Hyde.

Moreover the Tate’s

collection of Holman Hunt’s work could hardly be called extensive-

1

Milking- Time, The Carpenter’s Shoo and The Widow* s Acre.

2

In addition to interest received from capital investment the
Fund also received fees from the reproduction of paintings in
the Collection.

3

Mrs Wyman presented two portraits (John Hunt and John- Key) in
1917? while Sir John Middlernore presented the (1883-4) Tri—
nmnh of the Innocents in 1918. The Ship (1875) an& two ("1850)
prints for The Germ had been purchased) in 1907 and 1898 resp
ective! y.-
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less easy to rationalise unless it is accepted that the possibility
of buying ten designs from the Executors of the artist occurred at
a time when Burne-Jones’ popularity stood particularly high.

The

1884 King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid had been presented by sub
scribers as early as 1900

9

but after 1910 a veritable flood of

Burne-Jones’ work found its way to the Tate.

The KacHicoll Bequest

of 1916 was responsible for thirteen of these (albeit eleven of them
were studies), while the Tate itself bought three drawings and a
2
°
gouache in 1919 • I*1 view of this situation it is hard to avoid the
conclusion that the Academy in 1919 briefly adopted a policy which
would give hope to those still wishing to sen the Chantrey Collec
tion as one representative of the. history of British painting.

The

hope was unfulfilled, however, since purchases of this- kind were in.
a minority- during the history of the Bequest.

Far more typical of

the-Academy*s buying policy are the other works discussed above.

As

a group they are marked by a form of realism, which might be seen as
a confirmation of Sir Hilliam Orpen*s statement that ’the chief eff
ect of the Far on painting, . . . was to bring- about a return to
3
realism . . .* . The Academy’s preference for realism went little
further than forms of'Impressionism, as- evidenced'in the work of
Alfred Munnings and Mark Fisher, yet neither did it seek to retain
any overt classicism, even- if the sculpture- themes and that of
Annihg Bell’s lent themselves to traditional treatment.

In fact,

however, the latter’s Mary in the House of Elizabeth is- handled
quite broadly and Derwent Food’s Psyche, for.-all her classical pre
tensions, has a coy modernity about her (especially when seen from
the side) and a degree of particularisation in the modelling which
is far removed from any ancient ideal.

Significantly, perhaps, five

out of eleven 1918-21 purchases were landscape paintings.
2 : 1922 - 1924
In. 1922 the Council considered recommendations from. Committees
which now included Tate Gallery representatives.

The recommending-

1

This picture had previously, belonged to the Hharncliffe family.

2

Lord Puveen was to present a further- eighteen works in 1924 aod

1925.
3

Sir Hilliam Orpen (ed.) The Outline of A r t , 1934? P 608.
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Sir William Llewellyn, Charles Shannon, Charles Aitkin, ana Huirhcad
Bone or Sir Charles Holmes.

The sculpture committee was appointed

as Sir Hamo Thornycroft, Sir William G .John, Sir Bertram L'ackennal,
Charles Aitken and D.S.MacColl.

The presence of D.S.KacColl and

Sir Charles Holmes may he considered either significant or paradox
ical since Both had been critical of the administration of the Be
quest eighteen years earlier.

The number of purchases made in 1922

was extensive, representing the work of twelve artists and costing
more than the total of the four preceding years, together’1’.
The 1922 purchases included a number of ’historical* drawings
by Alfred Stevens (l8l7-l875)*

In view, of the new constitution' of

the recommending committees, and the criticism that had been made

of the Bequest in 1904 for not representing Stevens’ work in the

2

Chantrey Collection , it is tempting to interpret these purchases as
a gesture of deference to the position of the Tate’s own collectionhad. not the Tate itself' accumulated 23 works by Stevens by 1920.
The extent to which the 1904 criticisms might still have influenced
a recommending committee of 1922' (which had as a member one of the
witnesses to the 1904 Inquiry) is more debateable.

Also of interest

is the purchase- of John Jackson’s portrait of Sir Francis L.Chantrey.,
R.A. C . I 8 3 O .

Apart from its obvious relevance to the Bequest this

purchase was somewhat unusual in'being made from Christie’s-.

In

I904 the Academy had been-, most; loath to consider buying from auc
tions or from sales.
Of the remaining ten ^orks three were sculptures, and two of
these represent an unusual contrast.

Jacob Epstein’s Ilan (Plate ll)

had already been exhibited in 1917^, and Alfred Turner’s Psyche
(Plate 12) had been shown in the Royal Academy annual exhibition of

4

1919 *

Epstein had studied at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts and at the

1

The total cost of purchases 1918-1921 was £5,378-10s-0d. The
1922 purchases cost £5 ,587. The total credit in the purchase
fund at December 31st 1921 was £6,141-ls-7d.

2

George Frampton, Thomas Brock, D.S.KacColl, Harry Quilter and
Sir James Guthrie had all commented upon the fact that Stevens
(Stephens) was unrepresented by any work in the Chantrey coll-;
ection by 1904.

3

Leicester Galleries, February - March 1917*

4

The Tate Gallery records this work as having been bought from
a Miss Hayes, but the Royal Academy states that it was bought
from the artist.
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Academic Julien in Paris, and had been a founder member of the Lon
don Group in 1913*

Turner had trained at the Lambeth and then the

Royal Academy Schools where he had won the Gold Medal and Travell
ing Scholarship in 1897*

By 1922 Epstein was known as- a M o d e r n , ’

whilst Turner was perhaps best known for his war memorial work, al
though in 1897 K.H.Spielmann had noted him as ’among the most prom
ising of the youngest generation of sculptors now before the
public .

Turner’s 1919 Psyche, however, appears even less like the

personification of the soul

justified by suffering-than Derwent

Wood’s bronze of the same subject bought in 1919.

Epstein’s bust,

by comparison, possesses all the confidence that Turner’s figure
seems to lack.

Epstein, had been familiar to the public since the

1907 uproar over the Strand Statues, and his more experimental pre
war period.

The model for Pan was a .professional devoted to Epstein

ana his treatment of her, with its bold yet sensitive modelling app
arent in the cast, can only emphasize the anaemic smoothness of
Turner’s, marble.

Moreover the classical intentions- of Turner’s

Psyche, which even uses the ancient device of a support for one of
the legs, would appear to betray the dangers of an academicism con
founded with a form of realism.

The same is certainly not applic

able to Jb Havard Thomas' bust of Cardinal Manning (Plate 13).

The-

sitter for this work had died in 1892, and had been one of the most
spectacular High Anglican converts to Rome in 185!*

Thomas had ex

hibited at the Royal Academy from 1872, and had exhibited a bronze
of this subject in I876.

He had taught at the Slade from 1911, be

ing made Professor of Sculpture there in 1915-

His death in 1921

resulted in a retrospective exhibition at the Leicester Galleries
in 1922, the catalogue of which contained a contribution by George:

2

Clausen •

Cardinal Manning is a successful portrait bust which
3
show's evidence of its author’s wide experience .
Of the remaining seven pictures bought in 1922 only two had

been painted within the preceding twelve months.

P.Wilson Steer’s

1

K.H.Spielmann- British Sculpture and Sculptors of Today, London.
1901, p I55.

2.

Wo other- inference is here intended - Clausen was neither a
member of the Royal Academy Council nor of either recommending
committee in 1922.

3

J* Havard Thomas had been trained at Bristol School of Art, the
Royal College of Art, ana at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris,
under Cavalier. He had worked in London ana in Italy (1889-

1906).
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xuqynes ^riaxe

vas later listed by John Bothenstein"" as a

painting upon which the artist’s fame would rest.

Despite, or be

cause of Steer’s training in Paris under Bouguereau and Cabanel
(1882-1884), he had been a founder member of the New English Art
Club in 1886.

He had taught at the Slade since I899, and was made

Assistant Professor there in 1922.

Mrs Paynes was Steer's house

keeper for many years , and her portrait shows Steer’s, feeling for
character at its best.

Philip Connard’s Summer (Plate 15) is a work

not dissimilar in feeling to that of the Keeper at the Boyal Acad
emy, Charles Sims.

The classicising nature of its 'bathers’ subject

matter is-, however, marred by the presence of a- lady 'look-out1 in a
contemporary summer frock and parasol, while the imminent passing of
a man in a short skiff would seem to provide- a' more mundane reason
for the apparent haste with which the young ladies are robing.

Had

the scene not contained this causal effect the picture's central
figures might be mistaken for. a mythological subject.
The other 1922 purchases are in a sense 'historical,*' despite
the fact that one of the artists, Halter Greaves, was still alive.
Greaves' Hammersmith Fridge on Boat-Race Day is, however, catalogued
as c.1862, and was bought from Messrs Marchant.and Company.

The

most recent of the other pictures were James D.Innes* A •Waterfall,
dated 1910 (Plate 16) and Edward Stott's Changing Pastures of 1893
(Plate 17).

The former is one of Innes' most important mature works

in water colour.

Innes was only twenty-seven when he died in 1914 9

but had, during his brief career, made an important, poetic contrib
ution to landscape painting.

The colourful innovations

01

Innes*

picture make an interesting contrast with the. equally colourful, yet
misty, atmospheric, (and more mundane) farm landscape of Edward
Stott.

The consideration given to the latter*s work by the recomm

ending committee of 1919 has been noted above, and Changing Pastures
is in many ways representative of Stott’s oeuvre.

It remains the

only Edward Stott listed in the Tate Gallery catalogue^.

Whereas

the Innes’ painting demonstrates a strong sense of design and a

1

John Eothenstein Modern Envllsh Painters, 1952- vol.l, pp 59
and 74-

2

She was the subject of Henry Tonks’ Steer at Home on Christmas
Day with Nurse c.1928.

3

Tate Gallery The Tate Gallery Collections.
Modern Painting and Sculnture 1975*

B ritish Painting,

feeling for landscape which, in other works, Rothenstein has likened
to the ideal of Puvis de Chayannes and Gauguin, Stott’s work demon
strates a more ordinary rustic subject matter which had coincided
with the vogue for B'arbizon works in England and had received leng—
2
thy notices since I889 • Stott’s own sense of atmospheric colour
remains unique.
of purple.

He, like Innes, was sometimes attracted to the use

James Sant’s Miss Martineau’s Garden, near Southwold had

been painted in 1873? and would appear to owe something of a debt to
French incluence and perhaps to Whistler*

Charles Keene’s Portrait

of the Artist is a small, unfinished oil painting of the draughts
man.

At the time of purchase the Tate possessed no works by Sant,

and Keene’s self-portrait was the first painting (as distinct from
drawing) by that artist the Tate exhibited.
The character of the 1922 purchases would appear to indicate a
desire (on. the Academy’s part) to countenance a more representative,
even retrospective, collection of British Art.

But despite the re

cent acknowledgement of the Tate Gallery’s importance vis-a-vis the
Chantrey Bequest, the Royal Academy Council’s purchases remained
predominantly conservative in character, even if the works by Ep
stein, Steer and Innes might be called relatively ’modern.*

Perhaps

the most surprising feature of the 1922 purchases is the large num3
ber of artists represented who might be termed ’outsiders’ ? not
being members of the Academy.
Only two purchases were made in 1923? George Clausen's The
Road:

Winter H o m i n g (Plate 18) and Sir James J.Shcmnon’s portrait

Phil May (Plate 19)*

Although the previous year’s purchases had
4
redticed the cash on hand the credit balance at December 31st 1922
stood at £2,650—14s~3d.

The portrait of Phil May was in fact made

from the artist’s widow - J.J.Shannon died earlier that year — and

1

John Rothenstein, M o d e m English Painters op.cit. vol.2 p 71*

2

e.g. The Art Journal 183 9 PP 294-8, The Studio vol YI Kovembar
1895 PP 70-$3? by J.Stanley Little. The most recent article
pre-1922 appears to have been in The Studio vol.LY, February
1912 pp 1-10.

3

Eight out of the twelve.

4

The 1922 purchases had reduced the account to a balance of
£530-17o-3d but the 1922 interest received from the Trustees
amounted to more than £2,100, itself almost £900 more than the
cost of the 1923 purchases total.
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Shannon had "been a.founder member of the Hew English Art Club he had
been elected Associate of the Royal Academy in 1897? and Royal Acad
emician in 1909.

Phil May had been a family friend, and his por

trait was painted in an assured, unremarkable style save-for the
good characterisation of the head which unfortunately only serves to
accentuate its small size in proportion to the body, and the poor
treatment of the background.

Shannon's reputation had, however,

been consolidated by a knighthood the previous year, and it would be
uncharitable to suggest that the high price (£1050) paid for this
work was in any way motivated7by sympathy for his widow*

Clausen1s

The Road; Winter Morning, is a fine example of that artist's land
scape painting in which capital has been made out of the effects of
a watery sun silhouetting buildings, trees and banks with varying
degrees of intensity.

By this date Clausen's connections with the

Academy were old and firm.

He had ceased exhibiting at the Hew Eng

lish Art Club when he had been elected Associate of the Royal Acad2
emy in 1895 an& had been Professor of Painting in the Academy
Schools (1903-6).

The Road: Winter Morning was painted near Dunmow,

Essex, where Clausen lived (l91!7~1932)*

The enthusiasm for Bastien-

Lepage and Millet, albeit less obvious in this picture than in many
others, remained important to bis work.
The nine purchases in 1924 included three earlier works (al
though all would seem to have been exhibited at the Royal Academy
this year).
1904*

Annie L.Swynnerton*s Hew Risen Hope (Plate 20) 5s dated

Frank Rutter commented favourably on this picture, noting

that Mrs Swynnerton was then
'our most distinguished woman artist, and the first woman si^ce
the eighteenth century to be elected to academical honours.'
He drew a comparison w^^nthe work of G.F.Hatts but noted M r s .Swynnerton's own 'rainbow—hued colour.'

Francis Dodd's A Smiling Homan

(Plate 2l) also dates from 1904? being a sketch of Lettice, Countess
• 4
Beauchamp, made that year. Dodd was still an 'outsider' in 1924
and had exhibited at the Hew English from 1898.

The freshness of

1

Clausen had been a founder member of the M.E.A.C. in 1886.

2

He was elected Royal Academician in 1908.

3

Frank Rutter The Little Book of the Royal Academy, London 1924
p 66.

4

He was elected Associate of the Royal Academy in 1927? Royal
Academician in 1935* H®
Tate Gallery Trustee 1928—35

his portrait makes an interesting comparison with the more artif
icial sweetness of Mrs Swynnerton1s allegorical child.

Hilliam

Rothenstein’s The Princess Badroulbadour (Plate 22) was painted,in
1908.

Rothenstein, too, was an ’outsider’, had been a New English

Art Club member in 1894? e-ud like Dodd had been employed as. an off
icial war artist. Rothenstein’s education at the Slade under
1
*
.
.
.
Legros aaa his subsequent time in Paris had naturally confirmed him
in favour of ’modern* French art
later developments

, although he remained hostile to

and retained a belief in the importance of the

visible world to the artist.

The results of the latter are evideiit

in The Princess Badroulbadour-, a study of the artist’s children in
which the event!s intimacy is heightened

by the pictorial reference

within the picture hanging on the wall behind them.

By the time

this picture was bought Hilliam Rothenstein had already been Prin
cipal of the Royal College of Art for almost four years and had
established his reputation outside the Royal Academy.

Rothenstein

did have The Princess Badroulbadour in the Royal Academy Summer ex
hibition of 1924? however, and Frank Rutter^ commented on the way in
which the picture had ’improved and mellowed in colour1 since it was
originally exhibited at the New English A.rt Club in Summer 1912.
Of the remaining six purchases of 1924? all bought from the A c 
ademy exhibition, only three can be described as having been madefrom direct studies of the motif.

Sydney Lee’s Am on,?st th e Dolomites

(Plate 23) impressed Mr Rutter with the ’strength of its structure.1
Lee was an Associate of the Royal Academy of only two years’ stand
ing, although he had once studied at the Atelier Colarossl in Paris
4
and been an exhibitor at the New English Art Club since 1903 . He
was to become a Royal A.cademie.ian in 1930*

Here it not fox' the

forceful nature of its technique Lee*s. picture might well qualify as
one of those nineteenth century topographical successors to the
tradition of the Sublime and the Picturesque.

Indeed much of L e e ’s

work, as illustrated by three other- canvases exhibited the same year,
was topographical.

Sir John Lavery’s The Jockeys’ Dressing Room at

Ascot (Plate 24), was described by Rutter as a ’brilliant sketch’ by
a member of the younger generation.

In fact Lavery had, in m e

1

1888-9.

2

Sir John Rothenstein, op.cit. vol I pp 121-136.

3

Frank Rutter, op.clt. p 66. Rutter also noted the fact that
Hilliam Rothenstein’s children were Sir Hilliam Orpen’s nephews
and nieces by marriage.

4

He was- a New English Art Club member 1906-1920
.
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1880s, studied in Paris at the Academie Julien and (like Sydney Lee)
at the Atelier Colarossi, and had "been influenced 'by Baotien-Lepage
and ’modern1 French landscape painting.

He had been a Royal Acad

emician since 1921 and had had a retrospective exhibition at the
Grosvenor Gallery as early as 1914*

At the Academy exhibition of

1924 Lavery exhibited a number of works including The House of Com
mons. 1924. a more formal tour de force, but also containing a large
number of figures and creating the impression of a passing moment.
That work was generally praised for the characterisation of individ
ual politicians that Lavery was able to preserve in such a large
picture, using as he did a broad virtuoso technique evident even in

1

his single figure portraits .

The technique itself has strong aff

inities to certain French Impressionist works.

Kellock Brown’s

Ju-Jitsu (Plate 25) bronze sculpture is less easy to place stylist
ically albeit some influence of Rodin might be deduced from, the
figure applying the arm-hold. A Glasgow connection existed between
2
3
Brown, Dodd and Lavery . Brown himself taught in Glasgow between
I887 and 1894*

The Ju-Jitsu-subject is the same as Bornberg’s group

of ten years earlier (1913)^*

Brown’s treatment of the theme, how

ever, is essentially realistic, rather than expressive.
The last three works- are of a-, rather different order.

F.Cayley

Robinson’s Pastoral (Plate 26) might be described as poetic.

Robin

son himself was a product of the Royal Academy Schools, but his ex—
periences in Paris 5 and Italy during the 1890s had given him a cath
olic range of interests which included Puvis-de Chavannes, Fra Ang
elico and Burne-Jones*

He had been listed in theHew English Art Club

in 1912 but following his Associateship of the Royal Academy in 1921

6

became increasingly well known as a decorative painter , illustrator
and designer.

The Pastoral owes an obvious debt to Puvis de Chavan

nes and certain symbolist works.

Its attention to design, and the

1

Lavery also exhibited portraits of The Marquess of Londonderry
and Mrs Bowen Davies.

2

Dodd had studied in Glasgow and had thence won a Haldane
travelling scholarship to Paris and Italy in 1903*

3

Lavery had also studied at the Haldane Academy.

4

Bomberg’s Ju-Jitsu was eventually purchased by the Chantrey
Fund in 1963*

5

He was actually educated in France before attending the Royal
Academy Schools I884-I887. His reputation abroad preceded his
real success in this country.

6

®*g* Mural decorations for the Middlesex Hospital.

somewhat formalised features which are often emphasised by the use
of outline, gives this painting a lyrical quality which is perhaps
best compared to the contemporary work of Maurice Greiffenhagen,
although without the letter’s obvious classicism.

It is, however,

a form of cle-ssicisra that dominated Harry Korley’s- Apollo and Karsyas (Plate 27)and 1911*

Korley had visited Italy frequently between 1904

Although he was not to become an Associate of the Royal

Academy until 1936 he had already made some reputation as an illus
trator, engraver and painter of classical themes.

His other' Royal

Academy exhibit of 1924> however, The Pedlar, a painting of similar
size, actually used contemporary costume, even if Korley’s figures
tend to look a little out of place wearing it.

Korley’s classicism

tended to rely upon a lyrical moment as in Apollo and Karsyas.

The

narrative moment chosen represents Karsyas playing^ Athene’s flute
while Apollo, with his lyre and accompanied by a suitably nubile
audience, listens somewhat abstractedly.

Significantly Korley av

oids any allusion to Karsyas1 uncomfortable and skinless fate at the
hands of Apollo.

Moreover the classical frame of reference is

underlined by the device of including two fallen drums of a fluted
column by_Ap°31°Ts feet.

As with Robinson's picture, however, the

actual technique used* is far removed f r o m traditional, academic
practice, despite the nature of the theme itself.

It is primarily

in its arrangement, composition and use of poses that this painting
may be called academic.

Just as deserving of the adjective is

Charles Hheel^r’s Infant Christ (Plate 28).

Tfhesler only finished

2

his studies at the Royal College of Art in 1917 ? but was- already
showing the preferences which were later to make him an enemy of
’progressive’ or 'modern' art.

The Infant Christ, for all its ini

tial charm, remains a work stylised by a tradition which can be
traced back to the della Robbias.
The first three years of the Tate Gallery’s participation in
the process of recommending works for purchase by the Chantrey Trust
deserves comment.

A significant number

of the purchases made were

of works which had been executed up to ninety-two years (in the case

1

The flute supposedly played itself, according to the

2

Under Lnnteri, 1912-1917*

3

Eleven works had been executed more than nine years previous
to the date of purchase, excluding the Alfred Stevens* drawings
bought in 1922.

Ill

legend.

question.

This would certainly seem to indicate willingness to make

the collection more historically representative.

Moreover some ’out-*

siders* of standing, including Jacob Epstein, were now represented
in the Collection, and despite a recurrent occasional taste for
academicism the Academy could now approve (tried and tested) forms
of impressionism.
3s

1925 - 1930
Five works were bought in 1925, and only two of them had been

completed, within the proceeding twelve months; Richard Garbe’s lime
stone carving of a brake and Arthur ’Talker*s ivory and marble statuette Christ at the Whipping Post (Plate 29).

Garbe’s carving, like

his Sea Lion which was to be bought by the Bequest in 1929 (see
below p 118 ), belongs to a particular type of animal sculpture in
which the forms are somewhat simplified and stylized, while the in
trinsic nature of the material is emphasized.

Indeed Garbe’s work

has some affinity to that of William G.Simmonds who frequently used
similar themes^.

Garbe had studied at the Royal Academy Schools,

and taught at the Central School (1901-1929).

Arthur Walker had

also trained at the Academy, although his work was not confined to
2
,
3
sculpture . Both artists were commended by the critic of The Studio'"
as ’personal ini outlook and thoroughly capable in technical practice. *

4

5

’Tis’ 1 in Apollo' merely noted Garbe’s work among ’the most

attractive.’

Walker’s statuette is one of only two Christian relig

ious subjects boughb by the Bequest since tho L905 purchase of F.
Cadogan Cowner’s St Agnes in Prison receiving from Heaven the Shin— .

6
ing White Garment .

1

Walker has taken some trouble in emphasizing

William G.Simmonds (1876-1968) died best known for his sculp
tures of animals, the prices of which he scrupulously costed on
the basis of materials and a fixed hourly rate. The Chantrey
Bequest had bought one of his paintings, The Seeds of Love as
early as 1907 *

2

Walker was also known as a painter, illustrator and mosaic
designer (e.g.work in the Greek Orthodox Church in Bayswater).

3

The Studio LXXXIX June 1925 pp 308-316.
A.L.Baldry.

4

*Tis': the name used by Herbert E.A.Furst, the critic and
author who also contributed to The Studio and Artwork.

5

Apollo I, June 1925 pp 371-373*

6

R .Anning Be11’s Mary in the House of E lizabeth (see abova)
being the other work (1918).
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tensed body, as well as by the pathos of the facia-1 expression.
Walter W.Russell’s Blue Dress (Plata 30) had baen painted four
teen years earlier.

Russell, having studied at the Westminster

School, was Assistant Professor at the Slade (1895-192-7) • Although
he had exhibited at the New English Art Club from 1893"^ he also ex
hibited at the Royal Academy, and had had an exhibition at the Gou—
pil Gallery in 1910,

The B lue Dress, which shows some obvious

French influence in is handling, was exhibited at the New English
Art Club Retrospective exhibition in (January to February) 1925*
Russell had been an Associate of the Royal Academy since 1920, and
his election as Academician was to take place the following year.
Ronald Gray’s 1908 My Mother was also exhibited in the New English.
Art Club' show*

Like Russell Gray had also trained at the Westmin

ster School under Frown although he had also studied in Paris (Academie Julian), worked in America (1908-10), and was a friend of
Steer.

He had become a New English Art Club member in 1923* and

although he exhibited at the Academy occasionally from 1919 he re
mained an ’outsider.’

Historically, however, the most significant

purchase of 1925 was the bronze model of Eros (Plate 31) by Alfred
Gilbert.

This is a small model, e.1890, for the Piccadilly Shaft©—

bury Monument status.
If sculpture had dominated the purchases of 1925 honours were
distributed more evenly among those of 1926,

It is tempting to

suggest that the Sargent memorial exhibition at the Royal Academy
(January 14th to March 13th 192o) may have had some influence upon
the selection of Douglas S.Gray’s Rosalind (Plate 32).

Gray had

attended the Royal Academy Schools and had won the Landseer and
British Institution scholarships before serving with the London Reg
iment during the war.

He had been taught by Sargent and had devel

oped a similar virtuoso technique as was noted by many critics.
This portrait of the artist’s sister, with its rich colouring and
carefully observed treatment of the light effects, was generally
praised in the press for both its handling and its colour (’geranium
2
3
>
velvet* or ’soft rose colour’ as it was variously described). The

He was listed a- New English Art Club member in 1895*
ited at the Royal Academy from 1898.
The Times 3rd May 1926.
The Sunday Times 2nd May 1926.
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He exhib

Liverpool Post critic went so far as to classify Gray as a most
promising painter who was representative of the Lest of a new goner-

1
ation .

Despite this hope D.S.Gray remained technically an ’out

sider* ? while continuing to exhibit at the Royal Academy.

Maurice

Grieffenhagen, on the other hand, had been a full Academician since

1922. He too had studied at the Academy Schools, although he had
also been an original member of the

New English Art Club in 1886.

He had become well known for his pictures of Idylls and had designed
for the British Pavilion in Paris in 1925-

Grieffenhagen* s Dawn

(Plate 33) would appear to have an obvious relationship to Hodler’s
Night arid Day (19OO) despite the fact that Grieff enhagen himself
denied any influence from that source.

It remains, nevertheless, a

painting, close in subject matter and technique to certain symbolist
paintings of the 1890s.

In fact Grieffenhagen* s An Idyll shown at

the Royal Academy of I89I had been described as *the best English
2
picture of the last ten years ’ and Grieffenhagen was the subject
3
o f a 1924 article in The Studio in which W.Redworth referred to the
artist* s
'great admiration for the simple and unclouded beauty of the
work of the Primitives — those devoted craftsmen to whom the
very limitations of the then known methods of painting were a
blessing in disguise.’
There is no such obvious sense of a tradition in either of the two
sculptures purchased in 1926.- Derwent Hood had had a piece purch—

4
ased by the Bequest as recently as 1919 ? but his death in 1926
occn-u.od before an exhibition of his work a 4 the Leicester Galleries
(April to May 1926) where his portrait of the water colour artist
and miniaturist Bess Norris was shown (Flate 34)*

This is a realis

tic and lively portrait bronze, and contrasts strangely with the
more stylized and mannered pearwood carving Nalua (Plate 35) by
Alfred J.Oakley.

This latter seems to have been part of a contem-

porary fashion for wood-carved pieces, since only two years later

5

Kinston Parkes, the critic and writer on m o d e m sculpture, was to

3

The Liverpool Post 27th May 1926.

2

(Quoted in) Gleeson White The Master Painters
London 1909*

of Britain,

3

The Studio LXXXVIII no.378, September 1924 pp

123-129*

4

Grieff enhagen had had Women by a- hake bought by the Chantrey
Bequest in 1914*

5

Kineton Parkes Sculpture at the Royal Academy, in Architects
J o u m a l Kay 16th, 1928.
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lament the sudden decrease in carvings at the hoy cl Academy.

Other

writers in 1926 pointed out that the original media ox sculpture in
this country had "been wood and local stone.

Despite its formalised

treatment (especially the hair) Oakley’s carving was very favourably
received.

It may also be noted that the recommending committee for

sculpture that year included ¥„Coscombe John, Alfred Drury and Henry
A.Pegram, and the committee is recorded

as having visited the Lei

cester Galleries (on April 27th) as well as the Royal Academy exhib
ition.
The Absence of purchases for the years 1927 and 1928 is explain
ed by the events following the January 1927 protest by the Tate
Gallery (see above).

It Is on record that on March 15th 1927 the

Royal Academy Council did not adopt recommendations for the purch
ase of two pictures from the Dew English Art Club Exhibition.

Des

pite an Academy invitation to the Tate Gallery representatives the

2

latter did not attend the usual meetings on April 26th .

On. the

other hand both Aitken and Kuirhead Bone (as representatives of the
Tate) had been present at the Recommending Committee of March 7th.
A letter from Charles Aitken had noted that the Academy’s refusal of
previous recommendations of works
’only suggests that they were, in the opinion of the council,
not of sufficient distinction*
to which F.R.M.Lamb, the Royal Academy secretary, had replied on the
10th February 1927? saying that the Chantrey Trustees
*do not see how this decision can be regarded as prejudicial,
in either effect or intention, to the agreement so usefully
subsisting between the Royal Academy and the National Gallery
in their common endeavour to secure the finest possible coll
ection of modern British art for the nation.!
Bad relations between the Academy and the Tate remained in
evidence.

No co-operation was resumed until November 25th 1929? by

which time the Academy Council had agreed to the purchase of Henry
Poole’s The Little Apple (Plate 3o) and nine other works.
Little A pple

The

was bought from Poole’s widow via the Leicester Gall

eries, while the other purchases were bought either from the Royal
Academy exhibition, the New English Art Club April-May 1929 exhib

1

Royal Academy Annual Report 1927 pp 18—19*

2

On April 28th. the Royal Academy’s representatives recommended
works by A.Swynnerton, B.13.Bland, M.Symons, Richard Garbe, W.
Reid Dick and A.Howes.
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ition, or from the previous January—March 1928 Academy exhibition of
Works by Late Members.

Henry Poole was a product of both the Lam

beth School of Art and the Royal Academy Schools, (1892-7), and
having worked for Harry Bates and G.P.Watts, had been a camouflage
artist (1915-1918).

His Associate of the Royal Academy election of

1920 had been followed by his election as Royal Academician in 1927?
when he also became a Trustee of the 'Tate Gallery.

Whether this

last—mentioned position was in any way related to the Academy 1s
choice of one of his works is-a matter of pure conjecture.

As a

stone carving The Little Apple, despite the sentimentality of the
title as applied to a mother and child theme, has certain affinities
to Alfred Oakley* s work of 1926.

Moreover this work had been exhib

ited at the Royal Academy in 1927 and had received favourable attention

1

as a ’notable piece’' and among the most interesting of ’the
2
smaller examples* of sculpture, while Reginald Grundy in The C on.noi3
sseur had found it ’though somewhat over-simplified in treatment,
has a human appeal that is realised with almost poignant force.’
Henry Poole had died in 1928, but Ambrose KcKvoy died in 1927.
The Late Members exhibition of early 1928 had included the portrait
of Michael KcSvoy (Plata 37)*

HcEvoy had been elected Associate of

the Royal Academy in 1924* but had originally been trained at the
Slade (l893)» had known Sickert, and had exhibited with the New Eng—
4
lish Art Club from 1900 « Even in comparison with much of McEvoy*s
other work this picture appears rather slick, even unfinished, in
execution, and had it not bean exhibited in tee content of a late
Members exhibition it would be difficult to argue a strong case for
its purchase.

The Acquisitions from the New English Art Club., by

comparison, are of a rather different order.

Neither Beatrice Bland

(Striped Camelias Plate 38) or Margaret Barker (Any Morning, Plate
39) were ever members of the Royal Academy, albeit Beatrice Bland
had exhibited at the Academy from 1906 »

Beatrice Bland’s picture

1

The review in Apollo vol.5? June 1927, pp 275-276.

2

A.L.Baldry in The Studio, vol.93, June 1927 pp 417-423*

3

The Connoisseur July 1927 PP 188-190.

4

He was listed as a New English Art Club member in 1902.

5

She had studied at the Slade, 1892-4, and had exhibited at the
New English Art Club from 1897*
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shows obvious ’Post-Impressionist1 derivations*

The use of palette

knife and 'dragged* brush work contrast startingly with the mannered
realism of Margaret

Barker.

The latter was only born in 1987? and

had bean studying at the Royal College of Art since 192p.

Randolph

Schwabe, shortly to be Henry Tonks* successor at the Slade, persuad
ed her to exhibit this picture which seems to possess a (rather
diluted) flavour of Stanley Spencer*s- work, both in its intimate
domestic subject matter and in the treatment of the forms (albeit
lacking the peculiarities of Spencer's perspective).

Despite the

fact that Margaret Barker was Miss Bland's junior by forty—three
years Striped Camelias appears the more 'advanced* picture in that
the painterly technique and confident executionare more obviously
related to French inspiration.
It is more obvious why the Council should have purchased The
Convalescent (Plate 40) by Annie L.Swynnerton.

This was the second

Swynnerton to be purchased within five years »

Frank Rutter was to

rate Mrs Swynnerton highly in 1940? but the artist's reputation had
stood high as early as 1906 when Gleeson White had included her
2
among his Master Painters ox Britain and commented upon her 'strong,
honest work, neither "finikin” nor "robustious" . . . 1

Indeed it is

a little surprising to find that Mrs Swynnerton never attained the
rank of full Academician after her election as. Associate in 1922.
The Convalescent is a half length figure study complete with the
broadly treated and rather loosely defined background which features
in other paintings by the artist.

Mrs Swynnerton* s work is very

different from George Clausen's Daneex- (Plate 4l)*' The model was a
professional dancer but the picture, belying an implication of the
title, represents a head and shoulders study amounting to a portrait,
The stark simplicity of this work Is unusual when compared with the
concentration upon landscape in Clausen's work, although it is only
fair to cadi attention to the relatively small scale of the picture
(l8 x 14 inches).

Both Tha Conva 19scent and the Dancer are much

less stylized than the bronze Marjorie (Plate 42) by Julian P.Allan.
'Julian P.Allan* was Eva Dorothy Allan, and had trained at the West
minster School before studying at the Royad Academy Schools (1922-

5).

She had been a Landseer Scholar in 1923? a'n Academy Gold medal-

1

See above, purchases of 1924* A further purchase of the
artist's work was to follow in 1930.

2

Gleeson White The Master Painters of Britain, London 1909'
117

^a.o s, j.xi

C.R.

and had worked in Florence the following .year*

Grundy noted in his review of the Royal Academy Exhibition of 1929

1

that Marioris attained ’a certain decorative ensemble* a comment
which certainly sums up the elegantly styled mannerism
style, which is so obvious a feature.

of the hair

Marjorie, for all its degree

of finish, remains a modelled piece in contrast to the fine

carving

of Richard Garbe’s Sea Lion (Plate 43)which was also shown

at the

Academy.

Grundy, in the same article commented upon the way in

which the subject was expressed ’with simplicity and largeness of
feeling . . . distinguished by a certain quiet humour.’

Certainly

the animal’s evident expression of expectancy is beautifully real
ized*

Kineton Parkes, who was at this time campaigning for greater

emphasis upon carving in m o d e m sculpture

appreciated the piece
3
which he thought repeated Garba's success of 1925"• The treatment
of the theme has managed to avoid the more commonplace circus imageof the animal, and once again Garbe has used the natural qualities
of the material to advantage.
James Bateman’s six feet long Pastoral (Plate 44) is an import
ant work by an artist who later became a member of the Royal Acad—
4
emy * He had studied sculpture and painting, and after a period at
the Slade (1919-1921) had taught at Cheltenham (1922-1928).

The

Pastoral represents s. farm at Little Whitcombe, between Cheltenham
and Stroud.

Mary Chamot, in Country Life , noted the picture’s

’sound qualities’ as evident in the competent handling of a compos
ition which, by its very dimensions, makes demands upon the artist’s
ability in containing the implications of the perspective.

The pic

torial structure, as revealed by the disposition of the trees, is

6

strongwithout being obtrusive .

The painting is certainly the

1

C.R.Grundy in the Connoisseur, vol.84 , July 1929 PP 49—58 •

2

Kineton Parkes Rights and Wrongs of Academy Sculpture in
Apollo vol .9 June 1929 pp 341-345* ~

3

See above, Garbe’s Brake, Chantrey Purchase 1925*

4

James Bateman Associate of the- Royal Academy 1935? Royal Acad
emician 1942.

5

Country Life May 11, 1929 pp 657-660.

6

Bateman’s work was described as ’quitedefinitely arranged’ by
Robert Swann in an article on the artist published in The
Studio XCVI Ho.427 October 1928, pp 270-273* Swann also comm
ented on the fact that Bateman had absorbed the theories of
Roger Fry and Clive Bell without falling into the 'abysm of
absurdity’ into which they had lured other artists.
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dication that those criticisms previously levelled against the Royal Academy's acceptance of large works for exhibition in 1920
no longer pertinent*

1

were

By coraparisonwithBateinan’s picture Ernest

Dinkel's The Deluge (Plate 45) is a small work and, moreover,
painted in a curious, almost oriental, manner using a very high view
2
point and a technique of egg tempera and lacquer varnish* Dinkel
had studied at the Royal College of Art (1921-25) and had benefitted
from a travelling scholarship to Italy*

He started exhibiting, at

both the Hew English Art Club and the Royal Academy in 1927? although
he has remained an Academy ’outsider.’

This painting’s stylised,

decorative quality is representative of an artist who is known for
his biblical subjects and design work in various media.
Despite the fact that ten works were bought in 1929 the total
cost to the fund only amounted to £2,648, a figure well within the
accumulated figure deriving from two years during which no purchases
had been made*

Indeed the accumulation of funds may in part have

been responsible for the fact that in 1930 there were again a high
number of purchases made at an even greater cost of £4,825-10s for
eleven works.
Although all the purchases of 1930 were exhibited at the Royal
Academy, or in one case at the Royal Hater Colour Society exhibition
that summer, Alfred Thornton’s Saint, Germans (Plate 4o) had already
been shown the preceeding November at the New English Art Club*

The

future author of Pifty Years of the New English Art Club 1886-1935,
had been associated with that institution since he first started
exhibiting there in 1892.

He was listed as a member in '1395,

was also a member of the London Croup in 1924*

He was the Secretary

of the New English Art Club from 1928 to 1935«

Thornton’s landscape

represents a view of the viaduct at St.Germans, where the Plymouth
railway line crosses the River Tiddy.

The picture received comp

aratively little attention in the reviews, and the critic of the
3
Museums Journal drily remarked, in the context of that year’s

C.R.Grundy had implied that ’outsiders’ were unlikely to have
large works accepted for exhibition.
The Royal Academy lists the painting as an oil, but the Tate
Gallery Catalogue information is based upon corresponds.noe with
the artist who continues to work in Bussage, Gloucestershire.
Museums J o n m a l vol.29, June 1930 pp 430-433*
ialed""* S. R,D. '
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Article init

Chantrey purchases, that 'St.Germans' by Alfred Thornton did
at first sight explain why it was selected.

not

Thornton’s work cert

ainly lacks the interest and vitality of either of the two other
landscapes bought this year.

P.W.Steer's Paddlers (Plate 47) had

been painted at Harwich and the Museums Journal critic called it a
’perfectly magical colour-blot.’

With great economy of means, using

a few washes and quick notations of form, Steer has created in this
small water colour a- delightful evocation of sky, sand and water,
sparsely populated by small figures, a sail, and the line of the
beach.

Alfred Munnings' From my Bedroom Window (Plate 48 ), is a

much more carefully defined work than either Steer’s or Thornton's,
and despite the nearly inevitable inclusion of horses, reveals Mun
nings as a very professional landscape painter.

Snow scenes can too

easily become.trite in- their handling, and Munnings managed to re
tain an immediacy and spontaneity in the work which emphasizes the
reality of a cold winter's day.
There are two of the 1930 purchases which may be. called genre
paintings.

The largest of these (over six feet long) is Sir John

Lavery’s The Chess Players (Plate 49) which attracted much comment,
not-least because of the fact that the chess players are two child—
1
ren. C.]R.Grundy in the Connoisseur was impressed'by the fact that
Calm, self-possessed, and equally at home in the drawing room
as in the playing field, they are true representatives of the
modern child, accustomed to consort on equal terms with their
elders and share in the letter's pastimes.’
It was, however, the nature of the 'modern' element in this painting
that clearly worried Herbert Furst in his review of the Academy exp

hibition in Apollo .

Furst was of the opinion that Lavery*s picture

fulfilled ’the purpose of a snapshot’ with infinitely more labour,
'But why the British: public and the foreign visitors to the
Tate Gallery should have to contemplate this domestic idyll in
saecula saeculorum is- surely a matter.’that needs explaining.'
Furst argued that this 'modem* realism, predominant as it appeared
to be in the Royal Academy, was no longer relevant.

He sought an

'organic vitality' which he considered to be much more important
than pictorial composition or structure.

The spontaneity of

I

Connoisseur vol.86, June 1930, pp 43-46.

0

A n ollo vol.11, June 1930 pp 477-480. Herbert E.A.Furst was
known for his numerous art publications including volumes on
Chardin, Durer, and Brangwyn, He sometimes used the no in de
plume of 'Tis.'
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Lavery*s technique was no adequate substitute.

Furst may well have

been similarly disappointed with Philip Austin’s Le Bain' de Pied
(Plate 50)*

Austin was a graphic artist, trained as a draughtsman

and engraver at the Royal College of Art (1914-16 and 1919-22)
where at this time he was employed as an engraving tutor (1927 —

1944).

At first sight Le Ba-in de Pied is an evident pastiche of

Degas’ work.

It may be relevant to note that engraver members of

the Royal Academy had only been given equality with rainter, sculp-

1

tor and architect members in 1928 , evon if Austin was not elected
Associate until 1939? and Academician in 1949•
Furst had no reservations about the merits of either Annie L.
Swynnerton*s Dame Millieent Fawcett (Plats 51) or Charles Wheeler*s
Spring (Plate 52)*

Both these artists had, of course, a long history

of exhibiting at the Royal Academy.

Mrs Swynnerton had been Assoc

iate since 1922, although Charles: Hheeler was not. elected until 1934*
In some ways Mrs Swynnerton’s portrait is the most successful of the
three works by her bought by the Chantrey Bequest between 1924 a~nd
1930.

The detailed realization of the head and the hands — which,

as in many of her paintings contrast with the relatively arbitrary
treatment afforded to the rest of the picture
to a portrait.

2

- seems most apposite

In the 1904 Mew—risen Hope the technique had render

ed the allegorical figure somewhat ridiculous by its very realism.
Charles Wheeler's Spring uses allegory in different manner.

The

Museums Jouraal critic was convinced that it had been inspired by
Botticelli (although its relationship to the figure in the Primavera
must remain tenuous).

Although Herbert Furst was disturbed and con

fused by the ’mixture of old-fashioned and m o d e m art in so many of
the present shows’, he thought "Wheeler's Spring one of those works
whose merits 'sautent aux yeux* .

The bronze figure is certainly an

interestingly attenuated treatment of an old theme.

The expx'essive

quality of dance which is emphasized by the proportions of the fig
ure certainly invokes the 'organic vitality’ Furst was seeking in
modern art.
Of the remaining purchases of 1930 three were portraits.

That

of Sir Robert Lorimer A.R.A. as a boy (Plate 53) by J.K.Lorimer

Although Associate Engravers had been permitted to rise to full
Academician rank since 1855 they remained a supernumerary class
until 1928.
It will be observed that certain passages, e.g. the hood, have
been painted using both knife and brush.
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dates from 1875*

1929

Si.*' Robert Stodart Lorimer, K.B.E., had died in

and it *s difficult to escape the conclusion that this work

was bought in some sense as a memorial to the sitter*

John H.Lor—

imer (I856-I936) had exhibited at the Royal Academy since 1878 ~
and this painting, mainly through its interesting handling of the
light and brushwork, is a good example of the artist's earlier work*
"Whether or not it would have been bought in different circumstances,
however, is perhaps open to doubt.

The Artist's Mother (Plate 54)

is also the work, of a Scottish artist*
i960) had painted this picture in 1910,

George Fiddes Watt"

(1873-

It is much closer to the

assured style of J«S»Sargent, although it lacks the letter's brill
iance.

Like Lorimer, Watt remained an Academy 1outsider.* Walter W.
A
Russell, on the other hand, had been a full Academician since 1926
and was currently the Keeper at the Pioyal Academy.

The Bequest had

bought another portrait by Russell five years previously*

The 1930

purchase, Cordelia (Plate 55)? was probably painted from a model,
but this did not deter the critics (including C.R.Grundy) from, comm
ending the realisation of the psychology of the sitter.

The com

petent nature of the work, nevertheless, shows no new departure from
conventions already established.
Richard Garbe's -Autumn is an ivory statuette

5

of a nude figure

set against a foliated form on which are perched two birds.

It is a

delicate carving, and was appropriately photographed for the 1930
Royal Academy Illustrated on a Chinese rug, which served to emphasize
the oriental associations of both its form and material *

One of

Garbe's other exhibits that year was a figure of The Mummer, the pose
of which appears also to have been derived from Buddhist ivories.
The 1925 to 1930 period is that during which the Royal Academy's
relationship with the Tate Gallery turned sour.

In 1924 Sir Charles

1

Sir Robert S.Lorimer (1864-1929)- Associate of the Royal Academy
in 1920.

2

Mainly known for his portraits and genre subject matter J.H.
Lorimer had studied at the Royal Scottish Academy under
MeTaggart (senior) and in Paris under Carolus-Ruran.

3

Trained at Gray’s Chool of Art, Edinburgh.
at the Royal Academy from 1906.

4

Sir Walter Westley Russell, C.V.O., (1867-1949)* Associate of
the Royal Academy 1920, Royal Academician 1926, Keeper 1927-1942

5

Richard Garbe was in business selling (amongst other materials)
ivory in London in the 1940s.
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Katt had exhibited

Holmes (who twenty years earlier had been one of the Select Comm
ittee^ witnesses critical of the Chantrey Bequest’s administration)
and C.H.Collins Baker"" had paid tribute to the results of the ’ex
perimental plan’ by which
‘purchases under the terms of the Chantrey Bequest are made
through recommendation by a committee consisting of three mem
bers of the Council and two members of the Board of the Nation
al Gallery Millbank. The Gallery owes to the recent purchases
by the Chantrey Fund such valuable additions as Holman Hunt’s
C 1andio and Isabella, a number of works by Burne-Jones, Halter
Greaves* Ha nr;,er sm ith B r id ge, Charles Keene’s Self Portrait,
J .J .Shannon’s Phi1 Nay, paintings by P.Wilson Steer and Sir
William Orpen, and the magnificent series of cartoons and draw
ings . . . by Alfred Stevens’ *
Only three years later, in a letter of April 28th 1927, the National
Gallery Millbank was claiming that the rejection of the previous
year’s list of recommendations was in breach of the 1922 agreement*

The Royal Academy Annual Beport for 1927 listed

the works

which had been recommended by the committees but rejected by the
Royal Academy Council that year.

On March 7th a committee consisting

of W.¥*Russell, G.Philpot, Kuirhead Bone and Charles Aitken had re
commended two works from the New English Art Club exhibition, Peter
Brooker’s Bead Christ at £300, and Sir Charles Holmes’ R h e m e id,e at
£157~10s .

The Council did not adopt these recommendations when it

met on March 15'th, thus exacerbating a situation which had been
growning worse since Charles Aitken’s. letter of January 1st.

It is

conceivable that the rejection of a picture by the Director of the
National Gallery himself may have been interpreted by the Tate
(whose collections remained vested in the Trustees and Directors of
the National Gallery) as having added insult to injury.

The failure

of the Tate representatives to attend the Recommending Committees’

1

Charles H.Collins Bakers Keeper and Secretary of the National
Gallery and a landscape painter. Sir Charles Holmes, as the
National Gallery’s Director, was his immediate superior.

2

Quoted from Sir Charles Holmes and C.H.Collins Baker The Making
of the National Gallery 1824-1924, 1924? Chapter VI. The
National Gallery Millbank pp 80—81.

3

Royal Academy Annual Report 192 7 ? Appendix 11, pp 75~79»
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tures^ being recommended on April 28th by committees composed solely
3
of Royal Academy members . Although these recommendations were not
adopted by the Royal Academy Council, possibly in an attempt at
avoiding further unpleasantness with the Tate Gallery, by May the
Council refused to discuss matters with the Tate Gallery Board on
the grounds that such discussions on the Chantrey Bequest would be
an ’invasion5 of the Royal Academy*s 'absolute judgement’ ^

Sir

William Llewellyn and Charles Aitken started talking peace in their
correspondance of February 1929 although effective co-operation was.
not resumed until November*

It is significant, however, that the

1929 list of Chantrey Bequest purchases contains work by three of
the six artists who had work recommended, but not bought ., in 192?.
5
Harry Quitter’s 1903 article in The Contemporary Review had
endeavoured to prove
’a settled policy on the past of the Academy Trustees to devote
the funds of the Chantrey Bequest to the benefit of their
members and exhibitors-*
Quilter erred in assuming that the Trustees themselves were able to
exert any direct influence upon the processes of recommendation and.
adoption, but his charge deserves to be answered again, since criti
cisms voiced in 1903 and 1904 continued to be heard-

In December

1928 A,C.R.Carter published an article in The Studio entitled An
»
6
Auction Causeries The Chantrey Again . The article appeared when no
purchases had been made by the Bequest for two successive years.
The author was critical of the failure of the Bequest to make any
recent purchases although a reference to disagreements within ’the
Committee 1 leave little doubt that Carter knew the true position.
Yet
1. * . the odd thing is that there is no outcry from artists
about the delay, even if Chantrey did allow for a period » • •

1

One A-L.Swynnerton, The Gulf of Spezla at £300, Tulins and
Other Soring Flowers at £52—10s by E.B.Bland, and Sedes nap—
ientiae by M.Symons at £95*

2

St Elisabeth of Hungary (ivory) and Andante (bronze) by Richard
Garbe at £250 and £80 respectively, Ann (marble) at £150 by
W.Reid Dick and a bronze by A.Howes at £73-103.

3

W.W.Russell, G.Philpot and P.Connard for painting; N.G.John,
A Drury and K.Pegram for sculpture.

4

Royal Academy Annual Report 1.927 p 18 ff.

5

Harry Quilter op.cit. pp 33-54*

6

The Studio vol.XCVT no.429 December 1923 p
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iiK-iu© no sacrei or tne fact that ho had a low opinion ox* the

Royal Academy*s ability to make appropriate purchases from sales and
galleries other than its own.

The Royal Academy Secretary had, in

1
1927 , restated the belief that the Request should function *to
secure the finest possible collection of modern British Art for the
Ration . . .*, but that intention was still subject to criticisms
directed at the criteria by which *the finest possible* works were
chosen.

The Council of the Royal Academy may have been legally

correct in its rejection of any discussion of such criteria, but in
doing so ran the ristr- of further criticism*

The validity of that

criticism may he gauged by reference to Appendix Bh
Harry Quilter* had demonstrated that during the first twentyfive years of the Chantrey Bequest*s operation prices: paid for works
by ’outsiders* averaged only a quarter of those sums paid, for works
by *Academic exhibitors,*There are natural
any quantative analysis of

drawbacks in attempting

purchases in this way, most especially in

that no qualitative allowance is made for the disparities existing,
between one work and another within the same classification (nor can
such factors as compariiive size be taken into account).

Neverthe

less. there are certain valid conclusions to be drawn from the in
formation 0321 the 1918-1930 period.
The number of ’historical* purchases was relatively small, and
confined to the years 1919 and 1922.

It has been suggested above

that these purchases may have been made partly out of a belated def
erence to certain criticisms of the 1904 Inquiry, and partly out of
condescension to the Tate Gallery, with
ted collaborating in 1922.

whom the Royal Academy star

Sir Charles Holmes included references

to a number of these purchases in his tribute to the Chantrey Be
quest in 1924 (see above).

Such purchases did fall within the def

inition (in Chantrey’s Hill) of works of art ’whether executed by a
deceased or living Artist.’

It has already been noted, however,

that such purchases were rare.
Both Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix B will serve to illustrate the
discrepancy which still existed between prices paid for works by
members of the Royal Academy and other artists, even if there is no
similarly large discrepancy between the numbers of works bought

W.R.M.Larab. Letter to Charles Aitken, 10th February 1927?
quoted Royal Academy Annual Report, Appendix 11, p.79»
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^see 'laDie &)*

it is noticeable that Associates would appeai* even

more highly rated than full Academicians (if monetary values can ho
used as some indication of worth) whereas in 1903 Quilter had found
the traditional hierarchy still clearly emphasized.

Apart from- this

levelling tendency, however, the figures continue to substantiate
Quilter’s contention that the Royal Academy favoured its own mem
bers.

The average prices paid during this period for works by

Academicians and Associates are almost two-and-a-half times the
average prices paid for works by other artists'*'.

Even the average

prices of works by future Associates remain significantly higher
than prices paid for ’outsiders’5 works.

Moreover works by A-cad-

emicians and Associates can be seen to have been bought more regu
larly and consistently than those in other categories, although in
the years immediately after 1931 the extent of Royal Academy repres
entation in the list of purchases decreased startingly, suggesting a
change in emphasis.
As might be expected portraiture is by far the largest category
of work bought during this period.

G.D.Leslie had lamented the fact

that portraiture was the surest means by which an artist could earn
2
a living when he wrote his book on the Royal Academy in 1914 «
More than a third of the 1918-1930 purchases were portraits, and the
majority of them a.-re characterized by forms of realism and impress
ionism which range from the influence of Sargent and that of the
Slade School under Brown (who had taken-Walter Russell with him from
the Westminster School to the Slade in 1895) 4 o the technics'’jy more
'modem'J works by Francis Dodd and the virtuosity of Ambrose
McEvoy.

The few more conservative works, like William Strang’s self

portrait and J.Havard Thomas’ Cardina'l Manning are out—numbered by
those in'styles which may be related in-origin to French Nineteenth
4
5
Century paintingr. Mary Chamot has suggested that despite the*
growth of Impressionism and piein-air painting modern transport and

1

A more accurate figure indicates that the average price paid
for works by non-Academy artists was approximately 42|y of that
paid for works by Royal Academy members,

2

G.D.Leslie

3

i.e. showing more obviously the results of Fry’s 1910 and 1912
Grafton Galleries exhibitions.

The Inner Life of the Royal Academy, London, 1914*

Sir William Orpen’s famous Homage to Manet included George
Moore, Steer, Tanks, KacColl and Sickert.
Mary Chamot M odern Painting in England, London, 1937
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of the public by the early 1900s, arid in consequence ’the first gen
eration of twentieth-century painters’ still aimed at portraiture.
This specious argument presents a number of difficulties, not least,
in accounting for the significant nineteenth centrury rise in land
scape painting, and it is perhaps more convincing tro cite the Eng
lish tradition of portraiture and the financial constraints and de
mands of patronage in any attempt at explaining the continuing im
portance of the portrait.
Landscape painting is the next largest category (14 works), and
it too was dominated by traditions of realism and Impressionism.
George Clausen had had work in the manner of Bastien Lepage (The
Girl at the Gate) bought by the Chantrey Bequest as early as 1890,
and two more paintings were bought in 1923 and 1929-.

Lark Fisher’s,

painting demonstrated a grafting of Impressionist technique on to a
tradition of Constable, and even Edward Stott’s atmospheric country
subjects invite comparisons with some aspects of J.P.Millet’s work.
The most ’advanced’ work is to be found in decorative aspects of J.D,
Innes* watercolour The Faterfall.
There are eleven genre subjects, if Richard Gafbe’s animal
sculptures are included.

The French influence is again very strong,

extending to Robert Austin's Degas’ style Le Bain de Pied and Cayley
Robinson's strangely symbolist Pastoral.

Beatrice Bland’s flower

piece may (like work by Ethel Walker) emphasize the sensuality of
colour in a painterly manner, and Richard Garbe’s sculpture may
stress the nature of its materials in a way which should nave gained
some approbation from G.A.Jellicoe , yet most works in this category
pale beside those of A.J.Runnings and Sir John Lavery, whose brill
iant techniquesand uses of light-effects again betray Impressionist
derivations.
The group of ten classical and allegorical subjects might have
been expected to illustrate any more deeply rooted tradition of
academicism.

It is true that the Psyche theme had occurred, before

in the history of the Bequest (when Ratt’s work on the theme had
been bought in 1882) but here again the original formal implications
of classicism have been modified by a later form of realism.

G.A.Jellicoe Modern British Sculpture.
January 1930, pp 37-31.
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are in fact five subjects from Greek mythology and five allegorical
works.

In many ways Grieffenhagen* s fawn, with its references to

Hodler is the most successful (and one of the most formal) composi
tions.
There are only five religious subjects.

Most of these demon

strate elements of modern mannerisms, but Arthur Walker’s Christ at
the Whipping Post manages to convey a sense of realism despite the
mixed media.

Charles Wheeler’s The Infant Christ, with its formal

curls of hair and the halo, seems closest to a Renaissance prece
dent.

The other works, either through their stylization or realism,

rely more obviously on nineteenth century precedent*

The 1918-1930

purchases may not have included any work by the contemporary ayant-'
garde, but it is hardly fair to castigate the Royal Academy in this
respect when that institution was charged with using the Chantrey
Fund for
’the purchase of Works of Fine Art of the highest merit.*
Indeed the Rational Art Collections Fund, whose terms of reference

1

did not exclude the acquisition of contemnorary works of art, listed
in its very numerous

2

3

purchases and donations 1918— 1928, fifteen'

works by artists who also had purchases of their work made by the
4
Chantrey Bequest during the same period „
The exclusion of representatives of the London Group and other
’modern artists is hardly surprising in view of the nature of the
Chantrey Bequest and its administrative body.

The anonymous rev

iewer of the Royal Academy Exhibition, 1913? in The Studio^ tad

1

See Twenty Five Years of the Rational Art Collections Fund
1903-1928, Glasgow 1928.

2

401 items are listed between these dates as either' purchased by
the fund or donated by individuals or institutions.
Only a
small percentage of these were- contemporary paintings and
sculptures.

3

By P.W.Steer, Derwent Wood, Sir William Orpen, W.W.Bussell,
Charles Keene, Bertram Richolls, J. Ifavard Thomas, Burne-Jones
and William. Rothenstein.

4

There are some forty works listed in the Rational Art Collec
tion Fund record which would have been eligible for consider
ation by the Royal Academy had they all been on the open
market.

5

The Studio

LIX

* June 1913j no.243? PP 21-22.

summarised the position 'with remarkable clarity when he wrote
*Indeed the mission of the Academy - and a mission, it may be
said, which it fulfils very efficiently - is to show us the
results of art movements which have passed definitively beyond
the experimental state, and to deal with types of effort which
have been proved by experience to have in them the possibili
ties of permanence. In this sense it must always be behind
the times; it cannot commit itself to speculative encourage
ment ox activities which may or may not have come to stay; it
cannot assume a prophetic role and profess to foretell what
the art of the future may be. What it really has to do is to
sum up the art history of the last few years and to exhibit
what the men who have made history have- produced and are
producing ,1
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VggiLAcgfomician Elections and Diploma Forks 191S-193CT
...-'-use III 01 tne Royal Academy* s Instrument of Foundatio?n stipu
lated that each newly elected Academician
*. . . shall not receive his Letter of Admission, t±Lll he hath
deposited in the Royal Academy, to remain there, a HAicture,
Bas-relief, or other specimen of his abilities, apprroved by the
then sitting Council of the Academy *1
_::e original Letter of Admission was replaced by the Dipi.oma, and
the collection that was amassed as a result of this requidrement was,
2
sfter 1370 housed in.rooms at Burlington House known as the Diploma
end Gibson3 Galleries. The collection was seen as representative of
British Art since 1?68, and w a s •exhibited with a selec.tiom of other
works

4

until the last World Far.

Despite the representative nature, of the collection ,:it has not
lacked its detractors.

Many critics of the 1920s affected to des

pise a collection, which was-dominated, by its nineteenth c-entury
'subject pictures ,1

T.F.Earp, the friend and biographer of Augustus

John, found that
‘the great majority of these canvases are negligible * from the
point of view of painting. Their drawing, colour anri "inatiere"
are coarse and flamboyant, as their intellectual content is
empty' *1
See Appendix S. An illustrated, but not c o m p r e h e n s i v e guide
to the Paintings and Sculpture in the Diploma and Giles on Gall
eries was published by Gowans and Gray Ltd., London and Glas
gow, in 1931*
Four first-f1 001 galleries were constructed, from the- space
previously occupied by a series of rooms, in I87O.
John Gibson f.A* (1790-1866) left a bequest which me'V a sig
nificant parr of the cost, A selection of his own work was
exhibited in one of the new galleries*
See Sir Falter R.K.Lamb op.cit. pp 101-102, and the diet of
Forks of Art * other than Diploma'Forks, belonging to she Royal
Academy, pp L73-I76* d’he galleries were open to the public
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on weekdays,
T.F.Earp A uristus J_qhn, London 1934, quoted by Rob err Freight
in Hip I Hip I Hipl R.A. , Leslie Frewin, 1968 p l89»
Sarp con
cluded his comments by remarking that the visitor to mhe Dip
loma Gallerias ‘not inappropriately . . . in the farm best room
finds himself facing an enormous Fat is, which, owing to the
vagaries of The lighting, serves him as a mirror, anri beneath
his reflected image lie reads the title I'y Punishment is Greater
than I can P nar- *
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of contemporary a van t-ga rd e . but it is important to remember that
many of their authors had been the avant-garde of an earlier gener
ation.

In fact 60> of those painters and sculptors elected as Royal

Academicians between 1918 and 1930 had exhibited at the

1

Hew English

2

Art Club in previous years . As Frank Rutter noted , it was conseq
uently rather more difficult to condemn the Royal

Academy Summer

Exhibitions with the same heartiness as hitherto.

Indeed most of

those Academicians elected between 1918 and 1930 had been progress
ively 'boomed^* by the art press since the 1890s.

As a result it is

possible to discuss those artists making use of material published
prior to their elections, especially in Art Journal, The Magazine of
A r t , and The Studio.
¥.R.Colton, when he was elected Royal Academician in 1919^? had
already been an Associate since 1903*

The number of intervening

years is explained by the fact that automatic progression to the
rank

of Senior Academician at

¥hen

K.H.Spielmann had

tors

of Today in 1901

75 first became effective

published

in 1919*

his British Sculpture andSculp--

he hadidentified a regeneration

Sculpture due largely to the influence of Dalou

6

of British
*

and .Banter! at

South Kensington, the modelling classes of ¥.S.Frith at the Lambeth

1

A third of the artists had been
See Appendices C and E.

Hew English Art Club members.

2

Frank Rutter Art in K.y Time, London, 1933? p 180. Putter had.
first come to this conclusion in his reviews of the Royal Acad
emy Summer exhibitions of 1921 (Sunday Times, May 8th 1921)
and 1922 (Outlook, 6th May 1922).

3

A term which enjoyed general currency at the time.

4

Ho elections to the rank of Royal Academician were recorded in

1918.
5

See pp 1-2, 144-147.

6

Jules Dalou (1838-1902) was for a time master of the modelling
classes at the National Art Training School (later the Royal
College of Art), and was replaced by Lanteri, who taught at
the Royal College of Art until his death.
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the Lambeth Schools to the Royal Academy Schools under Sir Joseph
Boehm

2 and Henry Armstead"3 , before studying in Paris.

The Girdle

was bought for the Chantrey Collection in 1899* and The Springtime
of Life in 1903-

Spielmann noted the French influence* in Colton’s

work, and commented upon the artist’s realism - his tendency to in
troduce an ’ "ugly bit" . . . for the fun of it 1 - and ’Parisian
flavour.’ Colton’s interest in Rodin was, however, a critical one
since in 1906 Colton ridiculed ’certain modern tendencies’ to use
5
the partial figure for expressive purposes . On the other hand he
referred to 'this dull, indifferent England 1 in a lecture of 1910
and was familiar with developments in French sculpture.

6

Colton was

Professor of Sculpture at the Royal Academy between 1907 sad 1 9 U y
7
when he also became known for his views on art education - The Studio published an article on Colton in November 1915

8

in which A»L.

Baldry commented upon Colton’s realism, since he thought

The Lambeth Art Schools, under the directorship of Sparkes,
sent many promising students to the Royal Academy Schools and
the Royal College of Art. These included George Frampton,
Goscombe John and Harao Thornycroft.
Sir Joseph Edga.r Boehm (1834-1890) A.R.A. 1878, R.A. 1882. His
own Diploma Pork was a bronze of Sir John Everett Millais.
Henry Hugh Armstead (1828-I9O5 ) A.R.A. 1875? R»A. 1879»
The Girdle is a sensual study of the nude- 'Spielmann also rep
roduced a photograph of Colton’s Crown of Love. in which the
two lovers are encased in a rough, unfinished form whi~h obvi
ously draws inspiration from Rodin’s work, although it lacks
Rodin’s expressive modelling.
The

Art Journal 1907 p 29

The Art Journal 1900 p 109. This comment was related to Sir
Martin Conway’s opinion that England lacked any deeply rooted
artistic traditions.
/The Art Journal of 1910, p 316, noted that Colton had written
1° fhe Times on the subject of art and education. He seems to
have supported the call for a new art curriculum, for schools
as eventually advocated by The Hadow Reuort of 192b. Colton
was the Royal Academy’s last Professor of Sculpture before that
office was held in abeyance in 1911*
The Studio LXVT No.272. November 1915 PP 93-98.
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exactness of realistic statement without descending into mere
ly faithful imitation of the living model - without forgetting,
that is to say, how the pursuit of fact must he kept within
hounds by delicate and sensitive fancy*’
In view of the large number of public commissions Colton received^,
including the central bronze on the Artillery Kemorial in The Kail,
London, it is interesting that his Diploma fork, The Youna D 1ana T
should be a portrait bust of a child wearing a hair ribbon.
Frank Brangwyn had also been elected an Associate in the early
1900s.

As early a s 1897 J*S.Littie had suggested that Brangwyn*s

reputation was already so well established that it could success—
2
fully resist detraction , more especially so since Brangwyn could
already list a number of international commissions and honours
whereas Colton never became fully engaged in the vogue for decor
ative artJ .

Brangwyn*s contribution to it was great.

Frank Binder,

in the Art Journal of 1903^, drew a comparison between French and
British patronage of artists for the decoration of public buildings
and looked to Brangwyn to remedy the lack of British decorative art
ists.

Despite the rich, decorative use of colour in Brangwyn*s

paintings a number of writers commented upon the realism of his art,
even when using religious themes.
murals for

Khen Arthur Beddie reviewed the

Christ’s Hospital Chapel at West Horsham in 1915 he rem

arked that
’In marked contrast to the oft-times dull, conventional treat
ment of religious themes there is in all these panels . . . a
feeling of reality and actuality . . . they are full of a
robust humanity and unaffectodness ’

1

Kineton Parkes, in Sculpture of Today, London. 1921 pp 101—104,
listed a number of Colton!s best known works. Parkes also no
ted that by 1921 Colton was Principal Examiner in modelling and
sculpture'for the.English Board of Education, and visitor in
sculpture at the Boyal College of Art.

2

The Studio XII Bo.55? October 1897 PP 3-20: James Stanley Little Frank Brangwyn and his A r t . Between 1897 and 1918 The Stu
dio carried nine major articles on work by Brangwyn.

3

Kineton

4

Frank Binder The Art of Frank Bran/rwyn, in the Art Journal,
1903 pp 78-82 .

5

Arthur Beddie Kr Brangwyn*s Kural Paintings in Christ’s Hos
pital Chanel, in The Studio, LXVI Bo. 273, December 1915 P?
151-152* Beddie’s remarks quoted here are similar to those of
The Studio’s critic who reviewed the Brangwyn Frieze at the
Cockspur Street, London offices of the Canadian Grand Trunk.
Bailway in 1909: The Studio XLVIII Ho.199> October 1909 PP
31-37

Parkes op.cit. p 103*
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Th e I-’a rk e t S ta 11 (plate 56) > despite certain unfinished 'parts of the
painting.

The subject is similar to that of The Poulterers Sho p ,

■which had been bought by the Chantrey Eequest in 1916.
William Orpen!s he Chef de 1 ’Hotel Chatham, Paris (plate 5l) is
also a study in realism, albeit realism of a different order.

The ■

Chantrey Bequest would have liked to purchase this painting had it
been possible under the terms of Chantrey's.Hill~. but in the event
Orpen agreed to deposit the picture as his Diploma Work.

The elem

ents of foreground still-life, the plain background to the figure
and the treatment of the chef's uniform suggest the same influences
which had inspired Orpen’s Hommage to Manet.
Dublin to the

Orpen had gone from

Slade School in 1897 5 and while studying under Tonks

2

and Brown had won the 1899 Summer competition .

When Frank Binder

wrote his appreciation of Orpen in the Art Journal in 19^9

ks nat

urally stressed Orpen 1s involvement with the new English Art Club,
and lamented the lack of official recognition^.

That recognition

was forthcoming after Orpen*s election as Associate of the Royal
5 in 1911
Academy the following year, and in an article in The Studio"
C.H.Collins Baker was at pains to emphasise the artist’s versatility.
Orpen* s war pictures, exhibited at the Agnew Galleries in Old Bond

1

See Royal Academy Annual Report 1921, Appendix II, p 68. It
must be assumed that Orpen did not deposit his Diploma, work
until two years after his election to Royal Academician.

2

The Houghton Hall Hamlet is an unusual picture in that Orpen
represented a stage performance cf the >lay, rather than a more
straightforward reconstruction of a narrative episode.

3

Art Journal 1909 pp 17-24

4

By 1909 Orpen was a member of the Royal Hibernian Academy, of
the Society of Portrait Painters, and an Associate of the Int
ernational Society. Examples of his work, however, had, only
been bought by two public galleries: Belfast and Leeds,

5

The Paintings of Hilliam Orpen A.R.A., R.H.A. In The Studio
LII Ho.218 May 1911 pp 2p3-260.
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of activity was undoubtedly portraiture, as Herbert Purst noted in

2

Apollo in 1926“ .

Le Chof de 11H 6te 1 Cha-1ham is undoubtedly one of

Orpen1s finest.
Adrian Stokes had also been elected Associate in 1910*

His

training in the Royal Academy Schools (1872- 5 ) had been followed,
however, by a visit to Porrt-Aven in 1876 which had confirmed his
interest in landscape painting.

In 1885 and 1886 he had studied

under Dagnan-Bouveret in Paris, but afterwards settled in St Ives,
Cornwall.

Mr and Mrs Adrian Stokes

were the subjects of an article

by Wilfred Keynell in 1900, who singled out the ’freshness 1 of
Adrian Stokes’ work for comment.

As a landscape painter Stokes was-

appreciated early in his career, since the Chantrey Trustees bought
Uplands and Sky in 1888, and Autumn in the Mountains in 1903-

His

Diploma work, Lago Maggiore (plate 58), in its breadth of treatment
and use of atmospheric effects betrays Stokes’ interest in French
landscape•painting, an interest shared by Mark Fisher.
born in America Fisher had come to Europe in 1863

Although

and before sett

ling in London he studied under G'leyre in Paris (where he met Sis
ley) .

In 1883 Lucien Pissarro, visiting the Royal Academy Summer

Exhibition', wrote to his father that Fisher-and Millais were the
’only two paintersrwho did not make me regret the money I had
jjaid for admission .

1

Frederick Wedmore reviewed Orpen1s war work in The Studio LfXIV
Mo.304, July 1918 pp 48-52.

2

Apollo IV No.21 September 1926 pp 123-5*

3

Art Journal 1900 pp 193-8. Mrs Stokes, nee Marianne Preindelsberger, was a painter herself. Her work ranged from religious
and medieval subjects to studies of villagers and children.
Both the Stokes were recorded as working in ITewlyn. with mem
bers of the ITewlyn School, in I89O. See W.C .Symonds Nevlyn and
the Newlyn School in The Magazine of Art I89O pp 199~*205-

4

Fisher exhibited at the Royal Academy from 1878.

5

Quoted by Vincent Lines Mark Fisher and. Margaret Fisher Frout,
1966 p 9- Camille Pissarro already knew of Fisher’s reputation.

hibiting at the Grosvenor and Grafton Galleries, the Few Gallery and
then the New English Art Club#

Kis support from the owner of the

Dutch Gallery in Brook Street placed his work in the company of that
by Corot? lionet, Jongkind and other French artists .

In IS 95 a. Fish

er exhibition at the Dutch Gallery was favourably viewed by R.A.M.
2
Stevenson in The Saturday Review ? by which date George Moore had
already included a note on Fisher in his book Modern Painting' *
Stevenson likened Fisher’s work to that of Constable —
5# # « without any formal mannerism that could impair its
energy and naturalness5
while Moore pronounced that
’Mark Fisher is a nineteenth-century Morland • * * the- best,
the only landscape-painter Gf our time # . #1
Both writers were obviously impressed by Fisher’s integrity and ded
ication to nature#

Fisher’s reputation grew successfully and the

Chantrey Bequest bought In the Realms of Fancy for £500 in 1898,
C-Lewis Kind published a lengthy illustrated article on Fisher in
4
the Art Journal » 1910 ? a ye3-*’ before he was elected Associate of
the Royal Academy.

Fisher’s Diploma Work of 1919? An Orchard in

Spring (Plate 59) shows such obvious Impressionist characteristics
that it is not surprising to find Hind supporting the assertion that
many landscape painters of the Mew English Art Club owed their first
inspiration to Fisher.

The Chantrey Bequest bought Fisher’s A Vis

ion of the Sea in 1915*
Ernest Newton, the only architect elected in 1919? had been ar
ticled to Norman Shaw, 1873-79? and had been a founder member of the
Art Porker’s Guild.

He was elected Associate in 1911? by which time

he was well known for his views on vernacular architectural styles
(especially Neo-Georgian).

He had contributed to the 1891—2 debate

1

Van Wisselingh bought some of Fisher’s paintings for his own
collection? Vincent Lines oxu c i t . p 20#

2

Vincent Lines, ibid. pp 20-23#

3

George Moore M o d e m Painting.
pp 249-251»

4

C.Lewis Hind (First Editor ofThe Studio 1893) Mark Fisher,
Art Journal 1910 pp 15-20.
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London & Felling-on-Tyne, 1893

upon the professional training of architects'1' and was interested in
2
the idea of the Garden City • Before his election as Academician he
was President of the Royal Institute of British Architects from 1914
to 1917 .
1920 saw nine Associates elected to the rank of Academician^,
two of whom had been identified with the Glasgow School of the 1880s
and 1890s*

Nork by the ’Glasgow Boys’ had been exhibited, at the

Grosvenor Gallery, London, in I89O where the inclusion of work by
5
Scottish artists had .been prompted by George Clausen, whose own en-thusiasm for the work of Bastien-Lepage, and involvement with the
New English Art Club, made him sympathetic to the group of young
Scots who had first come together in Glasgow in 1878.

Glaswegian1

antagonism to the Royal Scottish Academy in Edinburgh had also been
tempered by first-hand experience of m o d e m art on the continent •
Henry’s friend E.A.Hornel (1864-1933) had returned from studying in
Antwerp in 1885? and together Henry and H o m e l worked on a picture
entitled The Druids which represented a new and more decorative

1

See: R.Norman Shaw E.A. and T*G.Jackson A.K.A. (editors) Archi
tecture* a Profession or an A rt, London 1892, Essay VI, pu 85—
95
-

.

-

2

Alastair Service Edwardian Architecture and its Origins, London
1975 PP 413-418. Service classifies The Garden City under ’Ed
wardian Free Style* and quotes Newton’s essay on The Garden
City of 1902.

3

See H.R.Lethaby’s obituary article in The Architectural Review
LI, 1922 p 79.

4

The large number of vacancies thi3 year was a further conse
quence of the introduction of Senior Academician status - five
older members became Senior Academicians in 1920:— Marcus Stone,
Briton Riviere, Sir Hilliam Blake Richmond, Sir Ernest George
and Hark Fisher.

5

William Buchanan in The Scottish Arts Council catalogue The
Glasgow Boys 1871, Part Two, p 57* Henry Prais points out (pp
66-72) that the Glasgow School’s international reputation also
began in I89O with work shown at the International Exhibition
of Art at the Glaspalaste In Munich that year. Twenty years
later Henry was a member of the English sub-committee of the
1910 Venice Biennale.
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development .

The enthusiasm for Whistler' s work, which was shared
2
by the Glasgow Boys , probably influenced Henry and Hornel in their
decision to travel to Japan for eighteen months in 1893 and 1894 •

After his return Henry settled in London. In a Studio review of
3
.
Henry's work in 1904 Percy rate noted that even in portraiture
Henry believed
'. . » that to a beholder the sense of the decorative element
in a picture is as essential a part of its appeal and its- charm
as is style to the reader of a piece of accomplished prose .1
J.Taylor, writing in'the same magazine in 1916

/L

credited the influ

ence of Japan with having cultivated Henry's sense of colour and
design.

In many respects Henry's Diploma Work, Brambles (plate 60)

is representative of his best figure study work in that it combines
an interesting design with a subtle treatment of light and colour.
The use of Japanese dress (and hairstyle) however, introduces a ra
ther artificial element Into a picture dated 1920.

D.Y.Cameron, al

though never one of the 'Glasgow Boys' in their formative years, was

5
amongst those artists invited

in 1895 'to exhibit in America.

His

reputation was founded equally upon his etching-and his painting.
The influence of Kathew tlaris^ and the Barbison School was evident

1

Scottish Arts Council on.cit. Pa.rt Two pp 46-6.1.
One pp 30-33

2

The Glasgow artists exerted some pressure on their Corporation
to buy Whistler’s Portrait of Carlyle in 1891 - Lavery is said
to have called Whistler's ten o'clock lecture 'The Boys*. Gospel
cf Art.1' See the Scottish fr ts Council op.cit. Part Two p 6l.

3

Percy Bate The Work of George Henry U.S.A. A Review and An A p p
reciation: The Studio XXXI Ho.131 February 1904 pp 3-12

4

J.Taylor Some Water-Colour Drawings by George Henry A.I1.A. , in
The Studio LXVTII Ho.280 July 1916 pp 73-78. Henry had been
elected Associate in 1907*

5

Although he was unable to send work on this occasion.
Scottish Arts Council, on.cit. Part One pp 73-4*

6

Cameron visited Holland c.1892.
1-2 .
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See also Part

See

See David Kartin op.cit. pp

in his earlier work and although he was elected an Associate of the
Royal Society of* Painter-Etchers in 1889 his real success dates from
1
2
the turn of the century * Walter Bayes admired Cameron's commer
cial success with his etchings in an article of 1905^ 9 aud commented
upon Cameron's 'revival of competence' which Bayes saw as a foil to
contemporary 'amateurishness.'

Frank Rutter was impressed By Camer

on's etchings in an article three years later , in which the illus
trations consisted entirely of architectural subjects where the art
ist had succeeded in creating a sense of atmosphere.

In 1911 Cam

eron was elected Associate of the Royal Academy in the Engraver
5
class. The success of his landscape paintings contributed to his
election as Associate Painter in 1916, the year before he was com
missioned by the Canadian Government to paint war pictures in
France.

He was subsequently involved in planning the abortive Rat

ional Memorial Gallery decorative scheme.

Cameron’s election as

Academician in 1920 resulted in Durham being deposited at the Royal
Academy.

This interior view (Plate 6l) along an aisle of the Cath

edral is in many ways a typical example of that series of architec
tural subjects he had started painting about 1916 , dominated by a
feeling for the geometry of the subject and for atmospheric tone.
Two other Academicians elected in 1920 were known for their
paintings of open-air scenes.

The Chantrey Bequest had bought

Herbert Rughes-Stanton's A pasturage among the Dunes: Pas—de-Calais
for £700 in 1908, a picture in which the treatment of light is Imp
ressionistic, using strong colour contrasts,

A painting by Eughes-

1

Cameron resigned from the Royal Society of Painter-Etchers in
1902 with Eilliam Strang. In 1904 be became an Associate of
the Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours and an Assoc
iate of the Royal Scottish Academy. His career up to 1919 Is
described in Alexander J.Finberg’s Foreword to The Paintings
of P.T.Cameron A.R.A., R.S.A-. London, 1919 PP 1—8.

2

Bayes was Art Critic for the Athenaeum before establishing him
self as a painter and teacher.

3

Halter Bayes The Paintings and Etchings of D.Y.Cameron
The Studio XXXVI Ho.151'October 1905 pp 3-19 ►

4

Frank Rutter The Recent Etchings of D.Y.Cameron in The Studio
XI/IV Ho. 134 July 1908 pp 6 T :9 b’ T

5

See A.Stodart Walker The Paintings of D.Y.Cameron A.R.A.,
A.R.S.A., The Studio LV Ho.229 Kay 1912 pp 255-264.

6

A.rts Council of Great Britain, Scottish Committee, catalogue of
Sir D.Y.Cameron Centenary Exhibition, Glasgow 1965 pp 2—4139

in

Stanton was exhibited'1' at the Paris Salon of 1895 and the Luxembourg
2
acquired examples of his work in 1904 and in 1907 . He also used
water-colours, and his exhibition at the Leicester Galleries in.1907
3
was veil reviewed * Has successes resulted in his election as an
Associate of the Royal Academy in 1913 and later he was employed, as
A
an official war artist* In 1918 A.J.Finberg considered him one of
the foremost living English landscape painters, and commented upon
the extent to which his work was represented in provincial galler
ies.

Hughes-Stanton, wrote Finberg,
1. . . indulges his love of massive and stately design, while
preserving all the accidental charm and truthful look of a
sketch done direct from nature'5.*

a description which is.-applicable to the treatment of his Diploma
Work.

Evening; Eouihen, Pas-de-Calais belongs to a series of paint

ings made in the same region from 1905.
Julius 01sson*s Sunset, Cornish Coast (Plate 62) is a. good ex
ample of the marine painter*s art.

A.G.Folliott Stokes, in 1910^

was most impressed by 01sson*s ability.to render his impressions of
the ever-changing appearances of sky and water. .The following yea.p
the Chantrey Trustees paid £400 for

Olsson’s Moonlit Shore, and the

quality and consistency of his work

(much of it produced around the

Cornish coast) gained him a Gold Medal in the Paris Salon and elec
tion as Associate of the Royal Academy in 1914*

By 1920 his work

had become an expected feature of Academy Summer Exhibitions, and
continued to b 9 so for many years.
1

The Mill in the Valley. See Marion Hepvorth Dixon The Land
scape Paintings of Mr.H.Hughes-Stanton in The Studio XLli 17o.
178 January 1908 pp 269-279*

2

1904: Port de Dorset, Angleterre (Poole Harbour)5 190J: Sand
Dunes, Pannes Camiers. The latter was exhibited in the New
Gallery, London, in 1906, before it was sent to the Paris
Salon of 1907. Hughes-Stanton received gold medals at the
Paris Salons in 1907 and 1908.

3

Marion Hepworth Dixon op.cit. p 279 and in the Art Journal,
1907 p 186.

4

Alexander J.Finberg The Recent Work of Mr H.Hunhes—Stanton
A.R.A; The Studio L X X V Do.307 October 1918 pp 3-11. In 1910
Hughe s-Stanton had been awarded a 2nd Class Gold Medal at Bar
celona. In 1914 the French Government bought a third picture,
and in 1915 He was awarded a 1st Class Gold Medal at the San
Francisco exhibition.

5

A.J.Finberg op.cit. p 9*

6

A.G.Folliott Stokes Julius Olsson, Painter of Seascapes: The
Studio XLVIII No.202 January 1910 pp 274-283.
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The remaining painter members elected during 1920 represent a
variety of interests.

Sir "William Llewellyn had studied at South

Kensington under Poynter, and in Paris.

Despite his association

with the Hew English Art Club in the late 1880s he exhibited with
the Society of

Twenty-five English Painters from 1905*

According

"k° The Studio the Societjr sought to draw together
’. . . a few artists whose aims, though widely dissimilar,
have this one quality in common: namely a regard for certain
refinement of the laws of picture-making which i^odern art has
for the most part been all too ready to despise .1
Amongst the names of artists whose work The Studio singled out for
comment it is interesting to note eivht future members of the Royal
2
Academy * Although Llewellyn had two landscapes in the 1906 exhib
ition his reputation rested mainly upon his portraiture, which in
cluded the 1910 State Portrait of Queen Mary.
ted an Associate, and was knighted in 1918-

In 1912 he was elec

His Diploma "Work, Sir

Aston Kebb P.P.A. (Plate 63) has many qualities of the ‘official
portrait.*

Richard Jack was a less conservative and a more wide—

ranging painter.

3

He too had studied at South Kensington , and had.

won a travelling scholarship in 1888, after which he vTorked in Paris
at the Academy Julian and the Atelier Calarossi (under Bouguereau
and Robert Fleury).

He was.awarded a silver medal at the Paris Int

ernational exhibition of 1900.

His painting shows certain Impress

ionist influences which are evident in his Diploma painting On the
Downs (Plate 64).

He had been an exhibitor at the Royal Academy

since 1893? s-nd the Chantrey Bequest purchase of A Rehearsal with
4
Hikisoh was made two years before his election as Associate in 1914*

1

Phe Studio XXXIX IT0 .I64 Hovember 1906 p l^O. A review of the
Society’s Second London exhibition occupied pp lpO-156.

2

Out of a total of eighteen painters the future Royal Academy
members were: Bertram Priestman, Sydney Lee, Melton Fisher,
William Llewellyn, Oliver Hall, Hughes-Stanton, Anning Bell
and Halter Russell.

3

On a Scholarship from York School of Art.

4

Some of Jack’s paintings can be classified as ’sub ject pictures,1
but all his work is imbued with a sense of direct and vital ob
servation.
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Charles Shannon had been receiving a great deal of acclaim
since the l890s^.

Of all the Academicians elected after the Great

War Shannon may be regarded as the most 1academic 1 in that he drew
his inspiration from a scholarly and wide-ranging knowledge of the
history of his art.

2

Indeed Frank Hinder noted, in 1902 , that

Shannon had been accused of following the footsteps of earlier art
ists somewhat too closely.

Despite the fact that Hinder thought

Shannon a ’realist 1 in his treatment of nudes, it is precisely in
his use of the nude that Shannon’s work is ’acedemic ,1 as were a
large number of themes which Shannon used.

C.Lewis Hind published

an.article entitled Charles H.Shannon. Artist and Connoisseur in .
1909^ which illustrated a self portrait of Shannon's, with a large
sculptured classical torso in the background.

Indeed Hind referred

to an ’Idyll’ of Shannon’s as
. noted, remembered and after long reflection worked out
in the tranquillity of his studio.*
The artist was
1. . . pursuing his own ideals, watchful of the present but
loving the older world. To sustain its tradition of beauty, to
add to the store: that is his aim. In that environment he
lives and works, aloof from the world in his sky studio,^but
of it in the rare records of the past that surround him.Tt
The Art Journal, also in 1909 ? pressed for a Chantrey Trustees’

1

Hicketts . and Shannon’s Dial had first appeared in I889, by
which time Shannon had exhibited (1888) at the New English Art
Club. In I897 Ae exhibited, among other paintings, The Hound
ed Amazon and the portrait of Spurge F^ore. These were sent
to Munich where the artist was awarded a gold medal. Both
Hicketts end Shannon had been collectors for some years. In
1891 they had worked (on woodcut illustrations) on a number
of classical themes Including Daphnis and Chloe and Marlowe’s
Hero and Leander.

2

Frank Hinder The Drawings of Mr C.H.Shannon (a review of- an
exhibition at the Dutch Gallery) in the Art Journal 1902 pp
43-46.

3

The Studio XLVI IIo. 191 February 1909 pp 3-16.

4

C.Lewis Hind, op.cit. p 3*

5

The Art Journal 1909 p 330. Shannon was elected an Associate
of the Koyal Academy in 1911 7 by which date examples of his
work had been bought by the Corporation of Venice (from the
International Exhibition at Venice) - works 'were bought for
the Galleria a ’Arte Hoaerna in Venice with the intention of
building up a permanent modern art collection. See Lawrence
Allowa.y The Venice Biennale 1895-^-968, London 19.69* PP 46-7*
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purchase of one of Shannon’s pictures, hut in the event seven years
more elapsed before The Lady -with the Amethyst was bought from the
Fund.

Shannon's Diploma Fork was Vanity and Sanetity (Plate op)?

a picture so replete with artistic and literary references that it
bears comparison to the work of some French Symbolists of the 1890s.
The central building in the background fulfils a compositional role
similar to that played by the stable structures in many Renaissance
nativities, while the identification of the peacocks with vanity,
and of the

doves with sanctity, is an obvious use of symbolism hal

lowed by precedent.
The Sculptor Derwent Rood, like

George Henry, had served on

1

the English sub-committee for the Venice Biennale of 1910 .

It is

interesting that both his colleagues were ’Glasgow” Boys,1 which pro
vides further testimony to the extent of the Glaswegian artists’ in
fluence abroad before the Great bar

and can serve to illustrate a

personal connection between Glasgow and Hood.

After his earlier ed

ucation in Lausanne and Karlsruhe Hood made his way, via the Coal—
2
brookdale Company , to the National Art Training Schools at South
.

Kensington, where he studied under Lanteri.

He was subsequently as

sistant to Thomas Brock, winning a number of prizes^ before working
in Paris in 1897•

He was then appointed Modelling

Glasgow School of Art

Master at the

and for the next ten years divided his time

between London and Glasgow, where he obtained a number of commiss—
4
ions . In 1901 Spielmann detected the influences of Stevens, Gil
bert and Rodin in Hood's work.

Twenty yearr later Kineton Parkes

thought that
’It more closely represents the true English feeling for sculp
ture than the florid effects that Gilbert and his followers’
work provides. It is therefore in the direct stream from •

Lawrence Alloway, op.cit. p 51* Grosvenor Thomas, the third
member of the committee, is here given as 'Thomas Grosvenor.’
In whose employment as a modeller he won a silver medal in a
national competition for a door-knocker. For details of Der
went Hood's career see K .H.Spielmann, op.cit. pp 153-155 Snc*
Kineton Parkes, op.cit. pp 82-89In 1895 "the Gold Medal and Travelling Scholarship, and the Sil
ver Medal (for a set of figure studies). In 1897 he von an
award at the Paris Salon for a group called Charity.
e.g. statues for Simpson's Kelvingrove Art Gallery, the Bothwell Street Mercantile Buildings and the Caledonian Low Level
Rai1way S tat ion.
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Stevens and less influenced '05/ French teaching in England than .
is the case with many other English sculptors of the period . .
the pure English style has secured hi^ constancy . . . he is
thoroughly national and typically so. ’
Wood’s

Atalanta, exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1909 5 '■•as foll

owed by his election as Associate the following year. . In 1914 The
Chantrey Bequest bought his marble bust of Henry James.- Portrait
busts and memorial sculpture accounted for much of his output at

the time of his election as Royal Academician.

His Diploma Work,

The Dancer is a study of a posed nude wearing dancing shoes

and

would seem to bear out Kineton Parke’s assessment of his mature
work.

raving

By this time he had also developed an interest in wood-eng—
2

while continuing to maintain some of his activities in the

decorative arts^.
The small number of Architects elected to the Royal Academy
A

between 1918 and 1930

reflects the relative poverty of architecture

within the Academy of the time, despite contemporary interest in the
decorative arts

and the fact that the President, Sir Aston Webb was

himself an architect .

Sir

Edwin Lutyens had been knighted in 1918^

by which date he had achieved an enormous reputation. . In 1909 Lut
yens was described by G.H.Korris, in The Studio^ , as the most able
’house architect1 of the day.

Country Life had done much to publi-

1

Kineton Parkes on.cit. p 82.

2

Kineton Parkes The Graphic Art of Derwent Wood. R . A . in The
Studio XCII Ho.401, August 1926 pp 93—96. Wood made a series
of prints illustrating The Book of Job in 1921.

3

An article by H. Granville Fell (Director of the Hew Chenil Gal
leries, designer, ’illustrator ana critic) appeared in Arollo II
No.7? July 1925 PP 30-35 an(3 discussed a number of Wood’s pro
jects and designs. Wood’s monumental work (in which the influ
ence of Alfred Stevens remained evident) is exemplified by a
number of war memorials, including that of the machine—gunners
at Hyde Park Corner.

4

Of those elected to the Royal Academy 1918-1930 - see Appendix
C - only fourteen were architects, while there were 99 painters,

engravers and sculptors.
5

As S.C .Hutchison has pointed out (on.cit. p 162), Webb was the
first architect to be elected President with the exception of
James Wyatt’s brief period of office I8O 5- 6 , which interrupted
Benjamin West’s tenure.

6

The Studio XLV No. 190, January 1909 PP 268-281.
Edwin Lutyens,
F.R.I.B.A., Architect of Houses and Gardens by G.H.Korris.
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Sir'Nikolaus Pevsner has judged Lutyen’s work as ’architecture for

architecture’s sake

3»

and recognized?especially in.Lutyen’s axial

planning, a *Beaux-Arts' attitude which may also he related to his

4

eclectic ability to work with authority- in a number of styles .
Between 1913 and 1931 Lutyens was working on the Viceroy’s House
(now Presidential Palace), Hew Delhi, India.

Lutyen’s election as

an Associate of the Royal Academy had taken place in the same year
he was confirmed as architect for this building, and it is therefore
not surprising to find Lutyen’s 1920 Diploma ¥ork a.study'of the
Jaipur Column, Delhi.
The large number of Royal Academicians elected in 1920 (due to
the introduction.of1the Senior Academician status which had become
effective in 1919) was exceptional.

Thereafter the numbers involved

annually settled down again to the customary two or three.

It is
5
noticeable, however, that although the Senior Academician rule cre
ated some vacancies in the ranks of Academicians, it failed to lower
the average age of Academicians very significantly. ■
The two Royal Academicians elected in 1921 make an interesting
contrast, despite the fact that both were Scots.
elected Associate in 1906 as an Engraver^.

Hilliam Strang was

Frank Hewbolt, in an

1

The Country Life office building, Tavistock Street, Covent Gar
den, ijondon,(1904) was designed by Lutyens.

2

Lawrence Heaver Houses and Gardens >y B.L.Lutyens, Country life,
London 1913* Heaver was the Architectural editor of Country
Life (1910-16) and had collaborated with Gertrude Jekyll, the
gardener who commissioned Lutyens to design Munstead Hood,
Surrey, in 1896. Hany years later Country Life also published
Christopher Hussey and A.S.G.Butler Lutyens Memorial (London
and Hew York) 1951.

3

Hikolaus Pevsner Building With Hit; The Architecture of Sir
Edwin Lutyens, in Alastajr Service (ed. j Edwardian Architecture
and its Origins, London 1975: PP 461-470*

4

See Andrew Saint’s entry under Lutyens in J.R.Richards (ed)
Hho’s Hho in Architecture from 1900 to the Present D a y , London
1977 PP 190-192.

5

A member became a Senior Academician upon reaching the age of
75? aad thereafter could not hold any office. See Royal Acad
emy Annual Report. 1918, p 23*

6

The same year as Sir Frank Short, who was then Director of the
Etching and Engraving School at the Royal College of Art. The
Art Journal. 1906 p 358 commented upon the fact that Strang ’xs
a veritable Scot, grimly incisive in his imaginings,’ and re
viewed the V.7111 iam Strany (with introductory essay by Laurence
Binyon) Glasgow 1906.
-j^

article of 1910'*’, drew attention to the debt Strang owed, to Legros’
teaching at the Slade, and the. extent to which his technical facil
ity was employed in a very wide range of subjects. Strang was also
2
3
successful in the United States . In 1921 Herbert Furst thought
Strang1s position in the Royal Academy most interesting on account
of the feet that whilst Strang had been elected Academician as an
engraver his principal exhibits for many years had been oil-paint
ings.

There are certain traits in Strang’s work which may be con

sidered ’academic-’:
’A constant change of treatment, a variation in style, with el
ements reminiscent now of this, anon of that ’'master” or "move
ment
is characteristic of Strang1s whole life-work: and it
is precisely this apparent fickleness, this inconsistency that
annoys his critics, the more so because everything he touches shows the perfect sureness of .the master draughtsman, the del—
iberateness of the craftsman. ’
Furst thought that the absence of open-air and Impressionist elements in Strang’s work was due to the influence of Legros .
also praised Strang's portraiture

Furst

and it was a portrait of Camr-

bell Dodgson E s q ., C.3.E. that was accepted as Strang's Diploma
Hork.

Unfortunately Strang died just as Furst’s article was going

to press.
Sir John Lavery1s standing as a portrait painter was, by 1921,
almost on a level with that of Sargent’s own . Although he was born
in Belfast Lavery studied in Glasgow, London and Paris 7 before em
erging as one of the strongest members of the Glasgow School, in the
late 1880s.

He met Hhistler in ^887, the year in which A Tennis

Party attracted some attention at the Royal Academy in London.

The

next year he was commissioned to paint a record of Queen Victoria’s

1

Art Journal 1910 pp 47-5J*
Strang A.R.A.

Frank IJewbolt The Art of Hilliam

.2

Strang visited America in 1905-

3

Herbert Furst The Paintings of Hilliam Strang R.A. in The Stud
io LXXXI.No.338 Kay 1921 pp.171-177-

4

ibid. p 172.

5

For whom Strang worked as an assistant in the Professor’s etch
ing class at the Slade.

6

Lavery and Sargent were friends for many years. Sargent's
charcoal drawing of Lady Lavery, a i-re11-known beauty, was ex
hibited recently in the John Singer Sargent and the Edwardian
Age exhibition: Leeds Art Galleries (botherton Hall), the Nat
ional Portrait Gallery. London, and the Detroit Institute of
Arts, 1979, catalogue no.78.

7

At the Academie Julien and the Atelier Colarossi in 1881. He
studied under Bouguereau and Fleury, and one of his paintings,
■Les deux Pecheurs, was hung in the Salon of 1883.
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^

state visit to the first international exhibition in Glasgow.

The

result, as William Buchanan has pointed out^, established Lavery in
a type of painting vrhich he was to make peculiarly his own.

The

clientele for portraits was largelj^ responsible for Lavery1s move
to London In 1896.

By then Lavery was establishing a reputation in
2
other European countries , and in 1898 he became Vice-President of
Whistler’s new International Society of Painters, Sculjjtors and Gra
vers.

Despite these developments J.S.Little, in the second of two

articles published in 1902^, was able to castigate British indiffer
ence to a painter
. who has never been treated with anything approaching
fairness in his own land, but whose works have nevertheless
been eagerly sought after and acquired by nea-rly every Gov
ernment of Europe. ’
A.C.E.Carter made the same point in an article in the Art Journal in

5

I9O4 , where he also observed that the Royal Academy should not be
regarded as (’a. College of Art Cardinals') the sole arbiter of art— .
istic value in England.

By then Lavery was already a member of the

Royal Scottish Academy, and -when Selwyn Brinton reviewed some recent
paintings of Lavery’s in 1908^, he noted that the position had chan
ged entirely.

In 1911 Lavery was elected an Associate of the Royal

1

The Scottish Arts Council The Glasgow Boys 1971 j Part I pp 4&48. The State- Visit of Her Majesty to the Glasgow Exhibition
proved a great success, containing numerous portraits of con
temporary celebrities. .

2

His work had been exhibited in Paris and in Munich.

3

James Stanley Little A Cosmopolitan Painter: John La.very in
The Studio XXVII IT0 . H 5 October 1902 pp 3-13 and XXVII Ho.116
November 1902 pp 110-120.

4

J.S.Little op.cit. PTovemher 1902 p 115- Little continued to
substantiate his point by citing Lavery’s paintings exhibited
in: the national Galleries of Berlin and Brussells; the Modern
Gallery, Venice; Pinakothek, Munich; Carnegie Gallery, Pitts
burgh; Modern Gallery, Philadelphia; the Luxembourg, Paris;
11.S.W.Gallery, Sydney.

5

A.C .R.Carter John Lavery, R .S .A . in Art Journal 1904 PP 6-11.
a further article on Lavery appeared in the same journal, 1908
pp 3-16. Carter’s remarks on the Royal Academy in 1904 should
be seen within the context of the Chantrey Bequest House of
Lords Inquiry of that year.

6

Lavery had an exhibition of paintings at the Goupil Gallery,
Regent Street, London in June 1908. Selwyn Brinton reviewed
Some Recent Paintings by John Lavery R.S.A., R.H.A. in The
Studio XLV H o .189, December 1908 pp 171-180.
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Academy and at the time of his Grosvenor Galleries retrospective
exhibition in 1914 A.Stodart walker

stated that no living artist

with the exception of Sargent had been given so much public atten
tion.

lavery’s Diploma Dork, The Vandyck Doom, hi1ton (Plate 66),

is a painting of an interior similar to those which Desmond T.'ac2
Carthy, in 192p> styled ’portrait interiors ’.
1922 saw the election of two sculptors.

The 1830s ’regener

ation1 of English Sculpture had been described some seven years be
fore the publication of Spielmann’s book

when the Art Journal

printed a series of four articles by Edmund Gosse^.

According to

Gosse
’the central principle of the ITeWp-Sculpture has been a close
and obedient following of nature*
a principle which he- traced back.to French sculpture and the work
Francois Ruae^.

of

As representatives of ’the Hew Sculpture’ Ilamo

Thornycroft (l88l), Thomas Brock (1883), Alfred Gilbert (1887), •
Onslow Ford (l888), Harry Bates (1892), George Frampton (1894) &nd
Goscombe John (1899) were elected Associates of the Royal Academy.

Henry Pegrarn. Gosse noted was
*one of the earliest to come forward of those who were young
enough~to have worked from the very first on the new princ—
' iples. *

1

A.Stodart HaIker (a writer and collector of Scottish and French
works) The Art of John Laver.y R.S.A. , A.R.A. Etc in The Studio
LXII Ho.254, June 1914 PP 3-15-

2

Desmond KacCarthy Sir John Lavery’s Portrait Interiors, in
Apollo II Ho. 11, Hoveraber 1925 PP 267-273* HacCarthy was int
erested in Lavery’s placing of his sitters in rooms, and al
though The Vandyck Room, Wilton was not intended as a portrait
attention is drawn to the figure of a lady reading near the
fireplace.

3

See above p 131

4

Edmund Gosse The Hew Sculpture 1879-1894. Art Journal 1894
pp 138-142, 199-202, 277-282 and 306-311.

5

Edmund GossQqp.cit. p 139*

6.

7

Gosse cited the exhibition of Rude’s Young ITeapolitan Fisherman
at the Paris Salon of 1833.
Edmund Gosse op.cit. p 28l. Pegram had been a Royal Academy
Schools contemporary of Bates. Frampton and John.
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Fegram had studied at the Royal Academy Schools before spending* four
years (l8B7-lS9l) as assistant to Thornycroft.

Pegram’s heath Lib

erating a Prisoner was awarded a bronze medal at the Paris Internat
ional Exhibition of 1889, and in the same year the Chantrey Bequest
acquired Ignis Fatuus.

Thereafter Fegram’s reputation grew rapidly^

and he was elected Associate of the Royal Academy .in’1904, the year
in which a further work, Sybil la Fatidica, a marble grout.), was '•-•
bought by the Chantrey Bequest for £1,390.

The artist’s Diploma

"Work, The Sculptor's Daughter Olive (Plate 67) lacks the symbolism
of the two Chantrey purchases, but in its directness and honesty
subscribes to Gosse’s definition of modern British Sculpture made
twenty-eight years previously.
2
Sir Bertram Kackennal had only attended the Royal Academy
Schools briefly in 1883, before moving on to Paris and a serious
study of sculpture in Italy.

The influences of Rodin and of con/

temporary French symbolism were'evident in his work before his com
mission for two large panels in the Parliament House, Melbourne,
3
A
Australia in 1888 . In 1908T The Studio commented upon Kackennal's
prominent position among younger sculptors.

By the date of The

Studio article two of the artist’s works had been bought by the
Chantrey Bequest: The Earth and the Elements in 19^7 and Piana in
1908 . After his election as Associate of the Royal Academy in 1909
KacKennal obtained -the commission for the royal portrait on the cor
onation medal and on the new coinage. ■ Kineton Parkes perceived a
bent towards ornamental sculpture^ even in Kackennalfs early work.•
and the Great bar provided ample opportunities for Kackennal to work

1

See Id.H. Spielmann on.cit. pp 96-98.

2

Knighted in 1921.
\

3

M.H.Spielmann op.cit. pp 134-135*

4

The Studio XLIV no.186, September 1908 pp 262-267*
The Sculpture of Bertram Kackennal.

5

6

X.K.Hesb

The Art Journal, I909 p 71, noted that work by no other artist
had been bought in two successive years. Kineton Parkes, in
Sculpture of Today, London 1921, Vol.l p 156, gives the title
of the 1908 purchase as Diana Hounded.
Kineton Parkes op.cit. p 156.
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on memorials'1’.

His Diploma Kork, The Dawn of a Hew A,to (Plate 6 8 ).

is a poignant attempt to symbolise new resolution turning away from
his grief-stricken companion.

Unfortunate ly,. the treatment of the

group’s base appes-rs somewhat strange in the context of a free-standing bronze - the marks on the surface are too obviously re
lented to marbles by Rodin and Kichelangelo.
The two painter Academicians elected in 1922 were Robert Arm
ing Bell and Kaurice Crieffenhagen. Both had studied at the Royal
2
Academy Schools . Bell had then studied in Paris before establish
ing himself as a wide-ranging designer^ and associating himself with
the Hew English Art Club, The Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society,
and the Art Horkers Guild.

In 1893 Bell was the subject of a Studio

article entitled A Hew Treatment of Bas-Reliefs in Coloured Plas-- ...
4
ter . The same journal published an assessment of Bell’s work as a
5
painter in 1910 in which T.kartin Hood concluded
’since Hr Anning Bell is always decorative in his ax*t,. we have
written as if decorative and imaginative art were the same, and
of course it is true that those things which escape actuality
altogether can only be rendered in symbolism. His art will
help one to think of symbolism in its wider sense, as embracing
the greater realities which begin where a so-called realist
would have exhausted his subject.’
Although Hood equated ’the old academic attitude’ to imaginative
subjects with
’. . . t h e constant and hopeless attempt to reconcile the lux
uriance and extravagance of the imagination with the few studio
properties at hand . . .’
it is difficult not to see Bell as an academic artist:

he used a

1

These include works in -V/aie'rloo Place, London, Eton College,
and the Houses of Parliament, kackennal was knighted in 1921.

2

Grieffenhagen in I878 and Bell in l88l. Bell had previously
studied at the Uestminster School of Art under Frederick Brown.

3

In Ivho’s Tlho in Art 1927? The Art Trade Press Ltd., London, .
Bell is listed as a ’painter, modeller for coloured-relief,
black and white illustrator, designer of stained glass and
mosaic.’ Under Recreations the entry continues: ’conversation
with C.A.A.Voysey the architect, and gardening.’

4

The Studio I Do.2, Kay 1893 PP 53-*5!>

5

The Studio XLIX Ho. 206, Kay 1910 pp 255-262.
Hr Robert Anning B ell’s Work as a Painter.
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T.Kartin Hood

large number of historical references in his work, and his best
known paintings included both religious and mythological subjects.
Bell also taught at Glasgow School of Art and at the Hoyal College
of Art, wrhere he was Professor of Design 1918-24-

The Chantrey Be

quest bought Bell’s watercolour The Listeners (The Garden of Sweet
Soiree)) in 1908, and Kary in the House of Elizabeth in 1918, (see ab
ove P 97 )*

His Diploma work. The women going to the Sepulchre

(Plate 69), with its friese-like procession of figures and austere
simplicity, contains references to older traditions of religious
painting.

So too did Kaurice Grieffenhagen1s Diploma Jork, The

Message (Plate 70).

Grieffenhagen had studied in the Boyal Academy

Schools from 1878.

In an article published in 1897^ J.S.Little as

serted that Grieff enhagen’s narrow” failure to win the gold medal and
travelling scholarship at the Academy was due to the obvious French,
influence in his earls' work, an influence which the Council of the
day wished to discourage.

Little -defined the French characteris

tics of painting as strong drawing and decorative'naturalism, and
2
some of the illustrations Little used have similarities with work
by Toulouse-Lautrec and exponents of Art-IJouveau.

Grieff enhagen had

worked as a graphic artist and,.while-still a student, had contrib
uted black and white work to Judy (an illustrated periodical).

He

was master in charge of the ’Life Department’ at Glasgow School of _
Art from 1906 to 1929-

By the-time of his .election as Associate of

the Boyal Academy in 1916 the decorative quality in much of his work
:>
had become proncuncedJ . In a later comment uocn The Fessage J.Redworth

4

stated

'that the beautiful The Kessage has a title is merely a con
cession to the maker of catalogues; it is as decoration that

The Studio Ia K 0 .4 6 . January 1897 PP 235-245 J-Stanley Little
Kaurice Grieffenhagen and his Dork.

2

In particular The Kermaid (p 240) and Portrait of Kamie Bowles
(p 241)

3

In Little’s article, on.cit. p 242 the author stated that Grieffenhagen ’. . . always has before him the one idea; to paint a
decorative picture, a charming addition to a room; something
which shall give grace and beauty to a wall, reconcile the
caged mortal to his imprisonment and waft back to him his lost
Eden days.’ The Chantrey Bequest bought Grieffenhagen’s Jomen
by a Lake for £420 in 1914-

4

Probably Jilliam Josiah Kedworth,' himself a painter.
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the work appeals*
whistler understood this when he attempted
to eliminate titles, hut the British public, backed by Buskin,
were too strong for him. The literary ascendency of* the Vic
torian age laid the yoke of its own obsession on the purely
aesthetic art of painting, hence the decoration of that age was
almost negligible. It imposed the narrative interest which is
still rampant, and the applause is for the problem picture and
the ugly or foolish realism of the unimaginative• Rhen those
things have passed away, together with the chaotic phase that
produced them, then these works of a true decorator and clearseeing artist will shine-^froin their wall a link in the great
tradition of a great art . ’
The equation of imaginative with, decorative form, of expression with
design, is redolent of Symbolist aesthetics.. The Message not only
uses a conventional Annunciation iconography, but imposes a Renais
sance style ’pavement* foreground in front of the.landscape element
between the figures.

Here again there are reasons for describing

certain aspects of Grieffenhagen*s-work ’academic.*

Giles Gilbert Scott had only, been an Associate for four years

2

before he became a Royal Academician .

The son and grandson of dis

tinguished gothic revival architects he had won the competition for
the design of Liverpool’s Anglican Cathedral in 1902.

Host of his

other important work'was done after 1914? and he was to be given a
knighthood in 1924*

Since the designs for

Liverpool Cathedral con

tinued to evolve throughout his career it Is fitting- that his Dip
loma ITork should be a drawing of Liverpool Cathedral, interior view,
East end from South choir aisle.
secrated on July 19th 1924*

The unfinished cathedral was con

In that Scott was conservative by nat

ure, and advocated the use of traditional styles, few contemporaries
could have been surprised to see him join the historically eclectic
ranks of Royal Academy architects.

The Studio LXaXVIII Ho.378, September 1924 PP 123-129*
worth The Later work of Maurice Grieffenhagen, R.A.

¥.Red-

The Architectural Review vol.43* June 1918 p xx noted that •
Scott had 'very special claims' to the honour of being elected
Associate, most especially as the architect of ’the largest
and most important ecclesiastical building of modern times.’
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duced Senior Academician status in 1918 would have shortened the
length of time a member might expect to wait between his. election as
Associate and his election as Academician (see Appendix i).

In fact

there was little difference between the average waiting time during
the thirteen years prior to 1918 (9*2 years) and during the thirteen
years from 1918 to 1930 (8 years).

Although certain members, like

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott^. were promoted relatively swiftly, there
was no sudden influx of younger blood into the institution.

Glyn

Philpot, who was 39 in 1923, was the youngest member to be elected
Academician during this period, and was also younger than the Assoc—
2
rates elected the same year . Philpot had studied under Philip Connard^ at the Lambeth Schools in 1900, befcre working at the Academie
Julian and under J.P.Laurens in Paris in 1905*

Philpot made an im

pact with his portraiture from 1908 , and his work was the subject
of an article by J.B.Kanson

S

6

in The Studio, September 1912 .

In it

Kanson noted Philpot*s
*. . . power of assimilation of certain features of the work of
other masters (which)~has since grown into a- marked character
istic, almost a fault .'

1

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott was the first Associate elected after1917 to obtain the rank of Academician.

2

W.G.de Glehn was 53, G.S.Watson was 5 4 , L.Campbell Taylor was
49 and W.C.Green was 48 in 1923*

3

Conuard himself "was no+ elected P.oya] Academician until ?925*

4

When he -exhibited Girl at her Toilet at the Royal Institute of
Oil Painters, and Miss Miles at the old Society of Portrait
Painters.

5

James Bolivar Kanson had himself exhibited at the New English
Art Club from 1909 (Philpot exhibited there in 1906, 1907 ana
1909) and was for a time art critic of the Outlook and the
Daily Herald before becoming Aitken*s Assistant Keeper at the
Tate Gallery. Kanson*s Hours in the Tate Gallery. London, was
published in 1 9 2 6 .

6

The Studio LVI.No.234 September 1912 pp 259-265.
_.The Paintings of Glvn W.Philnot.

7

ibid. p.2 6 0 .
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J.B.Manson

The following year Philpot was awarded a gold medal at the Carnegie
Institute, Pittsburgh, and in 1917 the Chantrey Bequest paid £500
for an oil painting, A Young Breton*

Kanson5s article had been ac

companied by a’ reproduction of one of Philuot’s paintings which con. ,
1
~
2
3
t a m e d certain Spanish references- , and George Sheringham in 1924
was to describe Philpot as an heir to the Spanish tradition*

Phil—

pot’s Diploma hTork, the Portra.it of a- Young Kan (Plate 7l) confirms
this impression.
Bertram Priestman was a Yorkshire painter who had studied at
the Slade in 1886.
4
English Art Club •

Between 1894 and 1909 he exhibited at the Hew
He painted mainly country genre and landscape

subjects '(although he did produce a number of city views). As early
5
as 1898 A.L.Baldry, in The Studio wrote appreciatively of Priest—
man 5s

. .

. . . .

......

.......

1. . • preference . . . for pictorial romance, for that view
of llature which will allow him scope for fancy without leading
him into bombastic exaggeration or theatrical display . . . *
Nine years before Priestman5s election as Associate of the Royal
Academy in 1916 it was apparent that his reputation was greater ab
road than it was in this country.

Frederick Tfedmore listed a number

of foreign national galleries which had acquired examples of Priests
man’s work in an Art Journal article of 19^7 •

Nedraore thought

1

Hanoiito. the Circus Boy. Hot only is the subject’s costume
Spanish, but the technique and use of a plain background to the
figure invite association with the work of Ka-net and some Span
ish painters.

2

Sheringham was himself a decorative painter and designer.

3

The Studio LXXX7IIX Ho.376 July 1924 PP 3-8.
Glyn Philpot: Master Craftsman.

4

Listed asr a member in 1896.

5

The Studio XIV Ho.64 July 1898 pp 77-86.
of Bertram Priestman.

6

ibid. p 78.

7

Art Journal 1907 PP 179-185* Frederick Wedmora Bertram Priest—
man. Hedmore cited the bavarian Rational Gallery, the National
Gallery at Budapest, and the Hew South Hales National Gallery,
Australia.
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George Sheringham

A.L.Baldry The Hark

(open air) subjects in their entirety, rather than to attend to a
multiplicity of detail.

The artist’s 1923 Diploma Work,

Near

Warenam, Dorset (Plate 72), despite its lack of cattle^ is repre
sentative of his best landscapes.

5

Charles Leonard Hartwell was classified as a sculptor of ’the
Lambeth Group' by Kineton Parkes in his 1921 book on modern s c u I d 2
ture . Hartwell had worked with Onslow Ford and Sir Hamo Thorny
croft, and had studied at the Royal Academy Schools.

His ’official1

successes were already numerous - including a number of commemor
ative statues'^.

Before his election as Associate in 1915 ^De Chan—

trey Bequest bought two of Hartwell’s works: A Foul in the Giants’
Race, a bronze of two elephants inter-twining their trunks, for
£52-10s

in 1908; and Dawn, an awakening nude, for £1,100 in 1914-

Seven years after Hartwell’s election as Academician Parkes^ re
garded Hartwell as one of those ’eminent artists’ upholding, the tra
ditions and standards of sculpture at the Royal Academy, and called
Hartwell's Dawn an outstanding example of its genre.

Parkes defined

the sculptural tradition at the Royal Academy as that of the ’point
ed bust and statue,’ since
’An academy does not postulate progress; at its best it regist
ers contemporary modes. When there is an advance, it is due
to its rebellious members, who frequently succumb at last to
academic pressure and cease to function as pioneers. The
standard on accepted lines,^however, may be a high one, and
is well worth consideration .
1

Wedmore called attention to the fact that Priestman had, in
earlier years, been known as a painter of cattle in landscapes.
3-n The Studio XXXIX N 0 .I64 November 1906? the reviewer of the
second exhibition of the Society of Twenty-five English Paint
ers referred to Priestman's treatment of 1 . . a sunny land
scape effect and cattle with that regard for its idyllic poss
ibilities which is part of the character of his work.’ (p 15l)-

2

Kineton Parkes- Sculpture of To-day

3

Parkes.gives a number of examples, including Colonel Frowde
Walker, Sir Alexander Taylor and Sir Frank Swettenham.

4

Kineton Parkes- The Art of Carved Sculpture, London 1931 Vol.!
pp 90-92.

5

ibid. p 90. Parkes goes on to. consider the advantages and dis
advantages of direct carving compared with modelling. The
latter process., Parkes thought, lost the 'valuable suggestions’
that are bound to occur during the process of carving, and
therefore ‘The Academy needs less- modelled work and more
carved; less reproduction and more direct work; less ideal work
and more applied . . .’ (p 93)-
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London 1921 Vol.I pp 107-8.

admire an artist who used a traditional modelling technique and em
ployed assistants in the production of the final work.

Hartwell's

1924 Diploma Dork, The Oracle (Plate 73) is a marble produced by
this method, yet for all its 'academic1 finish it conveys an enig
matic intensity.

A similar intensity appears.in S.Melton Fisher's

Diploma Dork, Dinifred (Plate 74)*

Melton Fisher had also been

trained at the Lambeth School before studying at the Royal Academy
Schools between 1876 and 1881 , where he won the travelling scholar—
.2
ship . He stayed on in Yenice for the next ten years, and his Ven
etian subjects became popular at the Academy exhibitions.

A.C.R.

Carter contributed a long article on Mr Melton Fisher and His Dorks
to the. Art Journal in 1899 ? in which he asserted that Melton Fisher
was one of a band of younger artists striving to show that painting
'need neither be literary nor philosophic.'

In 1898 the Chantrey
4
Bequest had purchased Melton Fisher's In Realms of Fancy , and the
artist rapidly established a successful reputation as a painter of
carefully composed genre scenes, and of portraits.- A.L.Baldry sang
his praises in The Studio in 1907

and noted that

Melton Fisher's

earlier use of elements from every-day life had given way to more
abstract themes, treating nature 'in a spirit of pure eclecticism.'
Melton Fisher was also an artist in pastels

of preparatory studies for his paintings.

and made large numbers

His was the only elec

tion as Associate in 1917•
Philip Connard's election as Associate in 1918 had been seen

7

1

Before going to the hoyal Academy Schools Melton Fisher had
spent some time in France under Bonnafe, thus reversing the
customary order of events.

2

The £200 prize and gold medal was awarded for an historical
picture.

3

Art Journal 1899 pp 235-239.

4

For £500. It was-illustrated in the Art Journal 1898 p 183 *
The picture shows two young girls engrossed in reading a book.

5

The Studio XLII No.177> December 1907 pp
The Paintings of S.Melton Fisher.

6

He belonged to the Pastel Society.

7

See Frank Rutter Modern Masterpieces, London,

I
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173-182. A.Lys

1942 p 237*

Baldry

as yet anoiner itoya± xcaaemy recruitment rroiri tiie ranks of the New
English Art C l u b \

Connard had won a National Scholarship at South

Kensington in 1898, and a British Institute scholarship then en
abled him to study for six months under Benjamin Constant and Jean2
Paul Laurens . He later taught at the Lambeth School of Art and
became well-known for his plein air pictures painted in a suontan3
‘
eous and vital manner . The Leicester Galleries gave Connard a oneman exhibition in the Summer of 1912.

Although Connard’s work is

characterised by a certain realism it is interesting to find Jessica
Walker Stephens^ commenting that
•Hr. Connard must, first, have seen little girls with an immen
sely clear vision, that we may, later, see little girls as
Connards .*
Certain mannerisms in his work now appear somewhat artificial, and

6

although the 1922 Chantrey Bequest purchase Summer,

belongs to a

long series of open air bathing scenes which Connard continued to
exhibit throughout the 1920s, his Diploma Work, the A-pollo and Daph-*
ne of 1925 (Plate 75), with its over-powering shades of green, cre
ates a rather unnatural impression compared with the two pictures of
the sea-side at Dieppe Connard had exhibited at the Academy in
1924*

It is tempting to attach some significance to the use of a

1

Connard had exhibited at the New English Art Club from 1901.
and was listed as a member in 1909*

2

The Studio LVII No.238 January 1913 pp 269-278 Marion Hepworth
Dixon The Paintings of Philip Connard. Dixon asserts that Connard’s tuition under Constant and Laurens did not include
painting, however.

3

Dixon stated that ’. . . the directness of Mr Philip Connard’s
art is as palpable as’ his strict economy of means’ (p 273) 5 an
opinion substantiated by the artist’s still-lives as well as by
his landscapes. Interestingly^ Dixon also commented that he
knew of ’no other artist (with the sole exception of Mr Sims)
who so imbues us with the fine hilarity of nature . .

4 ' A correspondent for a number of art magazines including Commercial A r t . She .was an American who had studied at Liverpool
School of Art.
5

The Studio LXXXY No.363 June 1923 PP 303-309. Jessica Walker
Stephens The Paintings of Philip Connard A.R.A.

6

The Bequest bought further examples of Connard’s work in 1933?
1938 and 1940.

7

Dieppe., Afternoon and Dieppe, Morning.
ustrated 1924, p 26.
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painting "with a classical

theme as the artist's Diploma Fork.

Ho hint of such acompromise with academic

tradition can he

found in Alfred Kunnings' Kilkenny Horse Fair (Plate 76), deposited
the same year.

From a Norwich background., and an acquaintance with

the personalities and countryside of the ITewlyn School, Kunnings
had emerged as an open-air painter of horses.

A one-man exhibition

of his work at the Leicester Galleries may have prompted ITorman Gar—
stin’s article in The Studio in September 1913^, and Hunnings was
invited by Paul Konoay

to record aspects of the Ear under the

Can

adian scheme in 1917-

Heshowed 45 paintings at the 1919 (January

to February) Canadian Uar Kemoria-ls Exhibition which undoubtedly
helped his election as Associate that year.

T.Martin Hood wrote

at the time that
'The pictures of Mr A.J.Kunnings have a special interest for
us at this moment, when there is every prospect of a revival
of the subject-picture. That kind of picture was discredited
only when it became apparent to everybody that painters were
ceasing to select subjects for their own purposesrthat they
might concede something to- visitors to the Royal Academy who
could take no interest in art. A
The identification of Kunnings’ work with the tradition of English
sporting pictures undoubtedly helped establish his reputation, as
did his genuine technical accomplishments^.

In the Royal Academy

Summer Exhibition of 1923 Kunnings was able to boast that he had
4
the most 'feet in line space. * In 1924 he made a successful visit
5
to the United States' and Canada , and was elected full Academician
in 1925-

His Diploma Dork is •similar in theme to the 1920 Chantrey

Bequest purchase Epsom'Downs: City and Suburban Day (Plate 5)*

^

The Studio LIX Ho.246 September 1913 pp 255-260 ITorman Garstin
The Paintings of A.J.Munnings.

2

The Studio LXXVIII Ho.319 October 1919 PP 312 T.Martin Hood
The Art of A .J.Kunnings. A.R.A.

3

See G.H.Mair The Art of Mr A.J.Kunnings in The Studio LXXX.VII
Ho.374 May 1924 PP 243-247'Inevitably . . . to any artist
who has shown himself an adept in the delineation of fact, or
in what the futurist people call representational art, comes
the commission' (p 243)-

4

Quoted by Reginald Pound The Englishman, London 19&2 p 98..

5

Munnings was invited to act as a judge at the Carnegie Insti
tute, Pittsburch, International Exhibition.
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of rapid promotion .

He had, however, enjoyed some reputation as

an architect since I0 7 8 , when he won a competition for the design
of the Fine Art Institute in Glasgow.

In I904 the Royal Institute

of British Architects was asked to supply a list of architects qual
ified to submit designs for new museum galleries, and Burnet was
successful in being given the commission.

The Edward VII galleries
2
are the only completed part of a larger extension scheme . It is
not surprising to find that Burnet’s Diploma Fork, a Section of a
Staircase (Plate 77) refers to his work at the British Museum, and
the use of a classical vocabulary reflects his successful training
at the Ecole des Beaux—Arts in Paris 1874—1877•
Malcolm Osborne’s election as Royal Academician in 1926 was
the first election of an engraver member since 1920^.

From Bristol^

Osborne had won a scholarship to the Royal College of Art, where he
studied both sculpture and architecture

before turning to the

etching and engraving school of Frank Short .

Osborne started pub

lishing etchings in 1904? and shortly he became a. member of the Roy
al Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers, receiving a number of
7
.
.
.
commissions for architectural views. His expertise in mezzotint
led to the commission for a translation of Charles Furse’s picture

8

The Timber Haulers from the Art Union .

Osborne was elected Assoc

iate 'while on active service in 1918, and after the war took charge

1

Burnet had only been elected Associate in 1921.

2

See Alasfair Service Edwardian Architecture and its Origins,
London 1975 PP 193-215 David Walker Sir John James Burnet.
Burnet was knighted in 1914 as a result of this commission.

3

When D.Y.Cameron was elected in 1920 he had been an engraver
Associate since 1911? and a painter Associate since 1916.

4

He studied at the Queen’s Road School of Art in Bristol.

5

A summary of his career up to 1929 is given in Malcolm C.Salaman's introduction to the 21st in the Modern Masters of Etch
ing Series, Malcolm Osborne, R-A.. R.E., The Studio Ltd.,
London 1929 PP 1-10.

6

Frank Short, later Sir Frank Short (1857-1945) was himself
elected Associate in 1906, and Royal Academician in 1911? a s an
Engraver Member.

7

He became particularly -well-known for his views of London.

8

Charles Wellington Furse (b.l868) died at the early age of 36
the same year he was elected Associate. J.B.Kanson (Hours in
the Tate Gallery, London 1926, pp 138-139) classified Furse as
an inferior follower of Sargent. Furse enjoyed a brief popu
larity which waned rapidly after his death.
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In 1924 he was appointed Professor in the School of

Engraving at the Boyal College of Art.

It is somewhat surprising

that Osborne deposited his print after Furse's Timber Haulers as his
Diploma Work in 1926, because during the twenty years since he had
etched it he had become well-known for his topographical prints and
portrait dry-points.

As a measure of technical accomplishment.

however, it ranks highly.

Salaman stated that Osborne

- ’so assimilated his art to the painter’s that it appeared, to
be an original work in black and white rather than a mere
reproduction .’
The art of George Harcourt was a much more spontaneous process.

In

many respects Harcourt was heir to philosophy of Sir Hubert von Herkomer’s school at Bushey, near "Watford.

Herkomer had started this-

2

private school in 1883 9 and in 1908 set out his opinions on art and

3

art education in a book entitled My School and My Gospel .
’Put briefly, the system was principally "a search for the per
sonality of each student” . . . I could never understand the
advantage of squeezing the supple mind of a young painter into
a masterIs manner, from which he may never wholly extricate
himself. 1
Herkomer interpreted the 'academic system* as the imposition of un
natural tasks upon the student in order to teach ’discipline of
mind.' His own- school sought to explore the change whereby
’slowly, but surely, I think, the ’’academic” nimbus has been
darkening, and a rational treatmentp.of the individuality of the
student has been in the ascendancy. 1

1

C.Salaman op.cit. p 4*

2

See W.L.Courtney Hubert Herkomer, R.A. in the Art Journal 1892
(a supplement) and Professor Herkomer*s School, Art Journal
October I892 pp 289-293*

3

Professor Sir Hubert von Herkomer C.V.O. My School and M y Gos
pel Archibald Constable and Co.Ltd. 1908. Herkomer was given
the Slade Professorship of Art at Oxford University in I885*

4

Herkomer op.cit. p 15*

5

Herkomer op.cit. p 38.
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painting and drawing from the nude model. George Harcourt made- his
1
2
reputation during the 1890s as a figure painter and retained his
connections with Bushey"^.

In 1912 a portrait group, The Birthday,

won him a gold medal at the Amsterdam International Exhibition.
His manner of painting, without recourse to previous studies, was
not aca.demic in any traditional sense, but his success was such as
to ensure his election to the Royal Academy as Associate in 1919
and Academician in 1926.

His

Diploma Work, Miss Anne Harcourt, is

a vivacious study of a seated young girl holding a violin.
not difficult to understand his success, with portraiture.
acted as temporary Director of the

It is
Harcourt

Royal Academy Schools for the

Summer term of 1927 before Halter Westley Russell was appointed
Keeper.
Whereas Harcourt had taught at Bushey and Hospitalfield, Russ
ell had taught at the

Slade School.

He had studied under Freder

ick Brown at the Westminster School, worked for a time as art ill
ustrator, and in 1895 he had become an assistant master at the Slade.
Russell1had by then started his long association with the Hew Eng4
lish Art Club , exhibiting genre, landscape and portrait work. His
5
long association with Tonics and Steer, prompted C.H.Collins Baker
to write an appreciative review of Russell’s work in The Studio of
1910^-

Russell’s election as Associate in 1920 was seen by many as.

further evidence of the Royal Academy’s policy of assimilating older

1

Harcourt first exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1893 with a
Keats’ subject (from Ode to the Hightingalc) entitled At tbe
Window. See G.Frederick Lees The Art of George Harcourt, The
Studio LXX Fo.290 May 1917 pp I6O-I69.

2

In 1901 he was appointed Governor of the Art School at Hospitalfield, near Arbroath. Wjdile there he was commissioned by
members of the Stock Exchange for a large fresco The Founding*
of the Bank of England in 1694»

3

Harcourt worked as Herkomer*s assistant for a time before 1901*
In 1909 he returned to Bushey where he continued to live.

4

He exhibited at the Hew English Art Club from 1893>
listed as a member in 1895*

5

Tonks had been a student at the Westminster School of Art wTith
Russell.

6

The Studio L Ho.209 August 1910 pp 171-178 C.H.Collins Baker
ThePaintings of Walter W.Russell.
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or more established members of the New English Art Club.

Its wisdom

was sanctioned by the generally enthusiastic response to Russell’s
painting Nr Kinney in the Summer Exhibition of 1920^.

T;wo years

later Malcolm Salaman recalled how important the exhibition of that
picture had been when it coincided with the
’. . . belated official recognition of an artist whose modern
ity of outlook was concerned always with artistic Yitality,
whether this was derived from principles that had appealed to
him most persuasively in the practice of Whistler and the
French Impressionists, or of Constable, or in any other masterly?influences through which he had developed his individual
ity. ’
Upon his election as Royal Academician it is interesting that Russ—
ell should have deposited another portrait, Alice, despite his ach
ievements in landscape and other subjects.

The Chantrey Bequest

purchase of 1925 (The Blue Dress ,Plate 30)may also be classified
as a portrait.
In 1927 the Sculptor Henry Poole was promoted to full Academ
ician, only a year before his death.

He had long enjoyed a reputa—
■3
tion for his work in conjunction with architecture , and had worked

on camouflage during the Great War.

After his eleotion as Associate
4
in 1920 Poole was the Master of the Royal Academy Sculpture School

from 1921 until 1927 during a period when certain efforts were being
made to encourage students to direct their work- towards architect
ural application.

During the last few years of his life, however,

Poole turned to direct carving, which won approbation from Kineton

1

The Studio’s reviewer called it ’one of the chief successes of
the exhibition1' (LXXXIX No.327 June 1920 p 128) although The
Connoisseur’s critic thought that ’its humour owes at least
as much to the sitter as to the artist’ (LYII June 1920 p 116)

2

Malcolm C.Salaman The Art of Walter W.Russell A.R.A., The
Studio LXXXIII No. 347 February 1922 pp 8O-85.

3

His obituary in Apollo VIII, N o .46 October 1928.. p 238, assoc
iated him with the Lambeth Group, ’which is largely composed
of men who have worked in architectural sculpture. ’

4

Poole had himself studied at the Royal Academy Schools in 1892.
It would seem that Poole's tenure of office did-not escape cen
sure in 1927 (despite his affable nature) when the Schools Com
mittee, chaired by Blomfield, recommended that, with the Keep
er, the ’K aster of the Sculpture School to be present 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. each day on not less than 2 days per week in term
time . . .’ since ’the direction (of the Schools) is too cas
ual.' See Royal Academy Annual Report 1927 pp 42—44*
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His Diploma Dork, Younp; Pan (Plate 78) is a marble bust

in which the stylization of the -hair and face is a direct contrast
2
with deliberately -uncarved parts of the block . The same year
(1927) Poole exhibited The Little Apple (Plate 3o), which was bought
by the Chantrey Bequest:

Parkes stated that this was Poole’s most

important carved piece of sculpture^, a judgement which was later
endorsed by the sculptor Sargeant Jagger when he c.riled it
’. . . one of the most successful examples of carved sculpture
produced in England .1
Although five years older than Poole Oliver Hall had also been
elected Associate in 1920.

The quality of Hall’s landscape work had

been noticed during the l890s.

He had received a bronze medal at

the Chicago Exhibition of 1893, and a gold medal at the 1897 Munich

5

International Exhibition . As a member of the Royal Society of
Painter Etchers since I89I his draughtsmanship and water-colour
painting were admired^.

Hall’s Diploma Work, Soring (Plate 79), is

a boldly painted landscape by an artist devoted to that genre, and
who had exhibited at the Royal Academy since I89O.' The Chantrey Be
quest purchase of 1920, Shap Moors (Plate 7 ), is another illustra
tion of that Horthern countryside which provided most of Hall’s
themes.
Sir William Reid Dick had been born in Glasgow

but was too

young to have known the heyday of the 1Glasgow Boys. ’

He studied

at the Glasgow School of Art until 1907, but later settled in

1

Kineton Parkes The Art of Carved Sculpture, London 1937. Vol. I
p 94* Parkes saw the transition from modelling to carving as
having taken place in 1924 with two wooden statuettes (for St
Paul’s Cathedral, the Prelate’s seat in the Chapel of St
Michael and St George).

2

Poole deliberately stressed the identity of the block, even to
the extent of leaving the top of the head unfinished and par
allel to the base.

3

Kineton Parkes ibid.

4

Sargeant Jagger, A.R.A. Modelling and Sculpture in the Making,
London and Hew York, 1933 P 78.

5

In 1902 Budapest awarded him a gold medal and bought Hall’s
Angerton Moss.

6

Frank Kinder The Art of Oliver Hall, the Art Journal, 1904 pp
8O-84. Hinder noted the influence on Hall’s work of D.A.Will
iamson.
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London.

His reputation grew rapidly in the years preceding the war

and The Catanult of 1911 was purchased by the Bradford Art Gallery
in 1914"*".

Dick, like many contemporary sculptors, benefitied'from
2
memorial commissions after the war which included work in the kit
chener Memorial Chapel in St Paul’s Cathedral, the Royal Air Force
Memorial in London, the Menin Gate at Ypres^- and the Mar Memorial
4
at Bushey . Dick worked in a range of materials, and Granville
Fell

5

noted that a certain eclecticism in Dick’s sculpture betrayed

a scholarly understanding of historical masters, albeit used with
’originality and resource and always with, a modern accent.’

Dick

was elected Associate in 1921? a-nd when he was elected Academician
in 1928 presented The Child (Plate 80) as his Diploma Work.

In

treatment, as well as in theme and material, this piece may be re
lated to Henry Poole’s Little Apple (Plate 38).

The fact that The

Child is a carved piece with a certain stylization of drapery lends
a peculiarly ’modern’ flavour to the group, although the Chantrey
Bequest’s Androdus

6

was a bronze mask of a man inclined forward,
%*
thus- emphasizing the modelling, and the 1923 Pieta in the Kitchener

Memorial Chapel was frankly traditional in arrangement.
Tradition played a prominent part in the art of Charles Rick
etts, who was also elected an Academician in 1928.

Charles Shan

non's friend who was ’hostile to realism as the enemy of the

1

See Kineton Parkes Sculpture of Today, London Vol.I pp 137-8
and H.Granville Fell Sir William Reid Dick K.C.V.O., R.A.,
London 1945*

2

Alfred Yockney, Modern British Sculptors; Some Younger M e n ,
The Studio LXVII K 0.275 February 1916 pp 19-29, noted that Dick
was one of the first sculptors to enlist for service in the
Army. He served with the Royal Army Medical Corps.

3

Dick designed the lion which surmounted Blomfield’s Menin Gate.
See Arnold Khittick Far Memorials, London, 1948 p 35 araL plate37-

4

Arnold Fhittick op.cit. plate 3-

5

HiGranville Fell op.cit. p v

6

A purchase of 1919-
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j.1 5 1 0 5 n o n , was a versatile artist"- with an unbounded admiration
for Italian (and especially Venetian) art.
’Pew artists, I imagine, have such a knowledge of the history
of art as. Mr Ricketts, .or are able to visualise and describe
eloquently, even to the cracks and re—paintings, pictures he
has seen*5. ’
Picketts had been at the Lambeth School of Art in 1882, and his col
laboration with Charles Shannon has.already been mentioned (see
above p1A2).

His- election as Associate had token place in 1922 el

even years after Shannon1s.

At the time Ricketts presented his

UAploraa Work, Hon Juan Challenging the Commander (Plate 8l) in 1928
he was Art Advisor to the Rational Gallery of Canada^- and a wellrespected authority on painting.

Hon Juan . . . presents a curious

amalgam of references, complicated by the Romantic theme.
Unlike Charles Shannon, Ricketts had not been an exhibitor
during the earlier years of the New English Art Club.

Augustus John,

however, had exhibited there from 1899? and was listed as a member
in 1903.

As one of the most famous ex-students of the Slade, he was,

by the time of his election as Associate in 1921, the source of'con
siderable controversy.

The Art Journal of 1909 noted that a paint

ing by John

..

’braves opinion; whether insolently or indifferently wrho can
finally say?^*
and in a later article the same year^ the authox* quoted MacCoil’s

1

2

John Rothenstein Modern English Painters. London 1925, Vol.I
p 101. Rothenstein used this description to emphasize the
contrast between Ricketts and Lucien Pissarro.
A point stressed by C.Lewis Hind, Charles Ricketts: A Commen
tary on his Activities in The Studio XLVIII. No.202 January 1910
PP 259-266. Hind listed Ricketts activities as painter, mod
eller, illustrator, stage designer, writer, editor, connois
seur and collector.

3

C.Lewis Hind op.cit. p. 265.

4

A position he retained from 1924-1931•

5

A review of the New English Art Club Summer Exhibition of 1909?
the Art Journal 1909 p 221. The picture in question was- The
Nay Hown to the Sea.

6

Anonymous

A Family Group-, Art Journal 1909 p 350-
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*The temper of Mr John is rebellious against the ordinary and
scornful of the pretty, and the anarch young has not yet con
trolled or concentrated his passion to the creation of great
pictures . . . Kr John has been taxed with a passion for the.
ugl.y> and certainly he has avoided the pretty, which has npt
ineptly been called the ugly spoiled.*
It was in portraiture that John appeared to excel when Charles Mar
riott praised his work in The Studio in. April 1920^.

The following

year John was elected Associate of the Royal Academy, perhaps a
logical result of the continued recruitment from the ITew English Art
Club

but one which was regarded with horror by the conservative el

ement within the art world.

Indeed John*s election was central to

E.Wake Cook*s criticism of the Royal Academy in his book Retrogression in Art published in 1924

(see below p 216).

Yet despite such

attacks only seven years elapsed before John was promoted to full
Academician.

In 1926 J.B.Kanson had ranked John with Sickert as
3
one of the ’two most potent influences in modern British Art *,

and when Kanson reviewed John’s exhibition at Tooth’s Gallery in
Apollo, April 1929f he was convinced that if John was by then ’ac
cepted with reluctance1 it was because of his compellingly brill
iant gifts.- John's 1928 Diploma Work, Portrait of a Young Kan
(Plate 82), with its breadth and spontaneity of treatment, is more
unconventional than any Diploma portrait at that time.

John himself

5

appears to have been amused by his election to the Academy , since

1

Charles Marriott Mr Augustus John as Portrait Painter, The
Studio LXXXIX tlo.325, April 1920 pp 43-'~G- Interestingly Mar
riott found that the Portrait of a Boy (purchased for- the nat
ional Gallery of Victoria, Australia, and possibly an earlier:
portrait of the same model John used for his Diploma Work,
Portrait of a Young Man,(Plate 82) ’reminds us that, with all
his modernity, Kr John is a traditional painter. Wothing, to
my mind, is 'more significant of his personal security than the
candid way in which he will refer to this or that painter of
the past.1 (p.48).

2

E.Wake Cook Retrogression in Art and the Suicide of the Royal
Academy, London 1924*
’. . . the incipient revolutionaries of
the Academy have now committed a fatal, a suicidal blunder.
They have elected one of the most pronounced anti-academic
painters, the much boomed Mr Augustus- John.'(pp 27-8).

3

J.B.Kanson op.cit. p 123.

4

J.B.Kanson .Augustus John R.A., At Tooth’s Gallery,Apollo IX
Wo. .52 April 1929 pp 201-206.

9

Augustus John Chiaroscuro London 19&2 p 201.
(Chiaroscuro was
originally published by Jonathon Cape in 1952)»
’In our eyes
the E.A. was so bad that no self-respecting artist would be
seen dead in it' although 'as a matter of fact the E.A. had
recruited itself largely from the W.E.A.C.
Steer and Kicholson alone remained obdurate to the end . . . *
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tically out of ’bounds.1

It is also true, however, that the Slade’s

famous teaching of draughtsmanship had, by the 1920s, ‘become some. 1
what ’academic’ "by reputation •. Only his most virulent detractors
attacked John’s ability in drawing.
Algernon
ancy of 1929-

Talmage was elected to fill the only Academician vac
By the time he first joined the ranks, of the Academy

in 1922 no—one would have classified him as a controversial artist.
Talmage was essentially a painter of open-air scenes, whether rustic
or urban, and had studied under Herkomer at the Bushey
fore settling in Cornwall for a period.

School' be

Under, the influence of the-'

S.tanhope Forbes he worked (and taught open-air painting) for a time

2

at St Ives., Xn 1907 he went: to London , where he produced a series
of city views which formed the bulk of his work exhibited at the
Goupil

Galleries in 1909•

These Impressionistic canvases marked

out Talmage- as a painter of nature and every-day life .
wair he was an official war artist of the Canadian scheme-.

During the'
His

Diploma Work, Horning Glitter. Isle of Wight (Plate 83 ), despite the
simplicity of the composition, illustrates Talmage’s concern with
transient effects of nature.
Sir Gerald Kelly, equipped with an Eton background and a-Cam
bridge deg-ree, had spent several years- in Paris: where his portraits
attracted attention as early as. 1902^.

Kelly’s portraiture was- the

1

It is not quite clear the extent to which Tonks’ running of the
Slade was responsible for this impression. It is certajuily
true that J.B'.Kanson commented that John’went through the hot
house training of the Slade School, which forces a student to
draw like an old master, a method which might be admirable if
that were? the end purpose- of it all. But it leads- no further-,
and the painting of a Slade student is usually a coloured drawl
ing. * J.B.Kanson- op.cit. p 126.

2

As recorded by A.G.Foll'iott Stokes- The Landscape Paintings of
Kr Algernon M.Talmage in The Studio XLII Ho.177 5 December- 1907
pp 188-192. A number of works- were exhibited at the Royal
Society of British Artists in 1907*

3

See A.G.Folliott Stokes Mr Algernon Talmage’s London Pictures,
The Studio XLVI Ho.191 February 1909 PP 23-29.

4

See the Art Journal 1909 p 92. Kelly was elected an Associate
of the Royal Hibernian Academy in 1909*
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1914 ? in which the author was clearly impressed by Kelly’s pictures
of Burmese dancers

and other national types.

It is clear that

Kelly was elected Associate in 1922 mainly on the strength of his
portraits.

Mary Chamot, in 1937 grouped Kelly with Arthur Cope,

J.J.Shannon and others as .
'. . , all interested intfe.direct task of representation un
troubled a^out any artistic problems or the desire for selfexpression .
Tfnen Kelly's 1930 Diploma Work, Jane XXX (Plate 84), is considered
there appears to be some truth in Chamot’s statement.

Chamot was-

also of the opinion that
’Landscape painting of the academic variety has far less raison
d ’etre than portraiture • . .’
although
’the large landscape in oils continues to be produced, and the
modern method of painting from drawings or memory in order that
the design may not be hamperedby changing effects is joining
hands with the older Victorian practice to oust the Impression
ist sketch done on the spot **'
Sydney Lee was naturally cited as one of those producing work of
this kind.

He had studied at the Manchester School of Art, and at

the Atelier Calarossl in Paris.

Although primarily a painter he

also worked in etching and wood engraving^.

Like Ricketts, Talmage

and Kelly, Lee was elected Associate in 1922, by which date he al
ready possessed a reputation for his topographical landscape, ex
amples of which he had exhibited at the Hew English Art Club since
1°03.

Amongst the Dolomites (Plate 23) was purchased by the Chant

rey Bequest in 1924? and despite the architectural subject of his

1

W.S.Maugham A Student of Character* Gerald Festus Kelly. The
Studio LXII Ho.261 December 1914 PP 163-9* Maugham thought
that the qualities of ’emotion and entertainment’ provided the
’essentials of art,’

2

Mary Chamot Modern Painting in England, London 1937 P 87. It
should be remembered that Chamot regarded the Royal Academy as
an official body whose task was ’to carry on the social busi
ness and leave the "pure” artist free to do his work. 5 op.cit.
p.80.

3

Mary Chamot op.cit. p 89.

4

As a member of the Society of Graver Printers in Colour. Lee’s
graphic work was the subject of an article by Malcolm C.Sala—
man (himself an honorary member of the Society, formerly the
Sunday Times art critic (1883-1894)? and an authoritative
writer on prints) The Koodcuts of Mr Sydney Lee, A .R.E. in
The Studio LXII lo.259, October 1914 PP 19-26.
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similarities between the two pictures, particularly in the thick,
dry use of the paint.

Even the landscape possesses an architect

ural quality.
V

Although the classification of a. painter as a specialist in
one particular genre (to the exclusion of others) is at best arb
itrary, it would indicate that the Academy elected rather more
portraitists than landscape and figure painters’*'.

However, almost

half of the painter and engraver Associates and Academicians elec
ted during the period produced landscapes as one aspect of their .
work.

The number of painters producing traditional or classical

themes had become very small, and was best represented by Charles
Shannon, Charles Ricketts and Robert Anning Bell.

The painting of

the majority, however, was dominated by forms of realism, and by a
desire to express aspects of nature through realisations of contern—
2
porary experience. -Although some members did produce work analo
gous to that of the French Impressionists
tific’ realism

others rejected 'scien

but, on the other hand, did not return to the use

of a classical aesthetic or ideal.

Instead they had developed a

dependence upon direct observation, while rejecting purely imitative
or photographic procedures.

Sir Alfred East^ had (in the context

of landscape painting) described the contemporary artist's attitude
towards nature just before his death in 1913“
'It is not .what Nature actually is - the
information and takes an infinite amount
his information - but, it is what Nature
yours and mine, .and your love of it that
painting „ . » +.

scientist wants that
of trouble to obtain
is to u r , our Nature,
can be expressed in

Fere it not for the continuing importance of 'decorative* work a
similar situation might be said to prevail in contemporary sculpture

1

This must remain a generalization since comparitive
confined themselves to one genre.

2

e.g. Mark Fisher and Algernon Talmage.

3

Sir Alfred Bast (1849-1913), A.R.A. 1899, R.A.1913.

4

Sir Alfred Bast, R.A. Brush and Pencil N otes in Landscape,
London 1914 P 23*
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few artists

decline of the traditions of Canova, Chantrey and Flaxraan, and
hailed the advent of a new development:
‘The central principle of the ITeWpSculpture has been a close
and obedient following of nature. *
Whereas Gosse was inclined to treat 'Alfred Stevens as an isolated
3
4
phenomenon , however, later writers‘ perceived that of the two main
directions in modern sculpture, one at least issued from Stevens*
work.

If one stream was dominated by increasing realism, the other

stressed the decorative function of sculpture, as continued in the
work of Alfred Gilbert, It would appear that th8 Lambeth Schools,
5
Remington ? which trained a significant number of future members
of the Royal Academy , encouraged the students to consider the app
lication of sculpture to architecture and design.

Many of the com

petition subjects set for Boyal Academy students 1918—30 (See App
endix L) would suggest that this attitude continued to receive sup
port, albeit more traditional subjects were sat for *compositions* *
The Great War, of course, continued to provide a source of commis
sions for memorials for some years,
As in painting the influence, of French Art may not be ignored.
In1sculpture it was, however, tempered by a degree of British cau—
7
tion, In 1925 Vernon Blake argued that Rodin’s work
’reproduces the unordered multiplicity of nature*

1

Edmund Gosse The Hew Sculpture.) a series of articles in the Art
Journal 1894* PP 133-142, 199-202, 277-282 and 306-311.

2

Edmund Gosse op.cit. p 139*

3

’Not only did Stevens live in isolation, little affecting the
society of young men, but the character of his work was wholly
out of sympathy with what was going to be produced five or six
years after his death.* ibid.

4

e.g. Kineton Parkes, op.cit, p 82,

5

Founded in 1879 the Lambeth School employed both Dalou and ¥.S.
Frith on its staff.

6

Including J,M.Swan, Goscombe John, Harry Bates, George Frampton,
Frederick Pomeroy, ¥*R.Colton, Henry Poole, Alfred Turner and
C.H.Hartwell. Kineton Parkes o p.cit. p 95*

7

Blake was an artist and writer of wide-ranging interests. He
had been Director of the British Academy in Rome (1906-8), and
contributed to a number of contemporary journals*
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whereas the truly great artist

•f- s

, reason stays and guides his hand.
means of thought expression",

To him nature is a

Blake was of the opinion that Rodin’s sculpture was subjective, lim
ited, and impressionistic5 Rodin’s imitative ability was incapable
of grasping generalizations and ideals.
The 40 Academicians and 47 Associates

elected

between 19lSand

2

1930 represent one complete ’turnover* of membership' •

Despite the

introduction of Senior Academicians and Senior Associates most mem
bers were well-established and middle-aged

artists

bythe timesof

their elections.

78 , had

toretire the

Indeed Mark Fisher, aged

year following his election as Academician and likewise Annie Swynnerton was unable to play an active role as an Associate.

Appendix

0 reveals that the average age during the year of election as Ass
Only 6 Associates were elec-

ociate was 51?~? and as Academician 5°*

3

ted when they were below the age of 40 *

Of these Alfred Kingsley

Lawrence became the most critical of the Royal Academy as an insti—
.. 4
tuxion . William McMillan, on the other hand, became Master of the
Sculpture School, 1929—1941? and Henry Rushbury was Keeper 1949—

1964. The only Academician elected under the age of 40 during this
period was Glyn Philpot who, later in his career, was to turn to
wards a more enigmatic style of painting influenced by contemporary

Vernon Blake Relation in .Art, London 1925 p 184.
The Constitution of the Royal Academy was fixed at 40 Academic
ians by the Instrument of Foundation (W.R.M.Lamb The Royal Ac
ademy, London 1951 PP 193—200). After the institution of the
class of Associates in 17&9
number of Associates was limi
ted to 20 until 1876, when it was increased to a minimum of 30,
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, Malcolm Osborne, William McMillan,
Henry Rushbury, Gerald Brookhurst arid Alfred Lawrence.
A large collection of his correspondence 1951-4971 was recent
ly in the possession of Messrs Peter Eaton, 80 Holland Park
Avenue, London W II. Some of the letters demonstrated a dis
like of modern abstract painting shared with many of his con
temporaries. A letter drafted to the President and Council of
the Royal Academy, May 24th 1953? included the statement ’To
include in our exhibition works which, both in form and con
tent, are quite unintelligible, may be good commercial policy,
but it is bad artistic policy, and, in the end, will destroy
the Royal Academy.* The previous year Lawrence had attempted
to challenge Rushbury* s election as Keei>er, and at the same
time showed a patent dislike of Sir Gerald Kelly.
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In view of the constitution of the Royal Academy Council (see
Appendix J") it will he seen that the Royal Academy’s executive vas
inevitably composed of artists who first started to establish rep
utations for themselves some 10 to 20'years prior to their elections
as Associates.

The fact that new candidates had to be proposed by

the members themselves in General Assembly may be interpreted as a
further example of the Academy’s inbuilt conservatism.

Brighton Art Gallery possesses some examples of Philpot’s later
work.
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Sir Walter Lamb reviewed the functions of Royal Academy Exhib
itions in 1935
’The Academy can only recommend to attention such works of art
as are the outcome of sincere feeling and sound craftraanship.
Among a great variety of efforts, some uncertain in their aim,
others aiming only at surprise, it must look for real achieve
ments that will be comprehensible and enjoyable to the freeminded, receptive visitor who seeks a re^dy means of cultivat
ing a personal taste in contemporary art".*
His statement records with Clause XVII of the Royal Academy’s Instru
ment of Foundation

which provided for annual exhibitions of ’paint

ings, sculpture and designs.’
beginning of May

The Summer Exhibitions opened at the

and showed about 1,500 works, of which some 25O
A.11 works, were subjected to the scr

were by members of the Academy.

utiny of a selection, committee, which included the members of the
A
Council for the year, and the successful works ' were then arranged in
the galleries.

After the Council had approved the hanging and the

catalogue had been compiled, the artists were allowed to retouch

5

their works on varnishing days .

Members of the Press were then: in

vited to view, the Academy held its annual dinner, and the exhibition
opened after the Private View.
The scale of the Royal Academy’s Summer Exhibitions was matched
by few other contemporary art exhibitions during this period^.

The

Allied Artists’ Association, when held in the Royal Albert Hall be
tween 1908 and 1913, had had to be superintended from the saddle of a

1

Sir Walter R.M.Lamb

The Royal Academy, London, 1935*

2

Sir Walter R.M.Lamb

op.cit., 1951 edition p lOo.

3

The Saturday before

the first Monday in May.

4 -

Approximately 12fo of the number sent in by non-members. A det
ailed description of the selection process is given in George
Dunlop Leslie, R.A., The Inner Life of the Royal Academy ,
London 1914 PP 73-91*

5

At this time members were allowed three varnishing days, non
members one.

6

The British Empire Exhibition at Wembley, which opened on April
23rd 1924? contained a sizeable art and design section, but
such exhibitions were- occasional events.
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of war in 1914 the Association had exhibited in the smaller Grafton
Galleries until 1920,

The great number of -works on yievr at the Royal

Academy attracted large numbers of visitors (see Apnendix K) whose
purchases of admission
running costs.

2

and catalogues provided some of the Academy* s

The exhibition lasted approximately three months.

Al

though there is a paucity of information on the attendance figures at
other contemporary exhibitions of modern art , the Academy Summer Ex
hibition attendances bear comparison with-those of nationally funded
institutions,-

In 1928 the average monthly attendance figure for the

National Gallery Millbank (The Tate) was 29,15° r whereas', on average,
55?1Q3 people visited the Royal

Academy Summer Exhibition each month

that it vas open.
The Academy’s finances during the Great Ear, and for some years
5
after it, were somewhat precarious . Attendances had dropped to
128,684 by the Summer Exhibition of 1918, and the Academy had. had to
fight the Customs and Excise Board’s contention that the exhibitions
o
were liable to the new Entertainment Duty introduced in 1916 , In

1920 the Academy raised the Summer Exhibition entrance fee.- from Is to
Is 6d.
1

Frank Butter, Since I I as Twenty-five, London 1927 P 183,

2

By ticket or season ticket. In 1920 the pi’ices wares admission
Is 6d, season ticket 5s ? Catalogue Is (paper cover) or Is 6d
(bound in cloth),

3

Having sought information from the New English.Art Club the
present secretary, Carl da Winter, tells me. that the only rec
ords in the Club’s possession are bound copies of the Club’s
exhibition catalogues. This reply is consistent with most
other galleries and organizations.

4

Royal Commission on N ational Museums and Galleries Final Report
Part 1 His Majesty’s Stationery Office 1929» Appendix II p 81
gives the attendances at the National Museums and Galleries in
London and Edinburgh and at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, for
1903, 1913 and 1938,. The average monthly attendance at the
National Gallery, Trafalgar Square was 55?784»

5

S.C.Hutchison. The History of the Royal A cademy 1768-1963 9 Lon—
don, 1968 p 159* The author points out that the Academy had.
been running an annual deficit since 1903.

6

Although it was decided in 1917 that the Academy exhibitions
were to be exempt (Sir Halter Lamb op.cit. p 67 and S.C.Hutch
ison op.cit. p 160; the tax continued to trouble other exhibit
ing bodies for some years. It was reported in the Connoisseur
LXIII No.249 Nay 1922 p 53 that the Earl of Plymouth, as Pres
ident of the Imperial Arts League, considered it a priority to
fight the imposition of the tax ’as applied to the forms of
exhibition in which artists are concerned.’
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1

the British Red Cross Society . 'Tronhies, relics and works of art 1
2
from the imperial War Museum were displayed with the specific inten
tion of raising funds for the Society

and can hardly be considered

in the same light as those exhibitions organized directly by the Ac
ademy itself.

It may be noted, however, that the majority of exhib

its in this, and succeeding ’war exhibitions,’ were paintings.
The Summer Exhibition of 1918 attracted over 14,000 more vis
itors than had attended the exhibition of 1917*

Although 69 fewer

works were exhibited than in the previous year, many reviewers wel
comed the fact that pictures were only hung
spaces between them^.
battle pictures.

two deep with greater

There was an absence of any large number of

A picture which might have laid claim to being the

’picture of the year’ was Frank Salisbury’s King George and Queen
......
A
Mary Visiting the Battle Discricts of France
but many critics
agreed with Sir Claude Phillips that it represented
’the outward aspect of incidents toned down to official dull
ness in order to meet the requirements of military and court
etiquette ’
and could only be regarded as a limited triumph.

As was to be ex

pected there were a large number of portraits

and despite the abo
sence of Sargent and Orpen this year, pictures by J.J.Shannon , and

Melton Fisher set high standards.

It Is interesting to notice the

survival of the ’subject picture* in A.D.McCormick’s Kelson at the
C ouncil of bar before Copenhagen, 1801 and T.C.Gotch’s The First

1

One third of the profits from the 1915 hTar Relief Exhibition,
and the proceeds from the 1917 Graphic Art exhibition, had
already been donated to the same cause.

2

Royal Academy Annual Report 1913 p 12.

3

American Art News, June Ip? 1918, and Connoisseur LI, June 1918
pp 109- 119.

4

Destined as a mural panel for the Royal Exchange.
It was repro
duced as the frontispiece of The Royal Academy illustrated 1918

5

Daily Telegraph, 4th May 1918.

6

Shannon’s Lady Broughton was extensively praised.
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Printing Press set up in Bristol.

Fred Roe* exhibited Afternoon

Prayers at Westminster School, showing many of the boys in Cadet
Corps uniform

in a manner reminiscent of the work of von Herkomer.

The most ’modern’ work to receive attention, however, was Walter
Bayes 1 Underworld , now in the collection of the Imperial War Museum.

2

The critic of the Morning Post
mance

thought it an ’ultra-modern’ perfor

but appreciated the extent to which

it might be seen as rep

resenting the deliberate introduction of innovation at Burlington
House.

Its subject was the platform of the Elephant and Castle

underground station during an air-raid

and although it was consid

ered by the Connoisseur as ’merely an artistic joke ’

it was recog

nized as possessing a command of mural composition and expression
which, argued The Times ,
1. . . will tell posterity, not how one particular tube looked
at a particular moment during an air raid to a commonplace
observer, but how' people’s minds were affected by it. And
this expression of the essential results, as it always must,
in beauty"r» ’
It is interesting to speculate on the extent to which the Selection ■
and Hanging Committees, were influenced in their handling of this pic
ture by the topicality of its subject rather than by its mode of

5

treatment .
The two exhibitions held at Burlington House in November and
December 1918 were not initiated by the Academy.

The Royal Society

of British Artists changed its exhibition venue at the request of a
War- Cabinet Committee because its normal premises were being used by
the War Office, which arranged Treasury payment for heating and
lighting at the Royal Academy.

1

A similar financial arrangement was

Roe was a painter of historical subjects, but had also written
standard books on the subject of old oak. He had exhibited, at
the Royal A.cademy since 1887*

2

The Morning Post, May 6th 1918.

3

The Connoisseur LI

4

The Times May 4th 1918.

5

No.202

June 1918 pp110—111.

Due to the Academy’s selection procedures it is possible that
Bayes’ picture may have been one judged ’Doubtful’ but subseq
uently hung by the Hanging Committee, although its large scale
would suggest that it was probably accepted by the Selection
Committee itself. See George Dunlop Leslie, R.A. op.cit.p 85*
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In January and February 1919 the Canadian War Memorials Exhibi
tion a t •the Academy was well attended.
to peace time

The Academy was re-adjusting

and the Summer Exhibition attendances increased by

more than 75>500 this year.

The Canadian exhibition of 355 paintings,

prints, drawings and sculptures provided both a pictorial record of
the war and a preview of a number of larger works destined for the
memorial building in Ottawa.

The latter included the cartoon for

Augustus John’s Canadians Opposite Lens - Winter 1817-18, Julius 01s—
son’s The Wight Patrol — Canadian Motor Launches Entering Dover, and
D.Y.Cameron’s Flanders from Kemmel, all of which were reproduced by
2
The Studio, which commented favourably on the scheme .
Some critics saw the Summer Exhibition of 1919 as marking the
3
end of an era' . although it also provided intimations of the next.
Many were obviously expecting that a turning-point in world history
would also, produce a turning-point in art.

Indeed the Connoisseur’s

reviewer quoted George Moore’s belief that great art is an aftermath
of war, although he noted that, in all the instances cited by Moore,
a certain length of time elapsed between the wars and the art that
4
they stimulated . The Architectural Review thought it too early to
r

judge the effects of the war upon the arts .

In the pictures in the

exhibition which still used war themes as subject matter two tenden
cies can be detected,

Fred Roe’s Return of the Victors possesses a

quality of anecdote and realism of treatment which contrasts strang
ely with the expressive pathos of Sargent’s Gassed.

The liar Office

1

This Society was founded in 1887 as the Royal Anglo-Austral!an
Society of Artists, later expanding to include all British dom
inions - a Royal Charter was granted in 1909* See The Studio
LXXV ho.307 October 1918 p 27,

2

The Studio LXXVI ho.311 February 1919 PP 11-16. D.Y.Cameron
gained valuable experience when working for the Canadian sch
eme, and was later able to use it when co-ordinating the mural
decorations forSt Stephen’s Hall, Westminster (see above p^l )

3

6'«g* The Studio

4

The Connoisseur

5

A rehi tec turaI Revi ew XLV, June 1919 PP 128— 9.

LXXVII ho.315 Jane 1919 PP 3—14• ’. . . it
rounds off with some distinction the series of shows which have
been held at Burlington House during the period of the war . . ’
LIV ho.214> June 1919 PP 106-115-
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extent vindicated by the praise accorded to Sargent’s
„ most significantly impressive painting of a war incident
yet produced*1
2
as described by the Morning Post * Sargent’s portrait of President
Wilson3 was also very well received.

If Gassed was acclaimed as the

1919 ’picture of the year,’ a work by Walter Bayes, Pul vis et Cir.br
struck a more avant-garde note.

,

The Times* description ox the exhib

ition’s landscape paintings provides n few general remarks appropri
ate to the whole exhibition, and to the Academy’s usual criteria of
selections
Baring experiments, of course, are not encouraged; hardly a
picture owes anything to Manet or Monet, to say nothing of
Cezanne or Van Gogh; but a picture (-can be good without being
novel or daring, if it is sincere.Jt
By contrast the Morning Post6 referred to the Post-Impressionist
’movement flickering to an end’ in the Cubistic patterns of Bayes*
picture.

The writer comforted himself with the thought that avant-

garde movements are seldom healthy and are usually short lived.
Pulvis et Ombra represents a wrestling scene taking place in the openair.

The composition was made striking by use of two brilliant

shafts of light which spread diagonally across the painting and cre
ate large geometric areas of light and shadow.

It is a measure of

the Academy’s conservatism that this picture, which is otherwise tre
ated in an unexceptional manner despite some simplifications in the
treatment of the figures, should ha,ve been seen as the most ’modern 1
exhibit.
Sculpture and Architectural projects exhibited in the Summer
Exhibitions of 19-18 and 1919 had demonstrated the contemporary dem—

1

See Robert Gumming’s introduction to Artists at Par 1914-1918?
catalogue of an exhibition of works by ’front line* war artists
at Kettle’s Yard Gallery, Cambridge 1974, p 11.

2

The Morning Post, May 3rd 1919*

3

Reputedly commissioned for £10,000.

4

Also a large work, measuring 12 feet x 18 feet.

5

The Times May 9th 1919*

6

The Morning Post, May 10th 1919*
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House held an exhibition of War Memorial Designs*

The Ruskin Centonn

ary Exhibition and the exhibition of Works by Camoufleur Artists
took place during the same months.

The memorials exhibition was org

anized by the Royal Academy’s special committee on War Memorials (see
above p 12 }, chaired by Sir Aston Webb, which hoped that the exhib
ition might give guidance to those erecting monuments and mem
orials to the dead.

It was designed as a sequel to the exhibition

held earlier at the Victoria and Albert Museum^,

The press paid some

attention to Reginald Frampton's murals for the Cubitt Memorial Cha
pel in Ramnore church, near Dorking, which were among the larger of
the 398 exhibits.

The culmination of the Academy’s war exhibitions

took place from December 1919 to February 1920.

Sponsored by the

Imperial War Museum it consisted of the Ration’s War Paintings and
Other Records and was regarded as a British equivalent of Konody’s
’most complete artistic record of any country’s share in. the
great war'*’
5
As such it was not unexpected to find little homogeneity in the

1

One of the most noticeable exhibits in the architectural sec
tion of 1919 was B.Heville Smith’s Design for an Imperial Mus
eum. and Monument of Records of the Great War — a huge ’modern
English Renaissance’ exercise.

2

The Camouflage exhibition consisted of paintings and drawings
of camouflage pro jects..most of them for ships, produced by Wil
kinson’s department which had used some of the Academy’s T3remises during the war. From 1916 the ’Camouflage Park’ had ev
olved into a unit employing 60 officers 4-00 W.C.Os and men
and a great many civilians. The organising committee for this
exhibition included S.J»Solomon, Philip Connard, Julius Olsson,
Henry Poole and Walter Russell.

3

The Studio, LXXVIII No.319 October 1919 PP 59-64, thought it
’well to reiterate that the exhibition was designed, not with
the purpose of supplying material which might actually serve as
memorials, but with the view of providing suggestions to art
ists and the public interested in the promotion or execution of
memorials .5 Whereas the Victoria and Albert Museum exhibition
had included a wide range of work the Academy exhibition was
intended to enable ’promoters of memorials to get in touch with
artists who by their past work have shown themselves capable of
designing and planning schemes of a commemorative character. •»’

4

P.G,Konody’s own description of the Canadian War Memorials and
War Records exhibition.
5. . . veritable masterpieces and striking tours de force hang
ing cheek by jowl with deplorable inanities, equally valueless
as records and as &rt.f The /architectural Review XLVTI February
1920 p 62 .

5
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and Francis Dodd .

The critic of the Burlington Magazine noticed

that the inclusion of works by artists of ’schools’ other than that
of the Academy allowed a rare comparison to be made between the work
of Royal Academy members and modern 'outsiders.1

The painters

’. . . of conventional pseudo-romantic war pictures , wTho have
made the Hindenburg Line of the Academy their chief defence.
now find their trenches occupied with more credit by their
opponents^.1
Many of the works^ had been exhibited before
A
ceived for the proposed National Memorial .

and some had been con—

The Summer Exhibition of 1920 contained nearly 200 fewer works
than that of the previous year.

The Architectural Review suspected

that an industrious Selection Committee had adopted the maxim ’when
5
in doubt, leave it out.!
In general the reduction in numbers was
welcomed as evidence of the Academy’s desire for reform.

In The

Sunday Times Frank Rutter hoped that the recent fixing of an age of
retirement for Academy members would open the way to younger recru
its^

and The Studio's critic noticed a new ’atmosphere and a new

character’ in the exhibition .

There was, however, little evidence

of a ’new character* in the majority of works shown:

Sir Claude

Phillips noted that the paintings of Laura Knight and Walter Bayes
'

Q

appeared to be the most advanced ,

The critic of The Times thought’

the Academy ’as usual’ strongest in landscape painting
1. . . although there is not a single example of the newer
ways of painting it . . . we still wonder why we see there
none of the experiments which are most characteristic of the
art of our time » . « At the Academy we ought to be able to
1

Muirhead Bone and Francis Dodd had been amongst Masterman’s
artists ’at the Front .5

2

Burlington Magazine XXXVI No.203 ;920 pp 94-95*

3

e.g. some of Sir William Orpen’s pictures and the best of C.W.E
Nevinson’s,

4

Sir Alfred Nond’s Organizing Committee had submitted plans for
such a scheme to the War Office in 191?» See The Architectur
al Review XLII, 1917 PP xviii and xx.

5

The

6

Tbs Sunday Times May 2nd 1920.

7

The Studio LXXIX No.327 June 1920 pp 123-133

8

Daily Telegraph 1st May 1920.

A rchitecturaI Rev1 ew XLVII June 1920 pp 165
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and166.

still those who go only to the Academy are]left unaware of
what is happening in the world outside it. '
The same author considered that the sculpture exhibited was- a mass

2

of exhausted conventions- .

This lack of sympathy with newer British

Art prompted both the Daily Telegrand and the Connoisseur

to suggest

that a second exhibition was needed , a form of Sa Ion d !A u torr.rie , which
would provide an outlet for more modern "work.
The Exhibition of Spanish

Art which took place in Burlington

House between November 1920 and January 1921 had resulted from a pro
posal by the Spanish Government made in July 1919*1

Although the

Prado was unable to lend any works", as had originally been envisaged,
an adequate selection of works was obtained
interest.

and excited considerable

"Without representation from the Prado’s collection the ex

hibition was a little disappointing for those whose expectations had
been raised by press announcements of the organising committee’s inr~
9
tentions , but the exhibition created a precedent at the Academy by
presenting a historical survey of another country's art.

The Burling.

ton Magazine was impressed by its organization and catalogue, and C.J.
Holmes devoted an article to the exhibition . The Studio *s critic
7
thought it an event of 'first-rate importance . ! An awareness of the
tradition of realism in Spanish painting made the exhibition particu
larly attractive, and the work of El Greco was well represented.

The

8
Studio published a special volume' on Spanish painting with an essay
1

The Times May 13th 1920.

2

The Times- May 21st 1920.
This despite the increase in exhibi
tion space given to sculpture.

3

C .R .G rund y The Royal A cade my. A Plea to the JOovernrnent in the
C onnoisseur LVII No.226 June 1920 pp 65-6 .

4

As recorded in Sir Walter R.M.Lamb on.cit. pp 73—4«

5

The Committee was chaired by the Duke of Alba, who displayed
great energy in assembling the exhibition from, a variety of
sources,

6

The Burlington Magazine XXXVII No.207 November 1920 pp 269-276

7

The Studio LXXXI No. 334January 1921

8

Spanish Painting, text by A.Be Beruete y Koret, "The Studio"
Ltd. London, Paris, New York 1921. Moret noted that the Graf
ton Gallery had held an exhibition of Spanish Art, including
a large modern section, in 1913•
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pp 3-13.

the pictures on view in Burlington

House.

The 1921 Summer Exhibition contained only 1,250 exhibits.
There is no direct evidence to account for the further decrease in

1

the number of works exhibited . Certain newspapers

2

welcomed the

smaller exhibition, which had not simply excluded the work of young
artists
. . for there are to be noted a few striking instances of
the recognition - by^very favourable hanging - of young extre
mists and their art. 1
The Studio invited Gabriel Kourey, Conservateur des Palais Kationaux,

4

Prance, to review the exhibition .

Kourey found it difficult to re

cognize the ’novel tendencies’ which were being so eagerly discussed
in London, and although he praised one of Henry Lamb’s war pictures^
he was not convinced that the severe selection policy had succeeded
/
in maintaining high standards . The Academy was now caught in the
cross-fire between two kinds of criticism.

On the one hand it was

still accused of being old-fashioned in its outlook, and! The Times
was insisting that ’a new school in the Academy is an old one’ any7
where else - On the other the Academy was under attack from its own

1

Although Alan Sims, in the survey of Charles Sims’ life and wo
rk included in Charles Sims Picture Making, Technique and Insp
iration. London 1934 P 124, attributes the character of the
1921 Summer Exhibition to the 'effects of his (Charles Sims’)
activities as an official of the Royal. Academy .1

2

e.g. The Morning Post, May 2nd 1921

3

The Daily 1 telegraph, May 2nd 1921.

4

The Studio LXXXI Ho.339 June 1921 pp 213-219A Pew ¥ords on the Royal Academy Exhibition.

5

P.A.M.C . Men with H ounded and Sick , at a I)ressing Station on
the Strauma, 1916 by Henry Lamb was appreciated on the grounds
that it proved that painters of the war, if they wished to ap
peal to the emotions, should 'forget all the formulas and all
the recipes of the war pictures of other days.* Kourey oo.cit.
p 216.

6

The majority of other reviews were critical of the standards of
some of the work exhibited, although the critic of the Architec
tural Review, XLI June 1921 p xxxiv, thought otherwise.

7

I'he Times May 5th 1921. Prank Rutter, in TheSunday Times, May
1st 1921 had already reviewed at some length, the similarities
between the Academy Exhibition and that of the Hew English Art
Club twenty years earlier. The Dally Telegraph (op.cit.) still
noted ’no sign . . . of a generous desire on the part of the
Royal Academicians to forego their privileges . . . in favour
of the newcomers.’
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Gabriel Kourey

work
’on the same level as young students almost destitute of artis
tic skill and experience.’
3
2
so described by the critic of The Connoisseur . It was rumoured
that within the Academy there was considerable opposition to the
'bolshevist’ character of some of the weaker exhibits.

Such discont

ent was brought into focus by a letter to The Times from Frank 0. Sa
lisbury, published on May 3rd.

Salisbury was incensed by the rejec

tion of many artists- who had previously exhibited at the Academy for
many years, and by the inclusion of the ’work of young (girl) students.
’We all wish to encourage the young aspirants, but why should
these students be placed before matured and able painters^.’
The inclusion of such ’Academy Flappers,’ especially in view of the
poor economic climate, was seen to pose a threat to the livelihood of
’established’ artists.

Salisbury himself had studied at the Royal

Academy Schools (where he had won the Landseer Scholarship) and had
exhibited continuously at the Royal Academy Summer Exhibitions since
1899-

Salisbury’s complaints were to provide substance for E.Wake

Cook’s attack on the Royal Academy’s ’abdication of its responsibil
ities’ in 1924 !•
The- Royal Society of Portrait Painters exhibition, from Novem
ber to Pecember, 1921 was the first of four held at the Royal Acad—
R
erny during the 1920s' . 213 works were shown, only a third of the

1

The Connoisseur-LX No.238 June 1921 p 111.

2

The Morning Post ibid.

3

A large part of Salisbury’s letter is quoted by Alan Siras, o p .
cit. pp 124-5* The letter began ’Sir - Never in the history of
British art has the Royal Academy opened its doors in more tra
gic circumstances » . .’

4

E . ~Jak 9 Co ok Retrogression in Art and the Suicide of the Royal
Academy. London 1924 P 2 5 ff. It should be noted that Salis
bury’s own large ’command pictures: The Passing of the Unknown
Barpior and They buried him among the kings were both exhibit
ed in the 1921 exhibition. This did not prevent Salisbury from
attacking the Hanging Committee- which ’I am given to understand,
is composed of men mostly of the new school, and only one mem
ber has previously had experience in hanging at the Royal Acad
emy. ’ Quoted Alan Sims op.cit. p 124.
In 1921, 1924. 1925 and 1926.
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number exhibited at the Grafton Galleries in the previous year.

At

least one critic" compared the result with the 1921 Summer Exhibit
ion at the Academy.
members, including

Of 117 artists represented nine were deceased
Millais, Alma-Tadema and Herkomer.

The

2

Royal Academy's ovm exhibition of Forks by Recently Deceased Members ,
January and February 1922, provided another nostalgic glimpse of the
recent past .

Such had been the decline of Victorian and Edwardian

traditions of the 'subject picture' that the Burlington Magazine's
critic, found that the
'pictures shown baffle criticism; the bulk of them, even those
carried out by craftsmen of ability, are not primarily works of
art at all; they would have to be discussed not by the art
critic, but^by the sociologist, psychologist or some idle
biographer. 1
36 Academicians and Associates were represented, including Sir Edward
Poynter, Ernest Crofts and Marcus Stone 5 . The majority of exhibits
were paintings.
In his first review of the 1922 Summer Exhibition^ A.Glut tonBrock

7

was pleased to find that 'subject pictures' were at last dis

appearing, and perhaps being killed, by the advent of the motionpicture.

Most reviews were agreed that some changes in attitude had

taken place at Burlington House:
'On the one hand, it lacks many things to which we have been
accustomed as of the very essence of the Royal Academy; on the
other, it proves acceptance, willing or unwilling, of both men
and works from whichgthe sacred 40 i'n former days would have
shrunk in abhorence. *

1

Frederick Gordon Roe, assistant editor of the Connoisseur.
Conoisseur LXII No.245 January 1922 pp 46-7«

2

The first of these exhibitions since the Alma-Tadema retros
pective exhibition of 1913•

3

The Architectural Review thought the exhibition 'a revival
old fond memories.' LI February 1922 p xxxiv.

4

The Burlington Magazine XL No.227 February 1922 p 101.

5

See The Studio LXXXIII No.347 February 1922 pp 92-94. In fin
ancial terms the exhibition made a loss of £ 1 ,265-10-6 , mainly
due to the costs of carriage and insurance.

6

The Times April 29th 1922.

7

The author of Essays on Art. London 1919? a collection mostly
reprinted from The Times Literary Supplement.

^

The Daily Telegraph April 29th 1922.
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The

of

uaixery ax was quxcxiy laneixea uhe 'Advance Art 1 room , and the work
2
of Augustus John was singled out for attention * C.R.Grundy, perhaps
mindful of the recent Deceased Members exhibition, was critical of
the Academy for being deficient in ’subject interest, sentiment and'
imagination^*, qualities which he considered essential in order to
appeal to the public.

In consequence Grundy was convinced that mod

ern examples of *Bolshevism-and-¥ater* would never succeed in creat
ing wide-spread demand,
welcomed changes*

Other critics were less conservative and

Prank Rutter

again noted that the Academy had
5
’drawn the teeth* of societies and groups which might have provided

real competition and Charles Marriott thought that the appearance of
more ’modern 3 painting which
** . * is more consistently painting than elsewhere, prompts
the ironical reflection that it has fallen to the so called
’’revolutionaries” to bring the first signs^of order and har
mony among the arts into the Royal Academy
The ’picture of the year’ was generally considered to be Charles
Sims’ The Countess of Doclcsayage and her son, with its feeling for
atmosphere and sunlight*

Considerable interest was excited, by the

presence of a Sargent portrait of the Countess in the same exhibi
tion, which encouraged comparisons to be made.
The Exhibition of Decorative Art , January and February 19.2 3,
resulted from a memorandum on mural decorative art issued by the Pre—
O
sident and Council of the Royal Academy in February 1922 , The exhi
bition was intended to illustrate the potential importance of paint
ing and sculpture to architectural schemes, and to stimulate the in
terest of students and younger artists.

Although there was. but a

Daily Chronicle May 1st 1922,
2

o.g. The Daily Telegraph May 2nd 1922.

3

The Connoisseur 33X111 ITo.PpO June 1922 pp 109—117*

4

Outlook May 6th 1922,

5

e.g. The Glasgow Group, the Dew English Art Club and the Int
ernational Society.

6

The Athenaeum May 6th 1922. P. 0. Monody, in the Daily Ex pre.ss
April 29th 1922, had stated that ’The President and Council
have, as it were, not only shaken hands with the alleged Bol
sheviks, but generously admitted them into the very sanctum of
conservatism and traditionalism in art.*

7

Including the 12th Exhibition of the Arts and CraftsExhib
ition Society.

8

Bo.yal Academy Annual Report 1922.
l8p

Appendix D o ,18, pp

95M>-

poor attendance ax the exhibition Tae Studio’s critic thought that
there was much to be learned from its demonstration that art can
enter into the fabric of everyday existence' ,, Mural painting, stain
ed glass, statues, memorials, furniture, calligraphy, ceramics, sil
ver, cut gerns and textiles were included in the exhibition, which
also had a gallery set aside for the display of the Alfred Stevens’
Dorchester House designs purchased by the Chantrey Bequest (see
above pi 04 ),

The Academy was certainly seeking to re-instate the

influence of decorative arts

1 • . • blended with the daily purpose and use of each build
ing . * „ accepted as an essential part ox an aesthetic and
social education which continued as0a matter of course throughtZ
out the life of the ordinary p e r s o n . ’
A number of Royal Academy members contributed works'^ to the exhib
ition.
The Summer Exhibition of 1923 contained 1,544 exhibits, which
had been selected from 10,713 works.

Despite the increased number of

aspiring exhibitors % however, the exhibition was not particularly
adventurous,

Gallery XI was by now established as the room for pic

tures of the ’m o d e m movement,’ but in general the reviews agreed
with the art critic of The Times who thought that
’These pictures, one feels, are judged by painters with differ
ent aims and methods, not used to judging this kind of art} and
they are so mixed with pictures of a different kind, ordinary
Academy pictures, that they do not look their best or tempt the
best ofcthe younger artists to submit their works to the
ordeal, *
The Connoisseur’s critic found the exhibition lucking in imagination*

1

The Studio LXXXV Do.359 February 1923 pp 96-101.

2

Royal Academy Annual Report 1 9 2 2 ibid*

3

Among a number of lunette compositions was one entitled The An
cient Arts, painted in wax medium, by George Clausen,
It was
reproduced in The Studio (op.cit. p 97)j and appears somewhat
uncharacteristic of Clausen’s work. It was, however, sympto
matic of the interest in the decorative arts now taken by many
artists of repute,

4

1,007 more works were sent in than in 1922.

5

The Times May 5th 1923,

6

The Connoisseur LXVI Do.262 June 1923 pp 111-114* The article
accused the Academy of having adopted a policy of attempting
to divorce painting from ’any close connection with literature,
history, topography or anecdote, ’ and of trying to make art an
end in itself rather than the vehicle of expression for ideas.
Such a condemnation provides a useful definition of contempor
ary ’modernism,’ and again calls attention to the decline of
the’subject picture,’ lamented by the C onnoisseur’s editor.
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,

iwrj.e^

appear to have been

the only artists represented whose work might he termed academic, and
although forias of symbolism were evident in works by Cayley Robinson,
Grieffenhagen and Reginald Frampton, the exhibition was dominated by
realistic portraiture and landscape.

Sculpture exhibits still exA
pressed the importance of memorial sculpture after the war'. The
•picture of the year* was Sir William Orpen’s To the Unknown British

Soldier in France, which showed a draped coffin in a Versailles Pal
ace interior, flanked by two emaciated, shell-shocked sentries.
the •modernists1 in

Gallery XI Ethel Walker and Ernest Proctor act-:

racted some attention.
Club

Of

Both had exhibited at the

Few English Art

and their work invited comparison with that of modern French

6

artists «
In October and November 1923 two exhibitions were held at Bur
lington House.

The Australian Art Exhibition was arranged under the

auspices of the Society of Artists, Sydney, Hew South Wales, and in
some ways was a successor to the 1918 exhibition of the Royal British
Colonial Society of Artists,

The Studio’s critic remarked that the

Australian exhibitors
’. • . have taken the British tradition as it was before it be
came confused by revolutionary - or reactionary — borrowings
from foreign sources, and~they have adapted it intelligently to
the local conditions . . 9

1

Ricketts exhibited The Return of Burydxce, The Tro jan Women and
Chimeras,

2

Charles Shannon’s The Wounded Amazon was, however, dismissed as
merely a ’pleasingly composed decoration’ in the Connoisseur,

3

Vanity.

4

Sir William Goscombe John’s large relief, The Response for the
Newcastle—upon-Tyne monument, and C.Sargeant dagger’s Figure fo:
the Great Western Railway Paddington Station War Memorial, were
considered very successful.

5

Ethel Walker was listed as a member in 1900.

6

The Times May 14th 1923? stated that Proctor’s Bather in the
East derived from Gauguin, and commented on the lack of finish
in Ethel Walker’s Invocation, a feature of her work which
Frank Rutter described as impressionist in Modern Masterpieces,
London 1942 PP 276-7*

7

The Studio LXXXVI Ho.368 November 1923 p 274*
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work which hnd been produced in Australia

and in consequence a num

ber of artists of repute who lived and worked in other countries
were excluded from exhibiting- Sir Bertram MacKennal»s work was con1
2
spicuous by its aosence . Edith M.Fry listed, in The Studio , a num
ber of artists who were fortunate enough to be included in the exhib
ition only because they had recently returned to Australia.

The Aus

tralian artists seem to have been particularly successful in land
scape painting and in graphic art, although the drawings of Norman
Lindsay were taken to task by the critic of the Connoisseur for lack
ing the ’dignity of conception’ which distinguished works of art from
mere ’material excercises^,’
The Exhibition of British Primitive Paintings had been organ
ised by a committee headed by Viscount Lee of Fareham, which had asserabled a collection of works- and copies ' representative of English
painting before Holbein,

William. G.Constable, an assistant in the

National Gallery, wrote the catalogue to the exhibition which was
5
much praisea in the Burlington Magazine by Sir Martin Conway, The
’superstitious emblems’ which had survived the ravages of time, the
Puritans’ destruction and later restorations

provided the public

with a unique opportunity of glimpsing a period of English art from
which scant evidence remains.

The 137 works on exhibition represent

ed the majority of examples- then known, and was welcomed by many as
proof of the existence of an idigenous school of English painting be
fore the sixteenth century^.

1

In fact there were no sculpture exhibits. The omission of scu
lpture is surprising in view of the fact that both Mackennal
and Harold Parker were well-established Australian Sculptors.

2

Edith M.Fry Australian Art at Burlington House in The Studio
LXXXVI N o .369 December 1923 pp 324-328. *

3

The Connoisseur LXVII No.268 December 1-923 p. 234- It appears
that the critic was objecting to the (unedifying) realism of
Lindsay’s subjects - ’portrayals of bevies of women, who seem
ed to exult in exposing their pronounced proportions to the
gaze of rakish-looking males.’

4

Some of the copies were made by E.N.Tristram, Professor of Des
ign at the Poyal College of Art.

5

Burlington Nagazine XLIII N o .248 November 1923 PP 221-229-

6

Pee the Connoisseur LXVII No.268 December 1923 p 233. Tancred
Borenius and E .N.Tristram collaborated on English Mediaeval
Painting, Paris 192?, and expressed a debt to the 1923 exhib
ition.
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Porks by Swedish Artists 1880-1900.

This had been organized by Prof

essor Oscar B'jork, Vice-President of the Swedish Academy, and includ
ed works by Carl Larsson and Anders Zorn^.

It co-incided with an ex

hibition of Swedish Arts and Crafts at the Gieves Gallery in Old Bond
2
Street , which confirmed the high reputation of Swedish craftsmanship.
During the same five weeks'^ Burlington House was again host to the
Royal Society of Portrait Painters, which exhibited some 2.5O pictures.
Dorks by Sir William Orpen and Alfred Munning.s

attracted some atten

tion, as did a retrospective section which Included portraits by G .F .
Watts, Sir James J.Shannon, and W.Q.Orehardson .
In a review of the 1924 Summer Exhibition The Times appeared; to
be convinced that
’This year the modernist pictures are taken more into the bosom
of the Academy; though, indeed, it is less a matter of modern
ist pictures than of a modernist influence gently pervading the
whole. 1
The author attributed this change of attitude to the recent elections
of Augustus John, Walter Russell, Philip Connard, Spencer Watson, and
7
Maurice Grieffenhagen , and even if he considered that Walter Sick
ert’s election was long overdue, in the absence of any representation
from the London Group it was apparent the New English Art Club could
be said to have a ’controlling interest. *

1

It is true that the modem*

Carl Larsson (1853-1919) had been the subject of an article in
The Studio, LXXVTII No.323, February 1920 pp 184-193- His fre
scoes in the National Museum, Stockholm, and more domestic sub
jects characterized by strong linear qualities, were already
widely known in reproductions. Zorn (1860-1920) was described
as a Swedish equivalent of J.S..Sargent In the Connoisseur
LXVTII No.271 March 1924 P 172. The same review pointed out
that the marriage, in 1923, of Lady Louise Nountbatten to the
Crown Prince of Sweden may have given some impetus to the arr
angement of this exhibition.

2

Reviewed in The Studio LXXXVII No.371 February 1924 P 79-

3

The Swedish Art exhibition and the Royal Society of Portrait
Painters exhibition closed on the same date, February 23d.

4

e.g. Sir William Orpen’s Bishop of Ripon and Kunnings*equest
rian portrait The Earl of Birkenhead.

5

The

6

The Times May 3rd 1924-

7

Connoisseur, LXVIII No.271 March 1924 P 171-

’ . . . The Academy has abandoned its defences against modern
ity and at the same time has acquired an element in its coun
cils capable of judging modernity on its merits instead of plu
nging at random to ginrer ur> the show. ’ The Times ibid.
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Frank Rutter noted that Ernest Proctor’s The Merry—go—Round*~ had
found itself in Gallery X on the.wall opposite Frank 0.Salisbury’s

8 *6” high The Poof of the Great Hall, Westminster .
of a type of history painting now fast disappearing.

^ , an example
In Gallery XI

itself Mrs Dod Proctor’s Two of Them was exhibited close to Sir
Gilliam Orpen*s Sergeant Murphy and things (an essay into Mannings’
territory) and August John's Sir Charles Scott SherrIngham.
*Really, the Academy is much more catholic than many of the
younger artists of today would be inclined to allow . . . ''
commented The Studio.

Much to C.R.Grundy’s delight (although he

still complained about the Academy’s weakness in ’subject pictures.’^)
W.Russell Flint's The Lemnians became a ’problem picture* in the ori-------- g ----------------- —

ginal Edwardian sense .

It was impossible to determine which of two

alternative Incidents in the ancient history of Lemnos the picture
7
was intended to represent . Charles Sims* H.M.The King was much dis
cussed (see above p 26 ), and George Clausen’s landscapes were rated
highly.

In sculpture not only was Reid hick’s Pieta , from the St

Paul's Cathedral Kitchener Memorial, generally regarded as the most
impressive piece

but a number of younger sculptors were represented.

Frank. Rutter noted that the influence, at least, of Epstein and Gill
■was present in the work of Miss Rose Bower
ively.

and Harry Parr respect

Kineton Parkes classified Parr as-.

1

Frank Rutter The Little Book of the Royal Academy of 1924» Lon
don 1924*

2

* . . . The nearest approach to Post-Impressionism which the
Royal Academy permits .1 F.Rutter o p .clt.p 80.

3

The complete title given in the catalogue reads The Roof of the
Great Hal_1_? Westminster. Richard II being shown the__work, of '
the Hew7 Roof by his ’’Beloved Servant,” Hugh Herla n d , The K
s
Master Carpenter, 1397•

4

The Studio LXXXVII Ho.375 Jane 1924 P 303.

5

r
P’
ne Connoisseur LXIX Ho.274 June 1924 PP 107-111.

6

See Mary Clive The hay of Reckoning, London 1964 PP 55~60.

7

It was realized that the subject either represented the start
of the massacre of Lemnian husbands (and slaves) by their
wives, or the rescue of the Lemnians by their Spartan wives
many generations later.

8

A bronze bust of Mrs Halpern.
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who have a desire to break away., from the accepted plastic aspect of British sculpture . . . f
and Butter referred to Parr’s ’deliberate archaism'"* ’

C.E.Grundy,

however., was wont to ascribe such characteristics to a tendency among
younger artist to
’sacrifice the human interest in pictorial work to aesthetic
considerations based on narrow and arbitrary dogmas . * . lar
gely the creation of the highbrow critics . . .
The month long exhibition

4

of the Royal Society of Portrait

Painters, January to February 1925? contained no such modernist exam
ples of work.

Sir John Lavery, J.S.Sargent, Sir William Orpen and

A.J.Kurmings were well represented, and the Connoisseur^ was able to
comment that the standard was, on the whole, very satisfactory*

The

Academy also loaned some gallerias for the British School in Rome
competition, from March 2nd to March 14th.
After the election of Sir Frank Bicksee as President of the
Royal Academy many critics appeared to be looking for signs of reac
tion in the 1925 Summer Exhibition.

Indeed Mr Baldwin* s Royal Acad

emy Banquet speech echoed sentiments which had already been express
ed in a number of reviews:
’I have noticed, sometimes that advice is given to the artists
of the country to make a clean sweep of the Academy. It is al
ways a. revolutionary people who think a clean sweep must result
in something which will give keen satisfaction. While, in the
last four years, the Academy has remained without great change,
we have mad© a clean sweep of three governments, » . . and yet
the people are not satisfied. So may there not be some thing to
be said even for keeping an Academy or a government in ?°1

1

Kineton Parkes The Art of Carved Sculpture,. London 1931 Vol.I
P 96.

2

F.Rutter op.cit. pp 70-71? with reference to Parr’s stone
group Motherhood.

3

The Connoisseur ibid.

4

January 24th to February 21st 1925*

5

The Connoisseur LXXI ho.283 March 1925 P 180.
’There were no
"cubist” or "futurist" pictures’ the article explained.
Reported in The Times, May 4 th 1925,
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show modernist works at the Academy had failed, and was glad to see
no ’radical room’ in the 1925 exhibition .

The critic of the Morning

Post saw the absence of work by ’abstractionists' as a relief from
high-brow theorizing^.

The Sunday Times ’ review could only single

out Dod Proctor’s The Model as an example of ’really modern paint4
ing
The exhibition had again been reduced in size, albeit not tothe extent of the 1921 exhibition' , by the application of selection
criteria

which Herbert Furst, writing in the new Anollo,
thought
«

favoured ’formula or routine painting

^

A.L.Baldry, in The Studio

noted much that was technically competent, but found little evidence
of imagination or new talent.

One of the few ’subject pictures’

shown was Glyn Philpot’s Street Accident, but there was little eviQ
dence of academic' painting in an exhibition dominated by portraiture
and landscape.

The presence of works by Halter Sickert (including

The Foet and his Fuse and Victor Lee our) could not disguise the fact
that the Academy was experiencing some ’backlash’ against the more
liberal policies of recent years.
A major exhibition of the International Society of Sculptors,
Painters and Gravers Tfas'bsld at Burlington House from November to

1

Robert Rattray Tatlock became both Editor of Burlington Maga
zine and Art Editor of The Daily Telegraph. An ex-student of
the Glasgow School of Art, he collected paintings (including
works by Sickert and de Segonzac) and contributed material to
a number of journals.

2

The Daily Telegraph May 2nd 1925.
'The regular exhibitors did
not like it, the public . . . did not like it; the modernists
themselves liked it least of all . . . it was as absurd to
attempt to promote a fusion of the conservatives of the Royal
Academy and the radicals of the London Group as it would have
been to try and combine the forces of conservatism and social
ism at Westminster.1

3

Morning Post May 4th 192p.

4

Sunday Times May 3rd 1925 •

5

There were 1,419 works exhibited, a decrease of 144 from the
previous year’s total.

6

Anollo I N o ,6 June 1925 pp 371-373.

7

The Studio LXXXIX Mo.l 86 June 1925 pp 308-316.

8

C.R.Grundy, Connoisseur LXXII No.286 June 1925 P 115* referred
to V.7.Russell Flint's allegory, SoringCaprice as ’anexample
o:
a type of academic art now too little essayed.’
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vouring to re-assert the Society’s importance as an international
1
concern, hut the exhibition lacked an adequate sense of organization .

A large number of pre-war pictures confused a supposedly modern ex
hibition, but Herbert Furst considered it, nevertheless,
1. . . b y far the most stimulating show London has had for many
years-.; not indeed, because it contains many "masterpieces"' - it
doesn’t - but because it challenges comparisons both as regards
times and places .1
Having stated his belief that British painting compared well with for
eign painting, Furst singled out Ernest Proctor and Glyn Philpot for
some praise.
J.S.Sargent had died on April 15th 192p*

The Academy Council

and General Assembly decided to hold 3. memorial exhibition of his
3
work and a committee was- speedily formed to organize it. The exhib
ition which.took place from January 14th to March 13th 1926 replaced
the planned Royal Society of Portrait Painters 1 show, which was post
poned until November.

The Sargent Exhibition contained 278 oil paint

ings, 321 watercolours, and 32 decorative sculptural and architectur
al subjects loaned by a large number of public institutions and pri
vate owners.

It was attended by 108,022 visitors^: Sargent was ace—

laimed as the most important portrait painter of his time , a judge—

6

merit which contemporary sale-room prices condoned „

The Studio’s

Although Herbert Furst, Apollo II Ho.12 December 1925 PP 370371, confessed himself sated with the large number of exhibi
tions then running in London, he was most critical of t^e ’want
of principle and co-ordination* in this exhibition.
Apollo III Ho.13 January 1926 p 60.
Consisting of Sir Frank Dicksee, Samuel Melton Fisher and Wil
fred de Glehn. See Royal Academy Annual Report 1925 PP 9? 27 &
28. A memorial service was held in Westminster Abbey on April
24th 1925, and the Council took ’the necessary steps to arr
ange . , » for the removal of the remains of Mr J'.S.Sargent R.A-frora Erookwrod and for their re-interment in St Paul’s Cathed
ral’ (p 28).
Royal Academy Annual Report 1926 and S.C .Hutchison op.cit „p -165
’The most famous and successful of the splashers . . .1 Mary
Clive op.cit. p 6l. This was the first one-man retrospective
exhibition at Burlington House since Alma Tadema’s in 1913The 1925 Studio sale at Christies fetched over £180,000. See
Richard Ormond’s introduction to Leeds Art Galleries and Nation
al Portrait Gallery, London, John Singer Sarvent and the Ed
wardian Age Exhibition catalogue 1979 P 13-
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of his work , even if the brilliance of Sargent’s technical gifts
could be seen as a. sort of limitation*

Despite the singular honour

of a one-man retrospective exhibition at the Boyal Academy so soon

.2

after his death , however, some critics were a little cautious in
their assessments.

Herbert Furst found Sargent’s dexterity in re

presentation incompatible with his weakness in design:
’The enigma, then, is the manifest schism in Sargent’s mind:■>
his genius had the eyes of an eagle but the wings of a wren. ’
Burlington House made another contribution to the cause of
decorative art when the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society’s 13th
Exhibition was held there from January l8th to February 27th 1925*
Yet it was more difficult to re-capture that sense of an optimistic
revival of vitality in the crafts and in decoration which had char
acterized the 1923 exhibition of Decorative Art (see above p I8 5 ).
An apparent desire for novelty in some of the exhibits, and a rather
ambiguous attitude towards traditional crafts, led some to the con
clusion that tradition should either be allowed to develop naturally,
4
or should be scrapped in favour of making a fresh start *
The number of visitors to the Summer Exhibition of 1926 fell
by a staggering 17,028 from the previous year’s total, mainly due to
the effects of the General Strike from May 4th to May 12th*

The nat

ure of the exhibition showed evidence of the more reactionary selec
tion policy which had commenced in 1925 *

P.G.Kono&y found that

’The pendulum has swung back once more. The liberal policy
which during the last two o~» three years opened the Boyal Acad
emy to the disciples of moderate modernism has apparently been
abandoned, and Burlington House presents* about the same aspect
as it did some 20 years ago.. The academic tradition rules
supreme * . * English art, as represented by the Boyal Acad
emy, stands aloof from the spirit of iho^age, and is hopeless
ly out of touch with modern aspirations.' *

1

J.B.Manson N otes on the Hoiks of J.S,Sargent in The Studio XC
No.389 August 1925 PP 79-87•

2

The exhibition was reviewed very enthusiastically, e.g. by the
Connoisseur LXXXIV No,295 March 1926 pp I85-I86* ’No finer
tribute could have been paid to the memory of the late John. S.
Sargent • » • ’

3

Apollo III No.14 February 1926 pp 123-124.

4

Anollo III No.15 March 1926

5

The Observer May 1st 1926.
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‘youngness of heart *.

one ncaaemy oi' seeking to exclude

The Studio1s critic thought it likely the

Academy had taken a ’safe 5 course of action and only selected work

2

which did not depart from recognized conventions .

The result of
■5

such a policy* combined with the sparse hanging in Gallery 3“ led
4
to accusations of dullness . Even Ernest Proctor’s The Mischievous
Boy was a re-interpretation of Bronzino’s Rational Gallery Allegory,
.
and there seems to have been no ’picture of the year
ition dominated by portraits and landscapes*

in an exhib

Charles Ricketts’ The

Fallen Angel was strongly reminiscent of Gustave Moreau’s work, but
Henry Tuke’s male bathers still posed decorously against south-coa-st
rocks and Richard Jack’s H«.H,The King appeared ’official 1 and pro
saic compared with the ill-fated Charles Sims’ portrait which had

6

been exhibited in 1924 • The Connoisseur’s critic (this year F.
7\
Gordon Roe /, however, thought the 192b exhibition
’. . . the best that has beenoheld since the disastrous
’’Flappers’ Academy” of 1921.*

1

The Times May 1st 192o,

2

The Studio XC1 Ho.399 June 1926 pp 394-402.

3

Which contained a single line of canvases hung against a gilt
wall.

4

The Studio op.cit. p 397, and A pollo III Ro.l8 June 1926 p 355*
’Is the President content to have the Royal Academy looked upon
as a School for Boredom?1 The Architectural Review’s critic
called the exhibition *d '*oidedly a commonplace one; tJ'jie is
nothing either* good or bad enough to upset persons, whatever
extreme opinions they might have, so from any point of view the
effects are negative.’ Aroh 11ectural Revlew LIX June 1926 p291

5

R.R.Tatlock
1st 1926.

6

Richard Jack’s picture was used as the frontispiece to the 1926
Royal Academy Illustrated „

7

Frederick Gordon Roe had been on the staff of the Connoisseur
since 1913? and had
been appointed Assistant Editor in 1921,
the year he married
Eleanor B.Grundy, the daughter of his
Ed itor~in~C hi ef.

o

The Connoisseur LXXT W o .298 June

came to

this conclusion in The Daily Telegraph May
'
' ”

?u926 pp ’
119—123* F.Gordon Roe

”Satire” and Sense at the Royal Academy Exhibition.
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Few critics agreed with R.R.Tatlock when he

2
found the sculptures' disappointing- , especially so since he was sear
ching for more of C.S.Jagger’s ’colossal artillerymen^.* P.G.Konody
thought the sculpture more advanced than the painting4 , and some
years later Kineton Parkes singled out the Summer Exhibition of 1926
<5
for the attention it had paid to carved sculpture , including Alfred

Oakley’s wood-carving Malua.(plate- 35)? purchased by the Chantrey
Bequest .
The November to December exhibition of the Royal Society of
7
Portrait Painters at the Academy encountered criticism similar to
that which had been levelled at the Academy’s Summer paintings.

The

Studio ’s critic thought the exhibition demonstrated the maintenance
of satisfactory technical standards, but thought the work of contem
porary artists outshone by examples from the historical section,
8
which included works by G.P.Watts and N.Q.Orchardson ,
The exhibition of Flemish and Belgian Art, A.D .1300-1900, took
place from January 8th to March 51b 1927? and was the successor to

1

In Apollo III No.18 pp 355-356 Herbert Furst suggested that,
having compared the Summer Exhibition at Burlington House with
that of the New English Art Club at Spring Gardens, ’The Royal
Academy suffers because it has a standard, the New English be
cause it has none. Let the two come together.* (p 355)*

^

The

3

F.G.Roe was sorry to find that dagger did rot exhibit in ?.926:
Connoisseur-LXXV No.299 July 1926 p 187.

4

Observer May 23rd 1926.

5

Kineton Parkes op.cit. pp 97-98.

6

The Royal Academy lists this piece as
Pa-rkes (ibid, ) refers to it as oak*

7

The last one held at Burlington House until 1941? when the
second world war forced the Society to exhibit at the Academy
again until 1945*

8

G.F.Watts’ Prudence Penelope, wife ofthe Right H o n .G.C avend ish
Bentinck and W.Q.Orehardson’s The Late Lord Swaythling. See
The Studio XCIII N 0 .4O6 January 1927 P 37', and Anollo V N o .25
January 1927 P 45-

Daily Telegraph June 15th

1926.

in pearwood, but Kineton

hit>ition at Burlington House was recognized for its artistic and
2
historical importance , and contained nearly 800 works, including
major examples of painting by the Flemish Primitives.

The Anglo-

Belgian Union had provided the initiative for the exhibition, and its
contents vere brought together from European Countries ana the United
States.

Paul Lambofte, Directeur Commissaire du Gonvernement Beige

pour les Expositions des Beaux—Arts, contributed articles on the ex—
3
A
hibition to Apollo and to the Connoisseur , in which he paid partic
ular attention to works by the Van Eycks, Robert Campin, Roger Van
der Tfeyden and Hans Memling as well as to sixteenth and seventeenth
5
century paintings * The exhibition was hung in a chronological, order,
with a section displaying Old Master drawings and a room of engrav
ings.

The British Museum organized a small exhibition of illumina

tions, drawings and engravings which took place at the same time.
Such was the wealth of material on show at the Academy that some re
views commented on the fact that certain sections of the exhibition,
including the sculptures, tapestries, ornaments and more recent paint
ings, suffered by contrast with the sections devoted to early paint
ings • Amongst more modern examples of work were Alfred Stevens’
TtToraan Khl11ing and Fernand Knopff *s Incense.
..... ' ‘
”
7
A tribute to the work of Sir Hamo Thomycroft and Derwent Hood
took place at the Academy during the same months.

In the year of

Thomycroft’s election as Associate of the Boyal Academy, in 1881,

1

In A nollo V No.2p January 3-927 P 1 laul Lambotte discussed the
deficiencies of the 1923 Paris, Jeu de Paume, exhibition, which
had represented the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries very
poorly, due to the restricted exhibition space.

2

The Studio XCIII No.407 February 1927 p 118.

3

Apollo V No.25 January 1927 pp 1—8 and Apollo V Ho.26 February
1927 pp 51- 67.'

4

The Connoisseur LXXVTI E 0 .3OS January 1927 PP 3-8.

5

Bosch, Breughel, Van Dyck, Rubens and Jordaens vere also well
represented»

6

The Connoisseur LXXVII No.306 February 1927 pp 122—4, article
by F.G.Boe.

7

Sir Hamo Thomycroft had died in 1925* Demerit Hood in 1925.
The exhibition occupied three of the smaller galleries.
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Gosse

p
sa'rf in Thornycroft*s work a reaction against Boehm

and the

’pronounced5 realists; a reaction in the form of a return to ideal3
ism, including subjects from classical mythology' , albeit Thornycroft’s portraits and genre subjects revealed a realist side to his
work >

da 1933 Eric Underwood described the Teucer as

5 a figure of great vitality and distinction, severely class
ical, perfectly modelled and imbued with the spirit of ancient
Greece’
By the date of his death Thornycroft had produced a large number of
statues and monuments including the Royal Exchange statue of Queen
Victoria and the Westminster Bridge Boadicea. Although in 1901 M.H.
Spielmann had thought that the younger Derwent Wood (see above P 99
and pll4 ) had yet to form a style of M s ovn^ there had later app
eared at the Royal Academy a number of classical subjects which in
cluded the 1919 Psyche (Plate 4)*

Wood’s work has also been descr

ibed as *ide-'*1*7, and cer tainly appeared so to Herbert Furst when
reviewing the Burlington House exhibition of 1927»

In fact Furst

expressed some difficulty in distinguishing between the work of the
two sculptors, a difficulty which he used as ammunition with which to

1

In The Magazine of Art 1881, pp 328-332 Edmund H. Gosse Ha mo
Thornycro ft A .R »A »

2

Sir Joseph Edgar Boehm (l834~l890), one of the most popular
Victorian portrait sculptors.

3

e.g. Artemis in 1880, Toneer in 1881 and Medea in 1888, all
hibited at the Royal Academy.

4

N.H.Spielmann British Sculpture and Sculptors of To-day, London
1901, p 40, likened Thornycroft1s The Sower to the work of J.F.
Millet,the ’nobility of Fred Walker’s demi—gods in corduroy
without their affectation.’

5

Eric G.Underwood A Short History of English Sculpture, London
1933 PP 115-116. In 1924 the Royal Society of British Sculpt
ors presented Thornycroft with its first gold medal, and Frank
Rutter referred to Thornycroft as ’The Grand Old M a n ’ of Brit
ish Sculpture; Frank Rutter op.cit. p 29.

6

M.H.Spielmann op.cit. p 155*

7

Eric G.Underwood on.clt. p 127.
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’This, as a- matter of fact, may be regarded by some as a tri
umph of Academicism; for if there be such sc thing as object
ive beauty, and if this was discovered about four centuries B.C.
in Greece, and rediscovered some fifteen hundred years, after
the Birth of Christ in Home — and this is not an unfair state
ment of academic dogma - then the art of the twentieth c.entury
sculptor consists in getting away at least four hundred, but
preferably tv/o thousand three hundred, years from himself and
his own vision.
Both sculptors had faithfully absorbed this academic dogma,
had tried, as best they could, to efface themselves, and were
thus not unmistakably Thornycroft or, obviously, Derwent Wood*
. . * The exhibition was well worth a visit: it was a spl
endid vindication of those who have fought against the princi
ples which, these two sculptors were brought up to defend so
valiantly, '
Such criticism could only emphasise the hostility between ’academi
cism’ and modernism, and, for many younger artists, between modernism
and the Royal Academy.
Perhaps the Academy’s Council of 1927 (see Appendix j) had ref
lected upon the implications of such a reactionary image.

The 1927

Summer Exhibition reverted to making some concessions to the ’Advo2
cates of new departures in artistic practice 1 and included some more
modern works,

R.R.Tatlock, in The Daily Telegraph, congratulated the

Academy on the variety within the exhibition, and hoped that the
*. » . all but insane identification of modernist art with Bol
shevik politics may now . . . be dropped.
The Horning Post’s critic thought the presence of modernist work ind
icated that the Royal Academy had decided to stop insisting upon a
certain standaxd of work and had adopted a more impartial selection
4
5
'oolicy , thereby producing a younger show . On the other hand some .

1

Apollo VI b o -33 September 1927 P 38.

2

A phrase used by A.L.Baldry in The Studio XCIIINo.411 June
1927 pp 417-423. Baldry was of the opinion that all modernist
works had been gathered together in one room, but other crit
ics were apparently less aware of such a device,

3

The Dally Telegraph April 30th 1927*
The Horning Post, May 2nd
1927, went so far as to state ’the self-complacency that acted
as a sort of moral and artistic dry-rot is disappearing, thank
goodness.

4

Morning Post April 30th 1927*

5

The T imes April 30th 1927*
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in which he stated that in recent years many of the more extreme

1
modernist styles

had been abandoned by British artists who were

returning
’to the main stream of art by channels whlch^have already been
explored by long-dead generations of artists .1
The 'picture of the year 1 was undoubtedly Bod Proctor’s h o m i n g which
was bought by the Daily Kail and presented to the Tate Gallery on May

3rd,

This painting of a full-length sleeping figure^ was highly
-y pr
aised in the press despite its simplified, monumental treatment.4
which A.L.Baldry went so far as to describe as an examole of *search5
ing and photographic realism .1 Although portraiture still dominated
the exhibition even Herbert Furst appeared to be convinced that the
Royal Academy was far from being the worst of its kind^*

Among the

sculpture Henry Poole’s The Little A p ple (Plate 36), bought by the
Chantrey Bequest (see above p lip)? provided further evidence of the
increasing interest in carving and the sculpture section consisted
of a record 293 works.
The Royal Academy Winter Exhibition, January 12th to March 10th
1928, was devoted to works by late members and to the Iveagh Bequest
of Old Masters (the Kenwood Collection).

An exhibition of this kind,

so soon after the Thornycroft and Derwent Hood exhibition, was a
revival of the Winter exhibition policy which had been employed by

1

e.g. Cubism, Futurism and Vorticism.

2

C.Reginald Grundy Oil Painting at the Royal Academy in the
Connoisseur LXXVXII No.311 June 1927 pp 88-92*

3

The model was a fish-merchant's daughter from Kewlyn.

4

The Apchitectural Review, June 1927 P 234? in a shortreview
Raymond McIntyre thought it ’rather a dull school of art study*,
and speculated on the extent to which public enthusiasm for it
had been formed by Fleet Street’s lead. The picture was lent
to provincial galleries before being hung in the Tate.. Ernest
and Pod Proctor were given an exhibition at the Leicester Gall
eries in November 1927? reviewed by Mary Chamot in Anolle VI
No.36, December 1927 pp 248- 252.

5

The Studio op.cit. p 418.

6

Apollo V No.30 June 192? pp 275-277*
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hibition was to take place before 1939 , that of 1928 proved quite
popular, and attracted 75,517 visitors.

Of a total of 608 exhibits

545 were works by deceased members: Sir Luke Fildes, Mark Fisher,
Ambrose KcEvoy, J.W.North, F.Cayley Robinson, Sir James J.Shannon
and S.J.Solomon,

The most imaginative artist of this group was un

doubtedly Cayley Robinson
•. . . bridging the gaps between fin^de siecle Symbolism and
the commercial shallows of "Art Deco^”.*
although He'rbert Furst criticized his depressive ’Maeterlinckish*

3

romanticism *

Mark Fisher’s impressionism had long been a feature

of Burlington House exhibitions, and KcEvoy1s portraiture marked him
out as the most modern of the remaining artists1.
The Royal Academy Summer Exhibition of I92S co-incided with the
Retrospective Exhibition of the London Group and the 77th Exhibition
of the New English Art Club, both held at the New Burlington Gallery.
Some critics took the opportunity to draw comparisons between the ex
hibitions.

In Artwork ¥♦ Egerton Powell contrasted the boredom of

Burlington House to the ’alert receptiveness* engendered by the New

5

Burlington Gallery exhibitions , although he expressed a fear that
many New English exhibitors would soon he joining the ranks of those
at the Academy ’Most of the canvasses had just that touch of lifelessness the
R.A.Council^:requires as a sort of hall-mark of.artistic res
pectability . *

1

January to March 1933, Workr by late Members of the ko.val Acad
emy.

2

William Feaver’s review of the October—November 1977 Fine Art
Society’s exhibition of Frederick Cayley Robinson in the
Observer, October l6th 1977*

3

A pollo VII No.39 March 1928 p 145* Robinson had, in fact, made
designs for Maeterlinck’s The B lue Bird.

4

Even if William Rothenstein, Since Fifty, London 1939 P 75?
felt obliged to defend. McEvoy’s work from disparaging remarks
made by the art critic of The Times on this occasion.

5

Artwork IV No.lp Autumn 1928 pp 137—147* The New Statesman,
also referred to the ’long parade of dullness* at Burlington
House, in its review of May 12th 1928.
Ibid.

P 138.
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exhibition, although he gave due credit to members of the Group for
having taught a British audience
'u . . that the laws which govern design in art are not ful
filled by the mere expedient of..copying Nature or imitating
traditional forms of expression",1
As far as Powell was concerned the Academy exhibition could provide
little evidence that Cezanne and his contemporaries had ever lived,
although the presence of Sickert’s Pear Admiral Tfelter Lumsden,, C .I .E t
C .V ,0. , P.P. was welcomed.

Even F.G.Roe, in the Connoisseur,, found
2
trie general standard of the exhibition ’lamentably low. ,? and the

Architectural Review*s critic thought that all the interesting pic
tures could be put into one room .
The exhibition’s main note of interest was undoubtedly the ext
raordinary mystical subject paintings by Charles Sims.

The fact that

the artist had recently committed suicide^ added a certain interest
value to his works.

P.G.Konody, in the Observer, stated that it was

left to
. the late Charles Sims, who just before his untimely and
tragic death had entered upon a new phase of supremely inter—
esting^experiment, to save the year’s show from utter dreari
ness .’
The Six pictures exhibited had been completed just before Sims'
death, and were the cause of some controversy amongst members of the
£
Academy even before the exhibition opened . Despite his close assoc
iation with the Academy Sims had been appreciative of the work of

1

A pollo VII No,42 June 1928 p 291. Furst did, however, comment
upon the changes evident in more recent work of both Bomberg
and Dobson when compared with their earlier experiments - such
an obvious ’return to ”sanity” , that the opponents of the New
Movement - and there are many - will hail it as a confession
of failure and a sign of repentance’ (ibid.)

2

The Connoisseur LXXXI No.323 June 1928 pp 101-105.

3

Architectural Review LXIII June 1928 p 244.

4

On April 13th 1928 Charles Sims drowned himself in theRiver
Tweed when staying at Leaderfoot, near St Boswells, Roxburgh
shire .

5

The Observer May 6th 1928.

6

Charles Sims op.cit. pp 128-130. Alan Sirns states that there
was even some talk of refusing to hang the pictures, since
'were in no way representative of his accepted manner of
painting.'
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In the ’Spirituals’ Sims

sought to express mystical experiences of the human soul, aware that
he was risking much by attempting to break new ground.

The pictures

were still attractive in a formal sense but their symbolism was dif-

2

ficult to understand .

Interestingly they were hung in

Gallery XI,

once more
’a sort of isolation-ward for-.all work that showed the slight
est trace of ’’modern” feeling . ’
If the majority of paintings in the exhibition were considered dull,
so too was the sculpture section.

Frank Rutter commented on the con

tinuing absence of work by Epstein, Gill or Robson

and Kinston par-

kes was severely critical of the exhibits.

Parkes could only hope
5
that sculpture would be represented more adequately in 1929 •
The 14th Exhibition of the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society,

October to Recember 1928, did not attract very much attention.

Mar

tin Battersby, in The Decorative Twenties^ observed that by the 1920s

1

The success he enjoyed had, Alan Sims suggests (Charles Sims
op.cit. p 127), already resulted in the large (96 x 84 ) The
Studio of a Painter of Fetes Galantes shown in the 1926 Summer
Exhibition, which may be interpreted as an ’expression of his
impatience with the whole ostentatious business of Society
portrait painting.’ (ibid.)

2

The Studio XCVI No*424 July 1928 pp 21-24 *. . . too abstruse
to be generally understood.’ The titles of the paintings are
themselves enigmatic: Beho l d I have graven thee on the Palm of
my 'Hand ; The R ebel Powers 4hat Thee Array; Mar.-s Lar ^ Pi-etsnca
of 0 onsu.mma.tion in Indifference: My "Pain beneath your She!tar
ing Hand? I am the Abyss and I am Light; Here am I . Even Her
bert Furst, Apollo VIII No.43 July 1928 pp 45-6 preferred the
’whimsical, sunny, airy, Impressionistic’ earlier Sims to the
later mystic. An exhibition of studies for the ’Spirituals’
was later held at Barbizon House, in January 1929* See Ap ollo
IX No.49 January 1929 p 77.

3

Charles Sims op.cit.p 129-

4

Sunday Times May 20th 1928.

5

Kineton Parkes Sculpture at the Royal Academy in The Architects*
Journal May loth 1928 pp 684- 686. The 1928 exhibition only
showed 128 sculptures compared with the previous year’s 293.

6

Studio Vista, London 1969 pp147-148.
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generation.

Indeed the handicraft tradition was seen as positiv

ely

injurious to the progress of the Decorative Arts at a time when

-problems concerning machine production were again prominent.

In 1928

an essay by Philippe Kairet, entitled The Idea behind Grafts;n?nship
sought to justify the Arts and Grafts philosophy by arguing that:-

1. . . the essential truth the craftsman lives for is not
against science or improved technique as such. The essence of
craftsmanship is simply work which is both a means and an end
in itself - creation . . „ primarily by the courageous assoc
iation of free, individual workers, to do their work in 'their
own way, and to make the world safe for it*"..1
The

essay drew a reply from H.F.Crittall

advocating the role of the
A
modern craftsman as a designer for manufacturers in industry’. The
recognition of the need to provide machine production with designs
adopted to modern needs was also a theme of The Studio’s Year-Book
Decorative Art 1928.

Such an approach, however, had the effect of

strengthening the bond between the craftsman and the artist, instead
of between the craftsman and the manufacturer, thereby transforming
the 'arts and crafts' into the 'arty crafty1' .

The decline of the

Arts ana Crafts Movement can be illustrated by the infrequency of the
Society's exhibitions after 1928^.

1

Published as a-, pamphlet by the Hew Handworkers Gallery, London,
and reprinted in The Studio XCYI Ho.427 October 1928 pp 231-233

2

The Studio op.cit.p 233*

3

Managing Director of Crittalls, Braintree.

4

The Studio CYI Ho.428 Hovember 1928 p 307* Crittall was in
favour of a continental TTerkst&tten System which would form a
channel whereby their (the craftsmens’) models and designs
could be introduced to the manufacturers in the various branch
es of industry, to the benefit of both. . . ’

p

Martin Battersby oo.cit. p 148.

6

The Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society continued to use Burling
ton House for its exhibitions, the Ipth of which took place in
1931, the l6th in 1938, and the 17th in 1946. The 1935 Royal
Academy exhibition of British Art in Industry may be seen as an
attempt to confront the problems posed by the debate between
craft and industry.
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The Exhibition of Dutch Art A.D.1450-1900, which took piece
from January 4th to March 9th 1929, received some advance publicity,
notably an article in Apollo

1

er of the Uallace Collection*

by "William Gibson, the Assistant Keep
Gibson*s introductory remarks provide

a useful assessment of the role of the international loan exhibit2
ions *
These exhibitions are invaluable both for the public with a
general interest in such subjects and for the special student.
The emphasis laid on the relationship of one artist to another
by the bringing together of examples covering the whole history
of the painting of a country gives an understanding of artistic
development which could not be arrived at by any amount of
reading or lectures. • . . Such exhibitions also provide easy
access to a number of works in private-,collections, otherwise
inaccessible or difficult of access* *
Under the auspices of the Anglo-Batavian Society all eleven galleries
at Burlington House were used to display a selection of pictures
brought together from numerous nrivate and public collections* A
4
Dutch group of experts assisted the British Committee to organize an
exhibition even larger than the 1920 Paris Exposition d ’Art Hollondals*

The works were arranged in a chronological manner, and there

were additional sections devoted to drawings, etchings, old silver
and engraved glass*

Tancred Borenius doubted if there had ever been

5

a finer art exhibition .

Although certain museums

lend work, the Earl of Albemarle and his committee

6
7

had refused to
succeeded in ob—

1

Killiam Gibson The Dutch Exhibition at Burlington House in
Apollo VIII Ho.48 December 1928 pp 319-322* This was the first
of three articles by Gibson published in Apollo, the others in
volume IX: Ho.49 January 1929 PP 1-12, and Ho.50 February 1929
pp 81-94.

2

’The most important feature of Llewellyn’s presidency.1
ison op.cit* p 1 6 9 *

3

Apollo VIII Ho. 48 December 1928 p 319*

4

Including Dr F * Schmidt-Degener, Director of the Bijksmuseum,
and Dr.K.Martin of the Kauritshuis.

5

Tancred Borenius Dutch Painting at Burlington House in Intern
ational Studio XCII March 1929 PP 21-27*

6

German state museums refused to co-operate in lending pictures,
as did the Haarlem Museum. See the article by Dr Leo Van Buyvelde (Chief Curator of the Boyal Museums of Fine Art in Belg
ium) in Apollo IX Ho.51 March 1929 pp 139-147*

7

The Earl of A.lbemarle was the British Committee’s chairman,
Major A.A.Longden its secretary.
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Hutch

uu-jLuxufc, « rt:presenxaxive seiec&ion 01 worK which was very well re1
2
ceived . In his last article on the exhibition for .the Connoisseur
Professor Kartin, Director of the Kauritshuis, paid tribute to the
excellence of the catalogue, produced under the guidance of W.G.Con
stable and Dr.H.Schneider^.
The Royal Academy Summer Exhibition of 1929 was greeted with
less rapture.

The reasons for the ’usual disappointment’ occasioned
4
by the quantity of ’undistinguished’ ' work were attributed by many
critics to the conservative nature of the Academy and the attitude of
younger artists towards it.

The Times acknowledged the fact that

’Unfortunately the majority of our more talented younger art
ists do not submit their works to the Academy. Some abstain
from genuine conviction, others in dudgeon because they have
been rejected in the past.2 ’
The fact that the exhibition, was obviously unrepresentative of the
latest developments in British art elicited a ’personal view 1 from
R.H.Wilenski in The- Studio , which made a number of radical sugges7
.
tions for improvements, Amongst these was a proposal that portrai
ture might be excluded from the exhibition since portrait painters

1

The Royal Academy Annual Report 1929 noted that the exhibition
was ’very well attended,’ and critics were agreed that ’the
student of Dutch art has the most unique (sic) chance of his
time’ (The Studio XCVII Ho.431 February 1929 p 79).

2

The Connoisseur LXXXIII Ho.331 March 1929 pp 131-142.
Martin Last Words on the Dutch Exhibition.

3

Cchneider nelu a position at the Kaurit^unis similar to that
of Constable at the national Gallery, London.

4

The Studio XCVIII Ho,439 October 1929 p 739-

5

The Times Kay 4th 1929» The Museums Journal, XXIX July 1929
pp 11-13 found this situation perfectly natural. ’As befits an
institution more than a century and a half old, the Boyal Ac
ademy is conservative. It moves with the times but slowly and
cautiously and usually in the right direction’ (p ll).

6

R.H.Hilenski The Royal Academy, The Studio XCVIII Ho.436 June
1929 pp 472-477.

7

Uilenski suggested exhibiting portraits in a separate exhibi
tion; hanging works by Academy members together; including sec
tions selected by the Hew English Art Club, the London Group
and the London Artist* Association; eliminating all drawings,
graphic work and miniatures; organizing the sculptures into
sections chosen by the Academy and the Rome Scholarship Board;
giving an independant critic (himself) the responsibility of
selecting a certain proportion of the work to be shown.
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Only if the Royal Academy was reformed, Wilenski arg

ued, would the public be enabled to see the work of important young
er artists".

Hot ail reviews, however, were so critical of the ex

hibition’s shortcomings.

C.R.Grundy, who thought that the exhibit

ion’s great strength was in its portraiture, found it revealing
5* . » the stress of altered circumstances more than any of
its recent predecessors^.’
The quantity of work in black and white was nearly doubled^, and
there were fewer large-scale works.

Yet although the critic of The

Times thought that the more advanced works had been more evenly dis
tributed throughout the exhibition^, Herbert Furst reported the rej5
ectron of a painting by Rod Proctor and found but few paintings of
the highest merit '.

The sculpture fared a little better at the hands

of those critics sympathetic to ’modernist’ attitudes.

The Times

found some uncertainty as the result of the ’decline of the Renaiss—
7
ance tradition * but Kineton Parkes was appreciative of an exhibi—

0

tion which included a number of carved pieces .

Mary Chamot was con

vinced that the standard of the sculpture was generally better than
9
that of the painting •

1

Wilenski gave a list of painters and sculptor's including Paul
Hash, Ben Nicholson, Eric Gill and Henry Moore.

2

The Connoisseur LXXXIII Ho.334 Jane 1929 p 367,

3

Engraver members of the Academy had been given equality with
Painter, Sculptor and Architect member^ in 1928. There were
also a number of studies and sketches included in the exhib
ition, and noted by Grundy in his second article, the Connois—

4

The Times

5

Virginal,
The sub 38<
’presents*

6

Apollo IX

7

The Times

&

Kineton Parkes Rights and Wrongs of Academy Sculpture in Apollo
IX Ho.54 June 1929 PP 341-345* Works by Gilbert Ledw&rd, Rob
ert Emerson and Richard Garbe attracted Parkes’ attention.

9

Country Life Kay 11th 1929 PP 657-660.
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wnen m e Kinxer sxniDixion opened on January 1st 1930 the Acad
emy enjoyed one of its greatest triumphs.

Such was the popularity of

the Exhibition of Italian Art 1200 - 19OQ that the President, Sir
william Llewellyn, had to publicize
ition lad to end on March 8th.

1

the reasons for which the exhib

Even before it opened Mary Chamot was

tempted to think that it might surpass the previous international ex
hibitions, certainly in that Italian art occupied; the pre-eminent
2
3
position in art history . The majority of the 9o2 exhibits were ar
ranged in approximately chronological order, commencing with the work
of Duccio and ending with that of Segantini.

The extensive represen

tation of works belonging to Italian galleries and museums was in
part due to the personal interest in the exhibition expressed by Mus4
solini and in part to the considerable efforts made by the numerous
5

members of the exhibition* s committees .

During the exhibition a

programme of related events included a series of lectures at Burling
ton House, another at the Victoria and Albert Museum, three Italian
Music soirees at the Academy, and an exhibition of Italian drawings

6

and graphic work at the British Museum »

Among the lecturers were

Roger Fry, W.G.Constable, Kenneth Clark, Sir Charles Holmes, Bernard

1

On February 23rd 1930, in reply to a letter in The Times demand
ing an extension of time for the exhibition. See Roya 1 Academy
Annual Deport 1930 p 18. The dates of the exhibition had been
agreed between the committees and the lenders in 1929*

2

M.Chamot The Italian Exhibition at Burlington House, Apollo X
N o .60 December 1929 PP 317-322.

3

There were in fact more exhibits than the catalogue numbers
would imply since certain exhibits, s»g« plate, maiolica and
glass, were shown in groups within numbered cases.

4

S.C.Hutchison op.cit. p 170. Mussolini wrote a congratulatory
letter to the Royal Academy, cited in the Royal Academy Annual
Report 1930, p 13® He was also an honorary President of the
Exhibition.

5

There was an Italian Honorary Committee, a British Honorary
Committee, and Italian Executive Committee, a British Executive
Committee, a Selection Committee and a Hanging Committee.
There were in addition 30 'Continental Members of Honorary
Committee.* Catalogue of the Exhibition of Italian Art 1200 1900, Second Edition 1930 pp v-ix.

6

The Grenville Library also held an exhibition of Italian Min
iatures.
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Rackham , Sir Robert ¥itt, and Professor A.M.Hind.^.

It was inevit

able that the exhibition should attract a great deal of attention in
the art press, and some journals devoted considerable space to re
views of selected aspects of the show.

Between 'December 1929 and

March 1930 Apollo published nine articles contributed by Mary Chamot,
Tancred Borenius, Fernanda Nittgens, Herbert Furst and William Gib
son' .

The Burlington Magazine hailed the exhibition as
4
*. * » the greatest art exhibition of our time T

and similarly published a series of articles including lengthy ones
by Sir Charles Holmes^ and Roger Fry .

Nearly 540,000 visits were
7
recorded, and a,lmost 10,000 weekday season-tickets were sold <• The
i
8
Royal Academy received 17-g- per cent of the exhibition's profits , the

balance being divided between the National Art-Collections Fund and
the Italian Government for 'art purposes*5 Artistically, educatively
and commercially the exhibition was an undoubted success.

1

Bernard Rackham was Keeper of the Department of Ceramics at the
Victoria and Albert Museum, and contributed articles on pottery
and glass to the Burlington Magg.zine, The Studio and Artwork*

2

Arthur Mayger Hind was Slade Professor of Fine Art at Oxford
University, and Assistant Keeper in the Prints and Drawings
Department of the British Museum*

3

Mary Chamot ibid*; Tancred Borenius The Italian Exhibition at
Bur 1 ington Hoase, Apollo XI No* 6l January 1930 pp 1--16; William
Gibson The Italian Drawings at Burlington House — X , A pollo XI
No*6l January 1930 pp 24-29; Fernanda Wittgens The Contribu
tions of Italian Private Col 1 ections to the Exhibit ion at Burl
ington-House, Apollo XI N o *62 February j-930 pp 73 90; Tancred
Borenius Pictures from A merican Collections at Burlington
House , A pollo XI No .63 March 1930 pp 153-162; William Gibson
The Italian Drawings at Burl ing ton_ House - I I , Apo llo XI N o .6 3
March 1930* pp 171—178® Herbert Furst More Thoughts on the .Ita
lian Exhibition, Apollo XI N o .63 March 1930 pp 219—220. A fur
ther article appeared after the exhibition had closed — Auollo
XI N o .64 April 1930 pp 233-251.

4

Burlington Magazine LVI No,322 January 1930 p 9®

5

Sir Charles Holmes The Italian Exhibition*
LVI No,323 February 1930 pp 55-72,

6

Roger Fry Notes on the Italian Exhibition at Burlington House,
Part I Burlington Kaga?,jne LVI No.323 February 1930 pp 72-89
and Part II B ur I i.ngton Magaz ine LVI No. 324 March 1930 pp 129136.

7

The exhibition opened six days a week. Admission cost 13 6d
except Fridays, when 5s was charged. Catalogues and Illustra
ted Souvenirs (in paper covers 2s and 5s respectively) were
sold in the exhibition.

8

The Academy's 17i per cent realized more than £6,000.
son op.cit. p 170*
A A A

cuy

B urlington Magazine

Hutchi

The Summer Exhibition of 1930 was something of an anti-climax.
The Studio carried a review in October
of the Italian exhibition.

which examined some effects

The success and popularity of the Ital

ian exhibition, it was argued, acted as a stimulus in creating the
'universal disappointment1 with the Summer Exhibition, thus shaking
the prestige of the Academy, despite the unusually good sales of ex
hibits.

Even the otherwise favourable review In the Museums Jowrnal

acknowledged the 'piquancy' of viewing the summer's display In the
same galleries which had so recently accomodated historical Italian
masterpieces.

As usual, much criticism was directed against the app

arent exclusion of 'modem' or 'advanced* art.

That this state of

affairs should persist prompted a number of critics to discuss the
3

role of the Academy in relation to modern art .

The critic of The

Times was convinced
1• . * that the Academy has very little to say to contemporary
art In so far as that means the ideas and problems which are
exercising the minds and the talents of the more active artists
of the day * . . the Academy makes up as a^,pub lie convenience
for what it neglects in contemporary art.*
5
Even C.R.Grundy, in the Connoisseur , thought that steps should be
taken to encourage the 'more distinguished’ of the 'outsiders* to ex
hibit at Burlington House.

Herbert Furst could appreciate the merits

of Augustus John's painting^, but was disappointed at the scarcity of
7
works which demonstrated any relation to contemporary life * Mark
Symon’s Here you there when they crucified My Lord? (a modern dress
crrcifixion rjminiscent of Stanley Spencer's paintings) and a few ob
servations of contemporary life could not disguise the fact that the
exhibition offered little that was modern both in subject and in
technique. Even the inclusion of work by the Academy 'moderns* 8 and

1

The Studio C No.451 October 1930 p 307*. .

2

Museums Journal XXIX June 1930 pp 430-433®.

3

e.g. Herbert Furst, A pollo XI N o .65 May 1930 PP 341-349 and
Gui St Bernard., The Studio XCIX No.447 June 1930 pp 387—401.

4

The Times May 3rd 1930.

5

The Connoisseur LXXXVI No.347 June 1930 pp 43-46.

6

Apollo XI No.66, June 1930 pp 477-480. Furst thoughtthat
John's work illustrated the difference between 'imitation* and
'painting*, and therefore between the 'old-fashioned' and the
'modern.'

7

Furst listed thirteen works, other than portraits, out of 1,669
exhibits.

8

Identified as Ernest Proctor, Mrs Bod Proctor and Colin Gill.
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"by John &nd Sickert, and the Chantrey Bequest purchase of P.Uilson
Steer’s Peddlers (Plate 47? see above p 120), could not convince Ray1
raond Mortimer, writing for the Architectural
Review , that the Acad—
.
— p
------emy was other than an anachronism » Kineton Parkes was still of the
. .
3
opinion that the sculpture exhibits were conservative and even if
--------- —

he was encouraged by the presence of Charles Wheeler1s Mother and
Child and carved work by William MacMillan and Pic hard Garbe he thou
ght that ’real progress* was unlikely to be found at such exhibit.
4
ions »
The Academy itself did little to mitigate its conservative im
age*

The Council actually sent a formal protest to the Director of

the British Broadcasting Corporation against remarks which it consid5
ered damaging and which had been broadcast on May 2nd * In response
the Council was given an apology and an appreciative account of the

6

exhibition was broadcast .

Although an exhibition of Royal Academy
7
Rejected Pictures held by a group of artist in May was not a suc
cess the Academy’s conservatism was now generally acknowledged*

The

Times’ critic identified this conservatism with popular taste;
’There is no reason whatever to suppose that the general pub
lic would get into closer contact with contemporary art if the
Academy were abolished * . . What the Academy represents is,
roughly, what the great majority of people mean by art . « .
It would not be safe to call irr ’’academic” art, because the

1

Architectupa1 Review LXVTI June 1930 pp 323—4®

2

;’But today the teeth of the Academy have been drawn; the mumbl
ings of old gentlemen about the wickedness of contemporary art
are merely pathetic,* Architectural Review ibid*

3

Kineton Parkes The Royal -Academy , Sculpture, Apollo XI ITo .6 5
May 1930 pp 347-349® Parkes still equated modern sculpture
with the development of carving, as opposed to modelling,

4

Kineton Parkes The A-rt of Carved Sculpture, London 1931 Vol.I
pp-99-101.

5

Ro.yal Academy Annual Report 1930 P 17*

6

By Sir Francis Newbolt, K.C. The main part of histalk was
published in The Listener, July 9th 1930.

i

u '^1<3 Oriental Carpet Galleries of Messrs Frances and Bernar—
dout, 24A Grafton Street. The Times reviewed the exhibition on
May 13th 1930, and concluded that it was not representative of
’the average quality’ of rejected works.
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ctac.ipucii.ion r.o cue xagte ox cue majority wno rind i)urii!v;xon.
House an annual convenience, is a fair enough description.’

There are four categories of Royal Academy exhibitions between

1918 and 1930: exhibitions of visiting societies, commemorative ex
hibitions, international exhibitions ana annual summer exhibitions.
The Academy was host to a number of exhibitions as a result ox
the Great War, and certain: exhibition societies

2

which had first used

Burlington House because of the shortage of London exhibition space
during the war continued to do so during the 1920s.

The Winter Ex

hibition of Old Masters and deceased Masters of the British School,
which had originated in 1.870, were replaced by two forms of exhibi
tion •

Retrospective and commemorative exhibitions of late Members’

work were still held, but in 1920 the Academy embarked upon a very
successful policy of major international exhibitions.

The Summer

Exhibitions still claimed to help the
‘unsophisticated visitor who hopes to apprehend readily what
he sees^and to cultivate a personal taste in contemporary
work.*
but they also stimulated the most articulate criticisms of the Acad
emy and its role.

Prom 1921 the exhibitions witnessed an unsuccess

ful attempt to attract more modern recruits to the ranks of exhib
itors and Academy Members.

The general failure to do so, by 1930,

appeared to confirm the reactionary image of the institution.

1

The Times May 3rd 1930.

2

i.e. The Royal Society of Portrait Painters and the Arts and
Crafts- Exhibition Society.

3

Although the January to March 1928 Exhibition of Works by Late
Members of the Royal Academy, and the Iveagh Bequest of Works
by Old Masters (Kenwood. Collection) reverted to the older type*
of exhibition. The format was not repeated again.

4

Sir Walter P.M.Lamb TTha-t the Royal Academy Stands For in R.S.
Lambert (ed.) Art in England, Penguin, Harmondsworth 1938 p 53*
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In an article concerned with the Summer Exhibition of 1930 Gui
1
2
St.Bernard expressed the view that the ’ordinary man’ judged the
Royal Academy by the Royal Academyj the true connoisseur, however',
was unlikely to be an *Academy fan*.

Herbert Furst, in Apollo,

pointed out that
!the faot is the "well selected band” has never fulfilled expec
tations for its critics have been as regular and persistent, as
cuckoos in spring* »
Despite the Academy’s successful contributions to the progress and
status of art in England ' the institution had attracted a veritable
tradition of criticism.

Many criticisms made during the 1920s may

be related to the campaign started by The.Times in 1886 which Tf.J.
Laidlay saw develop Into ’The National Movement for the Reform of
the Academy’ .

the dissatisfaction with the ’narrowness’ of the

Royal Academy and the desire for greater recognition of English art—
£
ists who had studied in France - artists whose work was considered
more ’advanced’ - were as much articles of faith for the New English
Art Club as they were typical of anti-Acaderay sentiment.

The ’narr

owness’ of the Academy was attributed variously to its limited mem
bership, its- educational methods, and to the nature of its exhibit
ions.

A.S.Hartrick described the Royal Academy Schools’ teaching of

1

Gui St.Bernard The Royal Academy and the Public in The Studio
.
XCIX No.447 June 193cT~pp 387-401... ..

2

*. . • the patron who buys occasional examples of the sort
best described as ’’safe*5. He is not so much one of A r t ’s keen
appreciators, much less- a connoisseur, as one of the thousands
who respect it, especially when it comes from an official sour
ce.' Gui St.Bernard op.cit. p.387.

3

Herbert Furst On the Opening of the Summer Exhibition of the
Roya 1 Ac ad em,y, Apollo XI No. 65 May 1930 p 341 •

4

Once summarized by William Sandby in The History of the Royal
Academy of A r t s London 1862 Vol.II, chapter XX pp 357—369*

5

W .J .Laidlay The Origin and First Two rears of the New English
A rt C lub, London, 1907 pp 152-159•

6

W.J.Laidlay op.cit. p 3.
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arawing as
’. . . dull and uninspired, incapable of producing* draughtsmen
with any initiative or vitality in their work .1“
2
His opinion was shared by many others • The summer exhibitions were
accused of emphasizing the privileges of Academy members''1, who, ac
cording to Legros
*. . » represented neither tradition nor scholarship. » .*
5
Such criticisms were summarised by W. J.Laidlay, in 1893', who seems
to have omitted only that which accused the Royal Academy of
sa u » the introduction of some of the worst features of Paris
ian licentiousness.*^
The majority of the Academy* s detractors would, have liked more, not
less, Parisian influence.. In his Imnre ss ioni st Paint in g of 1904
Wynford Dewhursi, having compared the annual exhibitions in Paris
with those of London, concluded that British art was- sadly provin7
cial „ Although G.I).Leslie did. not .mention-, this criticism in his

8

assessment of the Royal Academy’s ’natural enemies*, in 1914 ? com
parisons between French and British modern art were important in

1

A. S.liartrick A Painter’s Pilgrimage through Fifty Tsars 9 C am—
bridge University Press 1939 P 144*

2

Dennis Farr English Art 1870-1940? Oxford University Press, 1978
p 22?quotes a letter-published in The Times, August 23rd 1886
from a- ’Royal Academy Gold Medallist’ who claimed that he had
never met an Academy student who did not state that he remained
in the schools simply because he was unable to go to Paris.

3

K.H.Lc Thangue, in an arti^l <=» for The Magazine
30-32, commented upon the Academy’s refusal to
of works allowed to be exhibited by individual
ferred to the Academy’s electoral system as U
root from which the other evils grow. . .*

4

Robert Spsaight William Rothenstein, London 1962 pp 17-18.

5

W.J. Lada lay The Royal Academy.

6

Frederick George Lee, Vicar of All Saints, Lambeth Immodesty in
Art, London 1887.

7

Wynford Devhurst Impressionist Painting, London 1904 PP 102-103*
Dewhurst saw the International Society of Painters, Sculptors
and Gravers as the only potential redemption for British provin
cialism.

8

GPP.Leslie The Inner Life of the Royal A cademy, London 1914 PP
2p9- 28l.
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of A r t , 1837 PP
reduce the number
artists, and re
» . the diseased

Its Uses and Abuses, London. 1898-

Woolf Roger Pry, when contemplating the Academy, was
'. . . often tempted to think that as a nation we are incapable
of the imaginative life; and therefore fit for nothing "but a
harsh and ungenerous puritanism.’
Although Fry could appreciate the uses of tradition, tradition was
fast disappearing, and the Academy had become the epitome of every-

2

thing dull, established and respectable .
Even more conservative critics were not averse to advocating
some measure of reform after the Great War.
published an article

3

C.R.Grundy, in 1920,

protesting that half the available hanging

space was, each summer, reserved for the work of Academy members and
for official commissions.

Assuming that there were a large number
of professional artists in the country 4 ‘outsiders’ stood little

chance of being adequately represented in the Academy exhibitions.
In view of the post-war rise in prices, which taxed the resources
of the ’small and unflourishing industry,’ the situation ¥as detri—
5
mental to British Art . Grundy attributed the fact that French art
was internationally more highly esteemed than British art to the
larger scale and greatex- enterprise of Paris exhibitions .

He there*

fore advocated establishing an annual exhibition sponsored by the
Government, ’supplementary’ rather than antagonistic to that of the
Royal Academy.

Two years later Grundy also expressed himself dis—

Virginia Woolf Roger Fry, A Biography, London 1940 P 108.
Virginia Woolf op.cit. p 83.
Connoisseur LVII lTo.226 June 1920 pp 65-66 The Royal Academy . A
Plea to the Government.
Grundy estimated a total of ten thousand, although this seems
excessive.
Grundy argued that ‘outsiders’, acknowledging the situation,
generally confined their works to small examples which were
more readily hung. This mitigated against the production of
large scale, more ambitious painting.
’In Finance, the Salon, which fulfils the same purpose as the
English Royal Academy, contains five times the amount of hanging
space, and this is supplemented by another exhibition, nearly as
large . . .’ Connoisseur ibid.
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’. . . parting of the ways 'between artist and public. . . bad
for the community, worse still for the artist, whose braad-andcheese is becoming more and more dependent upon popular s u p p o r t .
His future outlook^is even more ominous. He is catering for the
disappearing rich. 1
Almost thirty years earlier

George Moore had castigated the Academy

for merely following the market and electing those whose works sold
2
best in the City .
The majority of the Academy’s critics appear to have welcomed
the election of Augustus John in 1921.

The Studio was prepared to

contemplate doubling the number of members if, by such a means, the
Academy would become more truly representative of contemporary Brit3
ish art . There were those, however, who thought John’s election a
fatal mistake.

Incensed by the ’flapper Academy’ of 1921 and sub

sequent events E.Hake Cook published Retrogression in Art and the
Suicide of the Royal Academy in 1924*

Cook’s criticism of John may

be reactionary, but it is also typical of contemporary abuse of
’modernism.’
’The worse his paintings, the more "daring," up to-date, and
"modern" they were declared to be. In spite of such demoral
ising flattery he has done enough good things to show that he
can paint well when he likes; the tragedy is that he so seldom
likes. He evidently prefers just to dash away, hit or miss,
and if the result is fairly right it looks very masterly; if
it goes wrong, well, it is st^ll more "modern" and "advanced"
and gets even more applause I’ ;
Cook saw John’s Galway and other paintings exhibited in the Tate
Gallery as deliberate attacks upon academic standards,

for some

years Cook had inveighed against what he called anarchism in the
arts , which he associated with both Bolshevism and ’the ^Modernity

1

Connoisseur LXIII No.250 June 1922 p 110.

2

George Moore
P 99.

3

The Studio LXXIX Ho.326 May 1920 p 110.

4

E.Hake Cook Retrogression in A rt and the Suicide of theRoyal
Academy, London 1924 P 28.

5

Cook’s Anarchism in Literature; The Pest of Paradox had appear
ed in The Contemporary Review, December 1910, and was reprinted
as Appendix II of Retrogression . . . pp 205-222.

Modern Painting, London andFelling-on-Tyne,
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1893

movements'1''.

Having criticized Whistler and Wilde for their kin

ship with the mental and m o r a l French disease exemplified by The
Flowers of

Evil, Cook concluded that

'the revolt in art also came from France, bringing us revolt
ing art . 1
To Cook this modern art was unpatriotic and decadent.

The craze

for new sensations now threatened the citadel of the Royal Academy
itself, despite the wise Academy policy of electing any of the opp
osition showing signs of outstanding ability.

Cook did not believe

that John possessed any such ability and thought that John’s elec
tion debased the status of Academy membership;

Sir Aston Webb's

apparent inability to stand up to the extremists was unfortunate.
Cook may have found some comfort when the R o y a l Academy was
accused of reactionary policies following the election of Frank
Dicksee to the presidency in December 1924^*

Dicksee was 71 years

old when elected and was known as an enthusiastic supporter of Roya

al Academy traditions'. Dicksee’s reputation had stood high during
5
6
the 1880s and, according to E.RimbaultDibdin , there were those
who regarded Dicksee’s work as somewhat old fashioned by 1905*

The

fact that Dicksee frequently painted romantic and historical sub
jects led to the accusation that he was guilty of telling stories in
paint.

C.R.Grundy, for one, did

' . . . not regard him as being any whit a lesser artist on this
account.

1

E .hake Peak Retrogression m A rt and the Suicide of the Royal
Academy, London 1924 PP 3-9*

2

E.wake Cook op.cit.p 4* P.G.Konody reviewed the book for
A p ollo I Do.3 March 1925 PP 183-4 as A Libel on Modern A r t ..
Konody noted that Cook was an enthusiastic admirer of John
Martin’s painting. Cook’s attempted rehabiliation of Martin’s
reputation was recorded by Mary L.Rendered, John Martin. .Fain
ter, London 1923 PP 268-271.

3

C.Reginald Grundy published an article entitled Reaction and
the Royal Academy in C onnoisseur LXXII Ho.286 June 1925 P P 109—
116 .

4

The Studio was promised an article by Dicksee on the aims and
ideals of the Academy in 1928. Due to Dicksee’s illness and
death the article was not forthcoming. See The Studio XC VI Mo.
429, December 1928 p 441»

5

See Sydney Kedges V.r Frank Picksee A .R .A . in The Magazine of
Art 1887 pp 217-222.

6

E.Rimbault Dibdin Frank D icksee, His Life and Fork, London 1905.
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The doctrine that the aesthetic value of pictorial art
can he estimated by the class of the subject it exemplifies is
a mischievous fallacy that should long ago have been exploded.
Its prevalence in modern criticism is a proof not that the
criticism
- "
- is up-to-date but
that it is based upon reactionary principles.*'
Even when the Boya 1 Academy ventured into more modern areas of
design it still attracted adverse criticism both from those afraid
for the dignity of the institution and from those who distrusted the

2

value of commercial art .

The majority of critics still regarded

the Academy as essentially old-fashioned.

In 1927 Frank Butter was

stressing the similarities between a recent Summer Exhibition and
its predecessor- twenty five years earlier"^.

No one appeared to

think that the Academy was ’representing contemporary British art/* *
and in 1931 P.G.Konoay still referred to the ’dogmas* of the Acaderrty and its ‘rather commonplace matter-of-fact productions' . 1 Cook
attributed this attitude to the fact that
’Editors, true to the law. of their being, dated not have any
section of their papers out of date, or old-fashioned, and, of
c o u r s e t h e i r criticism must be new, and must support '‘Modern”
art .8
The Academy continued to exert some influence, however, even it its
7
power was waning . It may be a measure of such influence that so

1

C.B.Grundy, Connoisseur op.cit. p 109*

2

Charles Sims had secured William Nicholson’s agreement to in
struct and advise students in 1920 (Royal Academy Annual Beport
1920 p 36 ). The Studio's Lay Figure commented upon the inter
est expressed by the Academy in poster designing in The S tudio
LXXXVII No.372 March 1924« P 180, and David Low speculated upon
possible developments in a cartoon entitled Dare we hope that
our B.A.*s, after their- admirable work in improving the stand
ard of our railway posters, will now turn their attention to
our electric signs?; Mr Bunch and the Arts, London 1934 P 40.

3

Frank Rutter Since I "was Twenty-Five. London 1927 Chapter 1.

4

The Studio XCVIII No.436 June 1929 P 472.

5

P.G.Konody Modern British Painting in C.G.Holme (ed.) Fine A r t ,
London 1931 PP 93 and lop.

6

E.Wake Cook op.cit. p 5 •

7

John Botherstein Brave Day, Kid ious Night, London i960 p 174?
’• • . when the Tate, at first with extreme caution and then
quite openly, showed that its sympathies, on the whole, were
with the "outsiders” . .
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although the Academy was not -without its own champions.

One of its

most ardent supporters was Sir Reginald Blomfield, who published an
article in the London Mercury, in 1932, asserting that
’Unless some standard is maintained, some criticism by which
to assess ’’quid sit ordo, quid sit quod deceat" all the arts
and letters must break up into chaos. There must be some
rallying point however imperfect, and the work of the Academy
in that regard and at this time is more important than any it
has done in the whole of its long history. That the Royal
Academy should be open to hostile criticism is the inevitable
lot of all Academies . .
Indeed it is.

In 1928 Walter Pach had described the Academy as the
p
•typical product of the 'False Artists’ of the times . In 1938 Lynton Lamb was to state his belief that, in their search for standards,
Academies often rely on formulae which dull the imagination .

Mary

Chamot* , in 1937? while condoning the -Academy’s encouragement of
craftsmanship and realism in portraiture thought it wrong to encour
age young artists to imitate the methods of an older generation 1.
To Jacob Epstein the Academy.was a ’miserable institution ’.

These

comments were unlikely to have been made had not the Academy con
tinued to play an important part in the.art world.

It is possible,

as Herbert Furst noted in Apollo in 1930, that
*. . . the English Royal Academy has perhaps deserved Its per
petual censure less than other academies . . . This is a dem
ocratic country in which even a Royal Academy must derive its
powers from a majority, and the majority is not yet converted
to ’’advanced" art.1

1

Sir Reginald Blomfield The Royal Academy and the F rench -Acad
emies: A C omparison and a Conclusion in the London M e ronry X X V ,
1932, p 3 7 7 . ...

2

Walter Pach Ananias or the False Artist. Hew York & London 1928
P 79.

3

Lynton Lamb The Purpose of Painting, London 1938 p 35*

4

Mary Chamot Modern Painting in England, London 1937 P 87*

p

Jacob Epstein Let There be Sculpture, London 1942 p 218.

6

Herbert Furst On the O pening of the Summer Exhibition of the
Royal Academy, Apollo XI H o .65 May 1930 PP 342 and 349*
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In hi 3 essay Tradition and Movements Clive Bell made the foll
owing plea:
’Now if we are to get rid of those misleading labels from
which works of art are supposed to derive a value over and
above their aesthetic value, the first to go should be those
arch-deceivers, "traditional” and "revolutionary." Let us
understand that tradition is nothing but the essence, con
gealed and preserved for us by the masters in their works of
innumerable movements; and that movements are mere phases of.
the tradition,from which they spring and in which they-are
swallowed up»~*
Few critics responded directly to Bell’s request.

There was indeed

an established custom of comparing and contrasting the traditional
with the revolutionary, the conventional with the avant-garde. Few
paused to consider that traditions and conventions might themselves
be evolving and were not necessarily static or permanent.

The

Academy, in is teaching, exhibitions and' policies, emphasized the
value of tradition and artistic precedent.

It was therefore easily

identified with reaction.

Sir Edward-Poynter* s admission that net
?
was unsympathetic: to the aims and work of most modern artists
had helped consolidate a conservative image of the Academy during
the years of his presidency.

W. Curtis Green, who was elected an

Associate of the Boyal Academy in 1923, asserted in 1949 that
’Tradition is the life line of the artist and the craftsman
amid the encircling gloom of prefabricated houses and the jar
gon of the critics crying the wares of'the charlatans of our
distracted^times; without this rich background our work will
be barren."*
Green’s sentiment seemed to echo Poynter’s contention that unless
the artist’s mind be cultivated by a knowledge of what others had
A
achieved before him his own work would be very limited '. Against
tradition and convention the ’modernists* opposed originality, nov
elty and vitality, thereby introducing a.' system of values which
crudely identified the old with the bad, the new with the good.

1

Clive Bell Since Cezanne-, London 1929 P 82. This collection of
essays had first been published in book form in March 1922.

2

E.J.Poynter Lectures on Art, London 1885 p 189*

3

F.Curtis Green T h e I)rawings of w .Cnrtis Greert, London 1949 P 4*

4

E.J.Poynter op.cit. p 132.
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‘The history of modern art is constantly depicted in terms of
a perpetual struggle against “convention'
*
The academic approach, which could distort real achievement into a
set of rules and procedures, was not necessarily the monopoly of an
academy, but it was tempting to describe it as such.

Although

Herbert Furst { ‘Tis’), in 1917? realized that the Academy had ’open
doors to the present’ he did not think that it was in the nature of
an academy to represent contemporary ax't, and inevitably found him
self characterizing the Academy as the ’shrine of yesterday* in his
discussion of modern art.

Furst firmly identified academicism with

a rigid system of conventions
‘degrading art to the limits of a bugle, with which we can
only create a certain number of sounds, and from which we can
only get variety by transposition and "time""*. *
Hot only the Academy's detractors, but even its would-be supporters,
had contributed to this image of an institution hidebound by trad
ition and fixed principles.

P.G.Konody pointed out that E.Wake Cook

would have preferred the Royal Academy to be
*• . . the immovable-, stronghold of all that was great and noble
and permanent in art_>.’
Mrs Russell1Barrington believed that
’The qualities of .permanency and stability mark the abiding
standard in taste F
and Sir Charles Waldstein, in the text of a- lecture given to Royal
Academy students published in Greek Sculpture and Mode.in Art stated
that
’As sculptors the school for these normal standards of art and
harmony will1 ever remain to you the art of the ancient Greeks. cr
It is they who have established for us these canons of taste.*

1

John Eothenstein.
London 1952 P 33»

Modern English Painters. Sickert^to J3rnith,

2

Charles Marriott and ’Tis* Modern Art., London 1917 P 70* The
word ’academic* was here extended to include' any ’schools of
arbitrary aesthetics’ which relied upon certain conventions,
e.g.Cubism.

3

P.G.Konody A Libel on Modern Art (a review of E.Hake Cook
Retrogression in Art, London 1924) A poll a I Uo,3 March 1925
p 183*

4

Mrs Russell Barrington op.cit.. p 38.

5

Sir Charles Raidstein Greek Sculpture and Modern Art, Cambridge
1914 P 47*
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The canons of tastShad, however, been modified extensively.
Despite the arguments put forward by Clausen and Sims (see above
p 73'ff) it was hard for a post-war, younger generation to agree
that there, were constant, unchanging ’Laws of Taste’, durable and
universal ,

The new emphasis upon originality and individual

expression mitigated against the use of classical ideals.

In 1914

J.Comyns Carr described originality as the accepted ’cardinal vir
tue’ and the illusion of progress as the ’special vice of the morn—
2
ent* . By 1930 the more perceptive critics were aware that the
identification of the Royal Academy with academic art had its dan
gers.

The critic of The Times^ thought that it would not be safe

to label the art of the Academy ’academic’ because of the debate
about the meaning of the word.

To him the art shown at the Academy

represented the ’taste of the majority’. A similar problem existed
in the use of the term ’modern’.

The Studio, in 1928, was concern

ed that
’We have arrived at a curious state of things when a word
which simply denotes ”of the present day" and nothing more has
come to have a partisan character, and may mean progress or
reaction according as to which side the user is on.’
It was impossible to avoid these partisan associations.

The Acad

emy was identified with reaction by ’modernists’ who espoused the
cause of 'progress’.

This complementary relationship was even re

inforced by arguing that
’ . . . the function of the academician in preserving, system
atizing and h hiding on the hoiitage^of the past -- even in a
desiccated form - is a useful one’.
since tradition is a useful incubator of the ’secondary artist’ and
the ’man of genius’ may emerge in conflict with the academician.
Harry Quilter, in 1886, had maintained that ’true art’ must never
be academic, because academic art was merely an attempt to substi—

6

tute principles for feeling .

1

Charles Sims op.cit. p 62.

2

J.Comyns Carr Coasting Bohemia,

3

The Times May 3rd 1930.

4

London 1914 PP 5~6•

The Studio XCVI ITo.426 September 1928 p 155*

5

John Bothenstein op.cit. p 33 *

6

Harry Quilter Sententiae Artis,

London 1886 p70.

It is an interesting comment upon the nature of modernism that
during the 1920s Academy art demonstrated many of those qualities
which had been so eagerly embraced by the avant-garde in England
over twenty years earlier.

The Academy’s absorption of artists

from the hew English Art Club had made concessions to changing
ideals:
'True, the Academy had not succeeded in capturing Steer, Tonks,
Fred Brown or Lucien Pissarro; and still a few years had to
elapse before it collected the bristly scalp of-^Mr.Sickert.
But it had nearly everybody else that mattered.1'5
Many of the new members were influenced by aspects of French art,
and their work had been related to aspects of realism and Impress
ionism.

Anthony Bertram has described the work of earlier Hew

2

English Art Club members as lacking the extrinsic ’subject’""*
Charles Marriott, in discussing an exhibition of the Hew English Art
Club as an example of a ’more modern’ exhibition, commented that
’As compared with the Academy, the difference is, broadly, that
between an^exhibition of pictures and an exhibition of
paintings.' ’
The Academy exhibits, Marriott found, were ’imitative, illustrative
and story-telling*.

Those characteristics were much less pronounced

in the ’more modern’ exhibition.

Marriott was writing in 191? but

his criticisms echo those made by George Moore twenty-five years
d
earlier', despite the fact that many artists whose chances of election to the Royal Academy Moore had judged negligible
members of that -institution.

5

were by 1917

Moore had condemned the Academy be

cause, he believed,

1

Frank Rutter Art in My Time, London 1933 p 180.

2

Anthony Bertram A Century of British Painting IS91-1981, London
and Hew York, 1951 P 85. Bertram quoted George Moore’s review
of a Hew English Art Club Exhibition in which there were ’. . .
no anecdotes, sentimental, religious, or historical, nor the
conventional measuring and modelling which the Academy delights
to honour . » .’ ibid .

3

Charles Marriott on.cit. p 28.

4

George Moore Mod e rn Paint inv, London and Felling—on-1
Tyne

5

c*g* John Lavery and Mark Fisher. George Moore o p .cit. p 102.
Both Laverv and Fisher were elected Associates in 1911* A
number of artists whose work Moore praised in his Hew English
Art Club exhibition review (on.cit. pp 190-212) had also become
Royal Academy members by 1917*
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1893»

~ y
its business on the lines which it considers the most adventageous; its commercialism has become flagrant and undeniable.’
- J..J.VX

W
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Accusations of commercialism continued to be made-by the Academy’s
critics*

In 1930 G.A.Jellicoe

2

thought that there were two influ

ences that contemporary sculpture had to fight: commercialism and
the ’association of ideas’.
both.

The Academy was regarded as fostering

Since the public was addicted to the subject and the literary

idea, certain forms of subject matter could easily be exploited
commercially.
Academy art, therefore, had been criticised irr a similar fash
ion over 8i. thirty or forty year period not because Academy art re
mained the same but because much criticism directed against it con
stantly compared it with contemporary ’modern’ art,

Both forms of

art evolved, but retained their relationship with one another.
In 1893 the French influence upon English Painting which
George Moore so detested included the encouragement of mechanical
and systematic techniques of drawing and modelling to the detriment
of imagination and sensibility^*

The influence of Bastien-Lepage,

as seen in the work of Stanhope Forbes and George Clausen, was as
bad in that it encouraged
*A handful of dry facts instead of a passionate impression of'
life in its envelope of mystery and suggestion.
Realism, that is to say one desire to compete with nature,
to be nature, is the disease from which art has suffered most
in the last twenty years’4.
Moore considered the election of Stanhope Forbes^ and the purchase
(by the Chantrey Bequest) of Arthur Hacker’s Annunciation tantamount
to official acceptance of French methods*

In the long term it was

realism, enlivened by an interest in Impressionist techniques and

1

George Moore op.cit. p 127

2

G,A»Jailiaoe M o d e m BritishSculpture, TheStudio
January 1930 pp 27-31*

3

George Moore on.clt. p 104*

4

George Moore op.cit. pp 116-117*
Clausen’s Labourers.

5

Stanhope Forbes was elected Associate in 1892 (and Academician
in 1910)* Moore predicted the elections of Arthur Hacker
(1894), Frank Bramley (1894), J .J .Shannon (1897) and Alfred
East (1899) as logical conseouences. George Moore on^cit. pp
126-127.
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Moore wasobjecting

to

freer handling of paint, which was to prove most influential.
the 1920s realism was typical of most Academy art.

By

In 1930 G.A.

Jellicoe distinguished between modern sculptors who reacted against
the past and found beauty by ’cold logic and reasoning* and those
associated with the Royal Academy who Pursued beauty as they saw'
it . Although the ’subject picture* declined after the Great War
the Academy never sought to embrace the most extreme forms of
modernism in which
1. . . the paint itself seems to be used with more concern for
its intrinsic properties and less for its facility in realis
tic representation.*
The representation of appearances was now regarded as a traditional
aspect of European painting and Herbert Read defined art derived
f rom the desire to reproduce what the eye sees as 1academic *J .
4
In 1934 S.C.Kaines Smith wrote that

1The real progress of English painting has been and seems
likely to continue to be upon the lines of highly subjective
impressionism.*
Academy art’s attachment to appearances, despite the desire to mod
ify them by style, taste or temperament (see above p 8O f f ) may acc
ount for the success that the Academy’s Summer Exhibitions contin
ued to enjoy.

The average number of visitors attending these ex

hibitions each year was 163,965 during ^he 1918 - 1930 period (see
Appendix K).

When, in 1925, Arthur M.Hind

had maintained that the

’great work, of art* was just as likely to be found on the walls of
Burlington House

it was to appear in exhibitions of the Hew

English Art Club., or at the Goupil, Hansard or Independent Galler
ies, he was
’. . . convinced that if recent criticism, following the lead
of fashion and the craving for some new thing, has had an

1

G.A.Jellicoe op.cit. p 31•

2

Charles Marriott op.cit. p 28.

3

Herbert Read Art H ow, London 1933 p 6l.

4

Then Keeper of Birmingham City Art Gallery.

5

S.C.Kaines Smith Painters of England, London

6

Slade Professor of Fine Art at Oxford University, and Assistant
Keeper of Prints and Drawings at the British Museum.
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1934 P 113*

unfair bias in one direction, it is all the more the duty
of the thinking amateur to support what he regards as good
art . . »1
It was noticeable that, despite the activities of R o g e r Fry, Clive
Bell, Uyndharn Lewis and Herbert Read, fashionable society preferred
the ’safer shores1 of the Royal Academy to the gal?Leries which spe
cialised in more ’advanced* art', and which drew the merely curious

2

as well as the initiated .

The Private View was still a major event

in the London Season and was reported in detail by the press. Sira
John Laveryfs wife ^as a prominent figure in that sector of society
which commissioned portraits from members of the Academy.

However-

much a rebel Augustus John’s reputation might make him out to be- he*
mixed freely in high society and worked within a tradition of
draughtsmanship.
Discussion of the Royal Academy’s role in English art 1918 —

1930 must recognize three uses of the word ’academic*.
1. ’Academic* art was still used to denote the products of a
tradition founded upon the belief that art was an intellectual ac
tivity.

This art subscribed to a:,hierarchy of genres, to a system

atic and rationalized teaching practice, and to an aesthetic based
upon the concept of ideal beauty.

The Royal Academy had itself in

herited such traditions, the principles of which had been articu— •
lated by its first president, Sir Joshua Reynolds*

In 1905 Sir

Halter Armstrong had described the tendency expressed in the Dis
courses
1. « o towards the promotion of chose xorrns of arc which spring
from and appeal directly and solely to the reason, over those
which excite emotion by the expression of more or less sensuous
ideas 4 .5
* j

^

«

1

Arthur M.Hind Some Remarks on Recent English Painting, The
Studio LXa XI a Ho, 182 January 192p P 3* Hind thought that ’the
critics have contracted the habit of praising little but the
abnormal and more revolutionary productions of the past ten or
fifteen years.* ibid.

2

Stella Margetson The Long Party, High Society in the Twenties
and Thirties, Farr,borough 1974 PP 154-157*

3

Sir John Lavery’s wife Hazel, born in Chicago, was a celebrated
London hostess.

4

Sir Halter Armstrong Sir Joshua Reynolds, London 1905 P 220.
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moreover Reynolds* theories had "been largely derived from a study of
past art, and the academies "were acutely conscious of the principles
which had been recognized by earlier artists*

in this sense

the word 'aco.demic1 may be said to retain primarily a descriptive
function.

2 . ‘Academic 1 was sometimes used to refer to work by members of
the Royal Academy and to work exhibited in the Summer Exhibitions.
This may more accurately be called *Academy art’, since it was
diverse in character and served an art going public which sought
’comprehensible* work uncontaminated by the more extreme manifesta
tions of modernism.

Since it served a majority taste it naturally

attracted hostility from the avant-garde and its supporters. ’Acad
emy art 1 is therefore a phrase with both descriptive and evaluative
functions-.

3.

’Academic’ art was frequently used to denote any work con

sidered reactionary, conservative or traditional in a derogatory
manner.

Criticisms of the Royal Academy have been discussed above

(see pp 213 to 219 ), but it should also be noted that some of these
criticisms responded to active provocation by members of the insti
tution.

In 1929j when Jacob Epstein’s Day and Fight for the Under

ground Headquarters Building at Si James’s Park, London, attracted
a great deal of controversy, Sir Reginald Blomfield wrote to the
Uanchestsr Guardian, asserting that
’For one reason or another, the cult of ugliness seems to have
taken the place of the searc1> for beauty which from time immem
orial hay been the aim of artists, In so far as this is a
breakaway from insipidity and convention it has the sympathy of
thoughtful people; but there is another and very much graver
side to the question . . , and it turns on the fundamental
issue - is there or is there not an absolute beauty?’
Blomfield accused Epstein of allowing his work to degenerate into
distortion and of confining his natural ability within ’the iron
cage of formula* „

The last accusation was one more commonly direct

ed against the Royal Academy itself.

Epstein himself claimed that

Quoted by Jabob Epstein Let There be Sculpture, London 1942
P 272,
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the products of the Academy proved the maxim ‘If you do not know an
Art, teach it’ .

In 1934 Blomfield emphasized the differences "be

tween modernism and ’Traditionalism’ in his critique of modern arts

2

and architecture entitled rodern.iemus .

Although his argument was

founded upon a "belief in ideal beauty derived from academic tradit
ions Blomfield merely succeeded in consolidating the animosity be
tween modernist and ‘academic’ art in the third and most evaluative
use of the term.
In the absence of a government department with overall respon
sibility for the arts*^ it was natural that the Royal Academy should
have become, for many, a surrogate for an official art establishment.
During the Great War the Academy had continued to hold its annual
exhibitions and had provided a sense of continuity and stability in
the midst of the chaos which was sweeping away the old order.

The

.Academy opposed the war-time destruction of works of art and hist
oric monuments and took an initiative in recommending guidelines for
the erection of war memorials.

The Academy stimulated interest in

the art of other European countries.

Its active interest in matters

of conservation was largely responsible for the establishment of the
Royal Fine A.rts' Commission, even if the Commission’s terms of ref
erence were mainly concerned with architectural end planning
4
issues . The-Academy Schools gave active encouragement to the dev
eloping enthusiasm for decorative and mural painting, which was a
fe'tare of t^e period, and the Academy contributed to the growing
debate on design, education and industry.

The Academy's Trustees

continued to purchase works of art which Academy members deemed to
be

1

‘of the highest merit* and which were hung in the Tate Gallery

Jacob Epstein op.cit. p 218. Sir Walter Armstrong also be
lieved that academies of art have fallen into disrepute because
they endeavoured to teach art instead of confining their instr
uction to technique. Sir Walter Armstrongop.cit. p 7o*

2

Sir Reginald Blomfield M o d e m l s m u s , London 1934- A broadcast
discussion between Eric Newton and. Sir Reginald Blomfield on
This Modernisms was published in R,S.Lambert Art in Ei gland;
Harmondsworth, 1938 pp 135~144* The original broadcast took
place in February 1935*

3

Aspects of government interest in culture between the world
wars are discussed by Janet Miniban The Nationalization of
Culture, London 1977 PP 172-214.

4

Janet Minihan op.cit.pp 174-175*
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Academy’s member's still enjoyed certain privileges which, were ad
vantageous to their careers*
If the Royal Academy was identified with *the establishment’
the position was reinforced by accusations of conservatism and re
action from those who supported the cause of modernism.

It was

recognized at the time that modernism was not generally popular,
in the sense defined by R.H.Wilenski in 1927:
4. * . much of the abuse showered on the modern movement
amounts to nothing but a complaint that the work it has pro
duced is not popular in kind. That complaint is quite beside
the point because the art of the m o d e m movement is not intend
ed to be popular in kind. It is essentially original, and
originality is a character which is the exact antithesis of
popularity in art.*
Wilenski’s definitions of popular art, on the other hand, have much
in common with the art of Royal Academy Members and artists whose
work was bought by the Chantrey bequest (see above p 84 ff ).
Popular art Wilenski considered to be derivative, descriptive and
romantic in that it made use of the ’average spectator’s familiarity
with artistic conventions, experiences of ordinary life, and emotion
al associations.’

Popular art had received much encouragement from

systems of large public exhibitions3 .

By contrast, as A.L.Baldry

noted in 1925? the modern movement appeared to be out of touch with
the 1 Spirit of the age’; the average member of the art-going public
resented being told that his artistic values were old-fashioned and
objected to being offered works which he detested.
’. . . the artists who enjoy the widest popularity at the pres
ent time and are held in the highest esteem by all sorts and
conditions of men are those who have put a more virile and
progressive interpretation upon tradition rather than those who
have broken aggressively with it . . . '

1

Sir Francis Chantrey*s Will, dated December 31st I84O.
Sir Walter R.K.Lamb op.cit. p 189.

2

R.H.Wilenski The Modern Movement in A r t , London 1938 edition
p 26. Originally published in 1927.

3

R.H.Wilenski op.cit. p 47*

4

In W.R.M.Lamb* s essay What the Royal Academy Stands F or, R.S.
Lambert (ed.) Art in England, Karmondsworth 1938, pp 52—54?
the Academy’s Secretary made a point of stating that the
Academy invited the layman’s criticism.
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See

The latter constantly criticized the Boyal Academy for its values,
the prive lege.s associated with it, and its unsympathetic attitude
towards the work of younger artists .

Yet the Royal Academy was

the one organisation in England which was, in many ways, necessary
to any definition of modernism.

The sheer quantity of adverse crit

icism directed against the Academy by supporters of new, ’original*,
art suggests that the

Academy was an important and even valuable

adversary, and that its standards and values were in many ways more
readily comprehensible to the art-going public than those of contem
porary ’modern art.’

The extent to which the Academy has been

treated as negative or unimportant factor in the development of
’modern art’ would indicate that critics and historians alike have
accepted a perspective which has deliberately undervalued the vit
ality of more conventional and less extreme forms of art.

1

This had even been blamed on the lack of exhibition space at
Burlington House, ’hardly sufficient for the annual display of
a few works apiece by artists who were known and had obtained
recognition,’ therefore necessitating ’A new organization with
a new policy was imperative if anything of permanent value was
to be done to save the rising generation from the slough of
despond.’ Sir Joseph Duveen Thirty Years of British A r t ,
London 1930 p 98.
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The information below is arranged in the following sequence: 1 fate
of Purchase, 2 fame of Artist, 3 Pate(s) of Artist, 4 Title of Work, •

5 fate of Work, 6 Medium, "( Size in inches, 8 Where or from whom
purchased or last exhibited before purchase, 9 Tate Gallery Catalogue
number, 10 Price of purchase.

1

1918

Robert Arming Bell, 1863—1933, Kary in the House of Elizabeth , 1917, oil, 5^ x 30, B.A., 1918, 3335? £350.

2

1919

William Holman Hunt, 1827-1910, Claudio and Isabella, I85O,
oil, 30|: x 18, Lord Ashton of Hyde, 3447, £1,000.

3

1919

John Arnesby Brown, 1866-1955? The Line of the Plough. 1919?
oil, 25 x 30, R.A., 1919, 3448, £200.

4

1919

Francis Perwent Wood, 1871-1926, Psyche, c. 1908, bronze,

69 x 20j x 15f, R„AB, 1919, 3451, £1,000.
5

1919

William Reid Pick, I878-I 96I, Androdus, 1919, bronze,

8 x 8 x 6 , R.A., 1919? 3449? £42.
6

1919

Frederick H.Elwell, I87O-I958, The Beverley Arms Kitchen,
1919, oil, 50i x 40J-, R.A., 1919, 3450, £210.

7

1919

Sir Edward Burne-Jones, 1833-1898, The Temple of Love,
unfinished, oil, 84 x 36-y, Artist*s Executors, 3452? £1,050,
total purchase (see below).

8

1919

Sir Edward Burne-Jones, 1833-1898, The Passing of Venus?
1881, water colour, 42 x 96, Artist’s Executors, 3454?
part purchase.

9

1919

Sir Edw -rd Burne-Jones, 1833-1898, King Cornetna and the
Beggar Kaid, 1862, oil, 30 x 25, Artist’s Executors, 3454,
part purchase.

10 1919

Sir Edward Burne-Jones, 1833-1898, The Magic Circle, 1880
water colour-, 14 1 13, Artist’s Executors, 3455? part
purchase.

11 1919

Sir Edward Burne-Jones, 1833-1898, The Story of Perseus

(10 designs), 1875-8 ? water colour, 16 x 42, 16 x 52 &
14y x 584, 3456, 3457 & 3453/ part purchase.
12 1920

Mark Fisher, 1841-1923, Feeding the Fowls, 1920, oil,

24 x 31, R.A,, 1920, 3553? £194-5s-0a.
13 1920

Alfred Runnings, 1878-1959, Epsom Powns, City and Suburban
fay, 1919, oil, 3li x 50J-, R.A., 1920, 3554? £700.
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R.A., 1920, 3555? £315»
15 1921

Bertram Hicholls, 1883—1974? Dr?/in.? the Sails, 1920, oil,
12 x 16, R.A., 1920, 3586, £30*

16 1921

William Orpen, 1878-1931, Sir William McCormick, 1920, oil,
50 x 40, R.A*, 1921, 3528, £787~10s~0a*

17 1921

William Strang, 1859-1921, Portrait of the Artist, 1919? ° H
46 x 44, from artist (exhibited R.A.1919), 3629, £500*

18 1922

Alfred Turner, 1874-1940, Psyche, 1919? marble, 67 x 21g x
19, R.A., 1919, 3630, £ 1000.

19 1922

Eduard Stott, 1859-1918, Changin g Pastures , 1893, oil,
27f x 34i, Charles Roberts, 3670, £650.

20 1922

Jacob'Epstein, 1880-1959, Ran, 1909, bronze, 17i x 15 x 9,
Artist, Leicester Galleries Feb.-Ear. 1917, 3646, £200.

21 1922

Charles Keene, 1823-1891, Portrait of the Artist,,
10§- x

22' 1922

?

, oil,

T.P.Heseltine, 3644, £262.

James Sant, 1820-1916, Hiss Hartineau’s Garden near South—
wold, 1873, oil, 12% x 18J, Mrs Mount Bolton, 3671, £30.

23 1922

John.' Jackson, 1778-1831, Sir Francis L. Chantrey, I83O, oil,

56S x 43J, Christie*s, 3672, £147.
24 1922

Walter Greaves, 1846-1930, Hammersmith Bridge on Boatrace
Bay, 1862, oil, 36 x 55, Messrs Marchant & Co., 3643> £500.

25 1922

Philip Connard, 1875-1958, Summer, 1922, oil, 28 x 36, R.A.,

1922, 3673, £ 262-1Os..
26 1922

J, H&vard Thomas, 1854-1921, Cardinal Manning, 1876-1886,
bronze. 22% x 9r x 9c , Leicester Galleries, April-May

1922, 3674, £ 105*
27 1922

Philip Wilson Steer-, 1860-1942, Mrs R&ynes, 1922, oil,
27 x 22, H.E.A.C., June-July 1922, 3806, £400.

28 1922

James D.Innes, 1887-1914, A Waterfall, 1910, water colour,
Ilf x 15J-, Louis Clarke, 3804, £30.

29 1922

Alfred Stevens, 1817-1875, 13 Cartoons and 60 D rawings for
the Decoration of Dorchester House?-, 1860—65, drawings and
water colours, various, Sir George Holford, 3762, 3774?
3778, 3786, £2000.

30 1923

George Clausen, 1852-1944, The Road, winter morning, 1923,
oil, 20 x 24, R.A., 1923, 3824? £157-10s-0d.

31 1923

Sir James J.Shannon, 1862-1923, Phil M ay, 1902, oil,

52-J x 365-, from widow, 3825, £ 1050.
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22 x 20, R.A., 1924? 3952, £250.
33 1924

William Aothenstein, 1872—1945? Princess Dadroulbadour,
1908, oil, 55 x 47, R.A., 1924, 3953, £500.

34 1924

F.Cayley Robinson, 1862-1927, Pastoral, 1923-4, oil,
352 * 46 , R.A.., 1924, 3954, £420.

35 1924

Sydney Lee, 1066—1949, Arnongst the Pol oralte s , 1924 oil,
46J x 57i, R.A., 1924, 3955? £450.

36 I924

Harry Korley, 1881-1943? Apollo and Karsyas, 1924, tempera,
42 x 40, R.A., 1924, 3956, £175.

37 1924

Sir John La very, 1856—1941, The Jockeys* Dressing Room at
Ascot, 1923, oil, 25 x 32, R.A., 1924, 3958, £350*

38 1924

Francis Dodd, 1874-1949? A Smi 1iny N o m a n 1904, oil,
24 x 20, R.A., 1924. 3957, £107—lOs-Od.

39 1924

Charles Wheeler, 1892-1974? The Infant Christ, 1920-4,
bronze, 13# x 8# x 5#, R.A., 1924, 3959, £150.

40 1924

Kellock Brown, 1856-1934, Jn-Jitsu, 1923, bronze, 14 x 25 x
12, R.A.? 1924, 3960, £150.

41 1925

Walter W.Russell, 1867-1949? The Blue Dress, 1911, oil,
40 x 30, artist (N.E.A.C. Jan.-Feb.i925), 4099, £350.

42 1925

Ronald Gray, 1868-1951, My Mother, 1908, oil, 29 x 24,
artist (N.E.A.C. Jan-Feb. 1925), 4098, £2o2-10s~0d.

A->
J 1925

Richard Garbe, 1876-1957, Drake, 1924, limestone., 11# x

8x

8#, R.A., 1925, 4100, £50.
44 1925

Arthur G*Walker, 1861-1939, Christ at the Whipping Post,
1925, ivory and marble, 23 x 9 x 7? R.A., 1925, 4101, £300.

45 1925

Alfred Gilbert, 1854-1934, Eros, I89O, bronze, 24 x 10# x

26J, artist, 4176, £ 500.
46 1926

Maurice Grieffenhagen, 1862-1931, Pawn, 1926, oil, 37>} x 79#
R.A., 1926 , 4192, £200.

47 1926

Douglas S.Gray, 1890-1959, Rosalind, 1924-5, oil, 51 x 36#,
R.A., 1926, 4193, £200.

48 1926

Alfred J.Oakley, 1878-1959, Kalua, 1926, pearwood 1&| x
12# x 6f, R.A., 1926, 4194, £95’

49 1926

Francis Derwent Wood, I87I—1926, P>ess Norris, 1921—2, bronze
13# x 10# x 10, Leicester Galleries April—May 1926 (R.A.

1922), 4195, £ 105.
50 1929

Henry Poole, 1873-1928, The Little Apple, 1927, stone, 32# x
17# x 20, from widow via Leicester Galleries, 4478, £315*
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22* X 25? artist, 4473, £350*
52 1929

Sir George Clausen, I852-I944, A Dancer, 1929, oil, 18 x 14?
R.A., 1929, 4472, £150.

53 1929

James Bateman, 1893-195°? Fastoral, 1928, oil, 39 x 72 ,
R.A., 1929? 447-1, £250.

54 1929

B.Beatrice Bland, 1864-1951? Striped Camellias, 1927, oil,

18 x H 4*, 1T.G.A.C.? April—Kay 1929, 4475? £ 38 .
55 1929

Margaret D.Barker, 8 .1907-

, Any Moraing, 1929, oil,

24J x 36, N.E.A.C., April 1929, 4474, £ 40,
56 1929

Richard Garde, 1876- 1957, Sea Lion, 1929, vend de prato,
29} x 2lf x 9i? R.A., 1929, 4480, £300.

57 1929

Julian P.Allan, 8.1892—

, Marjorie, 1923, bronze,

14# X 8 X 9 , H.A., 1929? 4479, £ 105.

58 1929

Ernest M.Dinkel, b.1894-

, The Deluge, 1929, tempera

18# x 18#, R.A., 1929, 4477? £100.
59 1929

Ambrose McBvoy, 1878-1927, Michael EcEvoy, 1919, oil, 30 x
25, Late Members exhibition, R.A., 1928, 4476, £1,000.

60 1930

Alfred Thornton, 1863-1939? St.Germans, 1926, oil, 30 x 40?
artist (1T.E.A.C. Nov. 192?), 4539? £100.

61 1930

Philip Wilson Steer, 1860-1942, Paddlers« 1929, water colour
9i x 13§ , R.A., 1930, 4546, £42.

62 1930

John H.Lorimer, I856-I936, Sir Robert Lorimer A.R.A. as a.
B oy, 1875? oil, 21# x 15, R.A., 1930, 454O, £300.

63 1930

G.Fiddes Watt, 1873- 1960, The A rtist’s Mother, 1910, oil,

41# X 3lib R*A., 1930, 4541, £ 420,
64 1930

Sir John Lavery, I856-I941, The Chess Players, 1929, oil?
48-1- 7 5 b R.A., 1930, 4544, £1050.

65 1930

Walter- W.Russell, 1867-1949, Cordelia. 1930, oil, 36 x 30,
R.A., 1930, 4542, £ 525.

66 1930

Alfred J .Munnings, 1878—1959? From my Bedroom W indow, 1930,
oil, 36 x 4-0? R.A.? 1930? 4543? £5°0,

67 1930

Annie L.Swynnerton, 1844—1933? Dame Millicent Fawcett G.BIE.,
LL.JD. ? 1930, oil, .32 x 29? R.A., 1930, 4545? £45°-

68 1930

'

Charles Wheeler? 1892-1974? Spring;, 1929-30, bronze, 64 x
51# x 25J-, R.A,, 1930, 4548, £1050.

69 1930

Richard Garbe, 1876-1957? Autumn, 1930, Ivory, 36 x 8* x 7?
R.A. ? 1930, 4549? £367-10s-0d.
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colour, 19 x 15 , R.W.3., Summer 1930, 4547, £21.

lotes:

i

here R.A. and date is entered after size the work was
purchased from the artist but had been exhibited at the
R.A. Summer exhibition,

ii

Discrepancies exist between the list of Chantrey Bequest
Purchases and Prices (R.A. and Tate Gallery) and the
official Tate Gallery Catalogu.es.

Where possible these

have been checked and corrected above,
iii

In nos .11 & 29, where a number of 'historical* drawings
and studies were bought together, the individual
drawings have not been identified separately.
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JxlT&l'JJXA n

Analysi s of prices paid for Chantrey Beque st purchases 1918 - 1930
Table 1 : Comparitiva prices
Bate

1913

Works by
R_*Ajs
---

Works by
A.R.As

Works by
future
A >Ik As

Works by
*outsiders'

Hisi >rica!
work?

---

---

---

£350

1919

£200

£ 1,000

£2p2

---

1920

£194-5s

£ 1,015

•
--

---

1921

£ 1 ,287— 10s

-- -

-- -

£30

1922

£30

---

£1,235

1923

£ 1,207- 10s

1924

£350

£ 1,120

£432-10s

£620

——

1925

£500

£650

£50

£262- 10s

— -

1926

£735

---

£295

— -

1929

£465

£ 1 ,650.

£250

£283

— —

1930

£2,075

£817— 10s

£ 1,071

£86 2

---

Total

£7,044-53

£8,515

£ 2Q55-10s

£35S7-10s

1

£ 1 ,912— 10s
—

——

-— -

£ 2,050
--—~
£ 2 ,409- 10s
— -

£4,459-10s

Under ‘historical’ works are listed prices paid for works byHolman Hunt, Burne-Jones (1919) Alfred Stevens and John Jackson
(1922)
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\ con .,.j

Ri'r&riiJXA. o

Analysis of prices paid for Chantrey Bequest purchases 1918 - 1930
Table 2: Camparitive prices
forks by
R.A.members

forks by
other artists

1919

£ 1,200

1920

£1,209-5S

1921

£ 1 ,287— 10s

£30

1922

£1,942—10s

1923

£l,207~10s

£1,235
----

1924

£1,470

1925

0

1918

& !
OJ
Ui

Bate

—

’Historical 5
works;1-— -

£252

£ 2,050

---

Total
£350
£3 ,502

-- -

£l,209-5s

---

£l,317~10s

£2 ,409-10s

£ 5,587

—

£ 1 ,207— 10s

£ 1 ,052—10s

---

£ 2 ,522- 1Os

£ 1,150

£312-1Os

——

£ 1 ,462-IOs

1926

£735

£295

—

£ 1,030

1929

£2,115

£533

---

£ 2,648

1930

£ 2 ,892- 10s

£1,933

---

£4,825~10s

Total

£15?559~5S

£ 5,643

1

£4 ,459-103

£ 25 ,661- 15:

Under ’historical’ -works are listed prices paid for works by
Holman Hunt, Burne-Jones (1919) Alfred Stevens and John Jackson
(1922)
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APPENDIX B (cont.)
Anal y sis of prices paid for Chant rey Bequest purchases 1918 - l!
Table 3$ Averap-e prices yearly
Date

Dorks by
R.As

1918

-- .

Works by future
A. R.As

Works by
A .R.As

Works_b’
*outside .
--- -

— *— -

£350

---

1919

£200

£1*000

19^0

£194-5s

£507-1Os

1921

£643-15s

1922

£30

1923

£603“15s

1924

£350

£373-6s-8d

£144-3s-4d

£310

1925

£500

£32p

£50

£ 262— 10s

1926

£367— 10s

1929

£ 232— 1Os

£550

£250

1930

£o91-13-4&

£408-15s

£535~10s

£126

---

---

---

—

£637-103
—

---

£30

-

---

---

— -

—

—

£147-10s

-

.

£70-15s
£ 215- 10s

Table 4; Average prices
Artists

Ho„ of works boryht

Average price

R.As

16

•53j
£440 ~ r* — 3^&

A. S.As

17
9

£500 - 7s - 71*
£288 - ?s - 9-Jd

’Outsiders8

19

£188 - 16s -- 4d

R.A.members

33

£471 - 9s - 8jd

Others

28

£201 - Os - 8^8.

Future E.As & A.E.As
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Artists and architects of the Royal Academy- 1918-1920
Name

Dates

A.R.A.

R.A
r

1862-1946

1922

1933

1914
1926

1923

Samuel John Lemorna Birch

1863-1933
1869-1955

1934

Sir Reginald Theodore Blomfield.

1856-1942

1905

1914

Sir Frank Brangpyn

1867-1956

1904

1919

Oerald Leslie Brockhurst

1890-1978

1923

1937

Sir John. Arnesby Brown

1866-1955

1903

1915

Edgar Bundy

1862-1922

Sir John. James Burnet

1857-1938

1915
1921

Sir Darn'd Young Cameron

1865- 1945* 1911(E) 1920
1916 (P.)

Siir George. Clausen

1852- 1944* I895

1908

William Robert Colton

1867-1921

1903

I919

Philip Connard CTO

1875-1958* 1918

1925

Sir Edwin Cooper

1872-1942

1930

1937

Sir Arthur: Stockdale Cope

1857-1940

1899;

1910

Frank Cadogan Oowper

1934

Sir- Edvard Guy Davber

1877- 1958' 1907
1861- 1938: 1927'

Wilfred Gabriel de Glehn

1870-1951* 1923

1932

Sir William Reid Dick

1878-1961

1921

• 1928

Frank B ioks ee

1853-1528

1.081

189 i

Franai's Dodd

1935

Alfred Drury

1874- 1949* 1927
1857-1944 1900

1913

Joseph Farquharson

1846-1935

1900

I9I5

Sir- Luke Fi-l'des KOTO

1843-1927

1379

1887

Mark Fisher

1841-1923

1911

1919

Samuel Melton Fisher

1859-1939

1917

1924

Sir William Russell Flint

1880-1969

1924

1933

Stanhope Alexander Forbes

1857-1947

I892

1910

Sir George Frampton

1860-1928

1894

1902

Louis Richard Garbe

1876-1957

1929

1936

Sir Ernest George

1839-1922

1910

1917

Sir Alfred Gilbert MYO

1287

1892

Andrew Carri'ck Gov

1354-1934
1848-1920

1381

1891

Peter Graham

1836-1921

1377

1881

Sir Herbert Baker
Robert Aning Bell

—

1925

1938

First
First
exhibited
listed asArchitect
at
N.E.A.C
Painter
14.E .A .C'
m er.h
er
Scul p tor
‘
.before- 1918) (before- 1918) or Engraver

1888

1888,

P

1889

'
—

P

1904

—

P

1892
1888 .

—
1886

b/]
p
S'

IPO!
—

1894

1909

P

—

P

—

P

1900

P

name;

Bates

A. R.A,

R.A.

William. Curtis Green

1879-1960

1923

1933 j

Kaurice Grie ff enhagen

1862-1931

I9I6

1922:

Frederick Landseer Maur Griggs

1876-1938

I922

1.
9 31 :

Arthur; Hacker

1858-1919

1894

1910 j

Oliver. Hall

I869-I997

I92O

1927:

George Harcourt

1868-1947'

1919

1926]

Charles- Leonard- Hartwell

1873-1951

1915

1924!

George Henry

1858-1940

1907

1920 I

Sir Herbert Hughes—Stanton:

1870-1937* 1913

1920 !
1

Hiehard Jack

1866-1952

1920.!•

Charles

188.9-1934^ 1926:

Sergeant Jagger

I914

II

,
1
1928 |
~

~

Augustus Edwin John. OM

1878-196-1* 1921

Sir William Goscombe- John

1860-1952

18 99

1909 !

Sir Gerald Jest us Kelly

1879-1972:

1922

7930 1

.Haroldl Knight

I874-I96I

1928-

Lame.- Laura Knight: LBS

1877-1970

1927

1937 !
1.936

George Washington Barnhart:

1873- 1930: 1922.

Henry Herbert La Thangue

1859-1929

1898

1912

Sir John Lavery

1856- 1941* 1911

1921

Alfred Kingsley Lawrence

I893-

Benjamin Williams Leader

1831- 1923: 1883

1898

Sydney Lee

1886-1949

1922

1930

George Dunlop Leslie

1835-1921

1868.

1876'

1912

1920

Sir Samuel Henry William Llewellyn I858-I94I
GC VO
Sir Robert Stodart Lorimer KBS
1864-1929
John Seymour. Lucas

I.930 ‘

1920

1849- 1923- 1886

-—

1938

—

1898 1

Sir Edwin Landseer Lutyens OM, KCIE 1869-1944 1913

1920

Henry Raeburn H a d eth-Ra eh urn

1860-1947

1933

Ambrose McSvoy

1878-1927* 1924

Sir. Bertram MacKennal

1863-1931

1909

1922

William McMillan CVO

1933

Lavid Thompson Mulrhead

1887- 1977* 1925
1867-1930 1928

Sir Alfred James Mannings. KCVO

1878-1959

1919.

1925

Sir Lavid Murray

1849-1933

1891

1905

Ernest ITewton CBA

1856-1922

1911

1919

Julius Olsson

1864-1942

1914

1920

Sir William Orpen KBE

1878-1931* 1910

1919

1922

j

—

—

'3hip

at
h •E H JJ
Painter.
IT.E ,A »C"
member
Sculptor
(before 1918)(before 1918) or Engraver
1889
not;
known
I896

—

1889

1890

F

I889

F

—

P

—

S

1889

P

. -----1899'

1903'

s
P

1909
1908 '

—

P

—

F

1909

—

P

1889

1889

F

1903

19O0 .

P

1888

1888 .

P

—

—

E

1900

1902

F

—

—

S

—

s

1893

1900

—

p

A

1890

1891

'F

1899

1900

F

Hamer

Dates-

A.R.A..

R.A„

Malcolm. Osborne CBE

1880- 1963' 1918

1926

Walter William Ouless

1848-1933

18.77

1881

Alfred Far sons-.

1847-1920

1897

1911

Henry Alfred Pegram:

1863-1937

1904

'1922

01 yn Warren PhiTpot

1923

Frederick William Pomeroy

1884- 1937* 3:915
1856-1924 1906

Kenry Poole-

1873-1928

1920

1927

Sir: Edward: John Poynter-

1836-1919

186.9

1876

Bertram= Priestman

1868-1951

1916

1923

Edward. Schroder Prior

1914

Sir. William Blake Richmond KCB

1852-1932
1842-1921

1888.

1895

Charles Ricketts

1866-1931

1922

1928

Briton. Riviere

1840-1920

18.
7.8:

1881

Frederick Cayley Rodinson

1862-1921

1921

Sir* Henry George Ry.shdi.iry KCTO; ;e 1889-1968* 1927
Sir Walter Westley Russell CFO
John: Singer Sargent
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott Oil

1867-1549* 1920
1856- 1925* 1894
. 1880-1960 19l8:

1917

—

—

—

1926
1897
1922

Charles Haslewood Shannon

1863-1937

1911

1920

Sir. James Jehus a Shannon

1862-1923

1897

1909

Claude Shepperson

1867-1921

1919

Sir Frank Short

1906

1911

Walter Richanrd oickeri

1857-1945
±860-1942

1924

1934

Charles Sims

1873- 1928* I9C8

1915

Solomon Joseph Solomon;

1860-1927

1896,

3:906

Adrian Stokes.

1854-1935
1840-1921

1910

193’9

1877

1887

1876

1914

William Strang-

1834-1919
1859-1921

19C6

1921

Annie Louisa Swynnerton

1844-1933

1922

Algernon Mayow TaImage

1871-1939

1922

I929

Sir Walter John Tapper KC'V0

1935

Leonard Campbell Taylor

1861-1935 1926
1874- 1969* 1923

1931

Henry Scott Tuke

1858-1929

1900

1914

Alfred Turner

1874-1940

1922

1931

Arthur George Walker

1861-1939
1850-1919

1925

1936

I89O

1903

Marcus Stone;
George Adolphus- Storey

Sir.- Ernest Albert Waterloo

—

—

of
IT.S' .A.C
member
r
, .. >
i(before 1918)
rsiup
' j (before
\

1890
6
red)

Sculptor
or Engraver
"E

188‘9

1906

P
S
s
p

1894

1896

p
A
P
P
P

1889

1912

P

1912

19X7?,

E
P

1893.
I889

1889

P
A

1883

1888

P
1883-

P
E

3
>
gned j

1888

1888

E

1888

1888

P

1898
1888

P

l888:

1888:

P
P
P
P
E

1893
1906:

1909

1501

P
P
A
P

1883

1883

P

^-94

Name

Dates

A, R.A. R.A.

George Spencer Watson

I869-I934

I923

1932

Sir Aston Webb. GCVO, CD

1849-1930:

1899

1903

Ter rick Williams1

I86O-I936,

I924

1933

Francis. Derwent Wood

I87I-I926

1910

I92O

Henry Woods

I8 4 6 -I9 2 1

1 88 2

1 89 3

William Lionel Wyllle

I85I-I93T

1889

1907

Total:

114

1918-1930

A„R,As and R.As

Few English Art Club. Members:-

31

Few English Art Club Exhibitors:

Dotes,

(before.- 1918)

46

(before 1918)

i)

* denotes- specially employed as war artist be

ii)

under!inings indicate status between. 1918 & I

ill)

Sir Alfred. Gilbert resigned in 1908, but res

at
35T.E.A .C
«.E .A.C
mernfcer.
efore 1913) (before 1913)

Painter.
Sculptor
or Engraver
p
A
rr

1893.

A..

s
p

1889

1889

p

^V5£>

Royal Academy members *specially employed as war artists’: 1914-.1918
A.R.A,

R.A.

Bates

R »G •Brundri t

1931

1938

1883-1960

Sir B.Y.Cameron

1911

L920

1869-1949

Sir G.Clausen

1899

1908

1852-1944

A.R.A.
—

P .C onnard

1918

1929

I875--I958

—

W.G.de Glehn

1923

1932

1870-1951

—

P.Dobson

1942

1993

1888-1963

—

F.Bodd

1927

1939

1874-1949

—

T.C.Dugdale

1936

1880-1952

—

Eric Gill

1937

1943
—

I882-I94O

. —

Sir H.Hughes-Stanton

1913

1920

1870-1937

A .R.A.

C.S.dagger

1926

1885-1934

—

A.John

1921

1928

1878-1961

—

E ,H .Kennington

1991

1999

i888~19oO

—

H .Lamb

1940

1949

1883-1960

-—

Sir J.Lavery

1911

1921

I856-I94I

A.KcEvoy

1924

—

W.McMillan

1925

1933

1887

.—

J.Nash

1940

1991

1893-1978

—

C .R.H.Hevinson

1939

1889-1946

—

Sir ¥,Orpen

1910

1919

1878-1931

A.R.A.

G.Philpot

1919

1923

1884-1937

A.R.A.

E.Proctor

1932

W.Roberts

1998

1966

1895-

—

Sir H.Rushbury

1927

1936

1889-196

—

Sir ¥.¥.Russell

1920

1926

1867-1949

—

J.S.Sargent •

1894

1897

1856-1925

R.A.

C .Sims

1908

1915

1873-1928

R.A.

G.Spencer

1950

1959

1907-

-—

S.Spencer

1932

1990

1891-1959

—

L.C.Taylor

1923

1931

1874-

—

J.L.Wheatley

1949

1892-1955

—

—

—

Roya 1 Academy Associate
or■Member by 1916
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A »R .A •
t

1878-1927

1886-1935

—

—

—

Royal Academy Diploma Works 1918-1930
Dam 8

Bat*

Title of Work and
Measurements in inches

1919
William Robert Colton
Sir Frank. Brangwyn
Sir Willi?m Orpen KBS

l867-192i
I867-I956
1878-1931

The Young Diana 17 x 12 x 7 2
The Market Stall 57! x 63
Le Chef de 1 1116tel Chatham,
Paris 49 x 40
Lago Magglore 23! x 35 2
A n Orchard in Spring 18 x 23‘c
House at J o u y - e n —J o s a s * France
21 x 35|-

Adrian Stokes
M a rk F ish er
Ernest Dewion CBS

1854-1935
1841-1923

1856-1922

1920
George Henry
Francis Derwent Wood
Charles Haslewood
Shannon
Sir David Young Cameron
Sir William Llewellyn
G'CYO
Sir Edwin Lanseer
Lutyens 0M, KCIS
Sir Herbert Edwin Pelham
Hughes-Stanton
Richard Jack
Julius 01sson

I858-•1943
1871- •1926

Brambles 30 x 30
The Dancer (bronze) 20 x 6 x 5

1863' -1937
I865-•1945

Vanity and Sanctity
Durham 35'! x 29

1863-■1941

Sir Aston Webb PRA 29'! x 24i

1869-1944

Jaipur Column, Delhi A2% x 22j?
Evening, Equihen, Pa s d 0 C a la i3
' 22t x 33
On the Downs 24;p x 29!
Sunset, Cornish Coast
23i x~ 29F

1870-•1937
1866 •1952
1864--1942
-

1921
William Strang

1859-1921

Sir John Lavery

1856-1941

41'! x 43

Campbell Dodgson Esq CBS
~ l6f x 144
The Vandyck Room, Wilton
' 24h x 29%

1922
T~eiiry Alfred Pegram

1863-1937

Sir Bertram Mackennel
KCVO
Robert Anning Bell

1865-1931

Maurice Greif'fenhagen
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott
OH

1863-1933
1862-1931
188O- 196O

1923
G-lyn Warren Phil pot

1884-1937

Bertram Priestman

1868-1957

1924
Charles Leonard Hartwell 1873-1957
Samuel Melton Fisher
1857-1939
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The Sculptor1a D aughter Olive
(bronze^ 17s x 5! x 81
The Dawn of a Hew Age (bronze)
~~~29i x'i2i- x n r ..
The Women going to the
Sepulchre 29 x 49i~
The Message 37i x 33g
L ivern oo 1 C~ath ed ra 1 ? interior
view East end from South
choir aisle
19 x 33
Portrajt of a Young Kan
19i x'ljj
Dear Wareham? Dorset 24't x 29f

The Oracle 21 x 3o x 7
W inifred 29% x 191

APPENDIX E (cont.)
Nam©

1925
Philip Connard C70
Sir Alfred James
Dunnings
Sir John James Burnet
KCVO

Dates

Title of Work and
Measurements in inches

1875~1958
1878-1959

Apollo & Daphne 433 x 24.3
Kilkenny Horse Fair
~ 24i x 29-t
Section of the Stajrcase of
the British Museum Extension

1857-1938

33 x 20
1926
Malcolm Osborne CBB

1880-1963
1868-1947

The Timber Haulers (after C
Purse ARA.J 12-g- x 18
Miss Ann© Haroourt 49 x 39"2

1867-1949

Alice

1927
Henry Poole
Oliver Hall

1874-1928
1869-1957

Young Pan
17 x 9 x 9
Soring
21-g- x

1928
Sir William Reid Dick
KCVO

I878-L961

The Child (stone)

Augus tus Edwin John O'M

1878-1961

Charles Ricketts

1866-1931

Portrait of a Young Man
’ 23-3 x 18
Don Juan challenging the
Commander
46 x 35

1929
Algernon Mayow Talmag e

1871-1939

Morning Glitter, Isle of
~ Wight " 24i x 29i

1930
Sir Gerald Festus Kelly
Sydney Lee

1879-1972
1866-1949

Jan 3 XXX
29i x 24g
The Red Tower
58 x 44|r

George H a m ourt
Sir Walter Westley
Russell CVO

24 x 19

234 x" 134 x Th
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R.A.Autunin and Winter Exhibitions 1918-1932
1918

Jan — Feb
Nov - Dec
N ov -- Dec
Feb
Ho v
N OT
ITov

Imperial War Museum (in aid of British
Red Cross Society)
Royal Society of British Artists
Royal British Colonial Society of Artists
Canadian War Memorials
War Memorial Designs
Works by camouflage artists
Ruskin Centenary Exhibition

1919

Jan
Oct
Oct
Oct -

1919 ~

Dec - Feb

Imperial War Museum ~ The Nation’s
War Paintings

Nov - Jan

Spanish Art

1921

Nov - Dec

Royal Society of Portrait Painters

1922

Jan - Feb

Works by Recently Deceased Members

1923

Jan ~ Feb
Oct — ITov:
Oct - Nov

Decorative Art (including 12th exhibition
Arts and Crafts Society)
Australian Art
British Primitive Paintings

1924

Jan
Peb
J an - Feb

Works by Swedish Artists 1880 — 1900
Royal Society of Portrait Painters

1925

Feb
Jan
H o t ** Deer

Royal Society of Portrait Painters
International Society of Sculptors,
Painters and Gravers

1926

Jan — Mar
Jan
Fefe

J <»S .Sargent
Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society’s 13th
Exhibition
Royal Society of British Painters

—

1920
1920 1921

_

_

_

Nov - Dec.
1927

Jan
Jan

Mar
Mar

1928

Jan •- Mar
Oct ”* Deer

Flemish and Belgian Art 1300 - 1900
Works by Sir Harno Thornycroft R*A. and
F.Derwent Wood R»A„
Works by late Members and Iveagh Bequest
works by Old Masters
Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society*s 14th
Exhibition

1929

Jan - Mar

Dutch Art 1450 - 1900

1930

<
*■
<
«•
>XT
Jan ~ T
I'
i
c

Italian Art 1200 - 1900

1931

Jan
Mar
Oct — Dec

Persian Art
Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society’s 15th
Exhibition

1932

Jan

French Art 1200 - 1900

~

__

—

Mar
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Honorary Foreign Academicians
Le or-J oseph-Florentin B onna t

1904 - 1922

Pasca1-Adolphe-Jean Bagnan-Eo u t c ret

1903 - 1929

Jean-Paul Laurens

1909 - 1921

Paul /■Ibert Besnard

1921 - 1934
1921 - 1928

Albert Bartholomb
2

Honorar.y Foreign Corresponding K eraber
II Commendatore. Giacomo Boni

3

Secretary for Foreign Correspondence
The Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, K.T.

4

1909 - 1925

1914 - 1940

Chaplains
Rt.Rev.The Hon.Edward Carr Glyn, P.P., Bishop
of Peterborough

1911 - 1919

R t .Rev.Herbert Edward Ryle, K .C .V .0., B .B.,
Bean of Westminster

1919 -- 192S

Very Rev.William Foxley Porris, K.C.V.O., B.B.,
Bean of Westminster

1926

-

1937

1918

-

1952

Professor- of Ancient H istory
Sir Frederic George Kenyon, G.B.E., K.C.B,
Professors of Ancient Literature
The Viscount Korley of Blackburn, O.K.

1903 - 1923

John William KacKai1, O.K.

1924 - 1945

Professor of Law
Sir Francis George Hewbolt, K.C.

1928

-

1940

Antiquaries
The Viscount Billon, C.H.

1903 - 1932

j
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A Riui.DIa Pi
A note upon the probationary student system employed by the Royal
1
Academy before Charles Sims’ Keepership .
2
During a six week probationary period , during which no formal xoach

ing was provided, the student was expected to submit
a ’stumped’ life drawing
anatomical drawing
a painted portrait
a painting of a nude
a figure composition
a study in perspective*
If the results of this work were deemed successful the student might
then be admitted as a full student and receive his or her ivory id.en*
3
tification disc „
For students the working day was organized as follows:10.00 - 11.00 start work in the Studios
11.00
1.00 -

a ten-minute break
2.00 lunch

2.00 -- 4-00 work in

theStudios

4.00 ~

5.00 1ectures

5.00 -

7 “00 drawingstudies

from the nude.

Students would be under the direction of the Keeper, assisted by two
curators, one for the day and one for the evening.

This information vas given by Mrs 17ob 1e of Maida Vale, who was
both a probationary student and a friend of Charles Sims.
The Royal Academy Scheels kept University terms of 10 - 11
weeks each.
Known as ’ivories,’ these admitted students into the insti
tution.
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Academy Deaths, Election s and ne lurGi.i'^n 00
Senior
A cad einic ian/
Associate

1918

Death

W.F.Yeames,
(retired
1913)
L.P.Smythe
(retired
1914
E.Stott
G.B.Leslie

G.A.Storey

G .A.Storey

Sir Ernest
A.Waterlow
A.Hacker

P.Graham
B.W.Leader

Election as A..R.A.

1918-1930
Election as R,

Sir Giles Gilbert
Scott
P .C onnard

K.Osborne
Sir Alfred James
Running's
G.Hareourt

Sir Frank
Branguyn
W.R.C olton

C.A.Shepperson

Sir William
Or pen
A.Stokes

Sir Edward
J.Poynter

K.Fisher

Sir Thomas
G.Jackson

E.Hewton

1921

B.Riviere
K.Stone

B.Riviere
A,C,Gow

Sir William
B.Richmond
Sir Ernest
George
II.Fisher

A.Parsons

Sir Luke
Pildes

G.E.Leslie
P. Graham

11.Poole
Sir Robert S.
Lorimer
Sir Walter W.
Russell
0 .Hall

G.Henry
P.D .Wood

Si: William E,
Lick
Si: J ohn J .
Tiurnex
n
P.C.Eobinson
A .B .John

u .utranp;

11.Stone
H .Wood 3
Sir William
B.Richmond
W.E.Colton
W .Strang
C.A.Shenperson
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C,H.Shannon
Sir David Y.
Cameron
Sir Will'am
Llewellyn
Sir Edwin L.
Lutyens
Sir Herbert E.P.
Hughe s-Sianton
R.Jack
J.Olsson

Sir John Lavery

Year

Senior
Acad ei-,lei an/
Asrociate

Death

1922

J.Parquharson

51 eobion ss A.R.A.

C.Ricketts
Sir Thomas
BrocI
Sir Srn e st A .K ,Ta1mage
George
E.lTevrton
Sir Gerald P.
Kelly
E. Bundy
S. Lee
P.L.M.Griggs

Elect!on ac R .A .

H.A.Pegram

Sir Bertram
Eeckennai
R.A.Bell
K .Grieffenhagen
Sir Giles G.
Scott

H.R.MacbethRaeburn
G.W.Lambert
A .L .Swynnerton
A.Turner
Sir Herbert Baker
1923

1924

1925

A .L .Swynnerton
B.W.Leader W.G.de Glenn
J.S.Lucas
G.S.Hatson
Sir James
L.C.Taylor
J .Shannon
M.Fisher
W .C .Green
W.W.Ouless Sir Thomas Sir William R.
G.Jackson
Flint
J.W.Forth A .KcEvoy
F.¥.Pomeroy
T.Williams
W.R.Sickert
Sir David
Kurra;
Sir Aston
Webb

1926

1927

C.L.Hartwell
S.K.Fisher

J.S.Sargent W.KcKillan

P .C onnard

Sir Ilamo
A.G.Walker
Thornycroft

Sir Alfred J.
Runnings
Sir John J.
Burnet

F.R.Wood

W.L.Wyllie

G.W.Philpot
B.Priestman

S.J.L.Birch
C .S .Jagger
Sir Walter J.
Tapper

Sir Luke
H.G.Rushbury
Fildes
Sir Solomon Sir (B .) Guy
J. Solomon
Davrber
F.C.Robinson
F .Dodd
A.KcEvoy
Dane Laura Knight
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M. Osborne
G.Hareourt
Sir Walter W.
Russell
II.Poole
O.Hall

1928

Sir George
Clausen
B*S.Prior

1929

1930

Sir Frank
Dicksee
Sir G'eorge
J „Frampton
C »Sims
H »Poole
H.SaTuke
Sir Eobert
S»Lorimer

A.Stokes

D /IkMui rhead

Sir William. H
Diok
A.E*John

E .Knigh t

C .Ricketts

L.E^Garbe

A.M.Talmage

G.L.Brockhurst

Sir Aston
Sir Edwin Coops:
Webb
G .W «.Lamb ex't A »K ,Lawrenc e
D.T.Fuirhead

Sir Gerald F<
Kelly
S *jjee

After 1918 members no longer retired v o l u n t ar i ly b ut automa
ically became Senior Associates or Senior Academicians on
reaching the age of 75*

Members of the Council of the Royal Academy 1918-1930
1918

C.Sims, Sir Frank Dicksee, G.D.Leslie, H.Roods, Sir William
G.John, E.George, Sir George Frampton, Sir Arthur Cope,
A Hacker, Sir Frank Short.

1919

Sir Reginald Blomfield, Sir George Frampton, Sir Arthur Cope,
A.Hacker, Sir Frank Short, F.W.Pomeroy, A.Parsons, Sir Aston

Ifebb, Sir Ha mo Thornyc r of t , ¥. ¥.
1920

Oul es&.

F.W.Pomeroy, Sir Frank Dicksee, Sir Reginald Blomfield,

Sir

Hamo Thornycroft, W.W.Ouless, E.lTewton, ¥.R.Colton, S.J.Soloraon, J.S.Lucas, H.S.Tuke.
1921

E.Eewton, If.R.Colton, S. J.Solomon, J. S. Luc as, H.S.Tuke,
A.Stokes, Sir David Cameron, Sir Edwin Lutyens, Sir Herbert
Hughes-Stanton, F.D.Wood.

1922

A.Stokes, Sir David Cameron, Sir Edwin Lutyens, Sir Herbert
Hughes-Stanton, F.D.Wood, Sir William Orpen, G.Henry, Sir
William Llewellyn, Sir Reginald Blomfield, A.Drury.

1923

Sir William Orpen, G.Henry, Sir William Llewellyn, Sir Regin
ald Blomfield, A.Drury, J.Olsson, R.Jack, C.Shannon, H.A.Reg
ram, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott.

1924

J.Olsson, R.Jack, C.Shannon, H.A.Pegram, Sir Giles Gilbert
Scott, Sir John Layery, M. Griefferihagen, R.A.Bell, Sir Will
iam G.John, Sir Edwin Lutyens.

192p

Sir John Lavery, M.Grieffenhagen, R.A.Bell, Sir William G.
John, Sir Edwin Lutyens, Sir Bertram Mackennal, G.W.Philpot,
B.Priestman, S.M.Fisher, Sir Reginald Blomfield.

1926

Sir Bertram Mackennal, G.W.Philpot, S.K.Fisher, Sir Reginald
Blomfield, C.L.Hartwell, Sir John J.Burnet, P.Bonnard, Sir
Alfred Munnings, W.L.Wyllie.

1927

C .L,Hartwell, Sir John J.Burnet, P.Connard, Sir Alfred Mun
nings, Sir William Llewellyn, Sir Walter W.Russell, K.Osborne,
G.Karcourt, Sir George Frampton, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott.

2S2

Frampton, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, O.Ilall, Sir John A. Broun,
Sir Frank Short, A.Drury, Sir Edwin Lutyens.
1929

0. Ha'll, Sir John A. Brown, Sir Frank Short, A .Drury, Sir Edwin
Lutyens, C.Ricketts, A.Stokes, Sir David Cameron, H.A.Pegr&m,
Sir Reginald Blomfield.

1930

C.Ricketts, M.Fisher, Sir David Cameron, H.A.Pegram, Sir Reg
inald Blomfield, Sir William R.Dick, A. M.TaImage, Sir Herbbert Hughes-Stanton, Sir William Orpen, Sir John J.Burnet.

Ea.ch year half the Council retire and its place is taken by
a number of A.cademicians acting in rotating order of senior
ity.

Where a member died, or was otherwise prevented from

serving his turn on the Council a substitute was made.
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Royal Academy Summer Exhibitions . Numbers of works

and

attendances *
works sent in

works exhibited

visitors

1918

7,521

1,622

128,684

1919
1920

8,187

1,674

199,489

9,880

1,477

167,265

1921

9,810

l,2p0

168,071

1922

9,706

1,464

165,890

1923

10,713

1,544

164,119

1924

10,084

l?563

160,233

1925
1926

10,501

1,419

154,177

10,376

1,445

137,149

1927

10,129

1,698

233,961

1928

11,239

1,536

165,324

1929

10,377

1,590

137,070 ,

1930

11,416

1,669

150,116

1

The following attendance figures for Winter Exhibitions
provide some comparisons
1919 bar Memorial Designs and Works by Camouflage Artists

5,014
1922 Works by Recently Deceased Members of the Royal
Academy
6,426
1926 John S.Sargent, R.A.
108,022
1927 Works by Sir Hamo Thornycroft, R.A* and P.
Derwent Wood, R.A.
1,413
1928 Works by late Members of the Royal Academy, and
the Iveao-h Bequest of Works by Old Masters
(Kenwood Collection)
75?517
2

These figures include the number of works sent in by members
(averaging approximately 263 works each year during this
period).

3

Hot including complimentary visitors.

The above figures are taken from the Royal Academy Annual Reports
for the appropriate years.
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Royal Acaderr.y Schools:List of Competition subjects specified by titles 1913-30
PAINTING

1

Historical Pain ting
1921

Christ Appearing to Two Discipleson the
Emmaeus.

2

Road to

Luke XXIV

1923

A Festival

1925

A Scene at an Inn

1927

Work

1929

Liana and Actaeon

Lesion in Monochrome for a Figure Picture
19-19

Victory

1921

The Brazen Serpent

1922

i

The Pool of Bethesda

ii '

. o when the sun was setting;, al 1 they ,that

any sick with divers diseases brought them up,to
him . .

3

Luke IV

40

1923

St Michael Overcoming: Satan

3924

Penelope and the Suitors

1925

The sacrifice of Noah

1926

Christ Expelling

3927

Moses Striking the Rock

3928

The Adoration of the Magi

3929

Christ in the House of karyand Martha

1930

The Leath of Ananias

the Money-changers fromthe Temple

Landscape Painting
3919

A Riverside Path

1920

A Coast or River Scene atLow Tide

3921

i

A River Scene

33 A Rocky Landscape withHater
1922

A Country Road

1923

i

Showery Heather

33 A Landscape with Hater
3924

A Farm

1929

i

Clouds Clearing after Rain

ii A Scene in London
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Luke X 38-42

1927

i

Sunset over a River

ii A Group of Trees
1923

A Country Road

1929

i

Evening

ii Farm Buildings
1930
4

A_ Scene in a Park

Design for the Decoration of a Portion of a Public Building
1920

Hone Deferred Haketh the Heart Sick

3.922

The Arts

1923

Pottery

1924

A

Figure Subject from theB ible for the

of the vault of a semicircularapse at the

decoration
east end

of a church

1925

Design w .ith figures for the decoration of the vault
of a semicircular apse in a Music Room

1926

Pioneers for a -wall in theColonialOffice

1927

A Panel in a Market Hall

1928

Decoration for a wall in the Offices of the Port of
London Authority

1929

Fine Art for a lunette in .the Central Hall of the
Royal Academy

1930
5

Decoration for the Staircase Wall', Euston Station

Cartoon of a Draped Figure

1920

A Mourner

1921

Caesar 1ying Dead at the hase of ?ompey!s Statue

1922

A Sunpliant

1923

A F igure Hold ing Back against the Hind

1924

Grief; a Crouching Figure

1925

An Old Woman, Praying

1926

A Roman Orator Specking

1927

A Hourning Figure

1928

Madonna and Child

1929

A d oration.

1930

St Francis feeding the Birds
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6

7

Comnos:_ijtion in Sci.il~ntt.ire

1921

Diana and Endyrnlon

1923

The Prodigal Son Received by his Father

1925

Jacob Wrestling with the Ange 1 Genesis XXXII

3.927

Courage

1929

Speed'

Model for a Medal or Coin

1920

A n Allegorical Figure of Australia

1922

The Visit of H.R.H.The Prince of bales to

1924

A Seal for an Industrial City

1926

A Medal for the Exhibitor of the Best Work in the

India.

Summer Exhibition

8

1928

A Medal for Award to Firemen for Heroic Conduct

1930

A Medal Commemorating the ITayal Conference

M odel of a Design Subject combined with Architecture
1924

A Memorial Tomb in an Arched Recess-

192.6 Mapb 1e Mantlepiece for a State Poors

9

1928

A Tall Fountain jwi th a Figure in the Round

1930

Entrance to a Town Hall

Model of a Design
1925

St Michael Overcoming Satan

1927

Elijah Pals inn: the Uiaow’s Son

1929

Training; a Horse

ARCHITECTURE

10

Design in Architecture
1923

A Raj1way Terminus

1925

A County Hall

1926

A London Club House for 1 0 0 0 members

1927

A Bank and Office 3uilaing in a Large City

1928

A Village Institute

1929

An A r t Gallery for a Provincial Town

1930

A Painter’s House and Studio

There were in addition a number of other categories of prizes in
which the subjects were u s u a l l y specified:
a

Perspective Drawing in Outline.
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This was invariably of a

subject for painting- and sculpture students, and another
for Architecture students,
b

Design in Relief containing Figure and Ornament (Sculpture)

c

A Set of Measured Drawings (Architecture) , again using a
London Building.

It should be noted that these competitions were open only to Royal
Academy Schools Students, and were distinct from the 'Premiums! also
awarded annually.
and a sum of money.

A winning entry in a competition secured a medal
Thus a total of £340 "was shared between the 29

competitions in 1920 (the first year after the Great liar that a
full set of competitions was held) and by 1930 £585 was distributed
between 38 competitions.
The Results of Competitions appeared in the Royal Academy Annual
Reports 1918-1930..

oa A

Quotations used on the title pages of the Catalogues of the annual
•j
Summer Exhibitions of the Royal Academy 1918-1930
1918

'Art must Anchor on Nature, or it is the sport of every
breath of folly.’

W.Haalitt.

1919

'To give unto them beauty for ashes.’

1920

’Peace hath her victories
No less renowned than war.’

1921

Milton.

’Beauty Itself doth of itself persuade
The eyes of men. without an orator.’

1922

Shakespeare.

’Nature never did betray the heart that loved her.5
William Wordsworth.

1923

Isaiah Ixi 3-

.

‘Nature is refined, subtle, and infinitely vaz-ious, beyond
the power and retention of memory; it is necessary, there
fore, to have continual recourse to her.’
. . _____

Reynolds, P.P.A.
1924

Sir Joshua

’The great end of the art is to strike the imagination.*
Sir Joshua Reynolds, P.R.A*

1925

’Nature is made better by no mean,
But nature makes that means so o ’er that art
Which, you say, adds to nature, is an art
That nature makes.’

1926

Shakespeare The Winter’s Tale iv 3*

'It is by being conversant with the inventions of others
that we learn to invent*’

3927

'lie who xeours to Nature. at every recurrence renews his
strength,5

1928

Sir Joshua Reynolds, P.R.A.

Sir Joshua Reynolds, P.R.A.

'Enough, if something from our hands have power
To live, and act, and serve the future hour.*

1929

*1 believe the love of beauty to be inherent in the human
mind.’

1930

Wordsworth*

G.F.Watts, O.M., S.A.

'With new attainment new orders of beauty arise.’

Robert

Bridges.
1

Printed by Wm.Clowes and Sons,
tained plans of the Gibson ana.
exhibition Galleries, and gave
list of Royal Academy members,
itors were also included.
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Limited. Each Catalogue con
Diploma Galleries, the main
a yearly Notice to Artists. A
and the addresses of the exhib

^

I jlx : * x/ .

The proposals submitted for a State School of Art syllabus by the
1918 Schools Cornmittee.

Royal Acadgmy Annuo1 Report 19X8 pp 78-89

Suggestions for a detailed syllabus of training in a Course of Five
Years
Painting School
Terms — January to April; May to July; October to December.
Hours - Weekdays- 9*30 a.m. to 1 p.m; 2 p.m. to 4 P» m ; 6 p.m to 8
p.m.
Saturday 9*30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
First Year
9.30 to 1

3 days a week, Painting

from the Nude.

3 days a week, Painting

from the Head.

6

to 8

5 days

a week, Drawing from the Nude

2

to4

2 days

a week, Methods of painting avehicles,
Still-life painting.

2 days a week, Anatomical modelling and drawing as
applicable to the work in the Life
Schools.
r

1 day a week,

Antique and Drapery.

Second Year

9 .30 to 1

As1 above.

6

to8

As above.

2

to4

2 days

a week, Composition.

Subjects

to be set by

the Director, commencing with simple
arrangements in line, progressing to
compositions in tone and colour.
Practical demonstrations on composit
ion, illustrated by works of the
Great Masters, shall also be part of
this course.

1

day a week in

the Architectural Class.

1

day a week in

the Modelling Class,

1

day a week in

the Anatomy or Perspective Class.
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9 .30 to 1

3 days '£• week, Studies of portions of the figure.
To be drawn or painted life-sise.
3 days a. -week, Heads and costumes with arranged
backgrounds.
V

6 .to 8

5 days a week, Drawing or Modelling from the Life.

2 to 4

3 days a

week, Compositions designed to fill a
given space.

1 day a week,

Study of Drapery

Fourth Year
9-30 to 1

As Above.

6 to 8

As Above.

2 to 4

2

;)

days 3 week, Compositions to fill a given space,
with Architectural surroundings.

1 or 2 days a week, In the Galleries, making stud
ies of composition in linee light and
shade, and colour schemes. Remaining
days, Study of antiques and drapery.
Architecture
Examination on the History and_Soh—
ools of Paintin g.
Fifth Year
9.30 to 1

As Above, but under Visitors.

6 to 8

As

2 to 4

2

above, but under Visitors.
days a week, Composition.
the student.

Subject chosen by

2 days a week, Material for the above.
1 day a week,

Practical demonstrations on —
a Landscape
b Aerial perspective
a Treatment and fitment of subjects
for given spaces
d Design and execution of decorative
paintings for public buildings.

Selected students to bo allowed to carry out a picture or decoration
in seperate studios under the advice of one or. more Visitors select
ed by the students.
(Other subjects, such as animals, etc., to be
exchanged for some of the above studies according to the wish or
capability of the student).
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First Three Years' Training
During the Winter Term four lectures or causeries could be
delivered, with Lantern Slides and Specimens, by experts in the
several

subjects — the lectures to be given at stated times between

the hours of 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
jects is given herewith.

An elaboration of the suggested sub

A similar number of lectures could be del

ivered, if thought desirable, during the Summer or Autumn Term.
Lecturers to be appointed by the Director with the approval of the
General Council.
Lecture.
(informal talk by recognised Authority).
Sy 11ahus - 1.Portrajture in Sculpture
A. Periods - 1. Egyptian; 2. Assyrian; 3 Graeco-Egyptian;
4* Chinese; 5* Persian; 6.Indian: 7•Polynesian (New Zealand);
8. Greek (Marble, Bronze and Coins); 9»Graeco-Roman; 10. Roman;
II. Byzantine: 12. Gothic (Italian, French, English and Teut
onic); 13. Early and Late Renaissance. A group of l8th
Century French Portaitists - say, P.Puget, The Leraoynes, Coustou, the Bros. Caffieri, Houdon, Augustin Pajou, etc. Roubili
ac's effect on English Sculptors of the 18th Century. David d 1
Angers, Rude, Carpeaux, Dalou, Rodin, Falguiere, Dubois, Carriere, Stevens, and other recent sculptors in England.
liec.ture,
2. The Anatomy of Composition in Sculpture
B. Composition in figure work as designed by the Egyptians,
Assyrians, Persians, etc. The Greek Vases. The Parthenon
Frieze, Metopes, Pediment, Quadrigas. The West Front of Char
tres Cathedral. West Fronts of Wells Cathedral, Amiens,
Rheims, Milan, etc, Michael Angeli, Rude’s sculptor '’•I Croups,
’The Marseillaise.1 Alfred Stevens compared with Flaxman,
Carpeaux and Rodin.
Lecture.
3. Medals, Plaques and Coins.
C. Origin of Medals. Earliest examples. The Mission of the
Medal. The Good; the Bad, Various methods of producing a
Medal - the Die; the Stamping. Roman and Italian medals.
Pisano, Matteo da Pasti, etc, B. Cellini, the Dutch Masters.
Coins - Greek, Roman, English. Modern and ancient com
pared. History of English Mints.
Lecture
4. The Anatomy of Ornament
D. Evolution of Ornament. Earliest specimens, Prehistoric
Ornament, Savage ditto. The Bushmen of S.A. Early Chinese,
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Personal Apparel. The Acanthus Leaf. Ornamentation of Mould
ings (Grinling Gibbons). Tapestry Ornamentation (Bordures).
Books. Armour - "Weapons. Italian, French and English Eenaius
ance Ornament compared. Gothic Ornament, etc* etc.
Note - Should the Syllabus of the above lectures prove to be
too extensive for the period of two hours, they could be divid
ed up into two or three afternoons.
School of Sculpture
Open every working day from 9-30 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 6 to 8 p.m
Saturdays, 9*30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Winter Term - January till April (about 19 weeks)
Mornings

Afternoons

Evenings

.First Year’s Training
Modelling from Life
9-30 a.m. till 1 p.m.

Informal talks by
recognized Authorities
A. Portraiture
B . C ornposition
C. Medals and Coins
D . Anatomy of
Ornament
2 p.m. till 4 p.m.
Drapery and Evolution
of Costume and Uniforms.
Lettering
Mouldings. Heraldry.
History of Ornament.
Metal Work, Tools etc.
2 p.m. till 4 p.m.

Drawing from the
Nude and Architec
ture
6 till 8

Portraiture (Demonstra
tions )»
Figure Composition
Figure Work (Architec
tural)
Medal Composition (Des
ign for Medal)
2 p.m. till 4 p.m.

Lettering
Perspective
Geometry
Sc iography
6 till 8

Modelling Costume from
Life
Modelling Architectural Details
2 p.m. till 4 p.m.

Drawing from the
Nude and Arehitecture
6 till 8

Drawing from the
Nude and Arc hi tecture
6 till 8

Autumn Term - October till December (about 11 weeks).
Mornings
Modelling
9.30 a.m.

Afternoons
from Life
till 1p.m.

Modelling Hands from
Life (10 hours’ test)
Modelling Feet from
Life (10 hours’ test)
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Evenings
Drawing from the
Nude and Architecture
Letter Cuttin.r in

Head and Hands, ana
Casting from Life
Modelling Ornament
(lO hours'test)
Modelling Moulding
Enrichments
(10 hours' tost)
Figure Composition in
the round
(10 hours’test)
Figure Composition in
relief (10 hours'test)
Casting Figure Compo
sition with Instructor
(10 hours' test)
Letter Cutting in
relief and incised
(10 hours' test)
2 p.m. till 4 p.m.

ling
Enrichments of
Anatomy
Demonstrations
6 till 8

Summer Holidays -

Christmas Holidays -

Easter Hoiidlays -

July 31 to October 1

December 20 to
January 2

April 21 to May 1

The Course of Training per Annum is 40 weeks

During the Third, Fourth and Fifth Years- of the Course Students to
have special facilities for the study of Animals in the Schools and
at the Zoological Gardens: Anatomical Dissections to be made under
competent Professors at the discretion of the Director.
Fourth Year, Pinter Term
Mornings — Study ?n the Life Modelling Class, either from the figure
or from animals.
Afternoons - Study in Museums, Galleries and Libraries, and study
of Buildings, as arranged by the Director. Subjects - 1. C o m p a r a 
tive study of the principal epochs or schools of Sculpture (Egyp
tian, Greek, Roman, Mediaeval, Renaissance, and Modern), and of
their periods of growth.
2. Characteristics of the principal Masters and Masterpieces
of the various epochs and schools.
3. Dependence of Style upon Material and the influence of
Material upon treatment (e.g. Egyptian Sculpture, Granite, basalt,
etc.: Greek and Roman, marble and bronze: Mediaeval, stone, wood,
ivory etc.: Renaissance and Modern, terra-cotta and clay).
Evenings - Drawing from the Rude.
The foregoing course (fourth year, Winter Term, Afternoons) to
be coupled as closely as possible with the study of actual examples
in Buildings and Museums. Accurate drawings to scale to be made of
certain examples, and these to be at the disposal of the General
oil fo fo -ning a collection for the use of the School.
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Mornings and Afternoons - Students of Animal Sculpture to study in
the Animal Life Class and in the Zoological gardens as directed.
Dissection whenever possible.
Students of Figure Sculpture to devote themselves to special
subjects as arranged by the Director, and to be given opportunities
for visiting Cathedrals of France and England during the Summer
vacation. The Director might also invite students to send in Essays
on certain special subjects.
Special Subjects for Study
1
Egyptian Portrait Sculpture
2
Greek Archaic Sculpture
3
Tanagra Figurines and Groups
4
Greek Altars, Sarcophagi, Candelabra, Tripods, etc.
5
Reliefs of the Trajan Column
6
Roman Ornamental Sculpture
7
Sculptured tombs and Mural Memorials in Italy and France
(Mediaeval and Renaissance)
8
Mediaeval Seals and 15th Century French and Italian Medals
9
Statues and Figure Sculpture of Rheims, Amiens, or Chartres,
or any of the great French or English Cathedrals
10
Animal Sculpture, Ancient and Modern- (e.g. Assyrian Relief's
and Barye’s Bronzes)
11
Painted and Glazed Sculpture
12
Chinese and Japanese Sculpture; Japanese iletsuke's.
Fourth Year, Autumn Term
Figure Students: Mornings in Life Modelling School
Animal Students: Mornings and Afternoons in. School and Zoological
Gardens
Evenings in Drawing School.
Fifth Year, Summer Term
Mornings
Term, or
Students
Model of
student.

and Afternoons - Students in Animal Sculpture as in Winter
as directed.
in Figure Sculpture to woxk. en logo at special subject:
a Relief (figures life-size), subject to be chosen by the

Fifth Year, Autumn Term
As In Winter Term. Subject for Figure Sculpture. Student en lore:
Model of a life-size Female Figure in the round (subject to be
chosen by the Student),
Schools Designing C lub
The Director should arrange for fortnightly Competitions in
Design and Composition, which should be compulsory. Subjects to be
arranged at the beginning of each term.

School of Archi-tec ture
Course: Three Years, with extension in special cases to four years
The training of the School of Architecture is an advanced course in
tended for students of ability who have alrea-dy made considerable

progress m a r c m ibu turai urawmg, perspective, spereogrupny etna
design. It is not intended for "beginners or for those who h'-vo
received only rudimentary training in Drawing and Design.
The subjects comprised in the course will include the following:
1

Design: to include working drawings- and perspectives of the
designs.
a. Domestic Architecture: Town Houses, Country Houses, incl
uding gardens and grounds, Lodges, Stables and Farm Build
ings.
b. Ecclesiastical Architecture: Churches, Chapels and Relig
ious Establishments
c. Schools, Colleges, and Educational Institutions.
d. Civil Architecture: Banks, Exchanges, Market Houses, Inst
itutes, Business Premises, Shops, Warehouses, Commercial
Buildings, Theatres, Inns and Hotels.
e. Public Buildings: Government and Municipal Offices, Town
Hal1s , Stations.
f. Town Planning, Bridges and Approaches.
g. Details, such, as Monuments, mural and detached, Fountains
and Pavilions.

2

Drawing from the Cast and the

Life, and rudimentary Modelling.

3

Subsidary subjects; Lettering, Heraldry, and the processes ■
employed in the Crafts of Glass—Painting, Metalwork, and Plas
ter.

4

Combined work with Sculptor and Painter Students.

5

Instruction, by informal talks with illustrations, in the gen
eral history of Architecture, and detailed study of the work of
individual Architects.

6

Instruction, by informal talks with illustrations, In the The
ory of Architecture - viz. the geometrical basis of architec
ture, proportions, and methods of arriving at them; the anal
ysis of Buildings, Planning, Spacing, Ponderation, and Comp
osition.

7

In connection with ITos. 5 an(i 6, Students should from time to
time in each term prepare short theses on the subjects dealt
with in the informal talks and discussions, in order to help
them to arrive at clear ideas and their expression.

8

Field work: the. study of existing buildings, including build
ings in course of erection.

The Course to be for three years, followed at the option of the
Student and the determination of the Director as to the Student’s
fitness to profit by it, by one year in the separate school of
Visitors. Ho Student to be admitted under the age of 19 (subject
to the discretion of the Director in admitting exceptional cases) ,
the object of the minimum age limit being to ensure the possession
of a reasonably general education in all students, and if possible
a University degree.
All the work is to be carried on in the School of Architecture,
except that specified in Los.2, 3 and 8 above. Drawing from the
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ector, and a special Modelling Class for Architectural and Painting
Students to be arranged with the Director of the School of Sculp
ture .
The subsidiary subjects mentioned in No.3 to be studied in the
Craft School by arrangement with the Director. It is not proposed
that students in these Craft subjects should aim at anything more
than a general acquaintance with the processes employed in those
Crafts.
In regard to Modelling and Drawing from the Life, the Archit
ect Students would not carry their duties so far as the Painters and
Sculptors. In Modelling It would be sufficient if Students famil
iarized themselves with the modelling of Architectural Ornament in
clay, end the; process of casting in plaster. In regard to Drawing
from the Life. The object would be to develop and cultivate the
Students’ sense of form and powers of observation rather than to
qualify them for figure design.
The Director of the School will allocate silbjects and Studios
according to the capacity of Students.
Arrangements for Drawing from the Life, Modelling and Craft
studies to be made with the Directors of those Schools.
Students who do not succeed in winning Scholarships at the School in
Rome may, on the recommendation of the Director, receive permission
to continue their studies in the School for a fourth year.
Timetable: A rehi tec tural jSch-Ool
Terms and Hours as in Schools of Painting and Sculpture.
9*30 a.m. to 1 p.m

p.m, to 4 p.m.

First Year
Design: Domestic, Civil
and Ecclesiastical Arch—
itec turj
l/8 and l/2
Scale Drawings with persnective sketches

6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Mondays, Tuesdays Drawing from
Antique.
and Wednesdays,
Modelling
as preceding.
Thursday, Lee ture
by Director or
o th er Authority.
Friday, Attendance
at Craft Class

Saturdays - Field Work, inc
luding measured drawings
and notes for critical
• appreciation of building
studied, to be written up
on Thursday afternoons
and submitted to the Dir
ector. At least 3 sub
jects in each term
Second Year
As above, but adding Pub
lic Buildings and Detail
S tudie s , Foun tains and
Monuments

As above
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As above, but
adding Drawing,
from the Life

X i i J. i-'U.

J.

As above, but adding Town
Planning> Bridges and
Approaches

Theses and com—
bined work with
Sculptors and
Painters

braving from
the Life.
Modelling

School of Engraving
Admission to the School should only be granted to Students who are ‘
able draughtsmen or draughtswomen.
It would be an advantage to the School generally and a great
help to the younger students if artists of recognised skill, of any
age, who desired to etch or engrave were admitted.
All forms of engraving (line, mezzotint, aquatint, etching,
etc.) should be taught. Etching should be taken first, as a thor
ough acquaintance with its methods and capabilities is a great help
in most other forms of engraving. A complete mastery of technique
in whatever method is taken should be insisted on. Preparation of
the material for working on, with the compounding of grounds, baths,
etc., and the pi*eparing and sharpening of tools used, should be a
part of the training.
The School should be fully equipped with all appliances and
tools used in these arts; because although good work can be done
with scanty tools, time-saving is of importance, and Students should
have a knowledge of what may help at need.
There should be:^

A n Etching Room. It should contain water connections, sinks,
gas-heaters, chemicals (in proper storing cupboards), and a
steel-facing tank with motor dynamo and fittings.

2

An Engraving Room. It should have firm tables under screened
side-lights, with electric or incandescent light as an altern
ative; sets of tools for mezzotint; dust boxes for aquatint,
grindstones, etc.

3

Printing Room. It should have one or two copper-plate presses
heaters, ink-slabs, etc., with stock of materials and paper
for printing. Also, possibly, a small lithographic press and
platen press, for litho work and block printing.
Printing should be taken as a part of the Course, and arrange
ments should be made for Students to take in succession the
p r i n t i n g for the entire cla.ss for one or more days, as they
become capable.

The School should be provided with reproductions (if not orig
inals) of fine examples of engraving in all forms, and frequent shor
lectures, illustrated by lantern slides, should be given by the Dir
ector on all schools and classes of engraving.
The work of the School will be mainly based upon drawings or
paintings executed in other schools in the College; but facilities
should be prranirpd for work inn direct on the metal from the life or
still life.
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but no practice of this should be allowed in the School.
Engraying School
First Year’s Training

9.30 to 1

5 days a week, Preparation of metal plates for engraving.
Compounding grounds and chemicals for etching. Practis
ing laying grounds by various methods. Construction and
sharpening of hand tools for etching and engraving. Copy
ing on metal an etching and a line engraving by an Old
Master. Etching and engraving from Students’ own draw-*
ings.
1 day a week, Lectures and demonstrations on methods and
schools of engraving; and printing.

5 to 8

5 days a week, Drawing in Painting School.

2 to 4

Work in Painting School.

Second Year

5 days a week, Pork from drawings and paintings in etch

9.30 to 1

ing, line engraving, aquatint, stipple, dry-point, or
mezzotint.
1 day a week, Printing - two Students working together at
the press, in rotation.
6 to 8

5 days a week, as above

2 to 4

As above.

Third.Year
9.30 to 1

5 days a week, as in the second year, but Students should
work mainly in one chosen method.
1 day a week, Printing, as in second year

2 to 4

5

5 to 8

5 days a week, Drawing from life;
plates from life.

days a week, Work inPaintingSchool.
also drawing direct on

Fourth Year
9.30 to 1

6 days a week, complete interpretation of painting in one
method of engraving, or in etching.

2 to 4

1 day a week, lectures on Masters of engraving and etching.
Remaining days in Painting School

Fifth Year
9 o 0 to 1
and 6 to

As above, and in addition work in lithography and wood—
engraving, and again one day’s printing.

8
2 to 4

Work in Painting School.
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APPENDIX 0
Royal Academy elections: ages

oj

successful candidates in the years

of their elections*
A 3R .A
1918

1919

1920

1921

1922

Age

R.A*

Age

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott

38

Philip Connard

43

Malcolm Osborne

38

Sir Alfred James Mannings

41

William Robert Colton

52

George Harcourt

51

Sir Frank Branigwyn

52

Claude Allin Shepperson

52

Sir William Orijen

41

Adrian Stokes

65

Mark Fisher

78

Ernest Hewton

63

George Henry

62

Francis Derwent Wood

49

Charles Haslewood
Shannon

57

Sir David Young Cameron

55

Sir William Llewellyn

57

Sir Edwin Landseer
Lutyens

51

Sir Herbert Edwin Palham
Hugh es-Stanton
Richard Jack

54

Julius 01sson

58

Henry Poole

46

Sir Robert Stodart
Lorimer

56

Sir Halter Westley
Russell
Oliver Hall

53
51

50

Sir William Reid Dick

43

William Strang

62

Sir John James Burnet

64

Sir John Lavery

85

Frederic Cayley Robinson

59

Augustus. Edwin John

43
T~f

Henry Alfred Pegram

59

Algernon Mayow TaImage

51

Sir Bertram Mackennal

57

Sir Gerald Festus Kelly

43

Robert Anning Ball

59

Sydney Lee

56

Maurice Grieffenhagen

60

Frederick Landseer Maur
Griggs

Sir Giles Gilbert Scott

42

46

Henry Raeburn MacbethRaeburn

62

George Washington
Lambert

49

Charles Ricketts

A.R.A

1923

1924

1925

Ago

eoni.)
Annie Louisa. Svyimerton
Alfred Turner

48

Sir Herbert Baker

59

HiIfred Gabriel de Glehn

53

Glyn Warren Philpot

39

George. Spencer Watson

54

Bertram Priestman

55

Leonard Campbell Taylor
William Curtis Green

49
48

Sir William.Russell Flint

44

Charles Leonard Hartwell

51

Ambrose KcEvoy

46

Samuel Melton Fisher

67

Terrick Williams

64

Walter

64
50

Richard Sickert

-‘

;

William McMillan

38

Philip Connard

Arthur George Walker

64

Sir Alfred James Munning:a 47
Sir John Jaro.es Burnet

68

Sir Walter John Tapper

65

Malcolm Osborne

46

Samuel John Lamorna Birch

57

George. Harcourt

CO
in

1926

R.A.

—-0
co

1922

Age

Charles Sargeani Jagger

41

Sir Walter Westley
Russell

59

38

Henry Poole

53

Sir Edward Guy Bawber

66

Oliver Hall

58

Francis Bodd

53

Dame Laura Knight

50

Gerald Leslie Brockhurst

38

Sir William Reid Bick

50

Bavid Thomson Muirhead

61

Augustus Edwin John

50

Harold Knight

54

Charles Ricketts

62

1929

Louis Richard G'arbe

53

Algernon Mayow Talmage

53

1930

Sir Edwin Cooper

Sir Gerald Festus Kelly

51

Sydney Lee

64

1923

CO

Henry George Rushbury

1927

Alfred Kingsley Lawrence

37

Total Number of A„R*As

Total Number of E.As elected

elected 1918-30 - 47

1918-30 * 40

Average age = 51-J-

Average ago -- 56

Painters 27

Painters 28

Sculptors 7

Sculptors 7

Engravers 5

Engravers 1

Architects 8

Architects 4
r—!
t—
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February 1918 p 28.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - Disabled Servicemen Scheme.

The Studio

LXXIII Ho.300 March 1918 pp 67-68.
Studio, The.

The Lay Figure - Artist as War' Historian.

The Studio

LXXIII Ho.300 March 1918 p 76.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - War

Memorials Committee.

The. Studio

LXXIII Ho.302 May 1918 pp 136-138.
Studio, The.

The

Royal Academy Exhibition 1918.

The Studio LXXIV

Ho.303 June 1918 pp 12-24Studio, The.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk.

The Studio LXXIV Fo.304 July 1918 p 5& •

Studio Talk - War Memorials.

The Studio LXXIV

Ho.305 August 1918 p 92.
Studio, The.
ists.
Studio, Th_ej_

Studio Talk - Royal British Colonial Society of* Art
The

Studio LXXV Ho.307 October 1918 p 27.

Studio Talk - Decorative Arts.

Ho.309 December 1918 p 89 .
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The Studio LXXV

Studio, The.

Studio Talk, - The Lavery Bequest.

The Studio LXXV

No.309 December-1918 p 91Studio, The.

Studio Talk — Bar Memorials Exhibition.

The Studio

LXXY No.310 January 1919 PP 124-126.
Studio. The.

Studio Talk — Imperial Bar Exhibition.

The Studio

LXXY E 0 .3IO January 1919 P 127Studio, The.

The Canadian War Memorials Exhibition at the Royal

Academy.
Studio, The.

The Studio LXXVI No.311 February 1919 PP 11-16.

Sir Aston Bebb P.R.A.

The Studio LXXVT'No.314 May

1919 PP 129-133Studio, The.

Studio Talk — Bar Memorials.

The Studio LXXVT No.314

May 1919 pp 138-141.
Studio, The.

The. Royal Academy Exhibition 1919-

The Studio LXXVII

No.315 June 1919 PP 3-16..
Studio, The.

Bar Memorials.

The Studio LXXVII No.316 July 1919

pp 68-72.
Studio, The.

The Bar Memorials Tapestry Guild.

The Studio LXXVII

No.317 August 1919 PP 112-113.
Studio, The. . Studio Talk - Poynter and Storey.

The Studio LXXVII

No.318 September 1919 PP 158-160.
Studio, The.

Bar Memorials.

1919 PP 59-64Studio. The.

The Studio LXXVIII•N o .320 November

•

A' New National Gallery.

The Studio LXXVIII No.320

November 3 9^9 PP 89-90.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - Mark Fisher.

TheStudio LXXVIII No.322

January 1920 p lol.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk. The Studio LXXIX

No.324 March 1920

PP 34-35*
Studio, The.

Studio Talk. The Studio LXXIX

No.326 May? 1920 pp 109-

Studio Talk. The Studio LXXIX

No.327 June 1920

111 .
Studio, The.

pp 147-148.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - NiTlianr Hothenstein.

The Studi-o LXXX

No.329 August 1920 pp 23-24Studio, The.

Spanish Paintings a-t Burlington House.

The Studio

LXXXI No.334 January 1921 pp 3-13Studio, The.

Studio Talk - Orpen.

1921 pp 27-28.
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The Studio LXXXII No.340 July

Studio, The.

Studio Talk.

The Studio LXXXil No.341 August 1921

pp 69-73.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - Entertainments Tax.

The Studio LXXXII

No.341 August 1921 p 108.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk.

The Studio LXXXII No.3.42 September 1921

p 108.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk.

The Studio LXXXII No.345 December 1921

P 275.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - Royal Society of Portrait Painters.

The

Studio LXXXIII No.346 January 1922 pp 44-45..
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - R.A.Winter Exhibition.

The Studio

LXXXIII No.347 February 1922 pp 92.-94.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk.

The Studio LXXXIII N o .348 March 1922

pp 155-156.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - Decorative Arts.

The Studio LXXXIII

No.349 April 1922 p 216.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk.

The Studio LXXXIII No.3'50 Kay 1922. p 264

Studio, The.

.The- Royal Academy/ Exhibition 1922.

The Studio LXXXIII

No.351 June 1922 pp 299-309.
Studio, The. . Studio Talk - Murals Exhibition.
No.354 September
Studio, The.

Studio Talk.

The Studio LXXXIT

1922 p I57.
The Studio LXXXIY No.355 October 1922

P 213.
Studio, The.

Studio Talk - Decorative Arts Exhibition.

The Studio

LXXXIT No.356 November 1922 p 278.
Studio. The.

Decorative Art at the Royal Academy.

The Studio

LXXXY No.359 February.T923 pp 96-101. .
Studio, The. , Royal Academy Exhibition 1923.

The Studio LXXXY

No.363 June 1923 pp 323-334*
Studio, The.

The Swedish Applied Art Exhibition, Sieves Gallery.

The Studio LXXXYIT No.371February 1924 P
Studio, The*

London

- Swedish Art.

79.

The Studio LXXXYIINo.372

March 1924 P 143.
Studio, The.

The Royal Academy Exhibition 1924*

The Studio

LXXXVII No.375 June 1924 PP 303-311.
Studio, The.

London - Royal Society of Portrait Painters.

The

Studio LXXIX No.384 March 1925 p 152.
Studio, The.

London-

Exhibitions.

1926 pp 191-192.
298

The Studio XCI No.396 March

Studio, The.

BoyaI Academy.

The Studio XCI Wo.399 June 1926

pp 394-402.
Studio, The.

London - Exhibitions.

The Studio XCVI Wo.424 July

1928 pp 93-54.
Studio, The.

What is Modern?

The Studio XCVI Wo.426 September

1928 p 155.
Studio, The.

London - Sir Prank Dicksee.

The Studio XGVI Wo.429

December 1928 p 441.
S tudio, The.

London ~ Exhibitions.

The' Studio XCIX Wo.444 March

1930 p 211.
Studio, The.

October 1930 - events.

The Studio C Wo.451 October

1930 p 307'.
Symons, F.Christian.

Neulyn and the Wevlyn School.

The Magazine

of Art 1890 pp 199-205.
Taylor, J.

Some Watercolour Prayings by George Henry,

The Studio

LXYIII Wo.280 July 1916 pp 73-73.
Thompson, J.R.Fawcett.

Second Thoughts on the Roya l Academy..

Connoisseur LXXXI Wo.324 July 1928 p 90.
Toriks, Henry.

Hotes from 1Wander-Years1.

A rtwork V No.20 Winter

1929 PP 213-235.
Wahlin, Karl.

Carl Larsson.

The Studio LXXVIII Wo.323 February

1920 pp 184-193.
Walker, A.Stodart.

The Paintings of D.Y.Cameron.

The Studio. LV

Wo.229 May 1912 pp 255-264.
ralker, A.Stodart.

The Art of Johr Lavery,

The Studio LXII Wo.254

June 1914 PP 3-15*
Wedinore. Frederick.

Bertram Pries tinan. Art Journal 1907 pp 179-

I85.
Wedmore, Frederick.

Sir William O m e n 1s War Pictures.

The Studio

LXXIV Wo.304 July 1918 pp 48-52.
West, W .K .

The Sculpture of B ertram Mackennaj»

The Studio XLIV

Wo.186 September 1903 pp 262-267.
Whitley, William T.

The Central School of A rts and Grafts.

The

Studio LXXX Wo.330 September 1920 pp 51“58»
W11enski, R .H .

The Royal Academy.

The Studio XCVIII Wo.436 June

1929 pp 472-477.
Wjlenski, R .H .

The Ita11an Exhibltion at Burlington House.

Studio XCIX Wo.442 January 1930 up 3-12.
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The

Nittgens, Fernanda.

Tne contributions or lrane-n m vc . b a ^

tions to the By.hlbition at Burlington House.

Aool?o XI

Fo.62 February 1930 pp 73- 90,
Wood. T.Martin.

The Pict ur e s o f Ambrose McEvoy.

The Studio LII

No.176 November 1907 pp 96-102.
Wood,

T.Martin. Some Recent Work of Hr.Cayley Hobinson.

The

Studio XLIX No.205 April 1910 pp 204-209.
Wood, T.Martin.

Hr.Hobert Anning H ell’sWork as a Painter.

The

Studio XLIX No.206 May 1910 pp255-262.
Wood , T.Martin.

The Portrait Paintings of Ambrose McSvo.y• The

Studio L'XX No.288 March 1917 PP 76-86.
Wood,

T. Martin. The Art of A ,J~.Munnln.gs.

The StudioLXXVIII

No.319 October 1919 PP' 3-12.

Yockney, Alfred.

Modern British Sculptors. Some Younger M en►

The Studio LXVII No.275 February 1916 pp 19-29*

3 0 0

1

Robert Arming. Bell.

Mary in the House of Elizabeth

1917

b.1913

2

John Arnes oy Brown

The Line of the Plough

1919

1919

3

Frederick W .Elv/ell

The Beverley Aims Kitchen

4

Francis Derwent Wood

Psyche

5

Sir Alfred J .Munnings

Epsom Downs, City & Suburban. Day

1919

6

Hark Fi slier

Feeding the Fowls

1920

7

Oliver Hall.

Shap Moors

8

Bertram Hicholls

Drying the Sails

1920

1921

9

William Strang

Portrait of the Artist

1919

1921

10

Sir William Orpen

Sir William McCormick

1920

1921

11

Jacob Epstein

Han

1909

1922

12

Alfred Turner

Psyche

1919

1922

15

J.Iiavard Thomas

Cardinal Manning

1876-36 1922

14

Philip Wison Steer

Mrs. Raynes

1922

15

Philip Connard

Summer

1922

16

James D.Innes

A Waterfall

1910

1922

17

Edward Stott

Changing Pastures

1895

1922

18

George Clausen

The Road, Winter Morning

19

Sir James J.Shannon

Phil Hay.

1902

1923

20

Annie L . Swynnerton

New Risen Hope

1904

1924

21 . Francis Dodd

A Smiling 'Woman

1904

1924

22

V/illiam Rothenstein

Princess Badroulbadour

1908

1924

25

Sydney Lee

Amongst the Dolomites

1924

24

Sir John Lavery

The Jockeys Grossing Room at Asco tl923

1924

25

Kellock Brown

Ju-Jitsu

1923

1924

26

F. Cayley Robinson

Pastoral

1923-4

1924

2?

Harry Horley

Apollo and Marsyas

28

Char1es Whe e1er

The Infant Christ

1919

1908

i

1919

1919

1920

1923

1924
1920-4

1924

29
30

Arthur 0 *\1a Iker
alter '.!.Russell

Christ at the Whipping Post

The Blue Dress

1911

31

Alfred Gilbert

Eros

1090

32

Douglas 3 .Gray

Rosalind

1924-5

33

Maurice Grieffenhagen

Dawn

34

P. Derwent Wood

Bess Norriss

33

Alfred J.Oakley

Halua

36

Henry Poole

The Little Apple

1927

37

Ambrose McEvoy

Michael McEvoy

1919

38

E .Beatrice Bland

Striped Camelias

1927

39

Margaret D . Barker

Any Mornlng

40

Annie L.Swynnerton

The Conyalescent

41

Sir George Clausen

42

Julian P .Al1an

Marjorie

43

Richard Garbe

Sea Lion

44

James Bateman

CO 1
ah

45

Erne st M .Dinke1

The Deluge

46

Alfred Thornton

O h# Germans

1926

47

Philip V/ilson Steer

Padd? srs

1929

48

Sir Alfred J .Hannings

From My Bedroom Window

49

Sir John Lavery

The Chess Players

50

Robert S-Austin

Le Bain de Pied

51

Annie L .Swynnerton

Dame Millicent Fawcett

52

Char1es Y«heeler

Spring

1929-30

53

John H.Lorimer

Sir Robert Lorimer

1875

54

G.Piddes Watt

The Artist’s J{other

1910

55

Sir V/alter V/,Rus sell

Cordelia

toral

ii

1921-2

1928

1.928

1929

56

Frank Brangwyn

The Market Stall

57

Sir William Orpsn

The Chef de L ’Hotel
Chatham, Paris

1919

58

Adrian Stokes

Lago Maggiore

1919

59

Hark Fisher

An Orchard in Spring

1919

60

George Henry

Brambles

1920

61

Sir David Y.Cameron

Durham

1920

62

Julius 01sson

Sunset, Cornish Coast

1920

63

Sir Y/illiam. Llev/ellyn

Sir Aston Webb P.R.A.

1920

64

Richard Jack

On the Downs

1920

65

Charles H. Shannon

Vanity and Sanctity

1920

6b

Sir John Lavery

The Vandyck Room, Wilton

1921

67

Henry Alfred Pegran

The Sculptor’s Daughter Olive 1922

68

Sir Bertram Kackennel

The Dawn of a Hew Age

1922

69

Robert Arming Bell

The Women Going to the
Sepulchre

1922

70

IMaurice Grieffenhagen

The Message

1922

71

G-lyn V/* Philpot

Portrait of a Young Man

1923

72

Bertram Priestman

Near V/arehara, Dorset

1923

73

Charles L. Hartwell

The Oracle

1924

74

Samuel Helton Fisher

Winifred

1924

75

Philip Coonard

Apollo and Daphne

1925

76

Sir Alfred J.Runnings

Kilkenny Horse Fair

1925

77

Sir Join J.Burnett

Section of a Staircase of
The >3At .Extension

1925

78

Henry Poole

Young Pan

1927

79

Oliver Hall

Spring

1927

iii

dep. 1919

80

Sir 7/illie.m Reid Dick

The Child

1928

01

Charles Ricketts

Don Juan Challenging the
Co naander

1928

82

Augustus Ik John

Portrait of a Toung Ran- , :1928

83

Algernon ll.Talmage

Horning Glitter, Isle o f • 1929
rgn'u

84

Sir Gerald Restus Kelly

Jane XXX

1930

83

Sydney Lee

The Red Tower

1930

iv
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